
4-14-2017 Friday; Easter Bombing of Church's is financed by $777 trillion in Oil Revenues given 
to Mecca by the Pentagon $$$ Palestinian stabs British woman tourist to death Today in 
Jerusalem Friday, April 14, 2017. Good Friday. "Fearless Girl Statue she is Stabbed" the Bull 
on Wall Street is watching as a "George Orwell God" on his way to "Chase" Bank. Editors at 
the Times will write her kids should not be allowed to sue Saudi Arabia. 
4-14-2017 Friday; Putin "Artakhsher" in Old Persian, planned to kill all the Jews with $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues via Mecca HQ. 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday - Easter... Mary Magdalene was a Jewish Woman: one of Jesus 
Christ's original followers, the last to stay with him while he was nailed to the cross and, 
Christians believe, the first to see his empty tomb and his resurrection. The Gospel of Mary 
provides important information about the role of women in the early church. Pope Mary's role 
for women getting Humanity to the age of the "Graivty Engine" Cars! 
4-14-2017 Friday; Cadillac announced a return to the top level of endurance racing and rolled 
out a new car - the DPi-V.R, powered by a 6.2-liter V8 engine cranking out 600 horsepower. A 
War Crime by Cadillac, grin! 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday - Easter... Mary Magdalene was a Jewish Woman: was the first 
Jewish Women to drive the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus, grin!! Mary Magdalene is 
considered to be a saint by the Catholics - Pope Francis refused to Drive the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus on Good Friday or Easter at the Vatican. 

"Pope Mary Magdalene Fearless Girl Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 
Pope Mary's role for women getting Humanity to the age of the "Graivty Engine" Cars! 



"Pope Mary Magdalene Fearless Girl Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 

4-14-2017 Friday; Cadillac announced a return to the top level of endurance racing and rolled 
out a new car - the DPi-V.R, powered by a 6.2-liter V8 engine cranking out 600 horsepower. A 
War Crime by Cadillac, grin! 
Pope Mary's role for women getting Humanity to the age of the "Graivty Engine" Cars! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-14-2017 Friday; Passover + Good Friday Easter! Can these influence the Kremlin, the French 
into Exodus into a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies and a Wall of infinity were these 2 Trillion 
Galaxies are expanding into infinite space at millions of miles per hour right now? By CÉCILE 
VAISSIÉ 
4-14-2017 Friday; U.S. Drops ‘Mother of All Bombs’ on MECCA Banks $$$ with the 1980 - 
2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus, first time all Muslims world wide were left in bankruptcy 
and made to pay $777 trillion dollars for Miami gas station hold ups, grin! 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday Editorial by the New York Times $$$ By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Libya has become a vortex of human suffering, sucking in thousands of desperate 



migrants. They cross the Sahara to escape war, terrorism and destitution. Upon arrival many 
are held hostage by traffickers and starved, beaten and tortured. Now comes yet another level of 
horror, with the revelation that some are being publicly sold as slaves, according to reports by 
the International Organization for Migration documented this past weekend. None of this would 
be possible if not for $$$ Trillion in Oil Revenues 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday Editorial by the Times... revelation that some are being publicly 
sold as slaves, according to reports by the International Organization for Migration documented 
this past weekend. None of this would be possible if not for $$$ Trillion in Oil Revenues... Texas 
Oil Men buy sex slaves too, grin! 

4-14-2017 Friday; The American system of filing taxes is infuriatingly complex. It could be much 
simpler if tax prep companies didn’t interfere. 
4-14-2017 Friday; I think H&R Block and Kelly Temps are infuriatingly 1984 George Orwell 
government inventions to scam the masses out of another $1 Billion a month for profits. Like the 
iPostOffice will lose $5 billion in 2017 the masses will pay for from taxes filed on the 15th... 
revelation that some SWF's in the USA are being publicly sold as slaves, by the Editors at the 
Times will open a Universe of George Orwell is not watching out for you. 

4-14-2017 Friday; NATO ‘Obsolete’? A Change of Heart in "War Crimes Rhetoric" with Miami 
gas station hold ups and poison diesel exhaust killing millions world wide with cancers. 
4-14-2017 Friday; "Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews." Jesus carried his cross to the site of 
execution! In Canada, Good Friday is a federal statutory holiday. In the province of Quebec 
"employers can choose to give the day off either on Good Friday or Easter Monday. Canada Oil 
Men Sin's on Good Friday and Easter... Hell for $777 Trillion in Canada Oil Revenues is it 
worth the price? The resurrection of Jesus from the dead, consciencesness soul-mates for 4 
trillion years. Time is the New God Particle. New York Times War Crimes are the New 
Headlines for the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society at will drive a gravity engine car! 
4-14-2017 Friday; Canada Crash and burn wrecks aren't mentioned in this... The Liberal 
government tabled its legislation to legalize marijuana in Parliament on Thursday. The bill 
would allow the government to license marijuana producers, but provinces would decide how to 
sell to consumers. Canada Cops will die be murdered by this! The driver who smashed into a 
scooter early Saturday in Key West, leaving a Delray Beach police officer dead and a second 
officer seriously injured, was possibly under the influence of alcohol and marijuana! Trudeau 
Unveils Bill Legalizing Recreational Marijuana in Canada and mass murder! 

4-14-2017 Friday; “Commissioner Jimmy Weekley is right to protect our illegal's. There aren’t 
enough people in this area to fulfill the hospitality jobs there are today at either $8 or $15 an 
hour. False Story as the Seniors in Key West would take all these jobs as the deductions to our 
Social Security are a crime by congress, leaving most seniors on social security without rent 
money in Key West, Jimmy Weekley know this too. Jimmy Carter too is at peace with his God. 
UC Irvine Medical Center officials Thursday defended how they handled an outbreak of the 
dangerous MRSA bacteria that affected 10 infants in the hospital's neonatal intensive care unit 
in light of speculation officials attempted to handle the issue this is a Kelly Temps Hospital to 
save money and a sanctuary city hospital too. Doctors not being watched don't follow rules, 
Kelly Temps too and of course Jimmy Weekley's illegal's. Wash your hands cameras in Jimmy 



Weekleys Faustos bathrooms would shock Jimmy! Trumps crime in Chicago wait untill Ivanka 
tells Dad about Chicago hospital safety dropped to 23rd in the Nation. 

4-14-2017 Friday; BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com "There’s no such 
thing as “too many cooks” at Florida Keys Community College, where the new culinary arts lab 
opened on Wednesday for the school’s culinary management degree program." Mandy the Yale 
Key West Medical School will have the Art of the Diagnosis over what goes into the Recipe, Hold 
the Mayo! Its Criminal or will be in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Kitchen. Florida 
restaurant inspectors found numerous violations in the kitchen at President Trump's private 
club, Mar-a-Lago. Inspectors from the Florida Department of Business & Professional 
Regulation cited more than a dozen violations. iPhone 007 + with kitchen apps would save 
Trumps kitchen from keeping food out to long and not keeping the cooler at the right temp. 

4-14-2017 Friday; China has warned that "conflict could break out at any moment" as tension 
over North Korea increases. Foreign Minister Wang Yi said if war occurred there could be no 
winner... $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues is the winner until it loses to the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus. 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday Easter and George Orwell MD's can't get into Los Alamos to 
crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes for a Godsent Rx Miracle Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2017. 
Primary-care physicians and gynecologists continue recommending breast cancer screening for 
younger and older women despite changes to breast cancer screening guidelines, a study 
published Monday found. 

4-14-2017 Friday; NASA - Plumes From Saturn’s Moon Enceladus Hint That It Could Support 
Life. 
4-14-2017 Friday; NASA - Wall of Infinite Space were 2 trillion galaxies are expanding into at 
millions of miles per hours has been censored from the Times news from NASA. 

4-14-2017 Friday; In sepsis, the body’s own immune response turns into a tornado of self-
destruction that picks up speed. The earlier it is spotted, the better chance a patient has of 
surviving. It is the leading cause of death in hospitals, and kills more people in the United States 
than AIDS, prostate cancer and breast cancer combined, according to the New York State 
Health Department. Kelly Temps are responsible for sepsis deaths too. 

4-14-2017 Friday; Without 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos Super Computers you are a 
POW at iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Towers working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year and 
Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels. Dispatch from Kandahar: Without a 
Motorcycle in Kandahar, ‘You Are Like a Prisoner’ By MUJIB MASHAL and TAIMOOR 



SHAH Selling Motorcycles in Kandahar or iMacBook Pro's at iApple-Starbucks at Trump 
Towers! How about selling the New New York Times at Star Wars Star Trek Times, grin! 

4-14-2017 Friday; China released the first-quarter trade data just days after President Trump 
urged its leader, Xi Jinping, to clamp down on trade with North Korea. The two leaders met at 
Mr. Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida last week. China buys iron ore, zinc and other 
minerals from North Korea, as well as growing amounts of seafood and garments manufactured 
in the North’s well-equipped textile factories. China reported that its imports of North Korean 
iron were up 270 percent in January and February compared with the period in 2016. United 
Nations sanctions have nothing to do with 10 million chain smokers in China or WHO at the UN 
as these Doctors are POW's of 1984 Dictators even in the New York Times News on 10 million 
Chinese who chain smoke today, Good Friday! 
4-14-2017 Friday; Good Friday Easter Miracles - Superconductors, or materials that conduct 
electricity without resistance... Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts! iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H -254 C Godsent. 
4-14-2017 Friday; 
4-14-2017 Friday; 

A Mysterious Flash From a Faraway Galaxy - Exodus of Jewish Aliens, The Legend of King 
Solomon and the Passed Over Feast of 2 Trillion Galaxies and many Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage for Jews and Christians to Brainstorm the Graivty Engine's! Not 
something Muslims Wife's would brainstorm, sorry! 

"Wife Ivanka DNA Easter Eggs + Diesel: Meringue Eggs" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 



"Wife Ivanka DNA Easter Eggs + Diesel: Meringue Eggs" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

"Exodus Wife's of King Solomon" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

"Exodus Wife's of King Solomon" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 
Images for PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in KEY WEST - can fit 150 
CARS PARKED side by side. Just what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 



Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 

Mandy Miles; add fuel to Facebook fire, SUV's and Cop cars are on fire today Mandy Miles. 
Mandy people are burning to death in fiery wrecks today. This is a Journalist war crime in our 
George Orwell City Hall Key West. Blind jolts of war rage from McCain and his and your 
Wounded Warriors fueled Facebook from censoring fiery wrecks and people on fire. Mandy's 
mom in her wisdom says this will pass. Mandy your mom in Queens would have been beaten, 
robbed then died of her injuries a few months later. This is what the Journalists censor from the 
George Orwell Key West City Hall. 
Editorial Failure at the New York Times will Kill Everyone On Earth: CBS chief Leslie 
Moonves will help NY Times get everyone on Earth killed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil. 
Mandy Miles; the young girls on Duval looking into the Apple Store with no money $$$. Kerry 
did ship $1 Trillion in cash to Cuba $$$ 
Greg + Wife's in Key West will order $1 Trillion iMacBook Pro's for these Girls at the Duval 
Apple Starbucks Store! 
Mandy Miles; has to update these 4 girls with "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West" as Mandy 
has Syphilis on the front page without a picture today. 



Mandy Miles; has to update these 4 girls with "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West" as Mandy 
has Syphilis on the front page without a picture today. 
Mandy Miles; the young girls on Duval looking into the Apple Store with no money $$$. Kerry 
did ship $1 Trillion in cash to Cuba $$$ 
Greg + Wife's in Key West will order $1 Trillion iMacBook Pro's for these Girls at the Duval 
Apple Starbucks Store! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW 
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL phone 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE VS810PP 
Android. 

Link to 500 Pages from 2017 I had to cut from Index as my Index was causing Win 10 to Crash 
and Burn like so many Cop cars and SUV's will Crash and Burn in 2017

Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 



Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 



CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

iPod size GE electric generator that can replace all Coal and Nuclear Power Plants in China. 
12-1-2016 Friday; On Wednesday at 7 pm. City of Key West Code officer Jorge Lopez stopped 
me Greg Buell www.eletctricwindmillcar.com inventor from feeding 3 cats last night and 
refused to feed them himself even though he said they would starve… jlopez@cityofkeywest-
fl.gov. can you get him arrested for cruelty to Cats by refusing to feed them and refusing to call 
animal rescue… funded by city of key west? Or email the NY Times the Key west paper has a 
new aspca shelter on the front page today but never writes up people feeding the starving cats… 
Guy who lives above the Key West Sign Company 901 Fleming St, Key West, FL 33040 called 
the "Cat Cops" as I biked up. Code City Car speed in front of 3 cats fast, Lopez got out stopped 
me from feed the 3 starving cats, a crime. 1984 II Society so have to wait until I can talk to the 
top brass... grin. ASPCA should have a history of getting these city code guys arrested... 
www.aspca.org Open Your Heart and Help Abused Animals. Help Animals in Need Fight 
Animal Cruelty by jlopez@cityofkeywest-fl.gov. www.aspca.org does not have a 911 link so cops 
not code employees can make a arrest. Many 1984 II Observers watched this happen. 



10-21-2016 Friday; On Wed the 1984 II Observers cut 2 cables and stole my Pink Trike locked 
to a tree next to the Key West Firehouse Museum the trike I bike to inspire the stage 4 Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure... 

I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... had to wait for 2 Key West Cops! 
Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 police women called in to see if it was stole 
when I paid $200 for it recovering my other trike from Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the 
maintenance men cut the cables on this trike too and put it in the dumper until the women cops 
tracked them down... never heard from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a 
homeless guy or undercover cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! Acer 
Computer with the serial number of this pink trike the police have and will not give back to me. 
Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer Notebook out of my bike basket at 713 
Southard. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; As Love of Money Fades Trump publicly chastised President Vladimir V. 
Putin for wanting another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and Poison Diesel Gas cars + trucks. 
Moscow City Hall Hell is the new God Higgs Particle at the Wall of Infinity, Our Exodus 
Stopped by Putin Drunk on Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion not 2 Trillion Galaxies and Exodus 
inventions by Oppenheimer. Putin "Artakhsher" in Old Persian, planned to kill all the Jews 



with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues via Mecca HQ. How to stand up to Putin and Win the 
Universe at Trump Casino. Bet on another Godsent 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! Many 
as having many Wife's are, God's best invention is women's inspiration brainstorming! 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Passover: Can BP Oil Money + Russian Oil Money Turn Back the Galaxy 
of Town Hall Anger over giving $777 Trillion to Allah + Mecca to spend? 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Passover Godsend - Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity 
without resistance... Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts! iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H -254 C Godsent. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Passover Easter Sunday - Toyota to Invest $1.3 Billion in Kentucky Plant 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Passover Easter Sunday - Ford to Invent $777 Trillion in 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExocus Plan; Coup; Exodus!! 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Passover and the Wall of infinite space equal E=mc2 Exodus by Jews into 
the Universe after they conquer the Earth with the Godsent 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 
No Gas Stations On Earth, Mecca is covered in the thousand year sand storm of Windmill Cars 
and Trucks! 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Editors at the New York Times need to make a correction on this story 
today. Venezuela Staves Off Default, but Low Oil Prices Pose a Threat - Threat is to USA kids 
many Jimmy Carters grand kids who will die from Oil made into poison diesel, this is a war 
crime by the editors of the New York Times today! 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Wounded by ‘Fearless Girl,’ 1984 Dictators as ‘Charging Bulls’ Wants 
Her to Move Heaven + Hell from the minds of the 1984 Dictators Inner Circle as there will be a 
mutiny when the Wall 2 trillion galaxies are expanding into, infinite space a millions of miles per 
hour are pictured on the front page of the Times via super computer simulations and Disney 
Pixar Movies! 

"Heaven + Hell Fearless Girl Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney 
Pixar! 



"Heaven + Hell Fearless Girl Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney 
Pixar! 

“Men who don’t like women taking up space are exactly why we need the ‘Fearless Girl,’” 
Mayor Bill de Blasio tweeted, taking sides against Mr. Di Modica and a "Raging Bull" that 
seems more raging than ever. Correction; talking up space, brainstorming space of infinity 
where 2 trillion galaxies are expanding at millions of miles per hour right now! The Raging Bull 
salute; to the resurgent power of America after the 1987 stock market debacle when the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillExodus was only in the 1984 George Orwell Society of Raging Oil Men 
with Money from Miami gas station hold up for 7 years... windfall $$$. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-13-2017 Thursday; Wounded by Wounded Warrior's Murders of their Wife coming home 
from War ‘Fearless Girl,’Editorial Notebook: Artist to ‘Fearless Girl’: I Need My Space! By 
FRANCIS X. CLINES 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Biden murdered Beau for the Glory of War, this is the Interpreted: Why 
the Syrian Chemical Weapons Problem Is So Hard to Solve - Glory of War Generals murder 
their own son's! Jimmy Carter murders his grand kids with poison diesel gas. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Glory of War with Korea, Xi and Trump Discuss Rising Tensions With 
North Korea when Xi should be talking to Ford about buying 1 Trillion cars and trucks all 2017 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts. See why our 1984 Dictators want to keep this Korea War as a 
George Orwell War not public with the 1 trillion Ford's for Xi. Bigger, Faster, More Lavish: 
Americans Crave S.U.V.s, and Car makers Oblige - China's masses SUV Crave - after they win 
the Korean War. There are 10 million chain smokers in China and Trump wants the Korean 
War Win before they quit smoking. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Back in the USA, "Court Approved Wiretap on Robert Kennedy Jr.and 
the Judge he bought to murder Mary Kennedy in the Barn" By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and 
MATT APUZZO 
4-13-2017 Thursday; A Who’s Who List of 1984 Orwell Judge's Guarding the Powerful Elite 
Men - Yale + Harvard Alumni, Oxford too. 



4-13-2017 Thursday; Wrong Letter to the Times; Letters: Uber’s Efforts to Influence Its 
Drivers’ Behavior. Letter Generals and Admirals in Key West Efforts to Influence Its Drunk 
Drivers DUI, VFW Behaviors of Drunk Sailors active duty or retired. Road Kill kept out of the 
letters to the Times is old as drunk sailors! 
4-13-2017 Thursday; The Witty and Weird of Passover Products (Matzo Print Attire, No Less). 
4-13-2017 Thursday; A new Burger King TV commercial is designed to trigger Google's voice-
controlled speakers in viewers' homes, adding a wrinkle to the debate over whether such devices 
have become too invasive. Activate Google, Microsoft, Apple voice control in road rage drivers 
cars + VFW Drunks. This technology could be on the roads in the cars today but was stifled by 
our 1984 Dictators. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; Quarks - meticulously control every element from H to U238. Now who 
controls putting this in a Disney Pixar movie, 1984 Dictators!! 

4-13-2017 Thursday; This must be related to Texas Oil Men with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 
TEXAS - So far this year, there have been 221 mumps cases, the largest total since there were 
234 cases in 1994, according to the Texas Department of State Health Services. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; New York City's ban on trans fats appears to be working out just as the 
former mayor had hoped, with research suggesting that people are healthier in places that 
forbid the heart-clogging oils. China is pigging out on American imported trans fats that are 
Heart-clogging oils like Oil made into gasoline and diesel. 400K heart attacks in 2017 dead - 
400K dead in the USA in 2017 from Heart Attacks and NYC gave it self a A in Medical School 
yet everyone would say MD who let 400K patients die didn't do enough and were passed but 
didn't really pass. City Hall is like the Post Office in need of iCityHall @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Era. 

4-13-2017 Thursday; Why Did This Man Lose His Memory, Words and Even His Ability to 
Walk? Diagnosis By LISA SANDERS, M.D. APRIL 13, 2017 The patient first saw his regular 
doctor, but she couldn’t figure out what was wrong and sent him to a neurologist. When the 
specialist was stumped. The patient could not make his eyes move up. When he tried to walk, his 
feet remained on the ground — as if there were a magnet holding them down — giving him an 
odd, shuffling, gliding gait. He was unable to count down from 10 and didn’t know where he 
lived. Before Geerling decided how to proceed, he reviewed all the tests other doctors had done 
over the last few months. Most of the results were normal. But an M.R.I. showed several 
irregularly shaped white patches dotting the gray swirls of the brain from the midline toward 
the ear on the left. In later M.R.I.s, these patches had gotten bigger. Geerling had never seen 
anything like it. The brain tissue was not normal, though it took days to find out what the 
patient had. Remarkably, it really was Whipple’s disease. This infection called Whipple’s 
disease. In this disorder, a bacterium known as Tropheryma whipplei should have been a New 
York Times super computer simulation years ago. Whipple's disease is significantly more 
common in men, with 87% of the patients being male.[3] When recognized and treated, 
Whipple's disease can usually be cured with long-term antibiotic therapy; if the disease is left 
untreated, it is ultimately fatal. How many cases go untreated in Key West in 2017, ask City 
Hall... Hahahahaha. Georgia Farmers - disease is common in farmers and those exposed to soil 
and animals, suggesting that the infection is acquired from these sources. High magnification 
micrograph showing the characteristic foamy macrophages in the lamina propria. H&E stain. 
Oppenheimer Stain gotten at Los Alamos Today will be the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Era stain for... staining for antibodies against T. whipplei has been used to detect the organism 
in a variety of tissues, and a PCR-based assay is also available. PCR can be confirmatory if 
performed on blood. Today without Opppenheimer MD at Los Alamos Treatment is with 



penicillin, ampicillin, tetracycline, or co-trimoxazole for one to two years. We all know Dr. 
Oppenheimer MD can change the treatment from 2 years to 2 days via E=mc2. First patient was 
a 35-year-old medical missionary in 1907. 
4-13-2017 Thursday; 
4-13-2017 Thursday; 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; Esther, who had risen to become Queen of Persia. Ivanka, who had risen 
to become the Kings Daughter. "Artakhsher" in Old Persian, planned to kill all the Jews in the 
empire, but his plans were foiled by Mordecai and his cousin and adopted daughter Esther. 
Poison Gas Diesel will kill all the Jews. Had poisoned millions of Jews in Syria and Manhattan. 
Ivanka, Esther, the day of deliverance 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus deliverance of 2 
trillion galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens. King Trump fired the missiles into Syria not Mecca! 
Why? Assad and Poison Gas, Mecca and Poison Gas of Diesel killing Jewish Children in Israel + 
Manhattan. What will change if Ivanka's Children get a childhood cancer that can be linked to 
Diesel... will God Fire Ivanka? 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; DNA Easter Eggs + Diesel: Meringue Eggs to Decorate the Easter Table 
Ivanka save the children from poison gas of Diesel hunt for DNA Easter Eggs with your 
Children. Antidote to Poison Diesel Easter Eggs is the Jewish Mother Ivanka. 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; Editorial: Sweden’s Wisdom on Terrorism. By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD The King of Sweden gave the Nobel Peace Prize to Carter when he knew it was a scam 
for suppressing the 1980 to 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus for $777 trillion in oil revenues. 
A War Crime by the King of Sweden. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; U.S. Plans No Sale's of 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus to Nigeria or 
Israel... Ivanka selling King Trump on selling to Israel. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; U.S. Plans Sale of Warplanes to Nigeria for Fighting Boko Haram" By 
HELENE COOPER and DIONNE SEARCEY 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; In Syria and Nigeria, Trump Faces the Limits of American Power - 
When King Trump $$$ prays to Mecca several times a day for the Oil Money, grin. $$$ Why Is 
Trump Fighting ISIS in Syria instead of Mecca - Oil Money! 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; A Mysterious Flash From a Faraway Galaxy - Exodus of Jewish Aliens, 
The Legend of King Solomon and the Passed Over Feast of 2 Trillion Galaxies and many Wife's 
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage for Jews and Christians to Brainstorm the Graivty Engine's! 
Not something Muslims Wife's would brainstorm, sorry! 

"Wife Ivanka DNA Easter Eggs + Diesel: Meringue Eggs" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 



"Wife Ivanka DNA Easter Eggs + Diesel: Meringue Eggs" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; UCLA Bookstore Kelly Temps. Slavery... more women have heart 
attacks and cardiac arrest - Stage 4 and cervix cancer deaths working for Kelly Temps. slavery 
than Vineyards in Italy... correction in the New York Times. A Woman’s Death Sorting Grapes 
Exposes Italy’s ‘Slavery’ By GAIA PIANIGIANI Paola Clemente, 49, died in 2015 of a heart 
attack at a vineyard. An investigation found female laborers were routinely exploited and their 
pay skimmed. 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; Op-Ed Contributor: What Mississippi Taught Bobby Kennedy About 
Poverty By ELLEN B. MEACHAM What Mary Kennedy hanging in the Kennedy Barn taught 
1984 George Orwell women about the Judge he bought in public in a Orwellian Society. Robert 
Kennedy Jr hanged Mary in the Kennedy Barn on YouTube The Orwellian One! 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; White House Accuses Russia of Cover-Up in Syria Chemical Attack - 
White House should be accusing Robert Kennedy Jr. of the Murder of Mary Kennedy not 
inviting him to Trump Tower and the White House to talk down about putting vaccines in the 
drinking water - invention by Dr. Oppenheimer MD. 



4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagining the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Retail Store of the 
Future Will it have robots? No checkout counters? Virtual fitting rooms? Almost anything 
seems possible... it will have 1 Click Amazon and Prime free shipping. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagine the Hemingway House Writing Class at Yale and Harvard. 100 
in a class writing on the same page cut and paste brainstormed inventions and invention 
projects in every chapter and the Nobel Novel is finished by midnight. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagine Los Alamos E=mc2 of the future in 4 trillion Rx Recipes 
exploded into miracle cures. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagine the future of the Tax... IRS Tax Day at iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek YES!!! The IRS will have 1 Click Amazon for filing and figurings out your tax how 
much you own or get pack is all 1 Click Amazon no more pages and pages to fill out and find on 
page 84 if you own tax or get tax back it will all be 1 Click Amazon on page 1. 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagine the future of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub... 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Imagine the future of the USS Air Craft Carriers as Habitat for 
Humanity Housing and Hospital Ships. Fishing Fleets feeding and harvesting fish for 5 billion 
people. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Future of gas station hold ups in 2017... 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Secretary of State Rex Tillerson CEO of Exxon Mobil as he attempts to 
persuade Moscow to abandon its support for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Future of cement; iron, steel, titanium. Cement forged via temperature 
like steel will be invented and much more. 

4-12-2017 Wednesday; Future of false claims for Medicare will be iCam in the Doctors Office 
and linked to super computers not Win 10... grin. OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - The U.S. 
Department of Justice says Norman Regional Hospital, a former hospital administrator and six 
doctors have agreed to pay a total of $1.6 million to settle allegations the false claims were filed 
for federal Medicare payments. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Future of DUI's VFW Drunk Drivers Road Kill... Campaigners call for 
target to cut Scots alcohol consumption by 10 ... BBC News - A report calls on ministers to aim 
to reduce the amount of alcohol Scots drink by at least 10% over a decade. 100 road kill women 
and kids will be on the roads of Scotland if they only get 10% less. This is a war crime! In the 
USA even scarier, excessive alcohol consumption leads to more than 4,300 deaths annually 
among kids under 21. Good Friday alcohol ban will not end the block on sales in restaurants 
until the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus is on the highways of the USA. 
4-12-2017 Wednesday; Future of Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure depends if Ivanka gets Trump to take 
the H-Bombs off the assembly line at Los Alamos and ship them to Korea... put them in storage 
with the other 5K. Just get them off the Los Alamos Super Computers. Rx Memory Recipe is 
ready for E=mc2 Dr. Oppenheimer MD. 



4-12-2017 Wednesday; 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; Slaves To Mecca's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue $$$ The Seder is integral to 
Jewish faith and identity: as explained in the Haggadah, if not for divine intervention and the 
Exodus, the Jewish people would still be slaves in Egypt - Slaves to the Pentagons firing 
Oppenheimer's instead of winning the war with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Slaves To Mecca's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue $$$ The Seder Exodus *.* 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; winning the war with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus!!! 
Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... Super Cold -254 C 
Windmill Turbines on 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts! 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Slaves To Mecca's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue $$$ The Seder Exodus *.* 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; winning the war with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus!!! 
Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... Super Cold -254 C 
Windmill Turbines on 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts! 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Slaves To Mecca's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue $$$ The Seder Exodus *.* 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Slaves Today! Where 2 Trillion Galaxies are expanding into empty space at 
millions of miles per hour. This really is "Up Against The Wall of God" Exodus... 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Blood Stained Pews inside Egypt Routed in Libya By Declan Walsh at the 
New York Times. Walsh "Routed" in Libya really means they have $300 million a week from oil 
revenues from Libya. A War Crime. $$$. Slaves to the Pentagons firing Oppenheimer's instead 
of winning the war with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodius! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; BP Oil Attacks with Poison Diesel Gas + Crash + Burn cop cars + SUV's! 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Attacks Shows ISIS’ New Plan: Divide Egypt by Killing Christians! By 
DECLAN WALSH Did Declan Walsh miss the Times article on Sweden the other day? Sweden 
Mourns Stockholm Attack Victims; Suspect Is Formally Identified. By CHRISTINA 
ANDERSON Keith Palmer, Constable Killed in London Attack. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; California moves to become a ‘Sanctuary State,’ instead of building the Yale 
Key West Medical School, a $ Trillion dollar State of the Arts Medical School that 'Sanctuary 
City, Key West' bombed on 3-4-2011 for BP Oil kickbacks and bribes $$$. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; ‘Sanctuary State,’ and 'Sanctuary City, Key West' $300 million in BP Oil 



Revenues bought them their new City Hall instead of the Yale Key West Medical School and 
10's of thousands of medical students paid more than West Point Cadets and not one medical 
student drinks vs every West Point Cadet drinks a lot... grin! Did Declan Walsh miss the Times 
article on Stage 4 + cervix cancer vaccine, mosquitoes at Bill and Melinda Gates second home in 
Dubai? 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; U.S. Warships Drive Trump into North Korea, 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort is driven around the Navy Base by the Top Brass! 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; King Solomon is said to have ruled for 40 years, amassing enormous wealth. 
With a ravenous appetite for all aspects of life, he had 700 wives. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; King Salman has amassed enormous wealth: $777 trillion holding up gas 
stations in Miami for 40 years... he has 700 sex slaves many pimped by Bush SWF's from the 
USA. New York Times censors this from the front page. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; SWF's sex slaves in Mecca - The Seder is integral to Jewish faith and 
identity: as explained in the Haggadah, if not for divine intervention and the Exodus, the Jewish 
people would still be slaves in Egypt. 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; Federal Judge Says Texas Voter ID Law iPhone 007 caller ID Intentionally 
saves the lives of 19K women who would have been murdered in 2018... correction a Federal 
Judge would never rule to save a women from being murdered, sorry! 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; A 1984 George Orwell Federal Judge would never rule to save a women 
from being murdered, Sweden mourned the victims of the attacks with a minute of silence on 
Monday. The dead included two Swedes, a woman and an 11-year-old girl, who have not been 
identified; the sad thing here is the King of Sweden drives a Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; A 1984 George Orwell Federal Judge would never rule to save a women 
from being burned in gas... WARSAW, Poland — A Polish prosecutor says that the 
investigation into a recent house collapse that killed six people centers on the hypothesis of a gas 
explosion. Crash and burn cop cars and SUV's world wide today, 1984 stats are top secret. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; A 1984 George Orwell Federal Judge would never rule to save a women 
from being in a murder-suicide!! San Bernardino reels from elementary school shooting that left 
teacher, 8-year-old student dead. Washington Post - The Southern California elementary school 
that was the gruesome scene of an apparent murder-suicide remained closed Tuesday as 
authorities continued their investigation and a shaken community tried to heal. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; A 1984 George Orwell Federal Judge would never rule to end these endless 
war stories, decade after decade cone's on OJ and other killers. IPhone 007 Dash Cam's and 
caller ID are decades into the future via Orwells Federal Judges. "Ahead of his trial, a man 
accused of triple murder jumps to his death from a courthouse balcony. Washington Post - It 
was a day before jury selection would begin in the death penalty trial of 48-year-old Robert 
Seman Jr., an Ohio man accused of raping a 10-year-old girl and later killing her and her 
grandparents in a fire." 



4-11-2017 Tuesday; Dr. Oppenheimer MD E=mc2 Global Health: Volcanic Minerals, Not 
Worms, Caused Disease Outbreak in Uganda The victims had podoconiosis, a disease caused by 
walking barefoot in volcanic soils. Such soils contains tiny, sharp, alkaline mineral crystals that 
work their way under the skin, causing fierce itching, and then are attacked by white blood cells, 
triggering inflammation that can develop over time into weeping sores and fibrous tissue. 
Podoconiosis affects about four million people in Africa and Asia, but health care workers in 
western Uganda had never heard of it. Bill and Melinda Gates had all these health care workers 
in Uganda using Win 10 they never heard of the Yale Key West Medical School and the Art of 
the Diagnosis with 1 click Amazon to Los Alamos, Hahahahaha. How many decades have Bill 
and Melinda Gates been in Uganda, time to arrest them for practicing medicine without a MD in 
sight. 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; In a study published Wednesday in PeerJ, scientists have identified this new 
species of worm-snail. They’ve named it Thylacodes vandyensis after the General Hoyt S. 
Vandenburg, a sunken, retired naval ship where tens of thousands of the snails live. If they 
spread elsewhere, the worm-snails could damage the region’s living coral. The Vandy, as divers 
have nicknamed it, is among a number of large, retired ships sunk in the Florida Keys National 
Marine Sanctuary to provide new homes for ocean creatures and alternative diving spots. New 
Home for the Yale Key West Medical School students named Oppenheimer fired by the General 
Vandenburg, grin. 

4-11-2017 Tuesday; Trump’s Company Settles Lawsuit With a Second Celebrity Chef - Yale 
Key West Medical School will win every Lawsuit with Celebrity Chef's who are not MD's. 400K 
will die in 2017 from a heart attack or cardiac arrest caused by the Chef's Menu! And no 
treadmills in Trump Tower lobby at the iApple-Starbucks. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Ships Carnival Dream and Carnival Victory are Dream of a Stage 4 miracle 
Godsent Rx Recipe from Dr. Oppenheimer MD and Victory over Mecca with the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus... Ship Carnival Yale Key West Medical School. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Editorial "The Palm Sunday Attack in Egypt" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD "A funeral for those killed in a Palm Sunday church attack in Alexandria, Egypt, on 
Monday. It is important not to spread illusions about quick solutions to terrorism, nor to give in 
to the classified $300 million a week from Libya Oil Revenues by the Editors at the Times. 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; Just wait for Greg + Wife's to write the Hemingway House Writing Class 
novel on the NYC Subway at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. "Think New York Transit 
Is Bad? Just Wait." By CHARLES E. SCHUMER, KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND, ROBERT 
MENENDEZ and CORY A. BOOKER If Trump cuts Amtrak and other funding, the region 
could be facing a transportation apocalypse. Just wait for Greg + Wife's to write the Hemingway 
House Writing Class novel on the NYC Subway at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. Greg 
+ Wife's are waiting in Key West to write this up... 
4-11-2017 Tuesday; 'Sanctuary City, Key West' killed the Hemingway House Writing Class on 
iMac Book Pro's with apps that let 100's write a invention project in every chapter for a swim to 
Cuba Post Office. Check the Date on the Post Office, it's way out of date! 
4-10-2017 Monday; Blood Stained Pews inside Saint George Orwell 1984 Church on the front 
page of the New York Times. Palm Sunday Attacks! Crash + Burn Cop Cars + SUV's not 
pictured. ...and the killing of a firstborn... Diesel Poison Gas Today. 



4-10-2017 Monday; It’s Passover, which commemorates liberation from slavery in Egypt... 
4-10-2017 Monday; The Haggadah doesn’t tell us how to answer the son who cannot stop talking 
about Diesel Poison Gas + Holocaust by BP Oil Today! 
4-10-2017 Monday; Diesel ‘Sanctuary State,’ California Moves to Become ‘Sanctuary State,’ the 
most children gassed by Diesel is California and second is Duval Key West both ‘Sanctuary 
States for Poison Gas Diesel.’ Diesel Atmosphere of intimidation.” 
4-10-2017 Monday; Blood Stained Pews inside Saint George Orwell 1984 Church on the front 
page of the New York Times. Palm Sunday Attacks on Christians in Egypt Undercut Sisi’s 
Promise of Security! Undercut George Orwell Idiots at the New York Times, Super Cold -254 C 
Windmill Turbines on Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts to Exodus! 
4-10-2017 Monday; It’s Passover, which commemorates liberation from slavery in Egypt, and 
much of the area’s Jewish population will honor the beginning of the holiday with a Seder 
tonight. A key component of the meal is reciting the 10 plagues — blood, frogs, lice, flies, 
pestilence, boils, hail, locusts, darkness, and the killing of a firstborn — that observers say God 
imposed on the Egyptians to convince their brutal leader to let the Israelites go. 
4-10-2017 Monday; Palm Sunday Attacks on Christians in Egypt Undercut Miracle Godsent 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus given to Mecca by Texas Oil Men! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 
9:15 am Starbucks painter just pulled my Tricycle down the sidewalk locked spitting on Greg 
writing this Orwellian Web page, I told him I would make a note of it and know the 1984 
Observers have video of this... 

4-10-2017 Monday; By MAGDY SAMAAN and DECLAN WALSH Two suicide bombings at 
churches in Egypt on Palm Sunday called into question President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi’s image 
4-10-2017 Monday; George Orwell's Squabbling Agencies and Damn Responsibilities to the 
crash and burn cops and kids and Palm Sunday Bomb victims who should be driving a 2017 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort on Easter Sunday a gift from God given to Mecca, a war crime by 
the New York Times! 
4-10-2017 Monday; Greg + Wife's in Key West are inventing Miracles and the Times are selling 
them to Mecca for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 1980 - 2017. 



4-10-2017 Monday; Canada's $777 Trillion Dollar Oil men bring up the distraction of WW I 
when they have poison gas Diesel War Crimes of 2017. Reporter's Notebook: 100 Years Later, 
Battle of Vimy Ridge Remains Key Symbol for Canada. 
13,000 Canada Oil men made a Trillion USD $$$ from Diesel Poison Gas! 
4-10-2017 Monday; Vélodrome d'Hiver is an eternal stain on French history. After dark on July 
16, 1942, French police rounded up approximately 13,000 Jews from across Paris, depositing 
them in the “Vel d'Hiv,” a famous indoor stadium 

4-10-2017 Monday; U.S. Reroutes Warships Toward Korean Peninsula in Show of Force When 
taking the H-Bombs off he Los Alamos Super Computers and putting 4 trillion Rx Recipes on in 
a Show of E=mc2 in Rx Recipes for Stage 4 and a million other cancers and diseases! In a Show 
of Force by Greg + Wife's in Key West writing the Hemingway Novel with Oppenheimer. By 
ERIC SCHMITT 
4-10-2017 Monday; Diesel ‘Sanctuary State,’ California Moves to Become ‘Sanctuary State,’ the 
most children gassed by Diesel is California and second is Duval Key West both ‘Sanctuary 
States for Poison Gas Diesel.’ Diesel Atmosphere of intimidation.” 

4-10-2017 Monday; For Obama, Syria Chemical Attack Shows Risk of ‘Deals With Dictators’ 
4-10-2017 Monday; For the crash and burn cops and kids the Yale Burn Unit does not have any 
Manhattan Projects or Moon Shots by Biden for Burns in a car crash but Yale Medical School 
does have a class titled "Doctors and Dictators." Hahahaha! 
4-10-2017 Monday; Think like a Doctor or Oppenheimer before the Generals fired him for 
refusing to build 50K H-Bombs. On Campus How I Learned to Take the SAT Like a Rich Kid 
To get into elite colleges, one must train for standardized tests with the intensity of an H-Bomb 
worker at Los Alamos. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes is the test in the real world to get the cure for Stage 
4 by Christmas Day 2017. Revenge for the George Orwell Church bombing on Palm Sunday, 
much better revenge than building the 50K and One H-Bombs as those in charge of Los Alamos 
will do on Easter. 

4-10-2017 Monday; SHMUEL ROSNER "Keep Your Politics Out of Passover" The Jewish 
holiday is a time for celebration, reflection and mourning. Not tired debates about Donald 
Trump. Hebrews’ emancipation from Pharaoh has become a symbol of freedom from 
oppression, and “Let my people go” go drive a 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! 
4-10-2017 Monday; State of Israel, or to celebrate Moses’s sister Miriam, and the role of women 
throughout Jewish history. Today she will die of stage 4 and cervix cancer with no Manhattan 
Projects for a miracle Godsent Rx recipe cure. 
4-10-2017 Monday; The Haggadah doesn’t tell us how to answer the son who cannot stop talking 
about Diesel, not even for one night. Maybe it is hinting that he does not merit an answer. 



Shmuel Rosner is the political editor at The Jewish Journal, a senior fellow at the Jewish People 
Policy Institute and a contributing opinion writer. 

4-10-2017 Monday; Sweden leave with your $777 Trillion... A Swedish police chief is being 
hauled in front of the country's Attorney General for daring to suggest that Islamic extremists 
should be deported with their $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Erik Nord, chief of Gothenburg 
police, said in a tweet: 'Not that it would have stopped Friday night's attack, but shouldn't we be 
able to withdraw visas from those who support violent extremism.

4-10-2017 Monday; 1984 Culture Stressed out by $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues - “why 
rudeness happens,” they identified five themes: workload, lack of support, patient safety, 
hierarchy and culture. It may not be obvious that all of these can be specifically addressed, but 
it’s important to recognize the different ways that they can play into harsh and disrespectful 
language in a hospital... rude 1984 Officials only answer to God, or Allah as Allah has most of 
the $777 Trillion, grin. Arrogance of a senior "Veteran God Hero" with god delusions... Jimmy 
Carter is a peace with his God!! Heaven No, reprimand someone for a mistake suppressing the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. Hell No! Public shaming for murder would helped the 
wounded warriors wife being killed today but this bloody scene is not pictured on the front page 
of the New York Times for Easter Sunday Edition. Or Passover! Rudeness affects your spirit, 2 
trillion galaxies exist so does God's best invention: "Women!". 1984 Culture is Hell Today! 
4-10-2017 Monday; $777 Trillion dollar meeting in Moscow - John Kerry, Tillerson's 
predecessor, often met Putin as well as the Russian foreign minister when he visited Moscow, 
and Putin granted several audiences to the Texan when he ran oil major Exxon Mobil before 
taking his current job. Putin even personally awarded Tillerson a top Russian state award -- the 
Order of Friendship -- in 2013, and it was widely expected that the former oilman would meet 
Putin on what is his first trip to Russia as secretary of state. 

Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 
Images for PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in KEY WEST - can fit 150 
CARS PARKED side by side. Just what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 



Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 

"Gas Station Woman" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

"Gas Station Woman" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

4-10-2017 Monday; 
4-10-2017 Monday; 

Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 
Images for PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in KEY WEST - can fit 150 
CARS PARKED side by side. Just what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 



Images for A PARKING overpass... Circular PARKING Bridge in Key West... 
Films Like ‘O.J.: Made in America’ May Be Cut From Oscar! OJ won this year’s Oscar for best 
feature documentary. Films like "Mary Kennedy Hanging In the Kennedy Barn" with video of 
the actual hanging of Mary by Robert Kennedy Jr. will not only win a Oscar but save 10,000 
Mary Clones who lose to husbands like Robert Kennedy Jr. 

"Jewish Godsent Inventions Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 

"Jewish Godsent Inventions Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 

Comfort Woman Eve, all I could find searching Google is this... “Mitochondrial Eve Theory” by 
DNA coding that all human originated from one woman who lived about 200,000 years ago. 
Google search had NOTHING on did Eve's DNA come from Adam's DNA! 

"Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 



"Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 



Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 
Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Lujiazui, China - can fit 15 
people walking side by side. Since it’s opening, it has become quite a tourist attraction. Just 
what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 

Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 

4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... 
Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts: signed Donald Trump 
Ms Rosalynn's third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 



4-9-2017 Sunday; Editorial The Editors at the Times are Up Against the "Wall" where 
"Infinity" starts. Where 2 Trillion Galaxies are expanding into empty space at millions of miles 
per hour. This really is "Up Against The Wall of God" and the Editors at the Times failed to 
become Super Computer literate, take the New York Times to iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Age! Hell they won't even write a editorial about Apple taking over the Post Office!! They 
didn't think through the implications of the Wall at the Infinity of Empty Space where 2 Trillion 
Galaxies are expanding at millions of miles per hour! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Editorial The Editors at the Times are Up Against the "Wall" Whooping 
Cough Wall of Silencing all that Coughing in NYC were 100 kids died coughing to death because 
the Editors couldn't cough it up to make this invention project a "Manhattan Project" or even a 
"Moon Shot" No they let Bill + Melinda Gates drive into the Wall and around the Miracle 
Godsend Manhattan Project by Dr. Ivanja Oppenheimer MD. Now what the Hell will happen to 
the Editors at the Times if one of Ivanka's children dies from Whooping Cough... Trump will 
murder them! The Tdap vaccine is highly effective in protecting newborns against pertussis in 
the first two months of life, but less than half of women get it, because its not a Manhattan 
Project by the Editors, Hamiliton, Putin, and Zieka were! By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 
9:15 am Starbucks painter just pulled my Tricycle down the sidewalk locked spitting on Greg 
writing this Orwellian Web page, I told him I would make a note of it and know the 1984 
Observers have video of this... 

4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Sarin is a Poison Gas used by Putin the most Elite of KGB Agents thanks to 
the banned 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 
4-9-2017 Sunday; CIA antidote to Putin's poison gas is to Close all Gas Stations World Wide 
and end the plague of VFW of drunk drivers road kill! 

"Infinity of Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 



"Infinity of Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

4-9-2017 Sunday; All the Presidents Generals Face Judgement - Our Times are Up Against the 
"Wall" where "Infinity" starts. Where 2 Trillion Galaxies are expanding into empty space: 
where no New York Times Editorial has ever been written. What obstacles are imposed by 
physics of infinity of empty space where 2 trillion galaxies are expanding at millions of miles per 
hour forever! 

4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Editors at the New York Times tell us over and over again that the 
"Microwave Background Noise" is part of the "Dark Matter" of our Universe but don't tell us 
its part of the electromagnetic spectrum somewhere past x-rays and gamma rays were Jewish 
Aliens are talking to everyone else in the Universe and that it can be hacked by Oppenheimer 
once the Generals get their damn H-Bombs off the Los Alamos Super Computers. Today would 
be a good day to clean up Los Alamos, hack some microwave background noise at iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek Los Alamos. 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 

4-9-2017 Sunday; 3 am someone had to be drunk... A scooter crash sent two tourists to Miami 
early Saturday morning near Truman Avenue and White Street, according to Key West police. 
A scooter on Truman Avenue and a vehicle attempting to turn into the Dion’s Quik Mart 
collided at 3 a.m., said police spokeswoman Alyson Crean. Christine Brasswell, 41, was airlifted 
immediately following the crash. 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Palm Sunday: 11 killed, 33 injured in explosion at Saint Mark's Church in 



Alexandria, Egypt. 

4-9-2017 Sunday; KFC, which sells more than 65 million buckets of chicken a year, chicken 
raised with antibiotics... in their drinking water and food every meal they eat. Trump steaks 
come with antibiotics and Trump should Tweet this, grin! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; Malware, Predominantly Adware, on Apple Mac computers jumped over 
700% in 2016, according to McAfee. And they were all written by McAfee, Hahahaha. Diesel in 
DNA jumped 700% last week... BP Oil said. 

4-9-2017 Sunday; Diesel is a Poison Gas used by BP Oil; signed Donald Trump Ms Rosalynn's 
third grade class... I will write this 100 times! 
4-9-2017 Sunday; For Decades the New Status Symbol was a Ford Pickup with Diesel, now they 
all will be sued by kids with birth defects and childhood cancers! 

4-9-2017 Sunday; Think Like a Doctor, Dr. Lisa Sanders. Dr. Solomon Today Oppenheimer 
E=mc2 of food. The Legend of King Solomon and the Passover Feast Little is known about the 
biblical king (some scholars even doubt his existence), but he had a ravenous appetite and access 
to foods from across the world. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek No Mayo... Ha. No King 
Solomon didn't die from cardiac arrest or a heart attack. He has a iPhone 007 than beeped a 
warning hours before a cardiac arrest or heart attack. 
4-9-2017 Sunday; 

Wells Fargo Whistle-Blower Wins $5.4 Million and His Job Back By STACY COWLEY 
Los Alamos Whistle-Blower Winds $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues and a Nobel Prize, Grin! 
Landlords along Fifth Avenue have not had much sympathy for Exodus Jews! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; MD's!! A Matter of Degree: Do Preschool Teachers Really Need to Be 
College Graduates? MD's. in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Jewish Exodus into a 
Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies they really do need to be MD's named Oppenheimer, grin. This 
will be a Hemingway House Writing Class novel that will be read by everyone in Sweden. 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine a Year Age like the London Plague... but cure's the plague's with vaccines in 
the drinking water @ the Manhattan Project by Dr. Oppenheimer MD who is not fired by the 
Generals, grin. MD's close all the Gas Stations and the plague of VFW of drunk drivers is 
London history at Oxford. 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Trump’s Strike on Syria Has All Sides Asking: What Next? 1,984 cruise 



missiles fired at the Yale Key West Medical School @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Jewish 
Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies and Trump only fires Missiles, Why? 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Editorial By THE EDITORIAL BOARD There is no evidence that the 
president has thought through the implications of using military force. 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Editorial By THE EDITORIAL BOARD There is evidence!!! $777 Trillion 
in BP Oil Revenues the President and the 1984 Officials did think through the implications of 
suppressing the 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus for $777 Trillion: Greed! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; "84 Hours: From Chemical Attack to Trump’s Strike in Syria" Officials in 
Their New Manhattan Project of $777 Trillion for their "War Chest" from Miami gas station 
hold ups! By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and MICHAEL R. GORDON 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Syrian Rebels @ Sheikhoun shouted in a video that activists posted on 
Facebook; not InventBook!! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Jimmy Carter grand children @ Saint Jude with birth defects and Diesel 
Cancers will be posted on InventBook and brainstorming a cure with Greg + Wife's in Key 
West. This is the video Syrian Rebels should have posted on Facebook. 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Gas Stations in Syria + Key West! How many have been poisoned from gas 
stations? 
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4-8-2017 Saturday; TV Facebook's Jimmy Carters Grand Children with birth defects are 
censored by the Editors at the NY Times - "The First Televised War By RONALD STEINMAN 
As NBC’s Saigon bureau chief, I played a central role in shaping how millions learned about 
Vietnam." Jimmy Carter Grand Children are not Televised in this $777 Trillion dollar oil 
revenues war as the Saigon Bureau Chief got kickbacks $$$ and Bribes $$$ from BP Oil. WHO 
at the UN can't play a central role in shaping how millions learn about Jimmy Carters grand 
children with birth defects and childhood cancers from Diesel. A War Crime WHO will say! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Plains Georgia Children... Bashar al-Assad used chemical weapons,” said 
Hala Abdulwahab, a teacher in Madaya, a besieged city. “Children are choking and dying. 
Entire families are dying.” Plains Georgia Children... 
4-8-2017 Saturday; “I feel the ecstasy of revenge now,” Malek Al Shimali, 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Jimmy Carters Grand Children with Childhood cancers feel the Ecstasy of 
God's Revenge on Jimmy Carter as they know Allah God is Great, Grin! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Even Amid Smog Tensions, Ford Pushes Sales of Diesel Pickup Trucks in 
China!! China Xi is putting to death Jimmy Carters grand children with birth defects and 
cancers from Smog, millions! 



4-8-2017 Saturday; Swedish Beer Brewery company Spendrups, which owns the truck - Swedish 
PM Stefan Löfven has said that Stockholm Sweden "has been attacked". Stockholm Police have 
confirmed that four people are dead and 15 people have been injured. Sweden’s King Carl XVI 
Gustaf has released a statement about the incident. Saying exposing the suppression of the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillExcort would have saved these lives and millions of others, sorry! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Guggenheim Museum @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek A "Invention 
Projects Museum" Renamed "Jimmy Carters Grand Childrens Museum of Horror for Money 
$$" 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Arrest in Stockholm Truck Attack: ‘We Think He Is the Driver’ 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Diesel Poison Gas Attacks: No arrest yet! Gas Stations! 
4-8-2017 Saturday; New Invention Circus... At Ringling Brothers Circus, Preparing for the 
Final Bows. It has been on the road since 1871. But the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus will shut down after its last show May 21. Starting up soon as the 1984 Officials make 
contact will be the New Invention + Invention Projects Circus. 
4-8-2017 Saturday; Genius Tech's at iApple-Starbucks Trump Tower: Steve Bannon Isn’t a 
Genius. There’s a difference between having big ideas and actually putting them into practice. 
Genius Tech's at iApple-Starbucks Trump Tower: 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with 1 
Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 10 Super Computers costing $100 million each and Steve 
Bannon is illiterate in how do you turn on a super computer... Ha. 
4-8-2017 Saturday; "A Reward for Abusive Policing" Editorial By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
A police car rear ended writing a ticket burst into flames, this news has been censored by the 
Editors at the Times 1,001 times since the 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillCop Car. 
Attorney General Jeff Sessions plays to disgruntled officers and ignores communities at risk... at 
risk are the Editors at the New York Times. How could the Editors at the Times think they 
could get away with this? 
4-8-2017 Saturday; How Disney Pixar's Cars 3 Pays Loving Tribute to Four NASCAR Heroes 
who's grand children have birth defects and childhood cancers from gasoline exhaust from 
watching NASCAR from the front row. 

4-7-2017 Friday; Navy; 59 cruise missiles fired at a Syrian military airfield late on Thursday, in 
the first direct American assault on the government of President Bashar al-Assad since that 
country's civil war began six years ago. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Navy; 84 cruise missiles fired at the Yale Key West Medical School and the 
USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Carrier! 
4-7-2017 Friday; Vin Diesel Formula: Brains, Brawn and Heart - Diesel in the Aorta: Vin Diesel 
hoodwinked... quick military decision, which came three days after the Syrian government’s 
deadly chemical weapons attack on its own people, including children. Jimmy Carters grand 
children will die from Diesel in their DNA today... 
4-7-2017 Friday; The Soul of Jimmy Carter: Diesel Poison Gas killing 1 billion grand children! 
4-7-2017 Friday; The Soul of Jimmy Carter: Diesel Poison Gas killing 1 billion grand children! 
4-7-2017 Friday; Twitter filed a lawsuit Thursday to block an order from the Department of 
Homeland Security that seeks to reveal... 
4-7-2017 Friday; 1 billion of Jimmy Carters grand children filed a lawsuit against Homeland 
Security for taking $777 Trillion in BP Oil kickbacks and bribes to let them be gassed to death 
by Diesel. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Transportation Security Administration workers have failed drug and alcohol 
tests at airports around the country. Nationwide, 858 TSA workers tested positive for drugs or 



alcohol. How many women have failed to get a Stage 4 + Cervix cancer cure and will die in 
2017? How many grand children with birth defects and childhood cancers from Smog? Editors 
at the New York Times will get everyone on Earth killed! 
4-7-2017 Friday; "Trying to Revive Health Bill, G.O.P. Adds $15 Billion for Sickest Americans" 
By ROBERT PEAR Ivanka clones with stage 4 and cervix cancers. G.O.P. Adds a Rx Recipe 
Miracle Cure if they did this would cost them $2 trillion and cut into the missiles on the 
assembly lines. Sorry Ivanka no Rx Recipe Miracle Cure by Christmas Day 2017 Syria is more 
urgent. Ivanka!! Mr. Trump has no real plan to bring peace to Syria or a Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure for Ivanka. 
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4-7-2017 Friday; Smart diplomacy starts with Russia. The administration reportedly previewed 
the strike with Moscow. Cynics might conclude the fix is in: The United States quietly warns the 
Russians, they give Mr. Assad a heads-up and tell him not to react, and everyone calls it a day. 
More likely, the administration wanted to make sure Moscow knew exactly what we were doing 
so that Moscow would not overreact or leave its forces in harm’s way. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Smart peanut farmers would warn their grand children to wear a mask, 
remind them Bush told 9/11 clean up workers not to wear a mask and they all died of cancers in 
NYC. 
4-7-2017 Friday; The Soul of Jimmy Carter: Diesel Poison Gas killing 1 billion grand children! 
4-7-2017 Friday; The Soul of Jimmy Carter: Diesel Poison Gas killing 1 billion grand children! 
4-7-2017 Friday; Spray Pained Black Clouds of Diesel driving down the Highways of America - 
no one can escape viewing these Black Holes in the rush hour drive. A computer-simulation view 
of a super massive black hole at the heart of a galaxy. The edge of the black central region 
represents the event horizon, beyond which no light can escape. No Grand Children can escape 
Diesel in their DNA that is diving 1 billion times a day in growing children. US 1984 Officials 
need a super computer simulation to see these grand children are really growing with Diesel in 
their DNA. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Communication between the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus is critical, 
because blocking the circuit connecting those two regions prevented the cortical memory cells 
from maturing properly. Diesel in the brain of grand kids keeps them from maturing properly. 
Jimmy knows more about Peanuts Brain than his grand childrens! 

4-7-2017 Friday; Navy; Tarpon found off the west coast of Africa have a similar genetic makeup 



to tarpon found in the Florida Keys and other areas throughout the Atlantic Ocean, according 
to a recently completed study by the Bonefish & Tarpon Trust. 
4-7-2017 Friday; highest rate, 33.7 percent, was found among blacks. The prevalence of genital 
HPV infection was 21.6 percent among whites. 42 percent of Americans between the ages of 18 
and 59 are infected with genital human papillomavirus, causing 31K cancers in 2017. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Art of the Diagnosis at Yale Key West Medical School need to know why she 
died... for all the worlds medical students and inventors. LONDON - A 31-year-old woman who 
fell into the River Thames during the London terror attack has died, London police said Friday. 
Andreea Cristea and her boyfriend, Andrei Burnaz, were crossing Westminster Bridge on 
March 22 in the Muslim Car attack. 
4-7-2017 Friday; iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek would have Doggie Tranquilizer in the Dog 
Food. Dog attacks on mail carriers are surging, and online shopping may be a factor Robert 
Rochester, a 55-year-old postal worker, was delivering mail in Stanton, Del., late one afternoon 
when a German shepherd charged out from a nearby yard and pounced on him. 
4-7-2017 Friday; iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower World Wide. Panera buyer gives 
Starbucks food for thought. The Straits Times NEW YORK • Starbucks' struggle to pull off its 
ambitious plan of selling more food just got tougher. JAB Holdings, the sprawling investment 
firm that owns Krispy Kreme and Keurig Green Mountain, has agreed to buy Panera Bread for 
about US$7.2 billion. Expensive Panera Bread and Butter or expensive iMacBook Pro's with 1 
click Amazon link to Los Alamos. Genius Tech's work 24/7 making 1,001 IP invention projects 
in the oven. 
4-7-2017 Friday; Vatican statistics confirm the Catholic future is in Africa - Jewish Statistics 
have the best bet with 2 trillion Galaxies and Exodus Inventions, and No Gas Stations On Earth 
Coup Op to confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca, grin. $$$. Jewish Godsend for Passover. 
Vatican Godsend for Easter: No Gas Stations on Earth Coup Op... 
4-7-2017 Friday; 
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4-6-2017 Thursday; Landlords along Fifth Avenue have not had any sympathy for Exodus into 
the Universe by Jews! Jewish Exodus dysfunctional as ever even with 2 Trillion Galaxies and 
Jewish Aliens... A New Love Affair on InventBook. Eve's DNA and Diesel in DNA at the Fifth 
Avenue iApple-Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos. Dr. Ivanka Oppenheimer 
MD. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; As Latest Health Plan Dies, Culprits are the Top Brass who Bombed the 
Yale Key West Medical School and the USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Carrier! A War Crime of 
Course, grin! By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and ROBERT PEAR 
4-6-2017 Thursday; ‘Goddess MD’ Yi Wan Ka: Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Is a Hit in China 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Facebook Announces New Ways to Prevent ‘Revenge Porn’ "Revenge 
Murders" by Robert Kennedy Jr." By NIRAJ CHOKSHI InventBook would have prevented 
‘Revenge Porn’ "Revenge Murders" decades ago. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Op-Ed Contributor: Should America Have Entered World War I? Hell No 
Echo's from iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. By MICHAEL KAZIN "No Gas Stations 



On Earth" would have won WW I, WW II and WW III with Korea. Spin off War Victory over 
Saudi Arabia with No Gas Stations On Earth, grin! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Filibuster by the Senate on Jewish Exodus into the Universe and hacking 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets for a Stage 4 Rx Miracle Godsent Rx Cure! Supreme court 
is not the only thing the Senators Filibuster! 
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4-6-2017 Thursday; InventBook would have had "No Tracks" in NYC Subways decades ago... 
Track Flaws Are Focus of Penn Station Derailment Inquiry, Official Says" By EMMA G. 
FITZSIMMONS Officials in our 1984 NYC Society killed InventBook for Facebook - now they 
have to pay up: as NYC subways would not have any "Tracks" if these 1984 Officials would 
have OKay InventBook instead of Facebook. A War Crime! iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Era. 

"Revenge Invention" Women Statue With No Tracks Invention" with iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Train "Tracks" by Disney Pixar! 

"Revenge Invention" Women Statue With No Tracks Invention" with iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Train "Tracks" by Disney Pixar! 



4-6-2017 Thursday; ‘Revenge Porn’ on 1984 Officials will be simply done by Greg + Wife's in 
Key West when they make contact in a Hemingway House Writing class with a invention in 
every chapter on our Novel Title "NYC Subway's No Tracks Innovations." 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Oppenheimer would have gotten his NYC invention in 1947 if the Generals 
didn't fire him for not wanting to build H-Bombs and bomb the Yale Key West Medical School. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; InventBook Cows and Gas Stations: A mob of about 200 vigilantes 
surrounded six vehicles carrying cattle and pulled out five men, apparently Muslim, an official 
said in Rajasthan, India, Beat 5 Muslim to Death. InventBook Cows and Gas Stations: or should 
I say "No Gas Stations On Earth" NYC 1984 Officials who killed InventBook for Facebook are 
a cancer world wide eating away at i PostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. Rajasthan, India, 
at the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. Most will be working on the Ford assembly line 
for gravity engines... not herding cows. Cows + Graivty Engines are like DNA + Diesel. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; 3 Billion Muslims at the Kaaba shrine with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
from Miami gas station hold up's $$$ Jews waiting for the Exodus instead of Leading the 
Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies. ‘Revenge Porn’ on 1984 Officials wanting to spend their oil $$$ 
kickbacks, bribes at Trump Casino's leaving the Jew's home on Earth will be a Godsent Miracle 
Invention - "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup Op Invention before its to late as King Salman 
has put in a order for 1 Trillion Gas Engine Fords! Boeing Gas Engine Jets too, 1 million 787 
Dream liners! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; JERUSALEM - A Palestinian rammed his vehicle into a group of people in 
the West Bank on Thursday morning, killing one Israeli and injured another, the Israeli 
military said. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; King Salman just ordered 1 trillion vehicles... Israeli Military can do the 
math. Trump’s decision to remove his chief strategist still leaves the National Security Council 
as weak and dysfunctional as ever. Jewish Exodus dysfunctional as ever even with 2 Trillion 
Galaxies and Jewish Aliens... 
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4-6-2017 Thursday; Simple sign LED saying "Look Both Ways for Bike's" at the Home Depo 
would have prevented this 75 year old guy from being in a Miami Hospital today. Greg and 
Wife's will make up some of these signs when the 1984 Officials make contact. Bicyclist airlifted 
in crash. Key West Citizen - Thursday, April 6, 2017 A bicyclist was airlifted to Miami after 
being struck by a car entering North Roosevelt Boulevard by the Home Depot on Wednesday, 
according to Key West police. The 74-year-old male... will sue 1984 Officials! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Mandy Miles didn't suggest the "old City Hall" be given to the Homeless 
Shelters - BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com The opening of City Hall 
on White Street freed up 24,000 square feet of retail and office space in Habana Plaza on Flagler 
Avenue. Since May 2010, the city’s business had occupied five different rental spaces totaling 
24,000 square feet, said Will Langley, a real estate broker with Berkshire Hathaway, which is 



currently seeking new tenants for the spaces. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Germany didn't mention it could have won the Syrian War 5 years ago with 
a No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op. The Latest: Germany welcomes Trump criticism of 
Assad. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; A Secret Service agent on Vice President Pence's detail has reportedly been 
suspended after meeting with a prostitute at a Maryland hotel. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; By FARHAD MANJOO "It’s easy to view digital ads, especially the 
personalized ads that follow you across the internet. But they’re creating a more efficient 
advertising market... invention market is censored by Facebook and ads for InventBook 
following you across the internet from NYC Tracks that should have been reinvented in 1980 
with the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort to Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity 
without resistance... Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
"It will be easy to view digital ads, especially the personalized ads that follow you across the 
internet writing a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel with IP invention projects 
brainstormed in every chapter and character. Your Cardiologist will give you a pop up Malware 
Warning flashing on your screen when you order Hellmann’s mayonnaise or Butter, to save 
your life, give you a few more years to live even if its without Hellmann’s mayonnaise. Yale Key 
West Medical School will have the most digital ads following you around the internet. 

4-6-2017 Thursday; Inventions: looking for inventions or your keys - “The most efficient way to 
find something is not to look where you don’t need to look,” one of the researchers, Anna 
Nowakowska, wrote in an email. “For example, if you’re looking for your keys, you should focus 
on the areas with the most clutter because if they were somewhere more obvious, you would 
have found them by now. Our results suggest people probably waste a great deal of time looking 
in locations that they already know don’t contain the thing they are looking for.” Inventions: 
looking for inventions or your keys - we are looking for the gravity engine. So were do we start 
looking and were is the clutter. The Clutter is on Facebook and most of the New York Times. 
We are looking for a successful French Revolution into Exodus into the Universe without 
Muslims as they held up gas stations and ran over Jews in their cars. Gravity Engine a mental 
image of the item its parts. Details that might otherwise be inaccessible. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; The TrackR app is available for iPhone 5+, iPad with Retina display, 
Android 4.4+, Bluetooth 4.0. Once you download the free TrackR app, all you need to do is 
decide what you want to track, follow the setup instructions in the app and stop losing your 
things! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; InventI app is will be available for iPhone 007 + iPad... after 1984 Officials 
make contact with Greg and wife's in Key West - find a wife will be in the app too. 

4-6-2017 Thursday; "Revenge Inventions" Women Statue With No Tracks Invention" with 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Train "Tracks" by Disney Pixar! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; "Revenge Inventions" Superconductors, or materials that conduct 
electricity without resistance... Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... 
iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H @ - 254 C and you can plug in all your GE 
appliances. 



4-6-2017 Thursday; Victory in WW III, with Korea, Muslims, No Gas Stations On Earth Coup 
Op 
4-6-2017 Thursday; "Revenge Inventions" The Yale Key West Medical School with pop up 
digital ads that follow you on the internet, Hahahahaha. 
4-6-2017 Thursday; Facebook Loses Appeal to Block Bulk Search Warrants - Bulk IP invention 
projects is what InventBook will be all about, 1,001 IP invention projects search engine will not 
be Google Search, thank God! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; "Revenge Invention" on Comcast will be G55 Verizon Cell speed that is like 
getting faster than the speed of light invention. G55 Cell will be fast as fiber optics over the air 
waves. How do you find this invention, with the InventI app. 

4-6-2017 Thursday; Rolls Royce Trent XWB engines, designed specifically for the Airbus A350 
family of aircraft, are seen on the assembly line. Rolls Royce gas ending cars shipped to Saudi 
Arabia not in the news story. Stats on how many RR they shipped to Saudi Arabia is classified 
by our 1984 Officials. How many RR with shipped after the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort: 1 million I would bet! A War Crime of course! 
4-6-2017 Thursday; 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; End to BP Oil - Mr. Trump’s spokesman dismissed the notion as 
impractical. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; "Gas" Worst Chemical Attack in Years in Syria; Trump: Time for "No 
Gas Stations On Earth!" Counter-blast to clean the air in Syria and the USA. Dozens of Jimmy 
Carter Grand Kids will die from childhood cancers today and none will be pictured on the front 
page of the New York Times, a war crime! By ANNE BARNARD and MICHAEL R. GORDON 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Diesel in DNA is the worst of atrocities in the Syria conflict! Biden 
murdered Beau with poison gas... Diesel. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; End to BP Oil - Mr. Trump’s spokesman dismissed the notion as 
impractical. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Russia Moves to Ban The pacifist denomination Jehovah’s Witnesses as 
‘Extremist’ By ANDREW HIGGINS Russian Orthodox Church will be converted to Jewish 
Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies. A Godsend that will confiscate Putin's $777 Trillion in Russian 
Oil Revenues from gas station hold ups in Moscow... Putin is the last Oil Revenues Czar $$$ 
Exodus Czar of Russia is the next practical course for the Super Shuttle Train Challenger II into 
our Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Being realistic with what they need as far as size, of the Universe - Two 
Trillion Galaxies is about the only thing on Earth that will end Putin and BP Oil Czars on Earth 
and give Humanity Exodus lead by the Jews if they take advantage of the Times. The Front Page 
of the Times, grin! 84.8 zillion square feet of empty space each Galaxy is expanding into... 
infinity of empty space at the edge of the Universe and BP Oil is on the Edge of its End for 
Exodus! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Reinvent a Exodus Era at Los Alamos and iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek. 



4-5-2017 Wednesday; "Ghost In The Shell" movie is about the Art of the Diagnosis in Eve's 
DNA was taken from Adam's DNA... Disney Pixar will make a better movie putting in 10 super 
computers at Los Alamos in the movie with more DNA codes than the Russian Hackers can 
hack. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Landlords along Fifth Avenue have not had much sympathy for Exodus 
Jews! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Nightmarish maze of 2 trillion Galaxies!! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Miracle Godsent inventions: Superconductors, or materials that conduct 
electricity without resistance... Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 

4-5-2017 Wednesday;ST. PETERSBURG, Russia — The 14 people who died in a terrorist 
attack on the St. Petersburg subway were a cross section of the city, caught in the wrong place at 
the wrong time. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; The bomber himself: Akbarzhon Dzhalilov, 22, a member of the Uzbek 
minority in the troubled city of Osh, in southern Kyrgyzstan, who came to St. Petersburg six 
years ago after obtaining Russian citizenship through his father. He blossomed into a car 
mechanic. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; The Islamist Bomber was a Ford Car Mechanic... 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Students going home or going to classes,” said Mr. Kolodkin, who 
repeatedly criticized the government security measures that let a bomber slip through. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Russian Jews: Celebrate the first night of Exodus with the confiscated 
$777 trillion dollars from King Salman and Oil Czar Putin given to King Solomon Today on the 
first night of Passover 2 trillion Galaxies in a real Exodus into the Universe by Jews! 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; Facebook loses appeal to InventBook and Exodus Inventions! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Butter or Margarine? In Dunkin’ Donuts Lawsuit, Man Accepts No 
Substitutes" By DANIEL VICTOR Lawsuit against Butter and Mayo will be filed by the 
President of Yale Key West Medical School. Art of the diagnosis on Butter and Mayo will be in a 
8 hour super computer simulation for the Supreme Court Judges all who have a Cardiologists 
ha. Can you believe the Boston Judge ruled in favor of Butter at Dun kin Donuts - I can't believe 
its Butter! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Wisconsin. It would be wise for you to not mess with Wisconsin’s butter. 
There, butter-specific laws crack down on would-be margarine hawkers. An unannounced 
margarine-for-butter swap at a restaurant is expressly forbidden, punishable by a fine of up to 
$500 and three months in prison for the first offense, and as much as $1,000 and a year in prison 
for subsequent offenses. Margarine cannot be served to students, patients or inmates in state 
facilities. George has the same law for tobacco, grin! Trump will send in the Fed's MD's after he 
has a heart attack and Ivanka demands he give up butter... grin! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; “Your goal is to limit intake of saturated fats and to avoid trans fats 
altogether,” according to Harvard Medical School. “Look for a spread that doesn’t have trans 



fats and has the least amount of saturated fat,” according to the Mayo Clinic. 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; Putin arrested all the "MADD" women trying to sue Russian State Vodka 
makers for all the road kill in Russia! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Tired of All the ‘Hamilton’ Talk - Exodus is coming to Broadway and the 
New York Times! 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Amazon 1 Click to Los Alamo 1,001 IP invention projects will have to wait 
for the end of the NFL. By NICK WINGFIELD The internet retailer agreed to pay about $50 
million for the streaming rights to 10 NFL games, according to a person briefed on the deal. 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; Trump tells Boeing to start building jets that fly from JFK to Paris in 15 
minutes... "Trump Faces Test as Boeing Announces Deal to Sell Jetliners to Iran" By RICK 
GLADSTONE Boeing said the agreement to sell up to 60 737s, which requires U.S. government 
approval, would create 18,000 American jobs. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Apple has updated its Mac Pro lineup with the base model now priced at 
$2999 with upgraded specifications. Mac Pro upgraded to iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower 
will cost $10,999 each. 10 Super Computers at Los Alamos Cost $100 Million Each. It's really a 
scam when Bill and Melinda Gates tells you a $220 dollar Win 10 Cloud computer from Acer is 
better than a Mac. 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; Rx Recipe for our Memory! For adults, remembering events only after 
age 3½ or 4 is typical, studies have found. The phenomenon was named childhood amnesia by 
Freud 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; Age-Based Testing of Physician Competence Stirs Controversy - Race-
Based Testing of MD Art of the Diagnosis Stirs controversy not mass murder trials by Trumps 
new Attorney General. iMD-Cops are at the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era as today 
there are no iMD-Cops even for hand washing after using the bathroom and spreading 100K 
infections from MD to Patient today in a 1984 Hospital. White House MD's are putting to death 
women given MS by bi-sexual men. There is no iPhone 007 caller ID for bi-sexual men with the 
MS virus, a war crime. 20 percent of patients with serious conditions are first mis diagnosed by 
the MD. Yale Key West Medical School you will be diagnosed by several MD's not one MD. And 
if you are a bi-sexual man with the MS virus they will diagnose it - not miss it!! JFK Airport will 
scan for this virus too in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. 

4-5-2017 Wednesday; County Health Department is looking into two confirmed cases of 
Hepatitis A in restaurant workers at two Cup & Saucer Cafe locations in Portland. Testing of 
County Health Department Competence Stirs Controversy... 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; The American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women Luncheon. Learn 
how to fight the No. 1 killer of women heart attack and cardiac arrest from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 



April 20 at the Trump Tower. Arrest Dun kin Donuts for serving butter... no arrest the lawyer 
for suing Dun kin for not serving butter and Mayo... #1 killer of lawyers must be butter, heart 
attacks + cardiac arrest if they are men. 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; 
4-5-2017 Wednesday; King Solomon — and some scholars even doubt his existence — but his 
story offers an image of a ruler presiding over a diversity of cultures, with an abundance of food. 
Solomon is said to have ruled for 40 years, amassing enormous wealth. With a ravenous appetite 
for all aspects of life, he had 700 wives and 300-some mistresses. Book of Kings tells us that some 
of his wives came from Egypt, Moab, Ammon, Edom (present-day Jordan), Sidon (Lebanon) 
and Anatolia (Turkey); these women would most likely have brought with them pomegranates, 
dates, olives and a variety of other foods and methods for preparing them. According to 
tradition, the 12 tribes of Israel brought even more; each tribe presented the king and his family 
with jewels, minerals, exotic materials and new foods and spices. Exodus into the Universe today 
4 Wife's bring trillions of jolts of inspiration brainstorming conversations on how to invent a 
way to hear Jewish Aliens! 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... 
Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Comforting Women in ST. PETERSBURG, Russia — A native of 
Kyrgyzstan responsible for the deadly blast in St. Petersburg, official toll rose to 14 dead and 
more than 50 injured identified as Akbarzhon Dzhalilov, born in 1995 and a native of Osh, 1995 
is 15 years after the 1980 invention and suppression of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
Yale and Harvard lawyers will sort this out on Earth but God will charge the Oil Men with 
Mass Murder! Comforting Widows the Editors at the New York Times will write the Widows 
should not be allowed to sue Putin for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Kim Jong-un, North Korea's leader, that the country had tested a hydrogen 
bomb, intelligence estimates provided to President Trump in recent weeks say Mr. Kim is 
working on it... 24/7 and the New York Times Editors will write the Widows should not be 
allowed to sue Trump for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; "Supreme Court to Weigh if Firms Can Be Sued in Human Rights Cases" 
The case concerns the Jordan-based Arab Bank, which is accused of processing financial 
transactions through a branch in New York for groups linked to terrorism. By ADAM LIPTAK 
Groups linked to $777 trillion in oil revenues from Miami gas station hold ups sucker punching 
women, can these women sue the branch of Chase in NYC. For being sucker punched at a 



Miami gas station hold up... Hell Yes! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Comforting women hackers gain Access to Athletes’ who have syphilis, 
STD's, MS, Private Medical Records for iPhone 007 caller ID... 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Japan Envoy, Recalled Over ‘Comfort Woman’ Statue, Is Returning to Seoul 
By MOTOKO RICH 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Immunity from sex with Comfort Women Today in Iraq, Afghan, Mecca! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Wells Fargo Whistle-Blower Wins $5.4 Million and His Job Back By STACY 
COWLEY 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Los Alamos Whistle-Blower Winds $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues and a 
Nobel Prize, Grin! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; That Nasty women with kids with birth defects and cancers from BP Oil's 
poison gasoline exhaust, Smog. Los Alamos Whistle-Blower said millions of these nasty women 
seduced his soul like Oppenheimer before the Generals fired him. Lost Soul's in London via BP 
Oil's Holocaust. Nasty women wish we could hear the Queen + Jimmy Carter on Judgement Day 
in front of God. Biden murdered his son for the Glory of War... cancers are social well as 
medical today! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; UN leaders at WHO failed to report the abuse of millions of children with 
birth defects and childhood cancers from Smog. 

Comfort Woman Eve, all I could find searching Google is this... “Mitochondrial Eve Theory” by 
DNA coding that all human originated from one woman who lived about 200,000 years ago. 
Google search had NOTHING on did Eve's DNA come from Adam's DNA! 

"Los Alamos Whistle-Blower Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by 
Disney Pixar! 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; 1 Trillion Fords coming off the assembly lines in the New York Times - New 
manufacturing jobs and population growth have lifted Twin Falls, where the image of rural 



America painted in the presidential campaign is far from reality. By KIRK JOHNSON Kirk at 
the Times knows about 1 Trillion Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts coming off the assembly lines in 
Twin Falls Idaho but censored this story - a war crime! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; BP Oil Men are... Man Is Sentenced to Life Without Parole in Killing of New 
York Police Officer - fire bombing thousands of cop cars and SUV's from 1980 to 2017. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Superconductors, or materials that conduct electricity without resistance... 
Super Cold -254 C Windmill Turbines on Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; "Turning Negative Thinkers Into Positive Ones" Chronically viewing the 
glass as half-empty inhibits one’s ability to bounce back from life’s inevitable stresses. By JANE 
E. BRODY 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Chronically viewing the glass Universe as half-empty of other Humans and 
Jewish Aliens inhibits one’s ability to invent vaccines in the drinking water and 1,001 other IP 
invention projects that will win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek and iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Towers with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos, 
iMacBook Air Ride School Bus that parks on the kids streets and is open 24/7. With Genius 
tech's not teachers, grin! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; "Turning Negative Thinkers Into Positive Ones" By JANE E. BRODY This 
has nothing to do with the Oil Men who have $777 Trillion dollars from gas station hold ups in 
Miami. Chronically viewing the glass Universe as half-empty because these Oil Men blew up 
Challenger II and III super shuttle trains for the glory of war in Baghdad is negative!! Jane 
Brody should have written about this. Positive War on Stage 4 Cancer when 40K women died on 
this battlefield every year since 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Los Alamos 
has kept H-Bombs on their super computers from 1980 to 2017 no matter how many died in the 
Stage 4 War on Cancer. These Generals who fired Oppenheimer in 1945 are deadly... the worst 
social cancer Jimmy Carter Habitat for Humanity could be infected with. 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; Trump has issued a stern warning to U.S. companies as they begin applying 
for coveted skilled-worker visas, cautioning that it would investigate and prosecute those who 
overlook qualified American workers for jobs. Bill + Melinda Gates 4 Prison!! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Trump has issued a stern warning to U.S. companies as they begin applying 
for coveted skilled-worker visas, cautioning that it would investigate and prosecute those who 
overlook qualified American workers for jobs. Tim Cook 4 Prison!!! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Commencement speaker at Yale will put the kids driving home to sleep, they 
will crash and burn... IP invention project to keep you from falling asleep has been sent to China 
to invent by Bill + Melinda Gates, Tim Cook... Hahahaha. 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; A "Pure Water Filter" that turns Salt Water into Fresh Water... 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; VFW Wounded Warrior Drunks have Immunity... Grin! Last year was the 
first full year for the city’s Vision Zero policy, which is aimed at reducing and eventually totally 
eliminating traffic deaths. But in that time, 260 pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers and passengers 
died in collisions on city streets, a marked increase from the 186 traffic deaths that occurred in 



2015. LA appears to be on track to have another very dangerous year: So far in 2017, the 
number of traffic crash deaths is up 22 percent compared to the same time period last year, 
according to the Times. Seleta Reynolds, the general manager. 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; Styles Q. and A.: The Vin Diesel Formula: Brains, Brawn and Heart Era of 
Movies and Smog comes to an End for Oppenheimer Formulas; for vaccines in the drinking 
water and Pure Filter for Salt Water. Heart of 10 Super Computers at Los Alamos each costing 
$100 million and Diesel was illiterate in all their code for inventions! Time is the new Higgs God 
Particle so is EVE's DNA made from Adam's DNA. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Andromeda Galaxy the correct diagnosis... Andromeda contains one trillion 
stars: at least twice the number of stars in the Milky Way. Vin Diesel Formula: Brains, Brawn 
and Heart Era of Movies and Smog comes to an End for Andromeda Galaxy TV and movies! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Milky Way galaxy and Andromeda galaxy are expected to collide in 4.5 
billion years. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Travel; Tourists; Where I live in the Universe. I live at the Yale Key West 
Medical School and have the newest Navy Hospital Carrier to sail to any invention. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; So you have no plans to become a computer engineer, no dreams of being 
code wizard at Google or Facebook. But you’ve decided it’s time to pick up practical technology 
knowledge and skills, including writing some code. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; InventBook Code for Inventors working on 1,001 IP invention projects 
spelled out by the University, well spelled out by Greg + Wife's on this web page. 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; InventBook Code for Inventors working on 1,001 IP invention projects 
spelled out by the University, well spelled out by Greg + Wife's on this web page. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Combine literature in a Invention Projects Hemingway House Writing Class 
with 100 writing on the same page with a invention brainstormed in every chapter, soon a Rx 
Recipe in every chapter when all the trade Secret Rx Recipes are hacked for a Stage 4 cure as 
other spin offs will happen from this hacking. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; “Programming for Non-Programmers,” said Jake Schwartz, the chief 
executive. The two-day version of the course costs $525. General Assembly also has a free online 
course, “Dash,” which covers the basics of writing software for the web. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Yale Medical School for Non-MD's has A free online course, "Diagnosis 911" 
which cover how to find everything from skin cancer to herpes in the eye, don't kiss it. Medicine 
for the web. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; But Richard C. Levin, the former president of Yale and chief executive of 
Coursera, suggests another factor. Yale Key West Medical School Campus the first Trillion 
dollar Medical School with Ford Assembly lines for Heart and Kidney Transplants. Eye cataract 
surgery at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Yale Key West Medical School Era! Dentures too, 
smile like Fay Dunnaway, yes Google has her picture with new Denture! 



4-4-2017 Tuesday; King Solomon — and some scholars even doubt his existence — but his story 
offers an image of a ruler presiding over a diversity of cultures, with an abundance of food. 
Solomon is said to have ruled for 40 years, amassing enormous wealth. With a ravenous appetite 
for all aspects of life, he had 700 wives and 300-some mistresses. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Book of Kings tells us that some of his wives came from Egypt, Moab, 
Ammon, Edom (present-day Jordan), Sidon (Lebanon) and Anatolia (Turkey); these women 
would most likely have brought with them pomegranates, dates, olives and a variety of other 
foods and methods for preparing them. According to tradition, the 12 tribes of Israel brought 
even more; each tribe presented the king and his family with jewels, minerals, exotic materials 
and new foods and spices. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Exodus into the Universe today 4 Wife's bring trillions of jolts of inspiration 
brainstorming conversations on how to invent a iPhone 007 ++ to hear Jewish Aliens... 
Hahahahaha. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; As a wandering people, Jews have influenced many cuisines as they carried 
their foods to new lands while fleeing prejudice or migrating in search of opportunities. 

4-4-2017 Tuesday; Yet regional and global influences on the food Jews ate remained 
circumscribed by allegiance (no matter how strict) to the laws of kashrut and by the rituals for 
Passover and other holidays. These traditions have held Jews together for more than 2,000 years 
as they have journeyed throughout the Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies we will hear this from 
Jewish Aliens... grin! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Take haroseth, the sweet blend of fruits and nuts symbolizing the mortar 
used to construct buildings when the Jews were slaves in Egypt. Served at Passover Seders since 
Roman times... Time is the new mortar the God particle. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Haroseth from Maine made with blueberries; one with cashews, dates and 
other fruits from Brazil; and, a favorite of mine, a version from Ferrara, Italy, with chestnuts, 
pine nuts, raisins and pears. All the fruits harvested by iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 3 
Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; King Solomon’s springtime feast, the ancestor of today’s Passover, included 
some kind of unleavened bread; bitter new greens like mallow and chard; roast lamb and goat 
seasoned with wild thyme; perhaps a blend of dried apricots, raisins, prunes and almonds 
dunked in wine and flavored with cinnamon and cardamom; and other delicacies that the king’s 
emissaries found in the ancient world. His love of food and spices lives on for his descendants, 
who will set their tables for their own springtime feast next Monday to celebrate the first night 
of Passover. 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; Celebrate the first night of Exodus with the confiscated $777 trillion dollars 
from King Salman given to King Solomon Today on the first night of Passover 2 trillion 
Galaxies in a real Exodus into the Universe by Jews! 
4-4-2017 Tuesday; 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Adam and Eve introduced the idea of love to the West. They were the first to 
grapple with the central mystery of being alive: being alone among 2 trillion galaxies takes on a 
new meaning today! We in the USA has the inventors to make contact with 2 trillion galaxies 
and their Jewish Aliens, the problem is the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Behaviors and 
Lifestyles of the Elite Rich Oil Men are the Problem! Texas Oil Men have successfully destroyed 
2 trillion galaxies for 4 billion people on Earth! Isolated: Greg + Wife's in Key West, everyone in 



the Universe. Adam being created from the earth; Eve being formed from his body; two: 
learning to live together, learning to be one. Soul-Mates in the microwave background of the 
Universe. Those who scored highest are the Edison's with their wife's jolts of inspirational 
inventions. Godsent Inventions are the many Miracle Cures and Discoveries, the Higgs particle. 
Adam + Eve's problem is the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort, and getting the "Pentagon 
Gods" to let give them Los Alamos and iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Towers World Wide. 
"Eve The Fearless Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; DNA of Adam + Eve will be the next Higgs God Particle if Dr. Oppenheimer 
MD crunches their related DNA code's of Amino Acids - If Oppenheimer says Eve's DNA was 
made from Adam's DNA *.* Disney Pixar Should have made a Adam + Eve DNA movie, will 
they? 

"Eve The Fearless Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 
Disney Pixar Should have made a Adam + Eve DNA movie, will they? 
4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Woman Eve, all I could find searching Google is this... 
“Mitochondrial Eve Theory” by DNA coding that all human originated from one woman who 
lived about 200,000 years ago. Google search had NOTHING on did Eve's DNA come from 
Adam's DNA! 
4-3-2017 Monday; Trump Plans Have Deal Makers Dreaming Big $100-Trillion-Cash-Takeover 
Big The $100 Trillion Deal for iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek To Trump Ivanka is worth a 
Trillion dollars in the Deal for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Miracle Cure by Christmas Day 2017. 
4-3-2017 Monday; 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort testifies to how far North Korea has come 
when Sony and Samsung were selling us Notebooks and Smartphones, how stupid can the Elite 
be in an Era of H-Bombs on some assembly lines these are not gas cars from Korea! An ad for 
the bomb-boosting isotope lithium 6 suggests how far the North’s nuclear program has come, 
and how difficult President Trump’s vow to halt it will be. By DAVID E. SANGER and 
WILLIAM J. BROAD. Key Moments Since 1992, ‘The Year of the Woman’ North Korea has 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 1992, ‘The Year of the Woman’ was a scam by BP Oil Men 
and Dr. Susan Love sticking a needle in her nipple to cure stage 4 and they all died. The MS 
women in 1992 and now 2017 the White House MD has executive orders to put her to death not 
the bi-sexual men who gave her MS. Progress to get a cure for MS was not sent to Los Alamos as 
they are still working on H-Bombs like North Korea but not to use in a first strike like Korea 
will, and sooner than later, grin. Like 9/11... and they pay West Point Cadets and not Yale Med 
Students even when they miss the 9/11 diagnosis, a war crime! 
4-3-2017 Monday; Japan Envoy, Recalled Over ‘Comfort Woman’ Statue, Is Returning to Seoul 



4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Woman Eve, all I could find searching Google is this... 
“Mitochondrial Eve Theory” by DNA coding that all human originated from one woman who 
lived about 200,000 years ago. Google search had NOTHING on did Eve's DNA come from 
Adam's DNA! 

"Comfort Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
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4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Women Statue today for women sucker punched at gas station hold 
ups in Miami and NJ. 
4-3-2017 Monday; Police comfort women sucker punched at the Miami gas stations hold up 
decades after decades so many decades the New York Times will no longer report on women 
sucker punched at gas station hold ups in Miami... of NJ. "Camden Police Policy on Escorting 
Victims" A directive from Chief John S. Thompson of the Camden Police Department on how 
police officers should treat seriously injured people. 

4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Women Statue today - Women will now have the comfort knowing 
they don't have to wait and pay $$$ for a ambulance... Camden Police Policy on Escorting 



Victims. A directive from Chief John S. Thompson of the Camden Police Department on how 
police officers should treat seriously injured people. The order tells officers that in some cases, 
they should escort shooting and stabbing victims to the hospital themselves instead of waiting for 
an ambulance. 
4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Women Statue today paying for the ambulance after sucker 
punched at a Miami gas station hold up... Google have trillions of YouTube video in 1984 area of 
its database on these gas station hold ups... By DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI It’s about context. 
Google engineers are trying to teach machines to recognize what can be offensive or inoffensive 
depending on the situation - paying for the ambulance after sucker punched at a Miami gas 
station hold up $$$. 

4-3-2017 Monday; DNA of Adam + Eve will be the next Higgs God Particle if Dr. Oppenheimer 
MD crunches their related DNA code's of Amino Acids 
4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Women Statue today for King Salman + Prince in Mecca, Dubai, 
Emirates, Yale, Harvard. Behaviors and Lifestyles of the Elite - "The idle Rich Oil Men Today. 
4-3-2017 Monday; Paris Cartoons at the Saudi-Led Alliance... Pakistan Approves Military Hero 
to Head Tricky Saudi-Led Alliance - Comfort Women are "Everywhere Here!!" 

4-3-2017 Monday; Trump Plans Have Deal Makers Dreaming Big $100-Trillion-Cash-Takeover 
Big The $100 Trillion Deal for iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
4-3-2017 Monday; Opinion: After a Historic March, What’s Next for Women? Comfort Women 
in Mecca and DNA @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek decoding analysis of Dr. Oppenheimer 
MD. 
4-3-2017 Monday; BP Oil will never give up its $777 trillion... “We need to change the 
fundamental objective of our policy, because North Korea will never willingly give up its 
program,” Michael J. Morell, a former deputy director of the C.I.A., and James A. Winnefeld 
Jr., a retired admiral and a former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote last week on 
the website The Cipher Brief. 
4-3-2017 Monday; a retired admiral and a former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff fails 
to make public "No Gas Stations On Earth" CIA Coup Op that failed to get orders to execute 
BP Oil men's money! 

4-3-2017 Monday; The lithium 6 ad is evidence that Mr. Kim is following a road map that the 
United States drew up back in 1954. That is when it tested its first thermonuclear weapon fueled 
by the isotope. The blast, code-named Bravo, was the most powerful the United States ever 
detonated. In minutes, its mushroom cloud rose to a height of 25 miles. 
4-3-2017 Monday; United States back in 1954, 10 years after they fired Oppenheimer for not 
wanting to build this bomb for them... The weapon relies on a small atom bomb, inside a thick 
metal casing, that works like a match to ignite the hydrogen fuel. For decades, bomb makers 
have used lithium 6 as a standard way of making hydrogen fuel for nuclear arms. 
4-3-2017 Monday; iPod size GE electric generator fueled with H @ -254 C made by 



Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. This is what Oppenheimer would have built in 1945 if he was not 
fired. 
4-3-2017 Monday; North Korea making the 3 story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines... Los 
Alamos, Boeing. "Mexico Ready to Play the Corn Card in Trade Talks" By KIRK SEMPLE 
Much of the corn Mexico consumes comes from the United States, using gasoline combines that 
are out of date but could be used for the next 100 years if the Los Alamos scientists writing the 
secret file on the use of 3 story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines follow the same path they did 
writing up Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car in 1990. 
4-3-2017 Monday; Last month, two Los Alamos scientists argued that the rocky North Korean 
test site the United States monitors could confine explosions of up to 282 kilotons — roughly 20 
times as strong as the Hiroshima blast. 

4-3-2017 Monday; Los Alamos scientists have added to the 1990 secret file on Mr. Buell and his 
"Wind" car... Last Month! 
4-3-2017 Monday; Last month, two Los Alamos scientists argued to use the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort to win the war!! They too will be fired by the Generals, grin! 
4-3-2017 Monday; Back in Key West Greg + Wife's are waiting for the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort to pave over the city’s new Truman Waterfront Park with the $1 
Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff 
mmiles@keysnews.com They haven’t paved all of Paradise to put up a parking lot — but a Yale 
Key West Medical School is part of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek access road a fact, the 
assorted architects, planners, city engineers, state park officials and U.S. Navy personnel 
coordinating construction of the city’s new Truman Waterfront Park have to live with when BP 
Oil is not longer putting Diesel in the DNA of kids on their Duval Walk. And the Navy sails into 
Key West with the Newest Hospital Ship ever built for a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Navy! 
4-3-2017 Monday; This is an example of a false story by the New York Times and one that stifles 
Titanium Homes. - In Ohio County That Backed Trump, Word of Housing Cuts Stirs Fear - The 
Times story should be Ohio gets word of Housing with no water pipes coming into the home and 
built of Titanium for iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age. 
4-3-2017 Monday; North Korea reading this web gets a idea of no water pipes coming into New 
Homes and made out of Titanium you know they will start building these tomorrow... grin. 
4-3-2017 Monday; Fling; no water pipes coming into the home technology today. No Way! 
Editorial: Michigan Is Forced to Do Right by Flint, Finally By THE EDITORIAL BOARD This 
editorial by the Times Today has nothing to do with no water pipes coming into the homes in 
Flint but this should have been the editorial for a fast track to building H bombs in Flint, Oh 
that's Korea. Ha. 
4-3-2017 Monday; GPS tracking of all Children in the USA, will this sell? "Metropolitan Diary: 
Looking for a Lost Child on the Train" By KEITH WILLIAMS 
- If Oppenheimer says Eve's DNA was made from Adam's DNA *.* Disney Pixar Should have 
made a Adam + Eve DNA movie, will they? 
4-3-2017 Monday; Metropolitan Diary: Brunch at Sarabeth’s With Aunt Dotty From Madbury" 
By LOU CRAFT I had to copy and paste this one, as Sarabeth's is in Key West and I was 
wondering what Brunch at Sarabeth's will be like after the News of the Yale Key West Medical 
School. 
4-3-2017 Monday; 



4-3-2017 Monday; 
4-2-2017 Sunday; A Jewish Test for Exodus into a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many 
Jewish Aliens... Bill O’Reilly’s behavior. Mr. O’Reilly, Fox News’s top asset!! One Light Year's 
Exodus Invention is a Jewish Test for Exodus! Two Trillion Galaxies Whistling in Our Universe 
and not One Whistle Blower for the 1980 ElectricWindmillExodus. Caesar, Orwell has every 
Elopement's Invention under survivance. 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Editorial in Today's Times; "El Salvador’s Historic Mining Ban" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD "Nuns marching in protest of mining in El Salvador. Officials in El 
Salvador showed exemplary foresight in banning mining of gold and other metals. Oil!!! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Oil... banning oil wells by the USA in a Sunday Editorial by the Times!! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Key West Catholic Church leaders "Nuns marching in protest of Oil Wells!! 
Gold not Oil. Reckless Gold not Oil mining operations has provoked anger and controversy 
throughout the region, and it was a driving force for a remarkable law passed Wednesday in El 
Salvador banning mining for gold and other metals in the tiny Central American nation. The 
enactment of the legislation was a victory for activists and Catholic Church leaders, who argued 
that giving miners free rein in El Salvador would further pollute the water sources 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Complaints from women about Bill O’Reilly’s behavior. Mr. O’Reilly, Fox 
News’s top asset. Fox News’s denies the 40K dead from Stage 4 the last 13 year have merit at 
Fox News. "Top Asset" War News at Fox is Muslims not American Women. War Mobilization 
and Mobil Exxon Oil are the "Top Asset" at Fox News. Bill O’Reilly’s behavior at Fox news is 
Void of life in a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies, Fox News is run as if there were not 2 Trillion 
Galaxies in our Universe. Trillions not billions of dollars to keep the whole dysfunctional 
apparatus running... "Top Asset" in reality is the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! Spin offs 
since 1980 would have been the gravity engine and Jewish Aliens on YouTube Video, 
InventBook. Complaints from women about Bill O’Reilly’s behavior are about sex not the mass 
murder of 19K women by OJ Clones and Robert Kennedy Jr. Sending these men to Rikers 
Island Is a Moral Imperative. Bill O’Reilly can work from his cell on the Breast cancer cell's 
behavior. Fox News’s top asset is Exodus into a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
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4-2-2017 Sunday; A Pentagon Test for Boeing’s Mr. Fix-It: JFK to Paris in 15 minutes! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; A Jewish Test for Exodus into a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many 
Jewish Aliens - Exodus Star Wars! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Fox News and O’Reilly Thrives as Sex Harassment Settlements Add Up By 
EMILY STEEL and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT New York Times 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Star Wars: Lucasfilm Announces Rogue One Sequel spinoff with Felicity 
Jones returning... ElectricWindmillExodus Invention Spinoff of the Gravity Engine and Jewish 
Aliens in the Microwave background encrypted. 



4-2-2017 Sunday; Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion years... Opinion: After a Historic March, What’s 
Next for Women!! Arrest the Warriors at the Pentagon + Wall Street trading in BP Oil, MIT 
Drones and Stage 4 breast cancer scams. Put the needle in the Mad Mans Nipple to cure his War 
Time Cancer, point out Biden murdered Beau for the Glory of War! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; 13 years of Stage 4 deaths and the New York Times "Voids" this out of our 
"Social Existence!" A War Crime! O’Reilly Thrives as Harassment Settlements Add Up By 
EMILY STEEL and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT About $13 million has been paid out over the 
years to address complaints from women about Bill O’Reilly’s behavior. Mr. O’Reilly, Fox 
News’s top asset, denies the claims have merit. 
4-2-2017 Sunday; 13 years of Stage 4 deaths and Mr. O’Reilly, Fox News’s denies the 40K dead 
from Stage 4 the last 13 year have merit at Fox News, there was no need for a War Time 
Mobilization Mr. O’Reilly, Fox News’s will tell everyone at his War Crimes Trial when Women 
drive a Gravity Engine Car and have $777 Trillion in Cash in Chase Bank. 
4-2-2017 Sunday; 13 years of H-Bombs going up and down the assembly lines at Los Alamos, 
Paris, London, Pakistan, Korea, India, China, Moscow. Oppenheimer was fired by all the 
worlds leaders and Mr. O’Reilly, Fox News’s! 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Editorial Op-Ed Contributors: Closing Rikers Island Is a Moral Imperative - 
Trillions not billions of dollars to keep the whole dysfunctional apparatus running... on BP Oil 
Revenues and British War Lords. iPostOffice Closing the Post Office at Rikers Island and Key 
West, what about the NYC main post office in a New York Times Editorial on closing the NYC 
main Post Office. Hell No. iPhone 007 iPrison yes Apple will take over the Rikers Island. 
iRiders-Island @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age. Utopia of no crime on the streets of 
NYC. iBody Cam's GPS Tracking 24/7 days at the iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower with 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP at Los Alamos and Hemingway House Writing Classes. 

4-2-2017 Sunday; Invented in the USA, Made in Mexico. "Also Made in Mexico: Lifesaving 
Medical Devices." "The medical supply industry makes a particularly revelatory case study of 
the difficulties of untangling global trade." By SARAH VARNEY Sarah at the Times knows 
JFK airport will scan for breast and cervix cancers, diseases in kids eyes with the new x-ray 
machines invented in the USA and Made in the USA. Trumps New York Times knows Make 
America Great Again translates in English to "Inventions!" made in the USA. Sarah writing up 
these new x-ray machines at JFk would have given her a passing grade in Journalism not 
another failure at the the New York Times. 
4-2-2017 Sunday; Same Sunday New York Times writes: "Living With Cancer" "The Haves 
and Have-Nots of Cancer Care" "Prevention and early detection should not be bonuses 
available only to those who can pay for expensive medical coverage." By SUSAN GUBAR Susan 
still needs to improve her writing for the Times with the new x-ray machines at JFK. 

4-2-2017 Sunday; Hepatitis infection may increase the risk for Parkinson’s disease, though the 
reasons for the link remain unknown. British investigators used records of 100,390 patients 
hospitalized with various forms of hepatitis or H.I.V. from 1999 to 2011. They compared 
Parkinson’s incidence in these patients with incidence in more than six million people admitted 
for medical or surgical conditions like cataracts, knee replacement or varicose veins. The study, 
in Neurology, found that people with hepatitis B had a 76 percent higher risk of having 
Parkinson’s, and people with hepatitis C a 51 percent higher risk. “We can’t be sure what is 
underlying this association,” said the lead author, Dr. Julia Pakpoor, a researcher at the 
University of Oxford. “It could be the treatment for the hepatitis, or it could be that Parkinson’s 
and hepatitis have common risk factors we haven’t identified.” A different kind of study would 



be needed, she said, to determine possible mechanisms that might be involved. Los Alamos 10 
super computers costing $100 million each could be involved... Dr. Julia Pakpoor, a researcher 
at the University of Oxford is light years from using all of Los Alamos and millions of people at 
iApple-Starbucks Trump Towers to get the cure for these diseases. 

4-2-2017 Sunday; Banning the gasoline engine car News! Is not in the News! Smog also affects 
Europe, making headlines in London, Paris and Warsaw. Beijing, New Delhi and Tehran 
experience smog that far exceeds W.H.O. limits. Dirty air contributes to the deaths of millions of 
people each year, according to a recent Health Effects Institute report, “State of Global Air.” 
Katrin Bennhold, a Times correspondent in London, cycles daily through smoggy parts of the 
city to reach work. Ellen and her husband run medical-quality air purifiers around the clock, in 
every room of their home. Their two daughters wear masks on their way to and from school. 
Most days from November to February, the school doesn’t allow students to play outside. And it 
is introducing a new vacation that will allow foreign families to leave Delhi for the worst, most 
dangerous weeks, at the beginning of November. “But these solutions are contingent on having 
resources,” Ellen adds, “which is not true for the vast majority of people who live here. So you 
protect your family with the terrible consciousness that the people who surround you cannot.” 
For parents, guilt is unavoidable, but families don’t always have a choice. "1984 George Orwell 
in London at BP Oil." This will be a Disney Pixar Movie... 
4-2-2017 Sunday; 
4-2-2017 Sunday; 

4-1-2017 Saturday; Empathy Pictures released for the Pentagon in the 9/11 attack so 19,000 
Women killed in 2017 will be "Covered Up" as causalities of a War that must kill everyone in 
Mecca first and foremost. 1980 Covert CIA OP No Gas Stations On Earth would have prevented 
the Plane flying into the Pentagon, the General have made this Top Secret 1984! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Photos taken after the attack on the Pentagon on 11 September 2001 have 
reappeared on the FBI's website 16 years after the plane flew into the Pentagon. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Head on collision in Mecca. King Salman bought "Super Air Bags On The 
Front" of all Ford Cars and Trucks decades ago when he bought the SUV Umbrella to shade 2 
million from the Sun in Mecca. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Who’s Worth What at the White House: Who will buy Ivanka super air 
bags on the front of her car? 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Editorial Today in the New York Times "After Murder, a Second Chance" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "To fix America’s prison crisis, we have to release more people 
convicted of violent crimes." 19K "Dead Fearless Women Statue" in front the New York Times 
building as they will be murdered and under 1984 surveillance... by the Raging Bull Men at the 
Times who write the Editorials day after day. "Fearless Girl" writing todays Editorial would 
have written up the iPhone 007 caller ID that does a instant background check on him and 
medical record. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek caller ID is censored by the editors at the 
New York Times killing these Fearless Women by the thousands in 2017... 19,000K. 
Head on collision in Mecca... Wall street! 



19K "Dead Fearless Women Statue" in front the New York Times building as they will be 
murdered and under 1984 surveillance... by the Raging Bull Men at the Times 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Head on collision in Texas Church and 13 dead, many more over the 
decades Texas Oil Men Gambled away not making "Super Air Bags" on the Outside of Ford 
Cars and Trucks in the New York Times. Yes this invention was suppressed by Bush and other 
Texas Oil men decades ago and today the New York Times makes sure you can't search Google 
for the stats on head on collisions, grin! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Head on collision in Mecca. 75 miles west of San Antonio. The bus was 
carrying a group of senior adults from the First Baptist Church in New Braunfels. The group 
was returning from a church retreat at a camp near Leakey, Texas. Fourteen people were on 
board the church bus. Thirteen were killed in the crash; the fourteenth remains at San Antonio 
Military Medical Center in critical condition. The 20 year old kid was driving erratically texting 
crossed over and hit the church bus head on. Head on collision in Mecca. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Rockwell's "Fearless Girl" in front of the Raging Bull was never part of 
Rockwell's or the Saturday Evening Post Culture, neither was 19K murders of Girls and 2 
trillion Galaxies. “Taking a Break,” “Lazy Bones” and “Boy Asleep with Hoe,” and was painted 
by Rockwell when he was 25 as a cover for The Saturday Evening Post... FBI recovered her 
body; a FBI story in the News every day! F.B.I. Reunites a Rockwell, Stolen 40 Years Ago, With 
Its Owners. "The Family Doctor". 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

4-1-2017 Saturday; "In Anatomy of an Afghan Bombing, Clues of a Tangled War" By MUJIB 
MASHAL "Anatomy of War by the New York Times leaves out $777 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues and No Gas Stations on Earth Victory" 



4-1-2017 Saturday; Canada Feminist Looks Back in Anguish at the Canada Oil Men fiery 
bombing cop cars and SUV's on the highways in the USA for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; German Feminist Looks Back in Anguish at 1 billion children's DNA + 
Diesel - a German Holocaust II with poison gasoline exhaust 1984 George Orwell Women sold 
their soul again and again to Elite Mad Men Warriors. The MD doctors at Yale Key West 
Medical School say the battered women pick the same kind of man over and over again. Same is 
true for German women! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Mexico welcomes another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Editorial: Venezuela’s Descent Into Dictatorship - iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Ship's being built by Venezuela's Oil Men who send 100,000 girls on a 90 day via to 
Key West to Key Largo all rents paid voyage. By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

“Ghost in the Shell” is really Ghost of Jewish Aliens in the Hell of 2 trillion Galaxies in our 
Know Universe! 

4-1-2017 Saturday; Mike Pence told the Hill that he never eats alone with a woman other than 
his wife and that he won't attend events featuring alcohol without her by his side, either." This is 
the "Billy Graham Rule" after one of his famous evangelistic meetings, Graham returned to his 
hotel room to find a naked woman lying on his bed, ready to seduce him in an attempt to destroy 
his ministry. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Greg finding a Naked Women in Key West you know this will be on 1984 
YouTube video for Trump to watch... Hahahaha. Pence and his wife Karen will listen to the 
brainstorming IP invention projects we take about naked. I know my life with 4 wife's will be on 
24/7 YouTube 1984 video once the Observers make contact, grin. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Donald Trump’s Parrot: I would hope he has one living so close to Key 
West, grin. Donald Trump is so close to gaining control of the UN real estate, How about placing 
the “Fearless Girl” statue in United Nations Plaza so that the whole world gets the message, not 
just Wall Street. Wall Street's insider information of Trump taking over Los Alamos to find an 
Rx Recipe cure for Ivank's breast and cervix cancers is well known. "Fearless Dad" Trump is 
not in the same class as Biden who murdered Beau for the Glory of War, a cancer at the 
Pentagon. Anatomy of who fired Oppenheimer and built the USS Jimmy Carter nuke sub... it's 
time to rehire Oppheimer MD. 

4-1-2017 Saturday; Do Millennial Men Want MD Wives... 4 Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage? Editorial Today in the New York Times. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; Mike Pence told the Hill that he never eats alone with a woman other than 



his wife and that he won't attend events featuring alcohol without her by his side. What would 
Pence do with 4 Wife's at his side. Would he be President or Oppenheimer... his 4 wife's would 
say yes! President of Earth!! 
4-1-2017 Saturday; "Kushner and Ivanka Trump Worth as Much as $740 Million" By JESSE 
DRUCKER, ERIC LIPTON and MAGGIE HABERMAN If they had $777 Trillion would they 
have spent it on SUV Shade Umbrellas for 2 million American kids and Super Air bags on the 
outside front of Ford Cars and Trucks... Hell yes! 

4-1-2017 Saturday; 10 am I read the Citizen newspaper in front, at Starbucks and Hemingway 
manuscript was found in a box under the floor boards... 
4-1-2017 Saturday; 10 am I read the Citizen newspaper in front, at Starbucks as its different 
than the online version. SOLD - Citizen Newspaper was sold to Ed. wow. No comment on the 
Yale Key West Medical School from Ed, just the citizen comments are going into the censored 
trash can, grin. Tourists on Ed's trolly might finally get a ride to Zakery Beach instead of 
walking the last miles at the State of Florida will not let him drive in for free to unload tourists. 
4-1-2017 Saturday; EDWIN O. SWIFT, III, President Edwin O. Swift, III is a founder, 
President and Director of Historic Tours of America. It was probably the fact that Ed’s father 
was the head photographer for the St. Louis Star Times and, in fact, was one of those 
photographers who took the picture of Truman holding up the “Dewey Wins!” newspaper, that 
caused him to go into the camera business in Key West. Not only was Ed in retail for 15 years, 
he has also lived the company’s philosophy by being active in the community serving as Monroe 
County Commissioner, President of the Chamber of Commerce and being one of the foremost 
and earliest proponents and developers of affordable workforce housing. He is presently 
working on the Florida Keys Assisted Care Coalition and the Friends of Mallory Square which 
built the Key West Historic Memorial Sculpture Garden. Says Ed, “Being able to make such a 
positive impact on my community has been my greatest accomplishment. Not only was I 
involved in the early restoration of a depressed city but I have been part of the process in 
making this one of the most interesting and desirable destinations to live and visit.” 

4-1-2017 Saturday; 
Mandy Miles; the young girls on Duval looking into the Apple Store with no money $$$. Kerry 
did ship $1 Trillion in cash to Cuba $$$ 
Greg + Wife's in Key West will order $1 Trillion iMacBook Pro's for these Girls at the Duval 
Apple Starbucks Store! 
Mandy Miles; has to update these 4 girls with "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West" as Mandy 
has Syphilis on the front page without a picture today. 



Mandy Miles; has to update these 4 girls with "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West" as Mandy 
has Syphilis on the front page without a picture today. 
Michael Flynn Offers to Testify Before Congress in Exchange for Immunity - Immunity at Yale 
and Harvard failed to make America Great so Yale Key West Medical School has to work 24/7 
at iApple-Starbucks iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek, Kerry was passed when he really 
failed. Now Trump has to clean up immunity from Malaria and Syphilis, MS Bill and Melinda 
Gates spread world wide since the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! Jewish Aliens will help 
Trump Make America Great Again! 

Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 
Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Lujiazui, China - can fit 15 
people walking side by side. Since it’s opening, it has become quite a tourist attraction. Just 
what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 

Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 



Plans for $13 Trillion dollars worth of Navy Hospital Ships - Plan for New Pier Along 
Manhattan Is Jeopardized by New Ruling - USS Jimmy Carter Sub can only be recycled into a 
Habitat for Humanity Home, grin. 

3-31-2017 Friday; Michael Flynn and his inner circle at Yale or Harvard never wanted total 
immunity from vaccines in the drinking water... 
3-31-2017 Friday; Yale + Harvard President arrested and taken to jail, no immunity, Hahaha 
They never wanted total immunity from vaccines in the drinking water... They build a trillion 
dollar campus were prostitutes are legal (Singapore) for the Elite $$$ Rich Kerry's at Yale 
Today. They never wanted total immunity from vaccines in the drinking water... They wanted 
total immunity like Flynn wants from the Senate! 
3-31-2017 Friday; Sears, Yale, Harvard in rapid decline into gravity of immunity and failure to 
wipe out Bill and Melinda Gates Malaria and mosquitoes world wide. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
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3-31-2017 Friday; 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillTijuiana article by the Times in 
Manhattan also censored out 1,001 Noble's in Medicine a Year and the "Invention Development 
Corporation located in Key West... grin!" 

“Ghost in the Shell” is really Ghost of Jewish Aliens in the Hell of 2 trillion Galaxies in our 
Know Universe! 

3-31-2017 Friday; 150 Years After Sale of Alaska, Some Russians Have Second Thoughts - What 



to do the Millions of Square Miles of land they have... hahahahaha. By EVAN GERSHKOVICH 
3-31-2017 Friday; Prosecutors Want Cosby ‘Spanish Fly’ Comments as Evidence at Trial" By 
GRAHAM BOWLEY Prosecutors Wanted for not making public the contents... Recipe of 4 
trillion Rx recipes. Even more Recipes that aren't Rx. 

3-31-2017 Friday; Ms. Johansson's Japanese Geishas Trained to Brainstorm 1,001 IP invention 
projects, entire culture works on every invention in history detailed like a New 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus. Nobel's Lab and Pasteur's Lab merge in the same scene with Edison's 
lab in Jersey. “Ghost in the Shell” philosophical plaything, of Caesars, Popes, and West Point 
classes on War Inventions leaving the Ghost in a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies without any 
inventions for centuries as all inventions are for the art of War! iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek inventions are only in the Movies. And a movie with Disney Pixar picking up their mail in 
the next Star Wars is censored. Change the direction of physics away from chasing the ghost of 
dark energy headlines everyday to the complex structure of Gravity + now Time is the new 
Higgs God Particle. Oil Mastermind at CERN and Geneva sold most of Lake Geneva to Saudi 
Princes. When CERN scientists should have been freezing H to -254 C. And filling iPod size cans 
that are GE electric generators. 

“Ghost in the Shell” is really Ghost of Jewish Aliens in the Hell of 2 trillion Galaxies in our 
Know Universe! 

3-31-2017 Friday; Syphilis spike could revive sex-ed. BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff 
mmiles@keysnews.com Syphilis on the front page of the New York Times Mandy Miles would 
let you change "Tan Lines" to "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West!" as the tourists would love 
this, the women would any way. 

3-31-2017 Friday; Russians are among the biggest drinkers of alcohol in the world, yet are 
developing a new taste for alcohol-free beer, which could help save a brewing industry that has 
stalled under government initiatives to discourage drinking. 
3-31-2017 Friday; 150 Years After Sale of Alaska, Some Russians Have Second Thoughts Some 
hard-line nationalists regret the 1867 deal. For Alaskan, the anniversary is a time for reflection. 
By EVAN GERSHKOVICH Reflections of the 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in 
Alaska. 

3-31-2017 Friday; Judge Signals He Will Approve Trump University Settlement Despite a 



Challenge - Challenger cause of the crash and burn will be a class at the Trump Medical School 
and novel written at the Hemingway House Writing Class. F35C pilots who have ejected and 
built ejection seats will help write this novel with iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society 
inventions today. By JENNIFER MEDINA and STEVE EDER 
3-31-2017 Friday; Trump Medical School, not law school. McDonald’s to Use Fresh Beef for 
Quarter Pounder Burger's - Updated McDonald’s to Use Fresh and frozen at -254 C Veggie 
Burger's with 100's of Recipe's! In an effort to improve taste, the fast-food chain is moving away 
from "Cardiac Arrest Meat Burger" as what is left of the Yale Law School has been in a New 
York Times Editorial that wants to let widows sue for cardiac arrest and heart attacks caused 
by Meat Burger with the Mayo! By DANIEL VICTOR 

3-31-2017 Friday; AMA... Is Put on Probation, for Holocaust war crimes connected to DNA and 
Diesel War Crimes on Jimmy Carters Grand Children. American Bar Association acted against 
Arizona Summit Law after finding fault with its admissions practices, academic programs, and 
graduation and bar exam passage rates. 1984 Summit of Wounded Warriors, POW's, West 
Point Generals MD's, Lawyers, Judges who have killed 1 billion people since the 1980 invention 
of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
3-31-2017 Friday; Editorial "Iraqi and Syrian Civilians in the Crossfire" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD "A rising death toll raises concerns that President Trump’s approach to counter 
terrorism puts too many noncombatants at risk" Millions are at risk of Jimmy Carters skin 
cancer going to their brain. Crossfire of SUV umbrellas in Mecca to shade 2 million Moslems 
and no Baptists in George or Key West Play School playgrounds kept the death toll high since 
Jimmy Carter was President of the USA not Saudi Arabia. Ivanka could save 100 million from 
the fate of Beau and Jimmy Carters grand kids cancers as Dad would not murder Ivanka like 
Biden murdered Beau for the Glory of War!! 

3-31-2017 Friday; Jamie Dantzscher told the members of the Senate Judiciary Committee on 
Tuesday that, starting when she was 12 years old, a man who was supposed to be looking out for 
her well-being did just the opposite: He sexually abused her. She was an elite gymnast. He was 
the team doctor. 
3-31-2017 Friday; Moslem Doctors with 4 wife's never sexually abuse Olympic gymnast. Culture 
that Breeds Sexual Abuse is Priest wanting sex, single men, men married to one wife!! 
3-31-2017 Friday; Culture of Disney Pixar, Tim Cook, Crosby, Clinton...Culture of Key West 
with NO Hemingway House Writing Class that starts soon as your board your United Flight - on 
Jet Blue your Porn Movie starts for this majority culture influenced by Saudi Sex Slaves also 
Owned by Elite rich men at Yale and Harvard. 
3-31-2017 Friday; Olympic Gymnastics Culture Breeds Sexual Abuse... 
3-31-2017 Friday; Olympic Gymnastics Culture Breeds Sexual Abuse... 
3-31-2017 Friday; Russian Gymnastics are not in this New York Times article but Putin knows 
all so will he be arrest for not preventing more sex abuse of Russian Gymnastic Girls, Hell No. 
Of course the Times didn't report if any of these Gymnastic Girls got syphilis, MS... 
3-31-2017 Friday; bronze-medal-winning 2000 women’s Olympic gymnastics team, was 
speaking at hearing on a bill with potential to check the culture of a sport in which young girls 
are too often victimized, by requiring that the adults who work with them report suspected 
sexual abuse. Putin - to report suspected sexual abuse. Putin - will have a Orwellian comment on 



this in Moscow but not in tomorrows Times Editorial. 
3-31-2017 Friday; 1984 pornography charges involving at least seven gymnasts girls! 
3-31-2017 Friday; I wish I’d had someone to stand up for me gymnast girls told the senators. 
Ivanka is the only girl who has Dad standing up for her against Stage 4 and Cervix cancer 
today. Bill and Melinda Gates should be arrest for not reporting suspected sexual abuse, scam 
breast cancer treatments by Dr. Susan Love sticking a needle in her nipple for decades to cure 
stage 4. And Biden killing Beau for the Glory of War! Not reporting suspected sexual abuse, sex 
slaves in Mecca! Pimped by Bush. 

3-31-2017 Friday; American hospitals rely on heaps of bandages and surgical gloves from 
China, suturing needles and artificial joints from Ireland, and defibrillators and catheters from 
Mexico. In all, the annual imports of medical devices more than tripled from 2001 to 2016, when 
it reached $43.9 billion. 
3-31-2017 Friday; American hospital infections from Doctor to Patient rely on "Kerry's" who 
are passed in their day to day work when they fail in the Art of the Diagnosis, even in Hospital 
Infections. 
3-31-2017 Friday; Now, instead of being garment sweatshops, many maquiladoras in Tijuana 
employ a new generation of Mexican engineers and skilled technicians to make orthopedic 
devices, surgical equipment and catheters. 1980 Ford assembly line in Tijuana was rejected by 
our 1984 Dictators for Hospital equipment made in Mexico. 100 million Mexicans driving a 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in 2017. 
3-31-2017 Friday; David Mayagoitia, president of the board of the Tijuana Economic 
Development Corporation. Sitting inside an office in a modern glass and concrete building in 
downtown Tijuana, Mr. Felix Diaz said Mexicans and Americans had built strong relationships. 
“We are dealing daily, we are eating together, we drink a couple of tequilas,” he said. “We don’t 
want to start any commercial war.” 
3-31-2017 Friday; Tijuana men are named but the USA Oil men sitting in Manhattan are not 
named in this 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillTijuiana article. 
3-31-2017 Friday; 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillTijuiana article by the Times in 
Manhattan also censored out 1,001 Noble's in Medicine a Year and the "Invention Development 
Corporation located in Key West... grin!" 

3-31-2017 Friday; Landlords loom large in New York City, where two-thirds of residents are 
renters. We often think of a landlord as a faceless institution that raises the rent as coolly as it 
dispatches the super when the faucet leaks. The industry is dominated by giants like the 
LeFraks, the Dursts and the Rudins. But in reality, New Yorkers are as likely to live in an 
apartment operated by a landlord who owns only one building, or a handful of small ones. 
Chances are that person lives in the garden apartment downstairs or in a building down the 
street. Even Mayor Bill de Blasio and his wife, Chirlane McCray, own rental properties, with a 
one-bedroom recently listed for $1,825 a month in a two-family rowhouse they own in Park 
Slope, Brooklyn. 
3-31-2017 Friday; This Times Landlord story was written by a landlord with a $ billion dollars 
who didn't want it in the Times. 
3-31-2017 Friday; Rent to Own Landlord's... iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek. 



3-31-2017 Friday; 
3-31-2017 Friday; 

3-30-2017 Thursday; By THE EDITORIAL BOARD - President Trump’s proposal to segregate 
the State Department from Kerry's who really failed Yale University, Kerry was passed when he 
really failed. Now Trump has to clean up Korea with Dr. Oppenheimer MD PhD who can get 
the energy out of E=mc2 which Kerry never crunched at Los Alamos. Kerry never logged on to 
a Super Computer at Los Alamos let alone took a class in writing super computer code C++ 
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia - Malaysia says it has agreed to release the body of Kim Jong Nam 
to North Korea in exchange for the return of nine Malaysians held in the North's capital. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Enigmatic 'dark energy', thought to make up 68% of the universe, may not 
exist at all - complex structure of Gravity + now Time is the new Higgs God Particle. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Dr. Trump MD walking into the school classroom in every school in the 
USA and this is the Raging Bull MD that the Fearless Girl on Wall Street will do her Anatomy 
homework for all night long, grin! On Woman's Day Trump can give all women a Yale Key 
West Medical School application, paid in full with $777 Trillion in BP Oil Money, better buy 
then the Key West George Orwell City Hall paid for by BP Oil. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Betsy DeVos Calls for More School Choice, Saying Money Isn’t the 
Answer - The Answer is E=mc2 and the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! The Art of the MD 
Diagnosis. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Betsy DeVos Calls for Air France to let Women with Breast Cancer Board 
the Flight... 15 minutes from JFK to Paris to save her life via Pasture Medical School in 2017 
leaving 40K dead on the French Battlefields... West Point and women civilians on the 
Battlefields 
3-30-2017 Thursday; U.S. War Cancer Grows in Middle East, With No Endgame in Sight" By 
BEN HUBBARD and MICHAEL R. GORDON 
3-30-2017 Thursday; JPMorgan started looking into pre approving sites, a strategy known as 
whitelisting, this month after The New York Times showed it an ad for Chase’s private client 
services on a site called Hillary 4 Prison. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Hillary 4 Prison. Hell; When Yale Medical School takes over the campus 
of Yale Law School the New French Revolution will let 40K women with Stage 4 board the Air 
France Fight to a Rx Recipe Miracle Cure brainstorming 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade mark 
secrets... were, hahahaha. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; A strategy known as whitelisting, Hemingway House Writing Class with a 
invention project brainstormed in every chapter via Earnest and his 4 wife's... grin! 
3-30-2017 Thursday; advertisements for JPMorgan Chase were appearing on about 400,000 
websites a month. 40K women in 2017 will die from Stage 4 and Chase didn't market their ads 
to getting a Rx Cure Recipe out of all Chase Recipes E=mc2 in their Banks! The few Elite 
Inventors among the 100K Chase employees. No they can't write a Hemingway House Writing 
Class Novel on Chase Time ever though they are on salary. Ha. How to Find Clinical Trials for 
Experimental Cancer Treatments - click on the Chase ad banner in the New York Times. 

3-30-2017 Thursday; In Lawsuit After Lawsuit, The Judge threw out 100's of thousands of 
DUI's... most from the VFW wounded warriors hero's! 
3-30-2017 Thursday; "13 Killed in Texas as Church Bus and Pickup Truck Collide" The head-



on collision, which occurred about 100 miles west of San Antonio, killed nearly everyone aboard 
the bus. By NIRAJ CHOKSHI 
3-30-2017 Thursday; No - head-on collision - E=mc2 the art of the diagnosis is not part of the 
Dept of Transportation. No Head On Collisions is "Old Technology" suppress by our 1984 II 
George Orwell's. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek. New York Times NIRAJ CHOKSHI could 
have searched the Times Data Base and added how many Post Office Trucks and Mexican 
Drivers crossing into the USA have caused a head on collision. And of course no accident news 
has the cause of the Head On Collision. 

3-30-2017 Thursday; E.P.A. Chief, Rejecting Agency’s Science, Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide - 
Not to Reinvent Insecticides to eradicate Bed Bugs from Humanity, along with ticks, Roaches, 
Mice, Rats, and of course Bill and Melinda Gates Mosquitos. EPA Chief hired Oppenheimer 
and Dr. Lisa writes a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel on Bed Bug Insecticides Rx Recipe 
Cure... and wins a Nobel. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Bed Bug History has to have Bill 
and Melinda Gates as the "rats" grin. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Editorial. "Crisis Upon Crisis in Venezuela" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD People in line to buy bread in Caracas, Venezuela... is a false story as 2 girls with a 90 
day visa moved into my room in Key West when I ran out of money. Today 2 more girls with 
another 90 day visa are living in my room in Key West and I was the one who ran out of rent 
money not these 4 girls from Venezuela paying high rents of Key West. So how can the editors of 
the Times today who know about all the high rents 100's of thousands of girls from Venezuela 
are paying in Key West and Key Largo write people are in line to buy bread? 

3-30-2017 Thursday; Robber takes cash, phone from woman at Miami gas station, police report. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Robber takes Yale Medical School building on Southard Street Key West - 
Harris School back on the market for $15M - Harris School still on the market for $15M BY 
MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com Empty and unused for nearly 17 years 
now, Harris School on Southard Street school building that was completed in 1909. Property 
owner Peter Brawn bought the school. I stopped by his office and gave the girl one of my BDay 
Cards and told her I will build the Yale Key West Medical School here. They never emailed me 
of course, George Orwell keeps me isolated far as making contacts to build the Yale Key West 
Medical School Campus building once Trump makes contact... grin! 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Dr. Scott Hadland, an adolescent and addiction medicine specialist at 
Boston Medical Center, said that alcohol is a factor in half of the deaths of people under 21 from 
motor vehicle crashes. Yet the Elite in Key West built a New City Hall before inviting thousands 
of Medical School Students to Key West none drinking as Yale Key West Medical School only 
accepts students who don't drink, Yale Law School is suing of course ha. Law-abiding behavior 
factor is women, wooing a woman, getting a wife. Today getting 4 wife's to out invent the 
Moslems with 4 wife's. Pope Francis going with 4 Wife's would speed Humanity into Exodus 
into iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society. Addiction to one wife is a strong bond just 
think of having 4 Wife's in Make America Great Again. The New York Times’s technology 
columnist, at home. He has installed cameras around his home to capture charming moments 
from his children’s lives. Greg and Wife's in Key West will set up cameras to capture 
brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Samsung, After Combustible Galaxy Note 7, Unveils New Smartphone. 
Hoping to overcome a troubled year, the company revealed the Galaxy S8 smartphone. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; After a combustible Ford Gas Engine Car... 100 traffic deaths this week 



and thousands burned in fiery wrecks. Not your New York Times news of 7 Samsung cell 
phones on fire. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Six Toe Cats at the Yale Key West Medical School Nursing Home! Meow!! 
Juliette Borda, My 90-year-old mother is in a nursing home with dementia, and the one thing 
she has wanted ever since she got there is a kitten. I have been trying to convince the home to 
allow her to have one, and am making such excellent progress that I am sure I’ll be able to get 
her one for her 110th birthday. Sex + Cats in the Nursing Home! Grin. iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Age. As far as I can tell, there are no regulations against cats in nursing homes in New 
York State. But my mother’s home in Westchester has its own rules. Everyone in her 13-patient 
unit, including the aides, must agree to having a cat, and some do not. Bring your moms cats 
with you to the Nursing Home you are looking at buying. Sad ending to Juliette Borda, and her 
90-year-old mother no cat not even one to talk to or pet in the parking lot, yes she said there are 
many in the Nursing home parking lot. 
3-30-2017 Thursday; Just found a copy of the Key West Citizen in Starbucks 10 am. And no 
comments on Mandy Miles Syphilis in the paper... wow! BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff 
mmiles@keysnews.com "Ignoring an uncomfortable topic won’t make it go away, and the 
recent spike in syphilis cases in Key West 10 guys 19 years old would certainly qualify as an 
awkward dinner conversation." No 19 year old women thank God! 
3-30-2017 Thursday; www.aspca.org front page - NY Times article about my fight with the City 
of Key West stopping me from feeding 3 cats, City Code guy Lopez half-starves now. USA 
Today might write this article. The Cat Named Morphine - Swats at the formula for Morphine... 
The Cat Named Oppenheimer can disarm Morphine's addiction working with the Cat Named 
Los Alamos, Ha 
3-30-2017 Thursday; 
$121 for a monthly NYC subway card today, Trump must have forgotten to make the Subway 
Free... $$$ Rx Memory Recipe work today for Greg + Wife's in Key West if Trump or Ivanka 
makes contact. 

3-30-2017 Thursday; The School Nurse; The Elite Yale MD and the Art of Diagnosis in getting 
an A + first out of millions of other MD's and all School Nurse's! In School Nurse’s Room: 
Tylenol, Band-Aids and an Antidote to Heroin. As communities face a rise in deaths from heroin 
and pills, many educators are deciding that they should have naloxone on hand a drug to treat 
overdoses. By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS Dr. Trump MD walking into the school classroom in 
every school in the USA and this is the Raging Bull MD that the Fearless Girl on Wall Street will 
do her Anatomy homework for all night long, grin! 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; Air France will not let Women with Breast Cancer Board the Flight... to 
save her life in 2017 leaving 40K dead on the French Battlefields... 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Women, Journalist at the New York Times Who Are Called Conscience 
of the "Times" are the only one's who can pardon 40K Stage 4 women in 2017 with a 
"Mobilization for War on Cancer" - Top Brass at the Pentagon will massacre 40K USA women 
in 2017 if these women fail to get their "Stage 4 Manhattan Project" published on the front page 
of the New York Times! By SAM ROBERTS 



3-29-2017 Wednesday; The School Nurse; The Elite Yale MD and the Art of Diagnosis in getting 
an A first out of millions of other MD's and all School Nurse's! In School Nurse’s Room: 
Tylenol, Band-Aids and an Antidote to Heroin. As communities face a rise in deaths from heroin 
and pills, many educators are deciding that they should have naloxone on hand a drug to treat 
overdoses. By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS Many educators in Georgia have no idea what an 
Oppenheimer or Elite Yale MD can "see" in their Art of the Diagnosis getting an A every time 
when others are still thinking about the equations. E=mc2. Lacking E.M.T.s, an Aging Maine 
Turns to Immigrants - Depends who is paying for your Air France flight. The Hemingway 
House Writing Class will start the Novel with how the Yale MD will diagnose the head on 
collision coming into Key West vs how the E.M.T. Maine Immigrant does... read and you will 
have "Shock + Awe A+" for Dr. Lisa making the Art of the Diagnosis on the broken hip in Cuba 
on Castro's "Elite" daughters death! Cheney's Grin's! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Texas Oil Men Used Wrong Standard in Death Penalty Cases for 40K 
Stage 4 women, Justices Rule $777 Trillion Oil Revenues Scam Shock and Awe was to Much for 
Bush. By ADAM LIPTAK 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; The Upshot: Women Driver of 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus - 
Defeat of All the Worlds Oil Men, Putin, Paris, Dallas, Canada; End of the "Age of Oil on 
Earth" with iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Inventions of many Gravity Engines + Miracle 
Cures by Oppenheimer! By NATE COHN 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; Air France and Paris Oil Men appeared to endorse the "Breast-Cervix" 
crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; "Dr. Afghan General MD Tasked With Cutting off Angelina Jolie's 
Breast and sticking a needle in 40K other women's nipples to cure cancer is not Accused of 
being passed by the West Point Medical School when he really didn't pass! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Air France will not let Women with Breast Cancer Board the Flight... to 
save her life in 2017 leaving 40K dead on the French Battlefields... 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Women, Journalist at the New York Times Who Are Called Conscience 
of the "Times" are the only one's who can pardon 40K Stage 4 women in 2019 with a 
"Mobilization for War on Cancer" - Top Brass at the Pentagon will massacre 40K USA women 
in 2017 if these women fail to get their "Stage 4 Manhattan Project" published on the front page 
of the New York Times! By SAM ROBERTS 



3-29-2017 Wednesday; Women, Journalist at the New York Times Who Are Called Conscience 
of the "Times" are the only one's who can pardon 40K Stage 4 women in 2019 with a 
"Mobilization for War on Cancer" - Top Brass at the Pentagon will massacre 40K USA women 
in 2017 if these women fail to get their "Stage 4 Manhattan Project" published on the front page 
of the New York Times! By SAM ROBERTS 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Editorial: The Supreme Court Keeps Tinkering With Death - Without 
hearing from 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens in our Universe! By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD @ The New York Times!! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Not all Orwellian News is secret; Westinghouse Files for Bankruptcy, in 
Blow to Nuclear Power - iPod Size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 C you can plug in 
all your GE appliances will bankrupt every Nuclear Power Plant on Earth once this is on the 
front page of the New York Times! 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; "Killing" of 40K American Women by King Salman backing the 
Pentagon - Saudi Arabia's King Salman said on Wednesday his country supported a political 
settlement to the bloody six year conflict in Syria based on U.N. Security Council resolutions. In 
a short speech at the opening of the Arab Summit, the Saudi monarch, whose country has 
backed rebels fighting to topple Syrian President Bashaw al Assad, said the Syrian people were 
subjected to "killing and displacement" but did not refer to 40K USA women with Stage 4... 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; "Afghan General Tasked With Cutting Corruption Is Now Accused of 
It" By ROD NORDLAND and FAHIM ABED 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; U.N. Security Council resolution 2254 and the Geneva-based Oil Men $. 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; UN should be working on the invention of "No Water Pipes" @ 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society - Michigan Allots $87 Million to Replace Flint’s 
Tainted Water Pipes! Geneva-based Oil Men who run the UN are War Criminals! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; The School Nurse; The Elite Yale MD and the Art of Diagnosis in getting 
an A first out of millions of other MD's and all School Nurse's! In School Nurse’s Room: 
Tylenol, Band-Aids and an Antidote to Heroin. As communities face a rise in deaths from heroin 
and pills, many educators are deciding that they should have naloxone on hand a drug to treat 
overdoses. By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS Many educators in Georgia have no idea what an 
Oppenheimer or Elite Yale MD can "see" in their Art of the Diagnosis getting an A every time 
when others are still thinking about the equations. E=mc2. 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; Engulfed in Battle, Mosul Civilians Run for Their Lives 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; USA Engulfed in the war on Cancer Battle, MS Battle, Civilians Run for 
their lives as Pentagon Generals gun them down on the Streets of Manhattan + Key West... read 
todays Key West Obituary - West Point Cadets won't! 



3-29-2017 Wednesday; BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com "Ignoring an 
uncomfortable topic won’t make it go away, and the recent spike in syphilis cases in Key West 
would certainly qualify as an awkward dinner conversation." Unless you are a Yale MD the 
conversations about syphilis don't happen and if you are Hemingway Wife Martha Gellhorn 
with a Novel "Pursuit" about the HS kids you wrote about today the NYC publishers would not 
publish your Syphilis in HS Novel. Disney in 2017 will not make a Syphilis Movie. Mandy your 
cure for Penicillin needs to be edited, read the New England Journal of Medicine as the Syphilis 
never ever leaves your body... its forever! Gummatous syphilis or late benign syphilis usually 
occurs 1 to 46 years after the initial infection. In women the initial lesion is usually on the labia, 
the walls of the vagina, or the cervix. After the Yale Key West Medical School is up and running 
the New York Times Journalists will all have a MD degree along with Journalism degree. Key 
West Journalists at the Citizen Newspaper will have a MD degree too in a iPostOffice @ Star 
Wars Star Trek Society too. iPhone 007 caller ID will ID all these men to who ever they call in a 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society! No vaccine for syphilis is available. The outer 
membrane of T. pallidum has too few surface proteins for an antibody to be effective. Efforts to 
develop a safe and effective syphilis vaccine have been hindered by uncertainty about the 
relative importance of humoral and cellular mechanisms to protective immunity, and because T. 
pallidum outer membrane proteins have not been unambiguously identified - Los Alamos is full 
of H-Bombs not T. pallidum. have long, helically coiled (corkscrew-shaped or spiraled, hence the 
name) cells. Spirochaetes stain gram-negative. Mandy put this cork screw pictue on the front 
page of your Key West Newspaper, grin. 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Editorial "President Trump Risks the Planet" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Reversing President Obama’s climate policies will raise emissions and undercut 
America’s claim to leadership on the issue of global warming. 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; Editors at the New York Times will get everyone on Earth killed for $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! This is the Editorial they should have written on leadership on the 
issue of Smog! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; F.D.A. Approves First Drug to Treat Severe Multiple Sclerosis - 1984 
George Orwell Approved putting to death women with MS, via the White House MD. There was 
no government talk about stopping the bi-sexual men from spreading MS. Editors at the Times 
want to keep these bi-sexual men off the front page of the New York Times! And pictures of 
White House MD's beheading these MS women! Washing her in the Nursing home she said over 
and over again and again as I washed her on her death bed, how could he give me such a terrible 
disease? Editors at the Times could tell her how he could do this!! 

3-29-2017 Wednesday; Dr. Rabbis MD Food Courts in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Jewish Alien Times! Jewish Pizza is the # 1 cause of Jewish Heart Attacks! 100K Jews Dead 
from Heart Attacks in 2017, how many in Manhattan is classified! Two pizza restaurant owners, 
both Orthodox Jews, have become entangled in an only-in-Brooklyn lawsuit, not in an august 
courthouse, but in an obscure hall of justice known as the Rabbinical Court of Borough Park, 
which hears cases in a simple room above a synagogue on a residential block. At the center of 
the battle are not prices or sauce recipes, but cryptic interpretations of holy law set down in 
ancient Aramaic thousands of years ago. Both sides have invoked rules dictated by the Torah 
and the Talmud, as well as a cookbook’s worth of interpretations of kosher rules and 
certification standards. In Manhattan Pizza War, Armed with their arguments, the two pizza 
sellers appeared last month in rabbinical court, known as a beth din. There, things proceeded 
like a Hasidic People’s Court, with the judges — three rabbis — dressed in traditional all-black 
garb, facing the litigants. At one table, the plaintiff: Daniel Branover, an owner of Basil Pizza & 
Wine Bar, a popular upscale kosher restaurant in Crown Heights that opened in 2010 and offers 
specialty pies as a menu staple. At another table, the defendant: Shemi Harel, who this month 
opened Calabria, a pizza shop directly across the street from Basil. With its graffiti-style décor 
and casual, pay-at-the-counter dining, Calabria is very different from sleek, modern Basil, 
where weekend diners often wait two hours for a table. But it was Calabria’s menu that set off 
alarms for Mr. Branover, whose customers pay as much as $24 for individual pies. 



3-29-2017 Wednesday; Jewish holy law set down in ancient Aramaic thousands of years ago. 
Both sides have invoked rules dictated by the Torah and the Talmud, as well as a cookbook’s 
worth of interpretations of kosher rules - without Heart Attacks... Rabbi Reuven Alt didn't talk 
to any Jewish Heart Doctors. 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; "President Trump has successfully created an alternate reality" 
Washington Post - Americans live in two realities when it comes to the what is on the assembly 
lines at Ford + Los Alamos!!! 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus and Stage 4 at Los Alamos. 
Alternate Reality reading between the lines at the New York Times when 10 IBM super 
computers costing $100 million each are being used for alternate purpose... gas engine cars on 
every Ford assembly line today! In an Age of Super Cold Absolute Zero Windmill Turbines with 
trillions of jolts of electricity enought to produce tons of H from H2O. Rocket Fuel for NASA 
and Boeing Air France flights into orbit for 15 mins from JFK to Paris. Alternate reality Hell... 
this is some kind of hell our to a George Orwell Disney Pixar Movie! 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; 
3-29-2017 Wednesday; 

3-28-2017 Your Flight on United - American Airlines to build the Gravity Engine or Your Flight 
on Emirates to Paris to build the "Fusion Nuclear Power Plant" Paid for by Elite French Oil 
Men drunk on Wine, who will not let French Women board the United Flight with Stage 4 with 
4 Trillion Rx Recipes on their iMacBook Pro that needs to be crunched by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos - this flight is still full of H-Bombs on their Super Computers 
delaying the Stage 4 Rx Cure. So they build the "Fusion Nuclear Reactor" next to CERN in 
Geneva. Greg and Wife's in Key West will build the Gravity Engine at the Hemingway House 
Writing Class... Make America Great Again on American Airlines 15 mins to Paris from JFK. 
Stage 4 Rx Recipe Miracle Cure was made in America! 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; ...appeared to endorse the "Cop Car" crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; What Can You Wear on a Plane? It Depends Who’s Paying - Who's Playing 
with your life and Time. Hemingway House Writing Class starts soon as your board your United 
Flight - on Jet Blue your Porn Movie starts. VFW drunks or Married couples who have never 
had a drink. Depends Who's Paying for your Flight on United or Jet Blue. Dress Code! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Saudi's are planing on spending $100 Trillion on Floating Resort Hotels on 
all 1,200 Republic of Maldives islands built by the USA of course, grin - Yale Key West Medical 
School was bombed by the Key West Navy on 3-4-2011 as the Saudi's spent their first $100 
Trillion on a SUV Umbrella to shade 2 million in Mecca. Who's paid for this Navy Flight? 
United Employees... Ha. Yale Elite didn't. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Rome Journal: Streetlight Fight in Rome: 2 Trillion Galaxies Glow vs. 
Harsh LED - Same as above who's paying for your flight. Soon as you board United your 
Hemingway House Writing Class Starts... soon as you enter the Mosque your Porn Movie starts. 
Street lights replaced with Street lights with iCam's @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek... 
motion detection in the street lights for the observers sleeping on the job, thank God they don't 
fall asleep driving in Rome. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Lacking E.M.T.s, an Aging Maine Turns to Immigrants - Depends who is 
paying for your flight. The Hemingway House Writing Class will start the Novel with how the 



Yale MD will diagnose the head on collision coming into Key West vs how the E.M.T. Maine 
Immigrant does all written out chapter by chapter. You Can read this novel in your head right 
now. Disney would not dare to make this movie as the Immigrants EMT from Maine patients 
dies, grin. And the novel spells how why. Kerry as the EMT vs Yale MD would be the same 
Novel. Refresh your education, read Dr. Lisa Sanders in the Times. Agustina Castro died from a 
broken hip complications and of course the journalists at the Times didn't say how she fell and 
broke her hip or what happen in the Cuban Hospital vs Yale Key West Medical School with Dr. 
Lisa making the Art of the Diagnosis on the broken hip in Cuba. Lacking E.M.T.s, an Aging 
Maine Turns to Immigrants - Depends who is paying for your flight. The Hemingway House 
Writing Class will start the Novel with how the Yale MD will diagnose the head on collision 
coming into Key West vs how the E.M.T. Maine Immigrant does... read and you will have 
"Shock + Awe A+" for Dr. Lisa making the Art of the Diagnosis on the broken hip in Cuba! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; Unicef propagandas by Angelina when 40K SWF's in the USA will die 
Today this year from Stage 4. Angelina Jolie will make a movie - Write a novel about your flight 
- about Dr. Susan Love putting a needle in her nipple and they all died decade after decade... 
UNICEF II famine of Rx Recipe's at Los Alamos. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Lacking E.M.T.s, an Aging Maine Turns to Immigrants - Depends who is 
paying for your flight. When you board United MD's from the Yale Key West Medical School 
read your EKG, EEG, Blood, BP, lacking E.M.T.s, and immigrants the in flight movie is not 
porn but Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD by Disney and Pixar. American - Make America Great 
Again flight gives 5 billion people access to MD's from Yale Key West Medical School a flight on 
Jet Blue gives 5 billion access to Maine Immigrants who are light years from being a MD as they 
are iPostOffice E.M.T.s. 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; ‘Fearless Girl’ Statue to Stay in Financial District (for Now) - Flight with 
the Mayor of NYC today by Fearless Girls is to the Stage 4 and Cervix horror movie. Trumps 
Make America Great Again will fire the Mayor of NYC - The New Mayor of NYC will Marry a 
MD women and be a MD. Light years from the Bull Statue on Wall Street today. Star Wars 
Mayor! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Michigan Allots $87 Million to Replace Flint’s Tainted Water Pipes - By 
JULIE BOSMAN - Julie would be writing the Hemingway House Writing Class novel on the one 
invention that would replace water pipes in Flint. G55 Verizon Cell will replace ATT Comcast 
with one invention spelled out Brainstormed in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel with 
Dr. Lisa, grin. Art of Diagnosis and "One Invention" that will replace water pipes in Flint. Did 
someone say "flint?" Hahahahaha. Nuked from Flint... Two Trillion Galaxies are only a few 
years way once the Senate reinvents the Post Office to iPostOffice At Star Wars Star Trek. 



3-28-2017 Tuesday; The Lion in the Living Room: How House Cats Tamed Us and Took Over 
the World.” Marilyn Monroe How to Marry a MD, Hemingway married a MD not a War Time 
Journalists Novel. The MD in the Living Room... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Novel; Sober Live vs Drunk. Chart Room sailing sober at all times! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Agustina Castro, Sister of Fidel and Raúl, Dies at 78 Agustina del Carmen 
Castro Ruz, the youngest of seven Castro siblings, never served in the Cuban government and 
kept a low profile. Her sister Juanita is a prominent member of the Cuban-American activist 
community in South Florida. Juanita is the girl her picture I biked by the other week on Duval. 
Agustina died from a broken hip complications and of course the journalists at the Times didn't 
say how she fell and broke her hip in Cuba. No accident prevent news from this flight on the 
New York Times Airlines. 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; Congolese Militia Beheads Dozens of Police Officers - USA dozens of Police 
Officers have burned and burned to death in fiery Cop Car Crash since the 1980 inventions of 
the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... a war crime! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Jerusalem. Israel’s Next War Is Always ‘Inevitable’ - United flight will take 
the Jews to Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies! Shock and Awe of Bush 2 Trillion Times. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; ...appeared to endorse the "Cop Car" crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; By TIM ARANGO New York Times reporters are in Mosul, Iraq, to assess 
reports that less time is being taken to weigh risks for civilians as the battle intensifies... USA 
civilians as crash and burn statistics from the New York Times are not front page today!! 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; New York Times reporters appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn 
strategy... cop cars and SUV's will crash and burn today in the USA and World Wide with 
people inside the cars. Pentagon Generals and others will drive by without stopping to help 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Six Years after the front page news of the 1980 - 2017 
ElectricWindmillExodus... By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN Six years after its last famine, another 
is about to tighten its grip on Somalia. South Sudan, Nigeria and Yemen are also at risk. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Exodus last famine, Today the 2017 ElectricWindmillExodus... 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; New York Times reporters are in Mosul, Iraq, when they should be making 
Headlines with the Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Unicef in Somalia, a country on the brink of famine! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Unicef at the UN in NYC, Trump on the brink of shutting down the UN and 
gaining control of the UN real estate in NYC. 



3-28-2017 Tuesday; Facebook Inc is giving the camera a central place on its smartphone app for 
the first time, encouraging users to take more pictures and edit. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Boarding your United Flight to InventBook or Jet Blue Flight to Facebook 
you land in Heaven or Hell. Save the Earth or destroy the Earth for Oil Revenues, kickbacks on 
Facebook. Build and design a burn unit for cops and kids or drive by fiery wrecks. 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; Amazon to buy Dubai-based online retailer Souq.com. The acquisition 
represents Amazon's first move into serving the Middle East region, not the 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos 4 trillion Rx Recipes Cure Stage 4. Amazon took the wrong Flight United or 
Jet Blue to Dubai... United Airlines defended a gate agent's decision Sunday to bar two teenage 
girls from a flight for wearing leggings, saying that the young passengers were traveling on a 
company travel pass and were in violation of the airline's dress code. United Dress Code or 
Super Computer C++ code to crunch 4 Trillion Rx recipes for a Miracle cure for Stage 4 this 
flight has been delayed by Oil Revenues. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Dr. Lisa's in flight meal will not give you a heart attack or open heart by-
pass surgery... Chain restaurant behemoth Darden Restaurants just snapped up a new eatery 
for $780 million: Cheddar's Scratch Kitchen. Darden owns a handful of restaurant companies 
including Olive Garden, LongHorn Steakhouse, Yard House, and The Capital Grill. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Jet Blue flight has Cardiac Burger's with Bacon and Mayo" free! Like 
Meals on Wheels for the Seniors. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; United flight to the Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in 
Key West and you will write this Novel on the flight. Inventions brainstormed 1,001 in every 
chapter... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Board a United flight to spent $100 Trillion in oil revenues on Yale Key 
West Medical Schools in the USA or a Jet Blue flight to spent $100 Trillion at the Casino or 
Florida Lottery Tickets... drinks at the VFW. Anyone know the stats on drinks $ how many how 
much at the VFW since the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort? 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; Paris Elite with $100 Trillion in oil revenues - ITER, International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, is being built to test a long-held dream: that nuclear 
fusion, the atomic reaction that takes place in the sun and in hydrogen bombs, can be controlled 
to generate power. iPostOffice at Star Wars Star Trek Gravity Engine... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Paris Gravity Engine or Nuke Fusion of the Sun... Flight by the Elite! 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; To fuse, atomic nuclei must move very fast — they must be extremely hot — 
to overcome natural repulsive forces and collide. In the sun, the extreme gravitational field does 
much of the work. Nuclei need to be at a temperature of about 15 million degrees Celsius. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Paris to make the Gravity Engine... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Source for the United Flight to Paris from JFK in 15 minutes. Mika 
Gröndahl/The New York Times SAINT-PAUL-LEZ-DURANCE, France 



3-28-2017 Tuesday; Paris women will die by the thousands from Stage 4 and cervix cancers as 
the French Build their Dream Fusion of the sun Nuclear Power Plant Today. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; ...appeared to endorse the "Cop Car" crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; What Can You Wear on a Plane? It Depends Who’s Paying - for the United 
or Jet Blue flight. Today Oil Revenue Elite in Paris and at the New York Times are. 
Oppenheimer at the New Manhattan Projects has not been hired by Trump to save Ivanka from 
Stage 4 and Cervix cancers and head on collisions driving into Key West. Gravity Engine as a 
secret Pentagon Engineering Project has been leaked on this web page. The 1990 file marked 
secret at the top and written in 1990 at Los Alamos - Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car will be 
pictured on the front page of the New New York Times. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; ...appeared to endorse the "Cop Car" crash-and-burn strategy... 

3-28-2017 Tuesday; visit the Prison in Paris, Moscow via iPhone 007 ++ cams... Editorial A Bad 
Idea to Cut Prison Visitations. Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s proposal to slash visiting hours at New 
York’s maximum-security prisons should die quickly. By THE EDITORIAL BOARD iStar 
Wars Star Trek prison visit. Oil Men time this perfect, ha. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Trumps Home with no water pipes... iStar Wars Home! President Trump’s 
childhood home in Queens has sold at auction for $2.14 million. Take a tour of the home he lived 
in until he was 4 years old. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Yale and Harvard students this last semester took the wrong flight that 
killed mom, with Stage 4 and a head on collision. By SAM KING Bobby Brooks, Texas A&M’s 
new student body president. He is the first openly gay person to hold that office. The energy 
secretary complained that students colluded to advance “diversity” over democracy at Texas, 
Yale, Harvard, while spreading STD, and MS... when they should have been dissecting the 
breast cancer cell. F failed failure got mom killed with stage 4 and crash and burn gas cars. Oh 
students didn't protest gas car on Yale and Harvard Campus. Gasoline and Diesel cars banned 
from Yale and Harvard Campus. Hell No. Yale and Harvard students who don't drink... bing 
drinking headlines were 100 to 0 - Harvard Crimson News never wrote a story about Harvard 
Students Freshmen who never had a drink this last semester. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; By ABIGAIL TUCKER "Cats Don’t patronize them, fear them. And for 
God’s sake don’t eat them." 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; Flight that seduced so many NYC women to become a MBA not a MD... I 
pursued the next promotion or the next job, making director by the time I was 30 and chief 
marketing officer by 40. I stood toe-to-toe with male colleagues that I suspected earned much 
more than me, even though I typically worked longer hours and was the only one among my 
peers with an M.B.A. Oil Men in our 1984 society who bury 40K stage 4 women some with 
MBA's not many with MD's. By the time she was 30 the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was 
still suppressed by our 1984 Mad Men. I went out for cocktails after work with my new 
colleagues. I assumed it would be just one drink, turned into two. No MBA in NYC is a non 
drinker. The job requires you to drink! The Boss of all the MBA's not the Boss of all the MD 
women. They have a choice of a lifestyle not to drink at all. 1984 George Orwell didn't write 
about drunks in London. Or the 1984 government requiring you to drink. 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; 
3-28-2017 Tuesday; 



3-27-2017 Monday; Some Lawmakers Now Look to Bipartisanship on Health Care Op-Ed 
Columnist: "The King of Crash and Burn" White House, so far, have been mixed. “You cannot 
fix a broken system,” the White House budget director, Mick Mulvaney, said on NBC’s “Meet 
the Press.” “You are never going to fix that. This system must be removed.” Mr. Trump 
appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy on Saturday morning, saying on Twitter: 
“ObamaCare will explode and we will all get together and piece together a great health care 
plan for THE PEOPLE... for Ivanda; Isis Goddess ideal wife, mother. woman. God's best 
Invention! 
3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... cop cars and 
SUV's will crash and burn today in the USA and World Wide with people inside the cars. 
Pentagon Generals and others will drive by without stopping to help stop this with No Gas 
Stations On Earth and get $777 Trillion to Make American Great Again with the Manhattan 
Project with Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer MD... as she and I will get the Rx Recipe for 
Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2017. 

3-27-2017 Monday; After Terrorist Attack, a British City Linked to Jihadist Asks Why - BP 
Oil... how do the commoners in London "Electrocute" the "Oil King BP Oil... London with 
Coal, then with Electric Lights then with iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek then London 
Airports scan for Breast and Cervix Cancers Kids Eye diseases... not Jihadist!! 
3-27-2017 Monday; After Terrorist Attack, a British City Linked to Jihadist Asks Why By 
KATRIN BENNHOLD and KIMIKO de FREYTAS-TAMURA 
3-27-2017 Monday; The New York Times Ask Why Not... $777 Trillion dollars is a lot of money 
even for the British... 

3-27-2017 Monday; Jimmy Carter recovering from skin cancer that went to his brain has no 
memory of Saudi Arabia spending enough money to buy the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub on a 
SUV Umbrella to shade 2 million from the Sun in Mecca! God is Great in Mecca, right Jim? 
3-27-2017 Monday; Amazon’s Ambitions iApple-Sears-Starbucks; Big-Box Store Targets 
Exodus! 
3-27-2017 Monday; Amazon’s Ambitions 1 Click link to Los Alamos 1,001 IP Invention Projects 
spelled out to help getting you started inventing something and writing a Hemingway House 
Writing Class Nobel Novel with shock and awe inventions in every chapter... Gravity Engine!!! 
This cost less than a Nuke Sub too. 
3-27-2017 Monday; UN War Crimes Prosecutors seek to arrest BP Oil men!! 
3-27-2017 Monday; Inhabitants of Maldives Atoll Fear a Flood of Saudi Money - The New York 
Times has not been reporting how the Saudi's have spent $777 Trillion dollars as this would 
have caused a riot in NYC. Editors at the Times write 9/11 widows should not be able to sue the 
Saudi's when the Saudi' are spending $777 Trillion... Editors at the Times are War Criminals 
not idiots, grin! 
3-27-2017 Monday; 1,200 islands that make up the Republic of Maldives, a nation southwest of 
India in the Indian Ocean... Saudi's are planing on spending $100 Trillion on Floating Resort 
Hotels on all 1,200 Republic of Maldives islands built by the USA of course, grin 



3-27-2017 Monday; Graphic: USS Jimmy Carter. Is America’s Military Big Enough? No the 
USS Jimmy Carter II is under construction and the USS Jimmy Carter III is being designed 
instead of the Yale Key West Medical School. By K.K. REBECCA LAI, TROY GRIGGS, MAX 
FISHER and AUDREY CARLSEN Jimmy Carter buys war toys for his grand children. 
3-27-2017 Monday; A man recovering from bypass surgery senses his ex-wife’s revenge coming 
from the radio in an a semiprivate hospital room. 
3-27-2017 Monday; Jimmy Carter recovering from skin cancer that went to his brain has no 
memory of Saudi Arabia spending enough money to buy the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub on a 
SUV Umbrella to shade 2 million from the Sun in Mecca! God is Great in Mecca, right Jim? 
3-27-2017 Monday; Graphic: USS Jimmy Carter. Is America’s Military Big Enough? Army 
Strong was given to the pentagon by the British at BP Oil, Greg and Wife's in Key West would 
have given them "Army Smart No Gas Stations On Earth" West Point teaches this same thing 
over and over again and again yet we have millions of gas stations today and a million women 
and Jimmy Carter Grand Kids with cancers from poison gasoline exhaust. A War Crime and 
Holocaust, West Point will put into a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Class. 

3-27-2017 Monday; Todays Editorial is... "Editorial: The Trump Administration’s War on 
Science" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD The Times Editors are cold hearted: -254 C super 
conductivity is only for "Windmill Generators Trillion Jolts" not the Times putting this on the 
front page with a super computer simulation. War On Science built the USS Jimmy Carter 
instead of Star Wars Star Trek Hospital Ships! 
3-27-2017 Monday; Todays Editorial is... The Manhattan Project, the Interstate Highway 
System, and the Apollo program — whatever you think of these ventures, you cannot doubt the 
competence of the government that got them done" - Editors at the Times don't tell you 
Oppenheimer was fired, he never worked on Apollo. Biden has a "Moon Shot" not Manhattan 
Project as Biden knows the Pentagon Generals will keep Oppenheimer building H-Bombs for 
the USS Jimmy Carter II and III subs. 
3-27-2017 Monday; Todays Editorial is... The Manhattan Project, is Homeland Security 
guarding every Social Security Office in every city and town in the USA, a scam like Kidney 
Dialysis when Cheney gets a Heart Transplant 1 million in need of a kidney are on dialysis today 
because it pays the MD who owns the Kidney Dialysis Clinic more. This is a war crime by the 
Editors at the Times! Humans Aren’t Winning the War on TB, STD's, MS, Cardiac Arrest. 
3-27-2017 Monday; Op-Ed Columnist: "The King of Crash and Burn" Since the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort 100's of thousands of cop cars and SUV's have crashed and burned, 
Americans killed by our Generals for $777 Trillion in oil revenues kickbacks. 

3-27-2017 Monday; Some Lawmakers Now Look to Bipartisanship on Health Care Op-Ed 
Columnist: "The King of Crash and Burn" White House, so far, have been mixed. “You cannot 
fix a broken system,” the White House budget director, Mick Mulvaney, said on NBC’s “Meet 
the Press.” “You are never going to fix that. This system must be removed.” Mr. Trump 
appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy on Saturday morning, saying on Twitter: 
“ObamaCare will explode and we will all get together and piece together a great health care 
plan for THE PEOPLE. 



3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... 
3-27-2017 Monday; Mr. Trump appeared to endorse the crash-and-burn strategy... cop cars and 
SUV's will crash and burn with people inside the cars. Pentagon Generals and others will drive 
by without stopping to help stop this with No Gas Stations On Earth and get $777 Trillion to 
Make American Great Again with the Manhattan Project with Dr. Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer MD... as she and I will get the Rx Recipe for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2017. 
3-27-2017 Monday; $777 Trillion to Make American Great Again with the Manhattan Project II 
and III instead of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub II and III 
3-27-2017 Monday; Amazon’s Ambitions iApple-Sears-Starbucks; Big-Box Store Targets 
Exodus! Stock Sears and K-Mart with 100's of thousands of iMacBook Pro's at $5,384 each. 
3-27-2017 Monday; 
3-27-2017 Monday; 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society - Home Inspectors on Their Weirdest Discoveries; 
Home Inventors on their best Discoveries! iHomeCam and more... 

3-26-2017 Sunday; Carole Atkins, Toronto. Canadians at the UN noticed War Crimes Charges 
tweeted by the inventor of the Ford ElectricWindmillExodus - While Carole Atkins took care of 
Syrian kids for 12 months. USA kids: Jimmy Carters Grand Kids were diagnosed with 
childhood cancers and birth defects from Canada oil and coal smog... a war crime Carole Atkins 
was seduced into by Canada Generals who say "Hell No!" 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Kelly Temps. who work at the New York Times for the last year the last 
several years are not in this Sunday Editorial by the Times. Editorial Will the Labor Secretary 
Help Labor? By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Alexander Acosta at his confirmation hearing on 
Wednesday. President Trump’s new choice for labor secretary seems unlikely to defend new 
overtime standards, which are desperately needed. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Conscience of the New York Times editors who hired Kelly Temps to work 
for the Times the last several years when they should be New York Times Employees not Kelly 
Temps. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to welcome Syrian Refugees Welcomed by Carole 
Atkins, Toronto. Canadians Adopted Refugee Families for a Year. Then Came ‘Month 13.’By 
JODI KANTOR and CATRIN EINHORN - iApple-Starbucks opened in Canada in the last year 
were none, this is a war crime against all children in Canada who would have worked on 1,001 
IP invention projects in Canada in the last year!! 
3-26-2017 Sunday; North Korea’s Rising Ambition Seen in a year in Canada!! By PAUL 
MOZUR and CHOE SANG-HUN 
3-26-2018 Sunday; In a year 40K USA women will be killed by the CIA, 25K in Canada! Oil 
Revenues for 1 year in Canada are $777 Trillion USD $$$. 
3-26-2018 Sunday; CIA will be sued by Caesar and Cleopatra for Isis NAME! Caesar erected a 
golden statue of Cleopatra represented as Isis the ideal mother and wife... 
3-26-2018 Sunday; Cleopatra represented as Isis the ideal mother and wife... dead in Canada - 
killed in the Syrian War 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com 
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com 

3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Didn't Developed (C++ Code) Tools; at Los Alamos to crunch 4 
trillion Rx Recipes on 10 super computers at Los Alamos. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools; Everyday Canadians spent a year embracing 
Syrians in the world’s most personal resettlement program. 
3-26-2018 Sunday; In a year 40K USA women will be killed by the CIA, 25K in Canada! 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Canadians in the War with Syria... 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Carole Atkins, Toronto. Canadians at the UN noticed War Crimes Charges 
tweeted by the inventor of the Ford ElectricWindmillExodus - While Carole Atkins took care of 
Syrian kids for 12 months USA kids Jimmy Carters Grand Kids were diagnosed with childhood 
cancers and birth defects from Canada oil and coal smog... a war crime Carole Atkins was 
seduced into by Canada Generals who say Hell No. 

3-26-2017 Sunday; JAN DOWLER, among the sponsors of a Syrian family in Canada who 
struggled to determine how much to help, and how long... Jan Dowler was never told about 
Jimmy Carters Grand Kids were diagnosed with childhood cancers and birth defects from 
Canada oil and coal smog... a war crime! 
3-26-2018 Sunday; In this year 40K USA women died from Stage 4, more from cervix cancer 
and the DIA didn't develop any tools at JFK to scan all these women with the newest x rays. 
Which Greg and Wife's in Key West will Brainstorm in a Hemingway House Writing Class 
novel with a invention in every chapter and this will not take us a year to write and invent. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to welcome Refugees Welcomed by Carole Atkins, 
Toronto. Canadians Adopted Refugee Families for a Year. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools; Everyday Canadians spent a year embracing 
Syrians in the world’s most personal resettlement program. 

3-26-2017 Sunday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on... 
3-26-2017 Sunday; One of the biggest diamonds ever uncovered in Sierra Leone — an estimated 
706 carats... 
3-26-2017 Sunday; One of the biggest inventions every uncovered in 1980 written up in a Los 



Alamos file marked secret as Mr. Buell and his "Wind" Car. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Some have praised him for turning over the diamond, "Wind Car" figuring 
that more money will go toward rebuilding a country that has been devastated by war and, more 
recently, by Ebola. Stage 4, cervix cancer, MS, Sex Slaves... to a government they think has done 
little for the people of the country, no iDash Cam iCops, iMD-Cops. VFW Drunks buy the 
Judge. No stopping fiery cop cars and SUV wrecks 100 dead a week for a year. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Blood Oil from Canada $$$ Diamonds — especially so-called conflict, or 
blood, diamonds used by warlords to fund wars that have racked the region — have long been at 
the center of controversy in Sierra Leone and elsewhere in Africa. 

3-26-2017 Sunday; Canada War Lords buying MIT Drones $$$ destroying the Hospitals in 
Syria and Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; A rare diamond weighing 968.9 carats. The gem was nicknamed the Star of 
Sierra Leone and was sold for an estimated $2.5 million to a New York City jeweler. 

3-26-2017 Sunday; $$$777 Trillion; North Korea’s Rising Ambition Seen in Bid to Breach 
Global Banks An attack late last year targeting more than 20 banks suggests that hackers linked 
to North Korea are becoming more sophisticated and brazen. By PAUL MOZUR and CHOE 
SANG-HUN 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Ivanka, Isis, needs to become a more sophisticated and brazen ideal wife and 
mother of children with smog in their DNA. Confiscate $777 trillion from Saudi Arabia and 
Mecca then tell dad what you did... grin! 

3-26-2017 Sunday; U.N. Peacekeeping Faces Overhaul as U.S. Threatens to Cut Funding $777 
Trillion in BP Oil revenues from Miami gas station hold ups and the UN Cops make no arrest of 
world leaders... why? By SOMINI SENGUPTA 
3-26-2017 Sunday; 1984 Overhauled Society as the Nobel Peace Prize is now the Nobel War 
Prize... 
3-26-2017 Sunday; "Chasing the Deal: Hotel Packages for Cherry Blossom Time in 
Washington" By SHIVANI VORA 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Chasing the 4 wife's Legal polygamous Marriage Deal: Ideal wife and the 
blossoming of Inventions at the Hotel Hemingway House Writing Class, one more tourists 
attraction for Key West, wait until you see a Medical School designed for tourists. Only in Key 
West too. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Update: Airlines Drop Cuba Flights, Citing Lower Demand Than 
Anticipated - None of then went to the Hemingway House in Cuba... no tourists anticipating 
getting another wife or a invention in Cuba. Grin! Under the influence of brainstorming with a 
women, a few women. A couple trillion Galaxies too! 24/7 with 4 Wife's. 1 Click Amazon link to 
Los Alamos will cost you a fortune. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Caesar erected a golden statue of Cleopatra represented as Isis the ideal 



mother and wife... Today A couple trillion Galaxies after Cleopatra we have Ivanka! 24/7 with 4 
Wife's. 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos will cost you a fortune. Would Ivanka spend her 
fortune on Jewish Aliens for her husband? 
3-26-2017 Sunday; CBS Alone in the Wild for a Year, TV Contestants Learn Their Show Was 
Canceled - Year inventing with a few wife's 24/7 paid for my CBS, grin. iPostOffice @ CBS TV 
Shows... after wasting so many years since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. CBS chief Leslie Moonves and his wife Chen will help NY Times get 
everyone on Earth killed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Kelly Temps. who work at the New York Times for the last year the last 
several years are not in this Sunday Editorial by the Times. Editorial Will the Labor Secretary 
Help Labor? By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Alexander Acosta at his confirmation hearing on 
Wednesday. President Trump’s new choice for labor secretary seems unlikely to defend new 
overtime standards, which are desperately needed. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Conscience of the New York Times editors who hired Kelly Temps to work 
for the Times the last several years when they should be New York Times Employees not Kelly 
Temps. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Editors seems unlikely to defend not hiring Kelly Temps as New York Times 
Employees, a war crime. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Editors Duty in the war with Isis the Goddess of Egypt. 
3-26-2017 Sunday; Editors Duty to HS Students who will first hear about "Avelumab: First 
Drug Ever Approved for Merkel Cell Carcinoma" when the iApple-Starbucks at Trump Tower 
is open. No one will ever put this on the front page of the Times or on Facebook, Trump will not 
tweet this! 
3-26-2017 Sunday; 
3-26-2017 Sunday; 

Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Lujiazui, 
China - can fit 15 people walking side by side. Since it’s opening, it has become quite a tourist 
attraction. Just what Key West needs right Mandy Miles, grin. 



Images for pedestrian overpass... Circular Pedestrian Bridge in Key West... 

Plans for $13 Trillion dollars worth of Navy Hospital Ships - Plan for New Pier Along 
Manhattan Is Jeopardized by New Ruling - USS Jimmy Carter Sub can only be recycled into a 
Habitat for Humanity Home, grin. 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society - Home Inspectors on Their Weirdest Discoveries; 
Home Inventors on their best Discoveries! iHomeCam and more... 

$1,584 for an iPad. iMacBook Pro at iApple-Starbucks will cost $5384 each and there will be 
100's at each and every store world wide. Sears-K-Mart should become an iApple-Starbucks 
Store, large enough for thousands of iMacBook Pro. Better than most HS too as open 24/7 and 
food and drink on with your notebook as its waterproof... grin! No need to go out for exercise as 
treadmill desk are all set up for a 5 mph run reading Hemingway on your iMacBook Pro. Or 
Watching a Hemingway Movie. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; "C.I.A. and Egypt Roared as Mubarak Fell. It’s Mute as He’s Freed. By 
DECLAN WALSH - New York Times is Mute but rich from "Egypt". 
3-25-2017 Saturday; "C.I.A. and Egypt Meow, Meow, Meow and Roared as the 1980, 1990, 
2000, Ford ElectricWindmillExodus drove Cleopatra, as the last active ruler of the Gasoline 
Ford. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Cleopatra did learn to speak Egyptian and represented herself as the 
reincarnation of the Egyptian goddess Isis. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Cleopatra died at age 39 from Stage 4 and Cervix cancer... Mubarak is 
almost 90, Jimmy Carter is past 90 yet millions of Ivanka's and Cleopatra's died at 39 from 
Stage 4 and Cervix Cancers, a war crime by the Elite Mad Men! Same Mad Men who fired 
Oppenheimer in 1945. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Ivanka did will learn to speak about DNA + Diesel, Rx Recipes + Stage 4 as 
she will be the Jewish Goddess of Exodus into the Universe of 2 trillion galaxies and as many 
Jewish Aliens! 
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3-26-2017 Sunday; A federal jury in Bridgeport issued a $41.5 million award in 2013 to the 



student's family against the Hotchkiss School in Salisbury. The jury found the school negligent 
in failing to warn student Cara Munn about the risk of insect-borne illnesses in China and in 
failing to take protective measures. She contracted encephalitis in 2007 and is unable to speak... 
tick-borne encephalitis virus, a member of the genus Flavivirus in the family Flaviviridae. It was 
first isolated in 1937. Three virus sub-types are described: European or Western tick-borne 
encephalitis virus, Siberian tick-borne encephalitis virus, and Far-Eastern tick-borne 
encephalitis virus (formerly known as Russian spring summer encephalitis virus). Russia and 
Europe report about 5,000-7,000 human cases annually. The former Soviet Union conducted 
research on tick borne diseases, Types of encephalitis in humans include: Arbovirus encephalitis 
La Crosse encephalitis Enterovirus California encephalitis virus Japanese encephalitis St. Louis 
encephalitis Eastern equine encephalitis virus Western equine encephalitis virus Venezuelan 
equine encephalitis virus Murray Valley encephalitis virus Tick-borne meningoencephalitis 
Powassan encephalitis West Nile virus Herpes simplex Human herpesvirus 6 Varicella zoster 
virus Rabies HIV H5N1 encephalitis Lymphocytic choriomeningitis, which also causes 
encephalitis 
3-26-2017 Sunday; 
3-26-2017 Sunday; 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Cleopatra died at age 39 from Stage 4 and Cervix cancer... Mubarak is 
almost 90, Jimmy Carter is past 90 yet millions of Ivanka's and Cleopatra's died at 39 from 
Stage 4 and Cervix Cancers, a war crime by the Elite Mad Men! Same Mad Men who fired 
Oppenheimer in 1945. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Cleopatra is derived from the Greek name (Kleopatra) which meant "she 
who comes from glorious father" or "glory of the father" in the feminine form, derived from 
(kleos) "glory" combined with (pater) "father"... 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Caesar erected a golden statue of Cleopatra represented as Isis the ideal 
mother and wife... 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Should Prosecutors Chastise Those They Don’t Charge with War Crimes - 
War Criminals are well know; Jimmy Carter, Mubarak... By BENJAMIN WEISER 

3-25-2017 Saturday; 1945 Oppenheimer on Broadway and in a Disney Pixar Movie!! A Nobel 
Laureate Takes On Trump in Her Latest Play - 1945 Oppenheimer takes on WW III and the 
Gasoline Holocaust, Jimmy Carters grad children dead from Diesel Cancers and birth defects 
from H-Bombs. Yes the 3rd H-Bomb goes off in the ending of this Disney Pixar Movie. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Jihad fueled by $777 Trillion in Miami Gas Station Hold Ups... $$$ 
3-25-2017 Saturday; California Upholds Auto Emissions Standards, Setting Up Face-Off With 
Trump when there should not be any Gas Stations On Earth let alone in LA and California. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Oppenheimer roars the Gravity Engine should be on the assembly lines at 
Los Alamos not the A-Bomb. 

3-25-2017 Saturday; Israeli City Stunned That Anti-Semitic Threats Came From Within the 
New York Times - Israeli women dead at 39 from Stage 4 and Cervix cancers their grand 
children with birth defects and cancers from DNA and Diesel poison gas from gasoline cars in a 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Time. Time is the New Higgs God particle and Exodus into 
the Jewish Universe is fire bombed by American-Israeli pilots. 



3-25-2017 Saturday; Cleopatra died at age 39 from Stage 4 and Cervix cancer... Mubarak is 
almost 90, Jimmy Carter is past 90 yet millions of Ivanka's and Cleopatra's died at 39 from 
Stage 4 and Cervix Cancers, a war crime by the Elite Mad Men! Same Mad Men who fired 
Oppenheimer in 1945. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Israel May Offer Only a General Commitment to Slow Settlement Building 
- Israel May build Trump Tower's 100 Stories as Settlement Buildings... 

3-25-2017 Saturday; iApple-Starbucks is Stunned by construction not even started... Apple 
Store website, Apple prepares to start selling its new iPad. I visited the Apple Store and picked 
out a new iPad with all the accessories list of about 10 including cables and ebuds and the total 
came to $1,584 for an iPad. iMacBook Pro at iApple-Starbucks will cost $5384 each and there 
will be 100's at each and every store world wide. Sears-K-Mart should become an iApple-
Starbucks Store, large enough for thousands of iMacBook Pro. Better than most HS too as open 
24/7 and food and drink on with your notebook as its waterproof... grin! No need to go out for 
exercise as treadmill desk are all set up for a 5 mph run reading Hemingway on your iMacBook 
Pro. Or Watching a Hemingway Movie. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Merger Apple-Starbucks 1 Click Amazon and Los Alamos 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Big-Box Merger Sears-K-Mart-Apple-Starbucks... growth is expected to 
reach 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens! 

3-25-2017 Saturday; friendship between Mrs. Astor 105 and Mr. Rockefeller 101 was one of 
New York’s great mergers. She was saucy and tart, a society Goddess who served as the 
unofficial queen of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the New York Public Library, the Animal 
Medical Center and New York Hospital. Merger of the MD to the Elite. 
3-25-2017 Saturday; She was fond of quoting Anthony Trollope, the 19th-century Victorian 
author whose 1875 novel “The Way We Live Now” contains the following remonstrance: “Love 
is like any other luxury. You have no right to it unless you can afford it.” 

3-25-2017 Saturday; Jimmy Carter can afford to murder his grandchildren with Diesel Cancer; 
as Carter is a peace with his Creator God. The Real Threat to National Security: Deadly Disease 
DNA + Diesel, Stage 4 and cervix cancer. By MICHAEL T. OSTERHOLM and MARK 
OLSHAKER @ the New York Times - the iPostOffice @ iNew York Times @ Star Wars Star 
Trek. We need to be budgeting to defend against the next pandemic not a war mobilization like 
Baghdad shock and awe from Bush for Ivanka dead at 39 from Stage 4 and Cervix cancer. MS. 
Jimmy Carter can afford to murder his grandchildren with MS, Stage 4, Cervix cancer, DNA + 
Diesel birth defects... Jimmy Carter is at peace with his creator and God. And the New York 
Times Editorial will never ever write about the Jimmy Carter Holocaust of Diesel Cancers! 
3-25-2017 Saturday; Jimmy Carter wrote "Down and Out in Paris and London" no, George 
Orwell wrote "Down and Out in Paris and London" the New York Times Editorial today writes 
London defies terror by simply going about city life. Editors bizarre and ultimately dishonest 
rationale when they at the Times know Pakistan Moslems have an H-Bomb assembly line 
running today and tomorrow with A-Bombs named Paris and London. Bizarre and ultimately 
dishonest rationale from the New York Times Editors. 



3-25-2017 Saturday; "With Age Comes a Mouthful of Trouble" Dental problems are epidemic 
among older people. Experts are scrambling to address them in a variety of ways. iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek Dentists!! Medicare has never provided dental care. Big Brother is 
watching but not watching out for you... George Orwell 1984 - 2017. "Senior housing takes 
shape on Duck Avenue "BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com The new 
structure could come with a dentists office but didn't!! As no surprise to anyone!! Greg worked 
and trained in a few 4 or 5 big city nursing homes of 250 beds this Key West Senior home has 
almost 100 and none of them had or has a Dentist Office... as a Nurse in the Nursing home the 
RN gives paid pills for the weeks away Dentist Visit to the old women with a tooth ache. This 
goes on today but the New York Times Editors would not dare write a editorial or post a Times 
Video of the Old women with the tooth ache in the NYC nursing home. 

3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on: Greg + Wife's in Key West designing the 
first $1 Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School. $1 Trillion has already been spent on the 
Shock and Awe of Baghdad with another $1 Trillion in the "oil pipeline" for more MIT War 
Toys, Drones! 
3-24-2017 Friday; By SUSAN CHIRA CIA + Trump Republicans seem to have an evil genius for 
tone-deafness when it comes to women... murdered in 2017 via Stage 4, MS and Wounded 
Warriors coming home from Baghdad or just Driving Drunk leaving the VFW. Susan Chira 
(@susanchira) is a senior correspondent and editor on gender issues for The New York Times. 
Join her on Facebook, she is not on InventBook or at the Hemingway House Writing Class. 
3-24-2017 Friday; New Vaccine Could Slow Disease That Kills 700 Children a Day - 007 Tools at 
Los Alamos are not your iMac Book Pro or New iPad out in a few hours... at apple.com. 007 
Tools at Los Alamos are not Mac Computers, in WikiLeaks Disclosure today but 10 IBM super 
computers costing $100 million each. This is like thinking about $777 Trillion in BP Oil 
revenues, the Shock and awe and Bill and Melinda Gates used iMacBook pro's to work out the 
new vaccine for 700 Children a day when Los Alamos is the "Oil Pipeline" for every plague in 
London today. 
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3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on Mac Computers, City Hall Masterminds 
and Key West Citizen Headlines about Traffic coming into Key West with no disclosure of the 
"Pedestrians Overpass" solution... they can't remember. Like No Gas Stations On Earth Coup 
Op by the CIA. iParking @ City of Key West Parking instead of Parking Tickets - Big Brother 



is Watching but Not Watching Out for You or your murdered wife and kids! CIA + iMac @ 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society! 
3-24-2017 Friday; "Pedestrians Overpass" solution... traffic problems at the entrance to Key 
West @ Triangle! Sorry Mandy Miles but you already know this and kept it out of the 
Newspaper's Headlines today, this is not a war crime Mandy but... it's a crime! 
3-24-2017 Friday; Too many cars; too few solutions - BY SCOTT UNGER Citizen Staff 
sunger@keysnews.com A meeting of the minds Thursday at City Hall concluded traffic 
problems at the entrance to Key West are complicated and there’s no easy fix to the congestion. 
The meeting was organized by Key West Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President 
Virginia Panico and featured representatives from the Florida Department of Transportation, 
Monroe County Sheriff’s Office! 

3-24-2017 Friday; "Pedestrians Overpass" solution... traffic problems at the entrance to Key 
West @ Triangle! 

3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on China!! CIA Spy's watch China's Leaders 
Plant ‘Green Necklace’ of Trees Around Beijing to Fight Smog. Chinese officials want to plant 
more trees in Hebei Province, which surrounds Beijing, to clear the air in a region filled with 
factories. By EDWARD WONG 

3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on MD's... iMDCop's. CIA is more literate in 
Smog DNA + Diesel than Johns Hopkins MD's working for God know's who in Saudi Arabia or 
Texas, grin! About two-thirds of the genetic mutations that lead to cancer happen simply 
because of random errors made as cells divide and not because of diet, chemicals or inherited 
genes, the team at Johns Hopkins University said. CIA is more literate in Smog DNA + Diesel 
than Johns Hopkins MD's who put out this misinformation on DNA + Diesel. Times super 
computer Video simulation of DNA and Diesel will convict the Johns Hopkins MD's of War 
Crimes and being Diesel Holocaust Doctors. 

3-24-2017 Friday; Washington Post - Sickness and early death in the white working class could 
be rooted in ($777 Trillion dollars given to Saudi Arabia) poor job prospects for less-educated 
young people as they first enter the labor market, a situation that compounds over time through 
family dysfunction, social isolation, addiction to Coors, grin!! 
3-24-2017 Friday; Washington Post - on: Greg + Wife's in Key West designing the first $1 
Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School. New assembly line for MD's Heart, Skin, 
OB/GYM Eye MD... same one that scans all kids eyes at JFK today... 



3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on Child to Sex Abuse: CIA Watchdog was 
was given a $777 Trillion dollar bone from Saudi Arabia and Mecca to let Bush pimp SWF's to 
the Saudi Prince, a War Crime! 

3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on Mac Computers, WikiLeaks Disclosure 
Shows" By VINDU GOEL The C.I.A. documents suggest that some key vulnerabilities were 
kept secret for the government’s use... tool called NightSkies was developed in 2009 to spy on 
iPhones, C.I.A.’s general approach raises new security concerns for FBI women + women in 
General more so the 19K who will be murdered in 2017 and the classified Mary Kennedy's who 
will be hanged in the Kennedy Barn by the same Judge who rules against Trump and throws out 
millions of DUI's in 2017. Caller ID for these women has not been a New York Times Editorial 
but Intelligence Shows Disclosure of the "Killers" via caller ID doing a instant background and 
Medical records is old technology to the CIA technology like the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort would have given the USA and CIA the Gravity Engine before 2017. 
3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on Women Murdered 19K in 2017 
Intelligence Shows they their Shock + Awe as a Spy with kids playgrounds in Diesel Smog + 
Burning Sun Shine so they order a dirty martini... Orders! To Hell with Orders, Ha! C.I.A. 
declined to comment, pointing to its earlier statistics on DNA + Diesel Holocaust and War 
Crimes about Jimmy Carters Grand Children, in which it defended its use of “innovative, 
cutting-edge” techniques to protect Allah and Saudi Arabia from threats to Confiscate $777 
trillion in Miami gas station hold ups - money that could help the country’s enemies... Exodus 
into the Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies. 

3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on iMacBook Pro @ Apple-Starbucks Trump 
Tower 24/7 giving the IP invention projects to hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to cure cancer, 
diseases, MS. An advocacy group writes that we must protect the new era of internet IP 
invention projects from overkill rulers Warriors addicted to driving Drunk leaving the VFW. 
MADD women are kill by the Editors at the New York Times as they are censored out of 
existence in at the Times! 
3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed A-Ray Tools to Spy on mammograms and cervix cancer 
catching a flight at JFK... No! 
3-24-2017 Friday; "C.I.A. Developed Tools to Spy on: Greg + Wife's in Key West designing the 
first $1 Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School. 

3-24-2017 Friday; Remembering the London Attack Victims and the 100 traffic accident deaths 
in the USA this past week. TGIF Since last Friday 100 traffic deaths in the USA. Little more 
than 50 are from drunk drivers. 
3-24-2017 Friday; WikiLeaks Disclosure; How to log off Facebook and onto InventBook!! 
3-24-2017 Friday; "How to Log Off of Facebook Forever, With All Its Perks and Pitfalls Closing 
your social media accounts can help protect your privacy, but it can also mean cutting yourself 
off from friends, family and opportunity." By CHRISTOPHER MELE. 
3-24-2017 Friday; How to log off Facebook and onto InventBook!! 



3-24-2017 Friday; WikiLeaks Disclosure; How to log off Facebook and onto InventBook!! 
3-24-2017 Friday; WikiLeaks Disclosure; CIA tool called NightSkies was developed in 2009 to 
spy on iPhones, 2017 NightSkies have changed more for the CIA and the Elite than the mass of 
humanity with 2 Trillion Galaxies in the News and secrets at the CIA on the Gravity Engine 
beginnings. So Facebook is dead and InventBook is a sure thing today. 
3-24-2017 Friday; The C.I.A. developed tools to spy on Mac computers by injecting software 
into the chips that control the computers’ fundamental operations, according to the latest cache 
of classified government documents published on Thursday by WikiLeaks. Apple said in a 
statement Thursday evening that its preliminary assessment of the leaked information indicated 
that the Mac vulnerabilities described in the disclosure were previously fixed in all Macs 
launched after 2013. However, the documents also indicated that the Central Intelligence 
Agency was developing a new version of one tool last year to work with current software. 

3-24-2017 Friday; Current is Rx Recipe Software for 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets for a 
Stage 4 Rx Cure in 2017... 
3-24-2017 Friday; Julian Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks, has offered to share the precise 
software code used by the C.I.A.’s cyberweapons with the affected companies. But major tech 
companies have been reluctant to directly engage with him for fear of violating American laws 
governing the receipt of classified information. 
3-24-2017 Friday; Code for 4 trillion Rx Recipes is being written today at Los Alamos in secret 
or should be... like the secret file on Mr. Buell and his my "Wind" car... grin! 
3-24-2017 Friday; Tim Cook not Bill and Melinda Gates working on 4 trillion Rx Recipes??? 
But major tech companies have been reluctant to directly engage with him for fear of violating 
American laws governing the receipt of classified information. At a news conference Thursday, 
Mr. Assange criticized the government policies that restricted such communications but said 
that Apple had nonetheless been willing to work with representatives of his anti-secrecy 
organization. 
3-24-2017 Friday; Code for 4 trillion Rx Recipes is being written today at Los Alamos in secret 
or should be... like the secret file on Mr. Buell and his my "Wind" car... grin! 

3-24-2017 Instead, in a brainstorming dialog moment with Léa Seydoux, as the brainy and 
beautiful psychologist Bond 007 orders a dirty martini... Orders! To Hell with Orders, Ha! 
3-23-2017 Thursday; No Divorce is simple; divorce laws should offer them a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage option (with a Mandatory Hemingway House Writing Class Novel 24/7) to save the cat 
+ dog... When Couples Divorce, Who Gets to Keep the Dog? (Or Cat.) 
3-23-2017 Thursday; iApple-Starbucks 24/7 - Construction Is Transforming New York 
Campuses For Sale on Friday; iPad, with prices starting from $329 for wi-fi only and from $459 
with cellular capability as well, both with 32GB capacity. iMacBook Pro $4,859 with cellular 
capability... the new iMacBook Pro when it comes out later this year will only come with wi-fi 
unless some 1984 George Orwell Observers like Trump write and sign a executive order for Tim 
Cook to add Cell to the MacBook Pro. Hell when is the Grand Opening of the iApple-Starbucks 
24/7 at Trump Tower... 
Greg + Wife's Mental Health in Key West designing the first $1 Trillion dollar Yale Key West 
Medical School... Dr. Lisa Sanders MD can get the correct diagnosis on our mental health from 



her office at Yale New Haven Med School, grin!! 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Mecca + North Korea Said to Be Investigated in $81 Million Cyberheist 
and $777 Trillion; Trump is suspect, grin. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; US Airlifts Hundreds of Militia Fighters in Attack to Cut Off Raqqa, 
Syria" New York Times - The Syrian Democratic Forces, an American $ Trillion dollar Militia 
wasting money - $777 Trillion lifted Hacked by Trump from Mecca will win the War against 
Allah overnight and give the USA $775 Trillion to spent on 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to airlift to Los 
Alamos for Oppenheimer to win the war Again without being fired by the Generals this time... 
Stage 4. Would someone please tweet Ivanka to talk to Dad, grin. *.* 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Mecca + North Korea Said to Be Investigated in $81 Million Cyberheist 
and $777 Trillion; Trump is suspect, grin. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; BEIJING - A spokesman for China's commerce ministry confirmed 
Thursday his government has banned imports of Brazilian beef. Brazil's agriculture minister 
said earlier China suspended imports after investigators accused Brazilian inspectors of taking 
all the Triple-bypass MD's leaving China without any, Ha. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Recipe for Vegan Burger's and Steak will be invent in Key West... 

3-23-2017 Thursday; Google sharing your location GPS on your Cell Phone Invention with 
everyone! Or with one or two people... Ha. 
Where are you now?” and “What's your ETA?” Whether you’re heading to a party or meeting 
up for dinner, you probably hear questions like this pretty often from family and friends. Soon 
Google Maps users worldwide will be able to answer those questions in just a few taps, without 
ever leaving the app. On both Android and iOS, you’ll be able to share your real-time location 
with anyone. And the people you share with will be able to see your location on Android, iPhone, 
mobile web, and even desktop. Here’s how it works in a real-world scenario: Whenever you 
want to let someone know where you are, just open the side menu or tap the blue dot that 
represents where you are. Tap “Share location” and then select who to share with and how long 
to share—and you're done! You can share your real-time location with your Google contacts, or 
even share with friends and family by sending a link on your favorite messenger apps. When 
you’re sharing your location, the people you’ve chosen to share with will see you on their map. 
And you’ll see an icon above the compass on your own map reminding you that you’re actively 
sharing your location. You can change your mind and stop sharing at any time—it’s entirely up 
to you. Next time you’re on your way or running late, you can share your real-time location and 
trip progress from navigation as well. During your next trip, tap the “More” button on the 
bottom on the navigation screen, and then tap “Share trip.” When you share your trip with 
people, they’ll see your expected arrival time and can follow your journey as you head toward 
your destination. Sharing automatically ends when you arrive. Location sharing on Google 
Maps is rolling out soon worldwide, and you’ll be able to quickly let your friends and family 
know where you are and when you’ll get where you’re going. The answer to “where are you?” is 
only a tap away 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Key West Bus Riders + Taxi, Google sharing their location GPS on your 
Cell Phone iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society waiting for the bus... 

3-23-2017 Thursday; Mecca + North Korea Said to Be Investigated in $81 Million Cyberheist 
and $777 Trillion; Trump is suspect, grin. 



3-23-2017 Thursday; Saudi Arabia owns Aspen Colorado, the New York Times has not reported 
this... Richard Ledgett, a deputy director of the National Security Agency, noted the research 
that tied the two attacks “forensically” and said that if North Korea’s role in the bank robbery 
was confirmed, it would represent a troubling new front in cyberwarfare. “That is a big deal,” 
Mr. Ledgett said at an event sponsored by the Aspen Institute. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; “That is a big deal,” Confiscate $777 Trillion in Miami gas stations hold up 
by Saudi Arabia... “That is a big deal,” 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Car at Aspen, Black Humor from the George Orwell Observers in Aspen. 
John Carlin, the head of the Aspen Institute’s cybersecurity and technology program, who 
served as assistant attorney general for national security during the Obama administration. 
“That is a big deal” 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Saudi Arabia + Aspen Colorado + North Korea’s involvement in the attack 
on the Bangladesh bank had not been publicly known until The New York Times reported it at 
last... will soon the Times will report the $777 Trillion in Miami gas station hold ups. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; There us a global payment messaging system known as Swift, that is able 
to call the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to move money from a bank to a bank. The Swift 
system is used by some 11,000 banks and companies to transfer money from one country to 
another. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; The New York Fed released some of the $951 million to accounts into a 
bank... $777 Trillion can be confiscated from Saudi Arabia by the New York Fed... “That is a 
big deal” 

3-23-2017 Thursday; "London Attack: What We Know and Don’t Know" The latest 
developments, and remaining questions, in the deadly attack near Parliament in London. By 
THE NEW YORK TIMES... London, Queen Elizabeth and her family could have won the War 
with Mecca in 1980 with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus but she was persuaded to hold 
up gas stations world wide for BP Oil's Revenues that is $777 Trillion today. God Save the 
Queen, like Hell he will! 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Ironic the Times did report a story of a car fire today! "Vincent Asaro, a 
reputed mob figure, was charged with arson and arson conspiracy after setting fire to a car after 
a recent road rage incident in Queens." By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
3-23-2017 Thursday; More ironic than the Times Aspen Article today is Fiery Cop Cars Safety 
Ride... Death on a Prison Bus: Extradition Companies’ Safety Improvements Lag Federal 
officials promised last year to look into the mistreatment of detainees, some held for minor 
offenses, on buses operated by for-profit companies. Little has changed. By ELI HAGER and 
ALYSIA Little has changed in censored fiery rear ended cop cars bursting into flames today, in 
the way of Eli and Asysia at the New York Times writing this War Crimes story. Generals at the 
Pentagon have killed their own troops time and time again... now its cop cars fired bombed... 
rear ended writing a ticket without out iPhone 007 ++ iDash Cams iCops. Like the Hospital 
story of iMD Cops watching everyone and they cut the death rates just by watching everyone in 
the Hospital. iCam's in this Rx making factory would give the Times a True Story - 
Compounding Pharmacy Owner Not Guilty of Murder After 60 Meningitis Deaths" A jury 
convicted the owner of the New England Compounding Center, blamed for an outbreak that 
killed 60, of racketeering charges but acquitted him of murder. By JESS BIDGOOD Officials 
looking into the New England Compounding Center case said investigators had found dirty 
mats and hoods, a leaky boiler, dark debris floating in vials of medicine, and evidence that the 
laboratory was not leaving enough time to properly sterilize some products. They also said that 
a supposedly clean room was infested with insects and mice. F.D.A. oversight of his actions, and 
65 people died. Hundreds of others were injured.” VFW Oversight of Drunk Drivers kills 100 
this week, by Friday tomorrow, 65 from VFW drunk drivers and oversight by "Officers" killing 
their own troops. A War Crime! Angel Farthing, 46, who was sickened with meningitis and now 



has scar tissue on her spine, said other survivors had expressed their frustration over the verdict 
in a private Facebook group. Angels and InventBook for a vaccine in the drinking water for 
meningitis and some new George Orwell Observers who watch the monitors... and call 911. At 
the Rx Factory and Key West Restaurant... grin! 

3-23-2017 Thursday; No Divorce is simple; divorce laws should offer them a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage option to save the cat + dog... When Couples Divorce, Who Gets to Keep the Dog? (Or 
Cat.) Pets are normally just considered property. But now judges are being asked to consider 
their best interests in custody disputes. By CHRISTOPHER MELE Judges who throw out 
100,000 DUI's his week and dont make the Times News. Well so much for the Judge. But really 
the Judge should have to offer by Trump Executive Order Legal Polygamous Marrage option 
with invention projects until Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Disney Pixar movie is made, grin. A new 
Divorce Movie and the Marriage is saved by Legal Polygamous Executive orders by Trump. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; “Cocktails of the Movies: An Illustrated Guide to Booze in Movies" a new 
movie, grin. Like the most highly anticipated cocktail moments in recent movie history. In 
“Spectre,” a runaway hit after two weeks in theaters, Daniel Craig, as James Bond, forgoes his 
traditional vodka martini with lemon twist. Instead, in a meaningful shared moment with Léa 
Seydoux, as the brainy and beautiful psychologist Madeleine Swann, he orders a dirty martini, 
ingredients unstated, although three little skewered olives can be seen in the glass. She told Bond 
martini's make me do crazy things... Title of this story in the Times is - "Hollywood and Booze: 
An Enduring Marriage!" The Movie includes, as it must, the Dude’s White Russian without 
Putin and KGB agent frozen in the snow bank $$$. Or head on crash in front of the Kremlin. “A 
Clockwork Orange.” Ingredients have been translated into the world of the possible. The Pan 
Galactic Gargle Blaster in “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” calls for, among other 
things, “Fallian marsh gas”. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Chickens, though, have been subject to intensive domestication efforts over 
roughly 8,000 years, Mr. Wilkie said, and we know how to rear them cheaply and in quantity. 
The trick is to translate that knowledge to the small backyard flocks, generally kept by women, 
in rural villages everywhere. Such an effort is already underway, largely funded by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; 400 Peanut Recipes and Jimmy Carter never got Bill + Melinda Gates to 
taste even one... 

3-23-2017 Thursday; ...get 10,000 chickens delivered to 1,000 households, write a beautiful 
report and everybody’s happy.” Until it all falls apart. Hence the ambition at GALVmed, one of 
the nonprofits funded by the Gates Foundation. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Likewise, a company called EthioChicken now produces and vaccinates 
hatchlings, and sells them to a network of regional entrepreneurs in Ethiopia, who in turn sell 
them to village women at $1 or $1.50 each. The Gates Foundation is pushing the company to 
scale up to 20 million chickens a year. 
3-23-2017 Thursday; India in the 1980s, India combined enforcement of anti-hunting law with a 
program to make chicken far more widely available in rural villages. It wasn’t a simple thing, 
said K. Ullas Karanth... India in 2017 with Bill + Melinda Gates call centers, 100's of thousands 
of calls from the USA for Win 10 problems running out of memory and in Bill + Melinda Gates 
memory is the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts in rural India still running today... A War 
Crime that will change India as Much as Saudi Arabia and Mecca. iMicrosoft run by Apple part 
of the Trump Dept of Edication that is open 24/7. Will the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek be 
open 24/7... Hell Yes! 



3-23-2017 Thursday; 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; iApple-Starbucks 24/7 - Construction Is Transforming New York 
Campuses, and the City Around Them By DAVID W. CHEN Buildings focused on science and 
technology will open this year at Columbia, Cornell and New York University. iApple-Starbucks 
24/7 - on the Campus at Columbia, Cornell and New York University with 1 Click Amazon link 
to Los Alamos and 1,001 IP invention projects and 4 Trillion hacked Rx Recipes all trade 
secrets... or will all the students have to pile into Trump Tower iApple-Starbucks 24/7... to get 
the Gravity Engine Invention before Putin does? Hahahaha! iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
@ New York Times. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Jimmy Carter did murdered his wife Roasylan in 1980, didn't let her 
drive the Ford Wind Car! That is why the "Resurgent Syrian Rebels Surprise Damascus With 
New Assaults" killing more wife's today with stage 4 - USA Rebels paid for with Jimmy Carters 
$ Peanuts amount of Oil money for Syrian Rebels $1 Trillion so far yet Jimmy Carter is a peace 
with his God over their mass rape and murder of women, girls and children. USS Jimmy Carter 
with 40 H-Bombs he mind as well give them to the Syrian Rebels... By ANNE BARNARD 
3-23-2017 Thursday; Jimmy Carter will not save the Planet Earth... Gorsuch’s Legacy, and the 
Planet’s Cherry blossoms covered in ice near the Jefferson Memorial in Washington. Ultimately, 
some influential conservatives will surely decide they care about the health of the planet. Right? 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; U.S. Military Investigating Reports of Civilian Deaths in Syria 
Airstrike... U.S. Military Investigating Reports of Civilian Deaths at "Yale Key West Medical 
School *.*". Navy USS Mercy Hospital Ship was sunk before it got to Key West. 
"Todays NY Times Editorial: Rex Tillerson Has Shown No Illusions About North Korea" By 
THE EDITORIAL BOARD - Jimmy Carter Has Shown No Illusions about $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from suppressing the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. No Illusions About the 
Murder of his wife, daughter from Stage 4 and Cervix Cancer, his grand children from Smog 
Diesel in their DNA, No Illusions about first strike of is 40 H-Bombs built by Oppenheimer at 
Los Alamos instead of 40 Rx Recipes for Cancer, MS. No Illusions about Slaves on his Peanut 
Plantations SWF sold to Saudi Arabia and Mecca for Sex Slaves via Bush. 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; $300 million a week in Libyan Oil Revenues... Each and every General in 
Libya has $300 million in oil revenues every week direct deposited, grin $. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA... 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Warnings of a ‘Powder Keg’ in Libya as ISIS Reorders "War Toys" 
from MIT... By ERIC SCHMITT 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Letter: Kitty Dukakis, on Veterans’ Mental Health - When the only 
people in the World who don't know about the $777 Trillion in Mecca's Oil Revenues is the 
Editors at the New York Times. Hahahahahaha Kitty Dukakis, on Veterans’ Mental Health 
when $777 Trillion dollars are the gas gage on mental health $$$. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's Mental Health in Key West designing the first $1 Trillion 
dollar Yale Key West Medical School... Dr. Lisa Sanders MD can get the correct diagnosis on 
our mental health from her office at Yale New Haven Med School, grin!! 



3-22-2017 Wednesday; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup and Confiscate $777 Trillion from 
Mecca Coup - Are Shielded by the Editors at the New York Times... Office of Special Counsel, 
the Social Security Administration, the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the Federal Reserve, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Consumer Product Safety Commission and other 
agencies are also shielded... from the windfall of getting $777 Trillion dollars from Mecca by the 
Editors at the New York Times not writing and putting on the front page of the Times... No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup + Confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Coup! 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; Letter in the New York Times; Letter. Derek Walcott’s Acts of Sexual 
Harassment "A former reporter for The Harvard Crimson describes the case brought by a 
Harvard freshman." 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Sex at Yale and Harvard. Kerry used prostitutes in every city world 
wide... from Yale Student to State Dept. VIP. Oxford men have as many prostitutes as Yale and 
Harvard Men yet no Harvard crimson or Yale Daily News will report this. 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; iApple-Starbucks 24/7 - Construction Is Transforming New York 
Campuses, and the City Around Them By DAVID W. CHEN Buildings focused on science and 
technology will open this year at Columbia, Cornell and New York University. iApple-Starbucks 
24/7 - on the Campus at Columbia, Cornell and New York University with 1 Click Amazon link 
to Los Alamos and 1,001 IP invention projects and 4 Trillion hacked Rx Recipes all trade 
secrets... or will all the students have top pile into Trump Tower iApple-Starbucks 24/7... 

3-22-2017 Wednesday; Navy USS Mercy Hospital Ship was sunk before it got to Key West. A 
nonprofit sets up temporary clinics that provide free medical services to people in rural areas of 
the United States. For the hundreds that showed up in Cookeville, Tenn., this was a chance to 
get a checkup, dental treatment or eye care. By CHRIS CARMICHAEL, NIKO KOPPEL and 
KAITLYN MULLIN 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; 290,000 women in the United States will have implants for breast 
enlargement in 2017, and 109,000 received them for reconstruction after breast cancer, 
according to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons. 9 Deaths Are Linked to Rare Cancer 
From Breast Implants now recognition of the disease by the World Health Organization. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; InventBook Live was the victim of Facebook Scam!! Police say dozens 
watched a teen's sexual assault on Facebook Live — and no one reported it" - Washington Post - 
A 15-year-old girl was allegedly sexually assaulted by multiple suspects, Chicago police said. The 
incident was streamed on Facebook Live, the victim's family said, where police say it was viewed 
by dozens of people in real time. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; New Pad from Apple Today... iPad, with prices starting from $329 for 
wi-fi only and from $459 with cellular capability as well, both with 32GB capacity. 



3-22-2017 Wednesday; $4,859 with cellular capability... the new iMacBook Pro when it comes 
out later this year will only come with wi-fi unless some 1984 George Orwell Observers want 
Cellular Capability too for $4,859, grin. FBI women want caller id and a iPhone 007 built into 
the next iMacBook Pro too. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; Tim Cook Limits what FBI women want... in many ways, grin. U.S. 
Limits Devices for Passengers on Foreign Airlines From Eight Countries Passengers headed to 
the United States from 10 airports in eight majority-Muslim countries have been barred by the 
Trump administration from carrying electronic devices than have 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 
IP invention projects and for FBI women the art of the diagnosis getting it right the first time by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale, not Kerry's Yale but the Med School Yale! 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; When In Rome; visit the Pope Francis Medical School - Ms. Raggi as a 
hostage to her own inexperience — she was a lawyer who began working at Rome city hall only 
in 2013. 1980 the Ford ElectricWindmillExodus was invented. When In Rome Visit a Inventor. 
Visit the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek at the main Rome Post Office, grin. 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; 
3-22-2017 Wednesday; 

Jimmy Carter did murdered his wife Roasylan in 1980, didn't let her drive the Ford Wind Car! 
That is why the mass rape and murder of women, girls and children has long been a feature of 
(BP Oil) genocides (Smog) wars... USS Jimmy Carter with 40 H-Bombs is Genocide War! 
Napoleon and his “cannon fodder,” Paris with Cartoons and "Total" Oil company's $777 
Trillion. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Bill and Melinda Gates fired Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer MD this 
is why... The Upshot: Why Cystic Fibrosis Patients in Canada Outlive Those in the U.S. By 
AARON E. CARROLL 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka Trump will have her own office on the second floor of the West 
Wing, Politico reported on Monday. In addition to an office, Ivanka will also receive security 
clearance and government-issued communications devices this week. 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos 10 Super Computers costing $100 million each. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Despite a Trust, Ivanka Trump Still Wields Power Over Her Brand of 
"Women" as Kerry would say Ivanka is not in the same class as Jimmy Carter Wife + lifetime 
of Breast Cancer social circles. Trump will be President of the USA who tweets the Rx Recipe 
cure for Stage 4. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; David Rockefeller, Philanthropist and Head of Chase Manhattan, Dies at 
101 By JONATHAN KANDELL 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; how consciousness came into existence, did Rockefeller's Consciousness 
leave the body upon death... he knows now and we who are still alive can discover this and 
trillions of dollars worth of other "Exodus Inventions" goings on the Jews are not working on 
24/7 as they too fired Oppenheimer and are at Los Alamos today on the assembly line building 
another 40 H-Bombs... instead of 40 Exodus Invention Projects. Hear the Jewish Aliens in the 
Microwave background spectrum... of light. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Chase Bank $777 Trillion in Mecca's Oil Revenues will soon belong to the 
good old USA Trumps... No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; God of American capitalism was murdered by Rockefeller for Allah the 
God of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980, a God awful amount of money that did seduce 
the Elite at yale, Harvard, West Point... 



3-21-2017 Tuesday; He was the last surviving grandson of John D. Rockefeller, the tycoon who 
founded the Standard Oil Company in the 19th century and built a fortune that made him 
America’s first billionaire and his family one of the richest and most powerful in the nation’s 
history. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; America’s first billionaire and his family one of the richest and most 
powerful in the nation’s history... MD's who diagnosed DNA + Diesel side effects were fired. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; America's first "DNA + Diesel" War Crime's Trials + America's First 
Holocaust; 1 Billion of Jimmy Carters grandchildren with cancers and birth defects since 1980 
from a "Poison Gas" named "Smog" so Jimmy Carter could buy 40 H-Bombs for his Nuke 
Submarine. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Jimmy Carter when he was a boy, he and his brothers would roller skate 
along Fifth Avenue trailed by a limousine in case they grew tired) or at his magnificent country 
estates with trillions of "Peanuts". 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Georgia Elite next to the Elite Tobacco Plantation Owners... 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; The philanthropist David Rockefeller in 2002 pictured in the New York 
Times thinking about the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus and $777 Trillion in Mecca Oil 
Revenues in Chase Banks. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; in 1979, when he and former Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger 
persuaded President Jimmy Carter to admit the recently deposed shah of Iran into the United 
States for cancer treatment. The shah’s arrival in New York enraged revolutionary followers of 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, provoking them to seize the United States Embassy in Iran and 
hold American diplomats hostage for more than a year. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; in 1980 Mr. Buell invented his "Wind" Car; as in 1990 Los Alamos would 
add to its "Secret" file that was leaked to Greg and a copy is in my billfold today, grin! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Ironic Jimmy Carter has Cancer and all these years from 1979 Cancer has 
killed 1 Billion because Oppenheimer at Los Alamos was fired for wanting to work on the 
C-Bomb after he invented the Atomic Bomb at Los Alamos. And all the Worlds Elite only 
wanted the H-Bomb from Oppenheimer ASAP. Jimmy Carter really did murder his wife, 
daughter, millions of women in Georgia with Stage 4 buying 40 H-Bombs for his Sub. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; “He spent his life in the club of the ruling class and was loyal to members of 
the club, no matter what they did,” the New York Times columnist David Brooks wrote in 2002, 
citing the profitable deals Mr. Rockefeller had cut with “oil-rich dictators,” “Soviet party 
bosses” and “Chinese perpetrators of the Cultural Revolution.” 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; John D. Rockefeller III, who was born in 1906 and immersed himself in 
philanthropy until his death in an automobile accident in 1978; 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; F35C radar on the 2017 Ford will cost more than the Ford. Chase didn't 
want to spent the money on this Ford accessory... grin. 



3-21-2017 Tuesday; ...what was the cause of the auto accident? Secret and Classified as you 
could search Google all day and never find out... InventBook would have this in the database. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; David grew up in a mansion at 10 West 54th Street, the largest private 
residence in the city at the time. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; Chase Medical School was never a though in any of the Bankers thoughts! 
Ever!! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; 9/11 and Chase Medical School was not built... as the Memorial; Why? 
Freedom Tower when there is no freedom from cancer and disease that murdered 1 billion in 
Manhattan on 9/11. Women at Chase who died from Breast and Cervix Cancer since the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillEscort were buried by their Chase Boss in the back of the 
Bank not Arlington! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Despite a Trust, Ivanka Trump Still Wields Power Over Her Brand of 
"Women" as Kerry would say Ivanka is not in the same class as Jimmy Carter Wife + lifetime 
of Breast Cancer social circles. Trump will be President of the USA who tweets the Rx Recipe 
cure for Stage 4. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; book “Memoirs” in 2002, he became, at age 87, the first in three generations 
of Rockefeller's to publish an autobiography. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Jimmy Carter's book “Memoirs” publish an autobiography of the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillExodus auto accident in Jimmy Carters Fake Story Memoirs, 
Hahahahaha! God does have a sense of Humor in the Heavens with his Godsent 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus Jimmy gave to Allah for $777 Trillion. Sold his Soul Memoirs! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; F.B.I. Is Investigating Trump’s Russia Ties, to $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues... By MATT APUZZO, MATTHEW ROSENBERG and EMMARIE HUETTEMAN 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; F.B.I. Is Investigating Trump’s Russia Ties, to a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Miracle 
Godsent Cure for Stage 4 by Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer at Los Alamos in 2017 not 
your Biden Moon Shot but the Gravity Engine ASAP. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; Despite a Trust, Ivanka Trump Still Wields Power Over Her Brand of 
"Women" as Kerry would say Ivanka is not in the same class as Jimmy Carter Wife + lifetime 
of Breast Cancer social circles. Trump will be President of the USA who tweets the Rx Recipe 
cure for Stage 4. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Letter: North Korea Won’t Give Up Its Nuclear Arms 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Money in a Letter: Chase Bank Won't Give Up $777 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues... but an executive Order from Trump will confiscates $777 Trillion to save Ivanka's 
from Stage 4 tortured death today... many Ivanka's are on their death bed today and Chase 
Bank Won't Give Up the Money to for a Miracle Cure or turn in Bill and Melinda Gates for 
Fraud so obvious putting a needle in her nipple to cure her breast cancer. Same Kelly Temps 
who work at Microsoft work for the FDA... FTC. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; North Korea burns US aircraft carrier, bomber in propaganda video Fox 
News - 11 minutes ago... 



3-21-2017 Tuesday; 11 minutes ago a cop car and SUV burned in a fiery wreck in rush hour 
traffic this Tuesday morning and it's no propanganda and no video on YouTube, its censored by 
the Top Quarks at the George Orwell Gas Station USA. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; New York Times - A plane at Dubai International Airport in the United 
Arab Emirates. The airport already requires American-bound passengers to undergo strict 
screening for Breast + Cervix Cancers. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka Trump will have her own office on the second floor of the West 
Wing, Politico reported on Monday. In addition to an office, Ivanka will also receive security 
clearance and government-issued communications devices this week. 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos 10 Super Computers costing $100 million each. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; Washington Post - Every year cigarette smoking contributes to about 1 in 5 
deaths in the United States. A group of prominent health leaders called for the immediate 
implementation of national action to reduce the number of smokers in the country by 15 million 
in a ... 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Washington Post - Censors how many DNA + Diesel deaths a day! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; iMD Cops Now a new study suggests that when the inspectors are watching, 
fewer people die at Yale New Haven Medical School. The study, in JAMA Internal Medicine, 
used records of Medicare... death rate would mean more than 3,500 fewer deaths per year with 
Homeland Security moved from the Social Security Office to iMD Cops in the Hospitals in every 
city in the USA. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; A new study has found evidence that the common and debilitating 
reproductive condition, polycystic ovary syndrome, could start in the brain, not the ovaries, as 
researchers have long assumed. If verified, the research could change the way we think ... and 
brainstorm a Rx Recipe Cure via Los Alamos once Jimmy Carter gets the Nukes off the 
assembly line and super compters. 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; The Trump administration has barred carrying on devices larger than a 
cellphone, including laptop computers and tablets, on American-bound foreign flights from 8 
majority-Muslim countries. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; iMacBook Pro has been barred from Apple-Starbucks Trump Towers too... 
4 girls looking into the window of the Apple store don't have any money because mom and dad 
spent it all on Florida lotto tickets! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; 8 majority-Muslim countries Kings have bought hundreds of thousands of 
iMacBook Pro's for their Children, Jimmy Carter in Georgia has not bought any! 

3-21-2017 Tuesday; New York Times Editorial "Fixes... Bonds That Combat the Isolation of 



Military Life" By DAVID BORNSTEIN Blue Star isolated is not about 2 Trillion Galaxies in the 
Universe lost to the Pentagon. In an era when the military is all-volunteer, building communities 
helps warriors and their families bear all of the domestic hardships... of driving a gas engine car 
in a Gravity Engine Age that was destroyed by F35C fighter jets. Gas Engine Hospital Ships 
should be ElectricWindmill Hospital Ships. Carnival Cruise ships with the smaller clouds of 
Diesel should all be Windmill. Combat was won by Mecca's Oil Men as they defeated the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort made in the USA. Bonds of $777 Trillion were unbreakable like 
Oppenheimer and the Atom Bomb. Generals and Admirals don't or can't break the Bonds of 
Mecca's Money! $$$ Everyone in Mecca got a new Ford 2017 as a gift from Allah this year. $777 
Trillion hacked confiscated would buy everyone in the USA a Ford. Make America Great Again 
buy a 2017 Ford. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Next Times Editorial Today is about... The Exodus tale as a national creed. 
The 1980 Hubble Telescope just did the Bush Math and counted 2 Trillion Galaxies. This 
technology is light years from Exodus off Earth and first we have to Nuke Korea. Because Kerry 
failed at Yale and out in the Real World. 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Next Editorail at the Times the editors say they don't have $777 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks or Chase Bank, grin. Editorial U.N. Accepts Blame but Dodges the 
Bill in Haiti" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "A cholera patient at a clinic in Rendel, Haiti, 
being bathed with soap and water mixed with Clorox. It caused a cholera epidemic, but there’s 
no money behind its promises to eradicate the disease." 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Iowa @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age, no one in the USA could 
believe Iowa High School would have a 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos 1,001 IP invention 
projects spelled out on 10 Super Computers costing $100 million each, more than Iowa is worth, 
grin $$$ "School Choice Fight in Iowa May Preview the One Facing Trump. Iowa is one of 31 
states where legislators have proposed creating or expanding school choice programs this year, 
but the push is meeting resistance." By DANA GOLDSTEIN Iowa @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Age, no one in the USA could believe Iowa High School would have a 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos. Maybe Iowa will just bus the kids to the Trump Towers iApple-Starbucks 
with iMacBook Pro's and 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos, Hahahahaha!! AirRide MacBook 
School Bus parked in on the street and open 24/7 instead of locked in he school bus parking lots 
in Iowa... no way! 
3-21-2017 Tuesday; Fake News or just run of the mill news, Times 360° video of the Breast 
Cancer Cell @ Stage 4 and ideas how to kill it... TimesVideo Where It’s Made: The Times 
Newspaper The New York Times prints between 300,000 to 800,000 newspapers daily at its main 
facility in Queens. Take a 360° tour as the paper comes together. By CHANG W. LEE, NIKO 
KOPPEL and SAMANTHA QUICK 

3-20-2017 Monday; Editorial "Compounding the Risk for Coal Miners" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD @ The New York Times. Ford Gravity Engine Cars and Trucks glory days means 
bring up "War Crime laws" in another "Compounding the Risk for Coal Miners" Editorial by 
the Editorial Board at the Times. 
3-20-2017 Monday; Red Century Moscow. How Moscow Lost Its Luster as the School of 
Revolution inventor of the Gravity Engine - the last place on Earth this will be invented is 
Moscow, the cause is Putin!! Grin!! 
3-20-2017 Monday; The Gravity Engine was invent in Key West by Greg + Wife's... How it was 
invented is in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel. 



3-20-2017 Monday; "After Bringing Cholera to Haiti, U.N. Can’t Raise Money to Fight It" By 
RICK GLADSTONE 
3-20-2017 Monday; "After Bringing Cholera to Haiti, U.N. Can’t Raise Money to Fight It" Or 
get Bill + Melinda Gates to rehire Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer who with Greg and 
Wife's in Key West will Discover Invent a way to get the Cholera Vaccine in all the World's 
drinking water like iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society would. 
3-20-2017 Monday; "A Contest to Design New York City’s Next ‘I Voted’ Sticker" By SARAH 
MASLIN NIR "I invented a way to put the Cholera Vaccine in NYC's drinking water... "I 
invent" a way to put all Vaccines in the World's drinking Water. "I will invent..." 

3-20-2017 Monday; New York Times - Kim Jong-un, the leader of North Korea, inspecting the 
ground jet test of a newly developed high-thrust engine at the Sohae launching station in 
Tongchang-ri. 
3-20-2017 Monday; U.S. Nuclear Weapons Tests Come to YouTube to show the energy inside 
the U238 atom. "iInvent" how the hell did God put so much energy into an atom. CERN was a 
scam on the Higgs God Particle only one who profited was Geneva. 
3-20-2017 Monday; New York Times - Boeing Top Brass refused to test the 848 iOrbitEarth 
plane that will fly from JFK to Paris in 15 minutes in an iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Society. 
3-20-2017 Monday; Amgen's cholesterol drug Repatha (evolocumab) reduced low-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels... "A Contest to Design New York City’s Next ‘I Voted’ 
Sticker" Greg + Wife's in Key West vote to fire the Mayor of NYC and invent a way to put 
Amgen's cholesterol drug Repatha in the drinking water... 
3-20-2017 Monday; As French Election Nears, Le Pen Targets Voters Her Party Once Repelled 
A traditional distaste for the far-right National Front may be inflexible as H-Bombs in Paris and 
Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks. Oppenheimer was not only fired at Los Alamos but Paris 
Oppenheimer was also fired in 1945 this is how Paris got 1,001 H-Bombs they will have to fire 
into Pakistan as a first strike over Cartoons. 
3-20-2017 Monday; By JACK HEALY "Cattle-raising families are facing years of cleanup and 
crippling losses after deadly wildfires across Kansas, Oklahoma and the Texas panhandle." 
3-20-2017 Monday; 100 million face off with Amgen's cholesterol drug Repatha with every 
Burger and Trump Steak... in an iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society. 

3-20-2017 Monday; Red Century Moscow. How Moscow Lost Its Luster as the School of 
Revolution inventor of the Gravity Engine - the last place on Earth this will be invented is 
Moscow, the cause is Putin!! Grin!! 
3-20-2017 Monday; Editorial "No Crackdown on Illegal Employers" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Workers in California’s University from UCLA to Berkeley. Kelly Temps making $ 
Trillions since the 1980 invention of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 



3-20-2017 Monday; "Travel Ban Dampens Persian New Year Celebration" For hundreds of 
Iranian-American Mercenaries from Baghdad in Southern California, long-held plans and 
family gatherings have been disrupted because of uncertainty over the ban. 100's of thousands 
of Americans pay at the gas stations in California for the ban on the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. New Year Celebration "Born in the USA on the 4th of July" has been 
bombed by Navy F35C fighter jets for $777 Trillion in Persian Gulf oil revenues. Damn You! 

3-20-2017 Monday; Persian Gulf New Year iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age Mecca will 
be buried in the sand storm of the century with more oil than water. The USA legal profession 
relies more and more on $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues But fears that it will be out of 
existence are overblown, researchers say. For now. Hillary and Bill Clinton at Yale will be the 
movers of Yale Medical School onto the Yale Law School Campus and the out of existence of 
Yale Law. Post "War Crimes Trials" of course. By STEVE LOHR at the Times. 

3-20-2017 Monday; She didn’t have a career plan, exactly, but she had plenty of jobs. In college, 
she sold tote bags to raise money for animals affected by the BP oil spill. Ms. Wolfe was 
available. “Gone Girl” of Silicon Valley. To some, she was a heroic survivor of toxic male start-
up culture. Others felt that she had manipulated her way to power and that the text messages 
showed her to be as volatile as any angry ex. “For a good amount of time I didn’t feel like me,” 
she said. “And I think eventually my subconscious just said, ‘Go to work. Just go to work.’” 
slogan: “Life’s is to short, soul mates may last for 4 Trillion years. Ms. Wolfe also said users 
would soon be able to chat with an on-call gynecologist (her own). But for the moment, she 
wasn’t responding to his texts. Greg's room mate Ms. Wolfe in Boulder got 2 DUI's in her first 2 
months at the College... which ended her life and Dating life. Whitney Wolfe, 27, center, the 
founder and chief executive of Bumble, a female-focused dating app, gathers with her staff at 
their office in Austin, Tex. Whitney didn't mention Texas Oil Men $$$ rich one's or their DUI's 
both men and women's in her dating app. Or STD's, contagious MS, STD's all the 100's of 
diseases. Invention Focused Dating app at the Hemingway House Writing Class with an 
iPostOffice at Star Wars Star Trek caller ID - for DUI's and STD's will be the better dating app. 
Add in all the Women MD's... too. 
3-20-2017 Monday; contagious MS, STD's 

3-20-2017 Monday; Mecca has more Water than the USA, more SUV umbrella's over 
playgrounds than Key West... Bottom Line Our Nation has been sold out by the Pentagon 
Generals for $$$. "When a Glass of Water Comes With a Bill From Wall Street" By 
DANIELLE IVORY, BEN PROTESS and GRIFF PALMER "Desperate towns have turned to 
private equity for much-needed upgrades, but the deals can carry hefty price tags." War Crimes 
at the UN cost them nothing. This is why Trump will gain control of the UN Real estate in NYC. 
3-20-2017 Monday; CHINA RULES "How China Built ‘iPhone City’ By DAVID BARBOZA A 
hidden bounty of perks for Apple's partner, Foxconn, is central to the production of the tech 
giant's most profitable product. CHINA RULERS "How China Built ‘iPhone City’ perk for 
buying iGasSmog Cars... 
3-20-2017 Monday; Editors Pick "Uncertain Harvest" Scientists Loved and Loathed like the 
fired Oppenheimer for the one they hired to build 50,000 H-Bombs instead of vaccines in the 
drinking water world wide. "Uncertain Harvest" of Peanuts by Jimmy Carter is fine as long as 



Boeing doesn't build the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine for figs and Cashews in the 
Amazon. Greg is certain Titanium Habitat for Humanity Homes with no Comcast + Florida 
Keys Power lines will be in iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Homes. iPhone 007 ++ smoke 
detectors that detect left over diesel in the air. 

3-20-2017 Monday; New New York Times will writing about "Inventing the New TV" first in a 
Hemingway House Writing Class Novel. "Buying a New TV? Here’s How to Cut Through the 
Jargon If you have not bought a television in the last two years, now is a good time to buy one 
because improvements make for superior picture quality, experts said." By CHRISTOPHER 
MELE 
3-20-2017 Monday; Norway is Oilway... $$$ Norway Is the World's Happiest Country, Survey 
Finds. New York Times - Norway is now the world's happiest country. 
3-20-2017 Monday; Richest City in the World will be Key West after Trump sends in the Feds 
and Fires the Mayor! Hahahaha. 
3-20-2017 Monday; 
3-20-2017 Monday; 
3-20-2017 Monday; Mandy Miles writes in this Sunday Tan Lines in the Key West Citizen that 
getting her first mammogram was more convenient than a oil change! Key West Airport and 
JFK airport when Homeland Security are all MD's will scan Mandy Miles for cervix cancer too. 
3-20-2017 Monday; 

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; By 1984, Margaret Atwood “The Handmaid’s Tale.” 
Utopia of the 1980 Ford ElecticWindmillEscort ------------- "The Tale of the 1980 Ford Wind 
Car" by Margaret Atwood 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Margaret writes "Women" are not secondary players in 
human destiny, but Jimmy Carter did murdered his wife Roasylan in 1980, didn't let her drive 
the Ford Wind Car! That is why the mass rape and murder of women, girls and children has 
long been a feature of (BP Oil) genocides (Smog) wars... USS Jimmy Carter with 40 H-Bombs is 
Genocide War! Napoleon and his “cannon fodder,” Paris with Cartoons and "Total" Oil 
company's $777 Trillion for the French Army's War Chest. The Quakers have gone 
underground, and are running an escape route to Canada, and run into the Mass Murders of 
Canada Oil Men. “The Handmaid’s Tale” a prediction? That is the third question I’m asked — 
increasingly, as forces within American society seize power and enact decrees that embody what 
they were saying they wanted to do. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; ...even back in 1984, when I was writing the novel. No, it 
isn’t a prediction, because predicting the future isn’t really possible: There are too many 
variables and unforeseen possibilities. Let’s say it’s an anti prediction: If this future can be 
described in detail, maybe it won’t happen. But such wishful thinking cannot be depended on 
either. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Book Review | Essay Margaret Atwood on What ‘The 
Handmaid’s Tale’ Means in the Age of Trump... the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus by 
Margaret Atwood. 



Link to The Tale of the Handmaid's Tale's of Not Driving the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus written in 1984 by Margaret Atwood

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; By 1984, Margaret Atwood “The Handmaid’s Tale.” 
Utopia of the 1980 Ford ElecticWindmillEscort ------------- "The Tale of the 1980 Ford Wind 
Car" by Margaret Atwood 

3-19-2017 Sunday; iHomeCams @ iPostOffice Star Wars Star Trek War!! By KEVIN SACK 
Using SWAT officers to storm into homes to execute search warrants has led time and again to 
avoidable deaths, gruesome injuries and costly legal settlements. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; F35C bombing of Trump Tower Medical School and the Yale Key West 
Medical school... Rural Areas Brace for a Shortage of Doctors Due to Visa Policy; Due to the 
bombing of Trump and Key West Medical Schools by the Navy's Top Brass. Jimmy Carter the 
Human Nuke and he killed as many grand children selling out the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus to BP oil... Rural Areas Brace for a Shortage of Doctors Due to Visa 
Policy, Hell No We Won't Go!! To Hell with Jimmy Carter. By MIRIAM JORDAN 
3-19-2017 Sunday; The False Feminism of ‘Fearless Girl’ Statue staring down the Wall Street 
Bull By GINIA BELLAFANTE Mary Kennedy is the ‘Fearless Girl’ Statue staring down the 
Elite Street Bull of Robert Kennedy Jr who bought the Judge same Judge that ruled against 
Trump gave Robert Kennedy Jr. 5 Kids in a false Trump much like BP Oil and God is Great 
chants from the cubicles at the New York Times. I would sell my soul too for a 55 (155) story 
skyscraper in Manhattan too. But my skyscraper will be paid for via confiscated $777 Trillion in 
BP Oil revenues. God Save the Queen. Hell No We Won't Go! 
3-19-2017 Sunday; $777 Trillion; Health Insurers Are in a Profit Spiral from $777 Trillion. By 
JEFF SOMMER Jeff at the Times does not report on the profits of $777 Trillion. Comcast had 
made over $1 Trillion in profits from your Comcast Cable Box $$$ Kelly Temps were I worked 
for 20 years at the University Book Store and Student Dorms has also made $1 Trillion in 
profits. I will list every Fortune 500 company when freed that has made $1 Trillion in profits 
since Jimmy Carter Nuked the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 

3-19-2017 Sunday; Pope Francis could be one of the Saints that admits everyone to the Catholic 
University. "Gray Matter: How Colleges Can Admit Better Students" By DEVIN G. POPE How 
Colleges Can Pay Students more than West Point Cadets and get More in Return via 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine instead of 1,001 H-Bombs in storage. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; Opinion: Ignore the Snobs, Drink the Cheap, Delicious Wine" By BIANCA 
BOSKER Ignore the Snobs, Drink the Cheap, Delicious Wine then you will not smell the diesel 
breeze. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; Op-Ed Columnist: Make America Singapore - Make Canada American By 
ROSS DOUTHAT Make Canada American because after $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues is 
confiscated from Canada America will have to support Canada, a least pay for the War Crime 
Trials in Quebec Oui, Oui Grin. 



3-19-2017 Sunday; Diagnosis: Why Did This Woman Collapse With a Rash After Her Eggs 
Were Harvested? By LISA SANDERS, M.D. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; "Judge John Hodgman on the Limited-Edition ‘Peanuts’ Monopoly Set" By 
JOHN HODGMAN 
3-19-2017 Sunday; Meet the New Monopoly Tokens: A Rubber Ducky, a T-rex and a Penguin. 
Hasbro, the maker of the popular board game. Make America Great Again with Hasbro New 
Monopoly DNA Amino Acids. Federal Judge will rule against Hasbro when they try to stop this 
new iStar Wars Star Trek version of Monopoly. Greg and Wife's in Key West will try to sue 
Hasbro for War Crimes against Children 

3-19-2017 Sunday; Bookends: Which Dystopian Novel Got It Right: Orwell’s ‘1984’ or Huxley’s 
‘Brave New World’? Seeing the 1984 Generals Fired Oppenheimer in 1945 when he would have 
discover the power in DNA like the Atom. Exodus to meet Jewish Aliens was Fired when the 
Top Brass fired Oppenheimer. Then Bill Gates comes along as the new Elite who fired 
Oppenheimer Dr. Nancy Snyderman MD. Losing vaccines in the drinking water discovery for 
mosquito nets and wood burning stoves when they should burn Hydrogen at -254 C. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; Sunday Book Review: ‘The Gene Machine: How Genetic Technologies Are 
Changing the Way We Have Kids — and the Kids We Have’ by Bonnie Rochman Canadians 
With Cystic Fibrosis Live 10 Years Longer because Bill Gates at MSNBC fired Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer - they would live 80 years longer she didn't get fired. Brave New 
World Bill and Melinda will not get to read in Dubai. 

3-19-2017 Sunday; Mandy Miles writes in this Sunday Tan Lines in the Key West Citizen that 
getting her first mammogram was more convenient than a oil change! Key West Airport and 
JFK airport when Homeland Security are all MD's will scan Mandy Miles for cervix cancer too. 

3-19-2017 Sunday; By 1984, Margaret Atwood “The Handmaid’s Tale.” Utopia of the 1980 Ford 
ElecticWindmillEscort ------------- "The Tale of the 1980 Ford Wind Car" by Margaret Atwood 
3-19-2017 Sunday; By 1984, Margaret Atwood “The Handmaid’s Tale.” I’d been avoiding my 
novel for a year or two. It seemed to me a risky venture. I’d read extensively in science fiction, 
speculative fiction, utopias and dystopias ever since my high school years in the 1950s, but I’d 
never written such a book. Was I up to it? The form was strewn with pitfalls, among them a 
tendency to sermonize, a veering into allegory and a lack of plausibility. If I was to create an 
imaginary garden I wanted the toads in it to be real. One of my rules was that I would not put 
any events into the book that had not already happened in what James Joyce called the 
“nightmare” of history, nor any technology not already available. No imaginary gizmos, no 
imaginary laws, no imaginary atrocities. God is in the details, they say. So is the Devil.In the 
novel the population is shrinking due to a toxic environment, and the ability to have viable 
babies is at a premium. (In today’s real world, studies are now showing a sharp fertility decline 
in Chinese men.) Under totalitarianisms — or indeed in any sharply hierarchical society — the 
ruling class monopolizes valuable things, so the elite of the regime arrange to have fertile 



females assigned to them as Handmaids. The biblical precedent is the story of Jacob and his two 
wives, Rachel and Leah, and their two handmaids. One man, four women, 12 sons — but the 
handmaids could not claim the sons. They belonged to the respective wives. And so the tale 
unfolds. When I first began “The Handmaid’s Tale” 
3-19-2017 Sunday; By 1984, Margaret Atwood “The Handmaid’s Tale.” Utopia of the 1980 Ford 
ElecticWindmillEscort ------------- "The Tale of the 1980 Ford Wind Car" by Margaret Atwood 

3-19-2017 Sunday; Does 'false hope syndrome' make it hard to lose weight? Washington Post - It 
makes it hard to get 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets hacked and crunched at Los Alamos 
for a Miracle Rx Recipe Cure to lose weight and cure Stage 4. The New York Times and CBS 
has a policy of putting false hope stories in the News. 
3-19-2017 Sunday; U.S. Nuclear Weapons Tests going off on the Horizon come to YouTube 
Videos not Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations for todays inventors and Novel writers at 
the Hemingway House Writing Class; shock and awe at the energy in one atom of U238 wow. 
Darwin didn't put this energy into U238 God Did. Quarks, Top, Bottom, Strange, Charmed 
along with gravity goes up in a H-Bomb Blast. CERN's hunt for the Higgs God particle was 
blast for Geneva, Ha. 

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; "People Will Stare. We Can’t Possibly Fit In." By JAKE 
HALPERN and MICHAEL SLOAN "Syrian refugee children head to school in America." 
American mom's head for the Breast and Cervix Cancer Visits, many are the teachers of Syrian 
Children in America. Jimmy Carter not only killed his grand children he killed 10% of teachers 
in American Schools not driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscoert to 4 trillion Rx Recipes 
crunched at Los Alamos instead Jimmy sailed to Syria for War not War on Cancer. Jimmy 
knew what he was doing! Women Teachers of Syrian children in America are the largest 
number of women getting MS too. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; ARTHUR C. BROOKS "Depressed by Politics? Just Let 
Go Cherry blossoms in early bloom, in Washington." Stop obsessively checking the latest news 
on Twitter, CNN and Facebook and you’ll be happier. 

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; ARTHUR C. BROOKS "Depressed by Cured of 
Depression by InventBook" 24/7 is InventBook. Memory will help as you have to remember all 
1,001 IP invention projects spelled out on 1 Click Amazon links as you read the New York Times 
Science and Health sections. 

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Sunday; Editorial "Shed a Tear for the Reefs" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD "Until global warming is fully addressed, places like the Great Barrier 
Reef will signal the decline of the ocean environment." Editors at the Times who wrote up the 
Ocean know about the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines that will be used by the World's 
Navy's to feed the fish AND harvest the fish. Fish Frozen at -254 C in the Helicopter Combines 
and in the same frozen package invention on the shelf of Whole Foods and Publix. Times Editors 



on Sunday could have written up both Ocean inventions but didn't yet they know about both 
inventions and many more. A War Crime! 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Iranian Pilgrims Can Participate in Hajj This Year, Saudi 
Arabia Says The announcement amounted to a rare bright spot in the tense relations between 
the two regional rivals who both have $777 Trillion dollars in gas station hold up loot from 
Miami gas stations. 2 million will sit under the SUV Umbrella that would have been built in 
Miami and Key West. Mom's with kids with skin cancer can sue Jimmy Carter and the New 
York Times, grin. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; "Renters; 350 Square Feet, Two Kids, Two Cats and a 
Rabbit Living in such a small space means eschewing bulky items and having only things you 
really need. By KIM VELSEY Comcast... Apple could have rented the iMacBook Pro or the 
NYC landlord could have but didn't. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Essay; Margaret Atwood on What ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ 
Means in the Age of Trump" Atwood on whether her dystopian classic is meant as a “feminist” 
novel, as antireligion or as a prediction. By MARGARET ATWOOD 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Atwood on iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age. The 
Gravity Engine the Handmaids drive! The Gravity Engine the Handmaids inspire via trillions of 
jolts of inspiration flirting. 

3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; "International Real Estate" House Hunting in ... Rome" 
Italy’s real estate market is still recovering from the recession, and American buyers are taking 
advantage of the strong dollar and lower prices. By ROXANA POPESCU 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; "International Inventors" Invention Projects Hunting in ... 
Rome" The New New York Times after Korea is H-Bombed, or the No Gas Stations On Earth 
Editorial makes the front page of the Times. A Tale that is being written by Greg and Wifes in 
Key West. 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; Travel | Update "Airlines Drop Cuba Flights, Citing Lower 
Demand Than Anticipated" By FRANCES ROBLES Lower Demand Than Anticipated for 
Cuban Cigars and Alcohol instead of Hemingway House Writing Classes. No one at Silver, 
American Airlines and JetBlue, offered a Disney Tour of the Hemingway House in Cuba or a 
Writing Class. I would guess Zero people from Key West visited the Hemingway House in Cuba. 
As there is no writing class there with 1 click Amazon link to Los Alamos. Denver-based 
Frontier Airlines said that it would cease its daily flight to Havana from Miami on June 4. 2017. 
Cuba Medical School would be a hit tourists destination for Yale Key West Medical School 
students and of course Trump Towers Medical School students... grin! 
3-19-2017 Sunday New York Times; 



3-19-2017 Thursday; Kerry Failed; got a F at the State Department. Yale History will write! 
3-19-2017 Thursday; Yale Medical School failed to Test Kerry's Conscience, if he has one. This 
will be a mandatory medical school test for all Medical School Students to learn and master at 
the Yale Key West Medical School and it's only a 30 minute test. The Sociopath's 
3-19-2017 Thursday; Consciousness can be discovered in the Electro Magnetic Spectrum... 

3-18-2017 Saturday; 1,001 IP invention projects weekend at the New York Times. "What to 
Cook, Watch, Listen To and More This Weekend" Tips for making the most of your weekend. 
By TIM HERRERA and MICHELLE L. DOZOIS "What to Cook, Watch, Listen To and More 
This Weekend" Cook 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets, cook at 384 F for 30 minutes or 
3484 F for hours and hours. Steel heated and cooled for so many minutes over so many decades 
now in the age of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek its 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets 
that have to be turned into the hardest Steel Made by USS Steel not some cheap imported Steel 
from Japan and China, grin. This what Trump means by Make America Great Again. The 
Editors at the New York Times will get everyone on Earth Killed by their steel making in the 
article above. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; "Allahu akbar" God is Great, Cheers at the New York Times. The Editors 
Start Lining Up Lawyers and Editorials to Fight for the Rights of the VFW's Wounded 
Warriors to Drive Drunk and are Against letting them be Sued by MADD and Road Killed 
Widows Trillions. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; LDL Cholesterol-Slashing Drug Can Protect High-Risk Heart Patients, for 
$14K a month or the governments "Meals On Wheels" can serve Veggie and Vegan Burger's 
with No Mayo from "Help Yourself Date and Thyme" Health Foods. Governments "Meals On 
Wheels" spends $14K a month on Mayo when the White House MD knows it causes high 
Cholesterols. FBI LDL MD Cops would check the kitchens for more than mice. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Vegan Meals with no mayo... iMealsonWheels @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek "Help Yourself Date & Thyme" 829 Fleming Key West. iMeals 

3-18-2017 Saturday; Editorial "London Ridicules the Ridiculous" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD President Trump has managed to anger British officials with his claims about Irish 
Kids think BP Diesel is the Best Smelling Diesel... 
3-18-2017 Saturday; "London Ridicules the Ridiculous" in Irish kids saying BP Diesel smells the 
best, Hahahahaha! 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Ironic as end of BP Oil will also be the End of Royals in England. The last 
Czar, the last gallon of diesel. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; No Gas Stations On Earth weapon will be used against North Korea first. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Editorial "Texas Needs a Remedial Lesson on Voting Rights" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD Voters voted Texas Diesel is the worst smelling diesel in the air! 

3-18-2017 Saturday; Shooting at France’s Orly Airport Prompts Evacuation and Halt to Flights 



- French Diesel smells the "Dumbest" Grin... 

3-18-2017 Saturday; MD Cops and FBI MD's will be the iFoodLDL police and yes Trump will 
have to send in the Fed's to Key West... grin! What Are the Best Snacks Before Bedtime? 
"Experts often recommend fresh fruit, low-fat cottage cheese, plain yogurt or oatmeal as 
healthful late-night choices." By RONI CARYN RABIN Roni is not a MD Cop or FBI MD. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; "Canadians With Cystic Fibrosis Live 10 Years Longer Than Americans 
With the Disease" article in todays New York Times. NICHOLAS BAKALAR promotes lung 
transplants - Yale Key West Medical School should have an assembly line up and running today 
in Key West for Lung Transplants and Kidney Transplants for everyone on kidney dialysis 
scam's $$$ today. But Cystic Fibrosis will be cured with one Los Alamos Super Computer 
Simulation that goes to the amino acids in moms DNA and one Hemingway House Writing Class 
Novel with Cystic Fibrosis brainstorming inventions in every chapter. This is what Trump 
means in Make America Great Again. Get the Miracle Cure for Cystic Fibrosis not let 10 years 
more to live in Cold Hearted Canada... grin! No Nicholas didn't put a Times Video with his 
article. 

3-18-2017 Saturday; Mom's DNA amino acid's - I thought my mom’s yoga practice was 
mortifying. She was such a weirdo. Now I am a weirdo, too. Mom's DNA amino acid's are really 
weird, how did they ever discover all these different positions on Mom's DNA. DNA Yoga for 
Women. Classes at the Yale Key West Medical School sign up today. How to do Cobra pose... is 
out of favor. Amino Acids in the Cobra are in favor by the New Yoga Mom. Amino Acid 
Monopoly. Meet the New Monopoly Tokens: A Rubber Ducky, a T-rex and a Penguin. Hasbro, 
the maker of the popular board game. Make America Great Again with Hasbro New Monopoly 
DNA Amino Acids. Federal Judge will rule against Hasbro when they try to stop this new iStar 
Wars Star Trek version of Monopoly. Greg and Wife's in Key West will try to sue Hasbro for 
War Crimes against Children held POW with the Old verions of Monopoly... grin! 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Some Gun Laws Tied to Lower Suicide Rates - Background checks and 
waiting periods for gun purchases may help reduce suicide rates, a new study suggests. By 
NICHOLAS BAKALAR Nicholas would write for the New York Times that Mary Kennedy was 
a suicide not a murder by Robert Kennedy Jr. Rates of Mary Kennedy tortured into this 
Murder of herself at the hands of Robert Kennedy Jr. is classified. Or Just Censored by the 
Times and the journalists at the Times. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; iI.C.U. @ Star Wars Star Trek Society Fast Tracked by Trump. Make 
America Great Again... He was living at home, eating the foods he liked, chatting with his wife. 
He went along that way until one day he spiked a fever and his cough worsened. The doctors in 
the emergency room sent him up to the I.C.U. And there we were, standing around the bed, as 
his breath grew ragged, wondering whether we could make him better. Maybe with a few days 
of antibiotics, we could get him back home. Maybe. If we were to push ahead, with the hope that 
he would improve, he would need to be intubated. I turned to his wife. iI.C.U. @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Society "Death in the I.C.U." By DANIELA J. LAMAS, M.D. iI.C.U. @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Society Fast Tracked @ the Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; "Trillion Galaxies Cafe" on Duval Key West... Starbucks doesn't 
appreciate a well-played pun. The coffee chain has reportedly sent a letter to the owner of the 
tiny Star Box Coffee kiosk in London, telling him that he's infringing on the “trademark rights” 
of the coffee corporation. "Trillion Galaxies Cafe" will infringe on the rights of Wounded 
Warriors and Star Wars Star Trek Society. 



3-18-2017 Saturday; Dr. Gregory D. Spriggs, a weapons physicist in charge didn't said anything 
about the 1990 Los Alamos article on Mr. Buell and my "Wind" car. Marked Secret. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; “It’s just unbelievable how much energy is released,” said Dr. Gregory D. 
Spriggs, a weapons physicist in charge of the project at Livermore. Thousands of films showing 
U.S. atmospheric nuclear tests between 1945 and 1962 have been declassified. Scientists are 
studying them and posting them for all to see. By SUSAN JOAN ARCHER and CHRISTINE 
HAUSER Photo by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. About 10,000 nuclear testing 
films. After a 1963 treaty banned atmospheric tests, the United States started experimenting 
underground. For each of the 210 tests conducted before the ban, multiple cameras were used. 
That means an estimated 10,000 films were created. Dr. Spriggs said that the aim of the work on 
the films was to use modern imaging technology to verify data about shock waves produced by 
the explosions to a degree that was not possible in the 1950s. Questions about shock waves, such 
as their intensity and speed, are a matter of life and death. It indicates where the damage from a 
nuclear bomb would be inflicted over a certain distance. As the force travels, it leaves a wake of 
destruction but gets weaker and weaker until it becomes a sound wave. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Gravity Detonations by Oppenheimer before he got fired... 
3-18-2017 Saturday; In one detonation film, showing Operation Dominic-Housatonic over more 
than seven minutes, the fireball swells to several miles across, suspended in the sky. “When 
people could realize how much energy is released and how much damage they can do, maybe 
they would think twice,” Dr. Spriggs said. “It is a deterrent. We maintain the stockpile hoping 
that we never have to use it.” 
3-18-2017 Saturday; Dr. Spriggs didn't said anything about the 1990 Los Alamos article on Mr. 
Buell and my "Wind" car. Marked Secret Dr. Spriggs could not leak with the H-Bomb videos 
the USA "Human Nukes" that will destroy a city; are Biden, McCain, he did napalm a city in 
Vietnam. and Jimmy Carter. 
3-18-2017 Saturday; 
3-18-2017 Saturday; 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Green Wine... Angelina Jolie ------- MD Cops Food Police 1984 
Angelina Jolie ----- She had both breast cut off and served Wine to women with both breast, can 
they sue her... Hell Yes the Professors at the Yale Key West Medical School would say. The 
marriage between actors Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie may not have aged like a fine wine but 
that doesn't mean their wine making estate can't go on... causing breast cancer in women who 
drink wine and Angelina Jolie --- promotes wine without the warning wine causes breast cancer. 
Green Wine! 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish immigrant FINTAN O’TOOLE "Allahu akbar" is heard 
from his cubic at the New York Times writing his editorial against Trump on Saint Pat's Day... 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; O'toole; The president will salute the legacy of one wave of 
immigrants even as he deploys against other immigrants the same calumnies once heaped upon 
the Irish. Irish but for O'toole at the Times don't scream and sing "Allahu akbar" God is Great. 
O'toole didn't put this in Todays Editorial in the Times which is a War Crime, 1980 Green Ford 
ElectricWindmillSaint's Cars not putting this in O'toole's editorial today is a crime or Sin 
O'toole will have a long talk with God about and O'toole can't lie to God. Ha. 



3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish immigrant FINTAN O’TOOLE "Allahu akbar" is heard 
from his cubic at the New York Times writing his editorial against Trump on Saint Pat's Day. 
...is the Arabic phrase for "God is great." Trump is not Irish according to FINTAN O’TOOLE 
sitting at the New York Times writing. O'Toole writes gravity and its seriousness... Time is the 
New Higgs God Particle, not "Allahu akbar" flying into NYC from Ireland with a group of 18 
men from Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion dollars and obsessed with 72 virgins in Heaven and 
sex slaves in Mecca. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish Catholic's "Allahu akbar" God is Great, so why did the 
Catholic Generals give the Moslem Generals $777 Trillion in Irish gas station hold ups by BP 
Oil... kickbacks for War Toys at MIT, drones. Saint Patrick’s Day; $3 million Patriot missile to 
shoot down a $200 Syrian Hospital. $3 million Patriot missile to shoot down the Yale Key West 
Medical School. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; O'Toole writes Irish women never get breast cancer or cervical 
problems that he knows of... Diesel in Ireland is the cleanest BP Oil gives us the best diesel that 
Irish money can buy. Our Irish kids love the smell of it. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish don't need some damn Trump Tower Medical School 155 
Stories High!!! God knows why! 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Trump Gambles with Ivank's Cervix and Breast Cancer Rx 
Recipe Cure Godsend Miracle asking Saint Patrick to fire O'Toole and the New York Times 
Editors for stifling crunching articles on Cervix and Breast Cancer on the front page of the time 
and InventBook. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Trump Gambles with the Florida Lottery scam that cost these 4 
girls looking into the window of the Apple Store as mom and dad spent their iMacBook Pro 
money on Lottery Tickets at Publix in Key West. Mandy Miles at the Citizen Newspaper and the 
Editors at the Times will never write this up as a Editorial or Tan Lines by Mandy Miles. 
Norman Podhoretz, the former editor at Commentary magazine, looks back at the fierce, 
argumentative parties of New York’s intelligentsia. NYC intellectuals don't write about 4 girls 
looking into the window of the Apple Store as mom and dad spent their iMacBook Pro money 
on Florida Lottery Tickets at Publix in Key West. 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Kellyanne Conway (née Fitzpatrick) is half-Irish. Kellyanne 
Conway God's best invent with Trillions of Jolts of Inspiration for men working on a Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe Cure Miracle Godsend... at iApple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower. iPostOffice @ Star Wars 



Star Trek Society. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish immigrant FINTAN O’TOOLE "Allahu akbar" is heard 
from his cubic at the New York Times writing his editorial against Trump on Saint Pat's Day. 

Jeddah Tower in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, is under construction and is expected to be complete in 
2020 as the Tallest Building in the World paid for via Miami Gas Station hold ups by the 
Pentagon Generals... Hahahahaha The skyscraper is expected to be 3,280 feet tall — almost 600 
feet taller than the current world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai also paid for by 
the Pentagon Generals $$$. 

Trump will gain control of the UN real estate in NYC, build the Trump Tower Medical School 
on this property. 155 Stories - 7,000 feet taller than the current world’s tallest building, the Burj 
Khalifa in Dubai... 
Co-Pilots for Ford's and Biden putting Yale Kids to sleep driving home from his lecture and no 
Moon Shot to save the Yale Kids lives... the New York Times put a article in to on stats of falling 
asleep, not only Yale Kids driving home fall asleep at the wheel in 2017. Wheels: Sleepy Behind 
the Wheel? Some Cars Can Tell" By ERIC A. TAUB - drowsy driving will cause 824 deaths in 
2017. VFW drunk drivers kill 50 a day in 2017 and the New York Times will not mention the 
VFW in any articles in 2017 on orders from the Pentagon! Co-Pilots are for Boeing and even 
Boeing wants 1 driver to fly the 797 Dream liner day dreaming... ha. 824 Widows will sue the 
City making it illegal to sleep in your car... and win with the help of Trump. N.H.T.S.A. and an 
expert on human fatigue. “Our tendency is to say we’re wide-awake when in reality we can fall 
asleep in a second.” Still, the obvious solution for a driver who feels fatigued is to pull over and 
rest. According to Mr. Rosekind, studies with airline pilots show that those who took a nap for 
26 minutes improved their performance by 34 percent and alertness by 54 percent, compared 
with those who did not. Regardless of how good technology is at detecting drowsiness, fighting 
off sleep is futile. Because sleep is a biological need, the best solution for drivers is still a low-tech 
one: Pull over and take a nap. Not in Key West you will wake up in jail with $555 ticket. 
"Before I Fall" Synopsis. A teenage girl wakes up to relive the same day over and over again 
after dying in a car crash. Read Full Synopsis. 100 dead this week in a car crash. One thing 
Trump has not tweeted is Mexican Truck drivers crossing into the USA, the last time their USA 
Road Kill Stats were in the News not the New York Times they killed several people a week... 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish immigrant FINTAN O’TOOLE "Allahu akbar" is heard 
from his cubic at the New York Times writing his editorial against Trump on Saint Pat's Day. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Op-Ed Contributor: Green Beer and Rank Hypocrisy By 
FINTAN O’TOOLE 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish don't get 72 Virgins in Heaven or in Ireland... New York 
Times 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Does green beer taste better laced with hypocrisy? Does 
shamrock smell sweeter perfumed with historical amnesia? 



3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Irish Oppenheimer to be discriminated against, to be 
stereotyped. 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; St. Patrick’s Day is always in danger of being drowned in beer 
and sentimentality, but President Trump and his inner circle of Irish-Americans have given it 
the possibility of renewed gravity and seriousness. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; We may be about to find out, for this year’s St. Patrick’s Day 
jamboree at the White House will be a breathtaking celebration of double standards and the 
willful forgetting of America’s recent past. Even by the crooked yardstick of the Trump 
administration, the disconnect is surreal: The president will salute the legacy of one wave of 
immigrants even as he deploys against other immigrants the same calumnies once heaped upon 
the Irish. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; The Irish are at least as fond as anyone else of being told how 
great they are, but as an Irish person, I find this more than a little disconcerting. It is like having 
your chastity praised by a brothel keeper, or your temperance and thrift eulogized by a drunken 
sailor. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Kellyanne Conway (née Fitzpatrick) is half-Irish. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; descended from Irish kings and Celtic goddesses. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Kellyanne Conway God's best invent with Trillions of Jolts of 
Inspiration for men working on a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure Miracle Godsend... 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; The typical Irish Catholic arrival in New York or Boston was a 
peasant with little formal education 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Vegan Meals with no mayo... iMealsonWheels @ iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Trump budget chief says Meals on Wheels is “not showing any 
results.” He's wrong. Washington Post - 1 Million heart attacks 10 million pacemakers 100,000 
open heart surgery's and obese salt addicted and tons and tons of blood in the chicken legs 
seniors eat and don't eat. Veggie Burger Meals on Call like Pizza and Cuban Cafe in Key West 
is a better meal for seniors. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; "Help Yourself Date & Thyme" 829 Fleming Key West. iMeals 
On Wheels from here "Help Yourself Date & Thyme" iMeals On Wheels delivered to seniors 
would be time travel from Monroe County in the Getto Cigar Building giving the Seniors a meal 
of bloody half cooked chicken legs today in Key West...delivered to seniors would be time travel 
from Monroe County in the Getto Cigar Building giving the Seniors a meal of bloody half 
cooked chicken legs today in Key West... 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Does Trump still eat Mayo... should he, Hell No! 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Vegan Meals with no mayo... iMealsonWheels @ iPostOffice @ 



Star Wars Star Trek 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Angelina Jolie ------- MD Cops Food Police 1984 Angelina Jolie 
----- She had both breast cut off and served Wine to women with both breast, can they sue her... 
Hell Yes the Professors at the Yale Key West Medical School would say. The marriage between 
actors Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie may not have aged like a fine wine but that doesn't mean 
their wine making estate can't go on... causing breast cancer in women who drink wine and 
Angelina Jolie --- promotes wine without the warning wine causes breast cancer. 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Prime Minister Enda Kenny of Ireland was in Boston on 
Monday. He will make a traditional visit to the White House on Thursday 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; An Army general says an ally used a $3 million Patriot missile to 
shoot down a $200 drone. Business Insider - A US ally reportedly used a Patriot missile to shoot 
down a drone aircraft worth just a few hundred dollars, according to a US Army general. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Jobs gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors Apple co-
founder Jobs in 2011 2011 the Yale Key West Medical School would have been built. 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; "What Young People Need to Know About Colon Cancer" 
Colorectal cancers are on the rise in younger people, but doctors and patients often remain 
unaware of the risk. By RONI CARYN RABIN 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Vegan Meals with no mayo... iMealsonWheels @ iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek "Help Yourself Date & Thyme" 829 Fleming Key West. iMeals 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; "What Young People Need to Know About Colon Cancer" by 
Roni at the New York Times is Oppenheimer at Los Alamos should be crunching 4 trillion Rx 
Recipes today. This is not in Roni's article on what kids need to know about Colon Cancer in 
young people... Oh red meat causes Disney Pixar super computers to crash showing them what 
happens in the colon on a super computer simulation. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Robert Johnson, 51, of Glen Mills, Pa., had a father who died of 
a heart attack at age 42. He has familial hypercholesterolemia, and his LDL in 2011 was 377. 
He’s taking the Amgen drug and a statin. Now his LDL is about 80. Repatha, is called a PCSK9 
inhibitor and can make cholesterol tumble to levels almost never seen naturally in adults, or 
even in people taking cholesterol-lowering statins. The Amgen drug cost $14K. Oppenheimer at 
Los Alamos can do better than Amgen. 

3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Trump - Meals on Wheels in Key West caused high LDL... and 
the chicken lets were red with blood most of the time the seniors at Monroe County got it served 
at the Senior Center on Truman. Truman would not be served this red blood in chicken legs... at 
his Little White House. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; iMealsOnWheels in Cairo via the government employees... 
CAIRO — More than 3,300 children were hospitalized in Egypt on Tuesday after an outbreak 
of food poisoning. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; ... end of this article blame government leaders (Jimmy Carter) 



for not caring about grand children; like Jimmy Carter killing 1 billion from diesel in DNA not 
lunch meals but air served to school kids... 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Vegan Meals with no mayo... iMealsonWheels @ iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; CAIRO — More H -254 C in iPod size cans made in the USA by 
NASA. More A/C coming and going from school's in Cairo. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; CAIRO — More than 3,300 children were hospitalized in Egypt 
on Tuesday after an outbreak of food poisoning at several state-run primary schools, state-
owned news media said. The mass poisoning, in the impoverished Upper Egypt province of 
Sohag, north of Luxor, was one of the biggest food-safety cases to hit the country in years. 
Officials suspect that school lunches may have been contaminated, and they have opened an 
investigation. Samples from the lunches, consisting of processed cheese cubes, dry sesame paste 
bars and loaves of bread, were being analyzed, they added. Children, most younger than 12, 
began vomiting within an hour of eating the lunches, Ahmed Nashaat, a Sohag lawmaker, said 
in a telephone interview. A total of 3,353 children became ill, and at least 50 ambulances were 
sent to the schools, state news media said. Since then, all but 17 of the students have recovered 
and been discharged. No deaths or serious complications were reported. The ordeal revived 
complaints over the declining quality of Egypt’s public education and health systems. “It is 
ridiculous how this keeps on happening,” Mr. Nashaat said. “It is not hard to store biscuits and 
look at the expiration date. Apparently in an attempt to deflect some of the anger, the governor 
of Sohag, Ayman Abdel-Moneim, quickly suspended the distribution of government meals and 
demanded that changes be made to how they were stored and transported to schools. Tuesday’s 
outbreak was one in a long series that have occurred in public schools and universities 
nationwide recently. Earlier this month, more than 214 students were found to have food 
poisoning caused by government meals at several schools in the provinces of Minya and Assiut. 
Outrage over such instances of perceived government neglect was a main cause of the popular 
uprising in 2011 that toppled the government of President Hosni Mubarak. “It was not just the 
parents who were angry in Sohag,” Mr. Nashaat said. “Everyone believes that was the result of 
neglect. This is leading people to conclude that the people in charge don’t care about their kids.” 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; Rx Recipes 4 trillion for breast cancer there is a chance 1 spin off 
will give Greg all his memory of the Circus as I only have a minute in my minds eye but know 
the full hours are in the frontal lobes... The impending demise of Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey conjures memories of a toy flashlight, Mercurochrome and the old Madison Square 
Garden. Greg can remember the women standing on the back of the elephant and the women on 
the horses standing up. 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; 
3-17-2017 Saint Patrick’s Day; 
3-16-2017 Thursday; 
3-16-2017 Thursday; ...light can bend just enough that it magnifies the view... Editors at the 
Times wrote up a Rock Climbing Wall not this spectrum on a "Times Video Super Computer 
Simulation at Los Alamos" - Electromagnetic waves are typically described by any of the 
following three physical properties: the frequency f, wavelength ?, or photon energy E. 
Frequencies observed in astronomy range from 2.4×1023 Hz (1 GeV gamma rays) down to the 
local plasma frequency of the ionized interstellar medium (~1 kHz). Wavelength is inversely 
proportional to the wave frequency, so gamma rays have very short wavelengths that are 
fractions of the size of atoms, where as wavelengths on the opposite end of the spectrum can be 
as long as the universe. Photon energy is directly proportional to the wave frequency, so gamma 
ray photons have the highest energy (around a billion electron volts), while radio wave photons 
have very low energy (around a femtoelectronvolt). These relations are illustrated by the 
following equations @ the iApple-Starbuck @ Trump Towers open 24/7. Yes Medical Students 
can now work 24/7 legally, grin! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Kerry Failed; got a F at the State Department. Yale History will write! It's 
time to take a “different approach” to dealing with North Korea, Secretary of State Rex 



Tillerson said in Tokyo on Thursday, because 20 years of diplomacy had “failed” to convince the 
regime in Pyongyang to abandon its pursuit of nuclear War, by sending clouds of poison gas 
over China and the USA will have to launch a first strike H-Bomb attack on North Korea. Kerry 
Failed F grade to win this Nuclear War with the Gravity Engine secret weapon... No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; ...because 20 years of diplomacy had “failed”, 20 years of the New England 
Journal of Medicine Failed... eye clinics operate on both eyes at the same time and breast cancer 
MD's put a needle in her nipple to cure breast cancer!! 

3-16-2017 Thursday; Yale Medical School failed to Test Kerry's Conscience, if he has one. This 
will be a mandatory medical school test for all Medical School Students to learn and master at 
the Yale Key West Medical School and it's only a 30 minute test. The Sociopath's at the State 
Dept and Pentagon, Congress all without a "Conscience". Who the Hell could Napalm Villages 
in Vietnam, McCain! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; The four percent of us who have no conscience ... Martha Stout, PhD, a 
consulting psychologist at the Harvard University Medical School. The Sociopath Next Door, 
you will realize that your ex was not just misunderstood. He’s a sociopath. And your boss, 
teacher, and colleague? They may be sociopath too. We are accustomed to think of sociopath as 
violent criminals, but in The Sociopath Next Door, Harvard psychologist Martha Stout reveals 
that a shocking 4 percent of ordinary people—one in twenty-five—has an often undetected 
mental disorder, the chief symptom of which is that person possesses no conscience. He or she 
has no ability whatsoever to feel shame, guilt, or remorse. One in twenty-five everyday 
Americans, therefore, is secretly a sociopath. 

The Sociopath - 4 % of Mad Men Wounded Warriors have No Conscience they will kill you like 
OJ did and Snoop Dog Wants to Ha! iPhone 007 +++ caller ID id's Sociopath in a iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek Society. iPhone 007 ++++ iDashCam alerts the cops; Sociopaths don't have 
to register they are ID'ed like reading every license plate driving into Key West, grin. 

Trump tweeted that Snoop Dogg would get 'Jail Time!' for his mock-assassination video. Here's 
why that's wrong. Washington Post - In a tweet on Wednesday, President Trump implied that 
Snoop Dogg, “failing career and all,” would have received “Jail Time!” if the West Coast rapper 
had released his mock presidential-assassination video during the Obama administration. 

3-16-2017 Thursday; New York Times Headlines; Entrepreneurship: A Boom in Rock 
Climbing, Minus the Rocks - Should Be A Boom in Super Computer Simulations From Los 
Alamos! Times Picture; The left eye of a patient showing hemorrhages 13 days after stem-cell 
injection... this should have been a New York Times Video Super Computer Simulation!! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; U.S. Stem Cell also "makes money by training doctors" to extract stem 
cells from fat. And in a blog post on Tuesday its chief executive, Mike Tomás, said the company 
expected to open clinics throughout the Middle East, in Kuwait, Dubai and Qatar. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; This New York Times picture of stem cells put in a eye that caused the 
women to go blind should have been run on a Los Alamos Super computer for the Times 
readers and the Doctors at the New England Journal of Medicine as they are to cheap to make a 



super computer simulation for their Medical Journal on this eye - The left eye of a patient 
showing hemorrhages 13 days after stem-cell injection. Credit Dr. Thomas Albini - New 
England Journal of Medicine also "makes money by training doctors" so they should run 
treatments on a super computer simulation at Los Alamos. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Two of the women were not available for interviews because their lawsuit 
settlements in 2016 included nondisclosure agreements, according to their lawyer, 
3-16-2017 Thursday; nondisclosure - "makes money by training doctors" nondisclosure of all 
these medical law suits must stifle Medical Students. Andrea Fischer, a spokeswoman for the 
F.D.A. said the agency could not comment. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; “The really horrible thing about this is that you would never, nobody 
practicing good medicine would ever do an experimental procedure on a patient on both eyes on 
the same day,” 
3-16-2017 Thursday; The women in Florida suffered detached retinas, in which the thin layer of 
light-sensing cells that send signals to the optic nerve pulls away from the back of the eye — a 
condition that usually needs prompt surgery to prevent blindness. Doctors who examined the 
patients said they suspected that the stem cells had grown onto the retina and then contracted, 
pulling it off the eyeball. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Kristin C. Comella, the chief science officer of U.S. Stem Cell, said in an 
interview that the clinic did not need F.D.A. approval to operate on both eyes at the same time... 
the MD's at the New England Journal of Medicine didn't say anything to Comella. 

3-16-2017 Thursday; 2011 Attack on the Yale Key West Medical School left 500000 dead... By 
ROD NORDLAND and JAWAD SUKHANYAR New York Times. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Afghan Officials Say at Least 50 Died in Attack on Hospital, the attack on 
the military hospital in Kabul and reported the arrests of Afghan generals. By ROD 
NORDLAND and JAWAD SUKHANYAR New York Times. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; The idea that first-year residents will now be “permitted” to work 24-hour 
shifts made me wonder what has happened to common sense. Who would want a doctor with 
little or no experience caring for them after working for 23 hours? My father, Dr. Bertrand M. 
Bell, headed New York State’s Bell Commission, which reviewed intern and resident hours. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; ... put a needle in her nipple to cure breast cancer and they all died... 
decades after decades!! Dr. Bertrand M. Bell, headed New York State’s Bell Commission, which 
reviewed intern and resident hours, knew Dr. Susan Love left 500000 women dead because first 
year Medical Students and Top Brass MD's let her work and work and work! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Yale New Haven Medical Students working 24/7 out in the "Real World" 
as Kerry would say would have caught this Florida MD operating on both eyes or the woman 
and called his 911 Professor ASAP to question this and get closer to getting an A grade at Yale 
New Haven. Yale Key West Medical School any clinic operating on both eyes at the same time 
would be scanned with new code written by MD Cops. 

3-16-2017 Thursday; 20 years of Saint Pat's Day Drunks and MADD is not in the New York 
Times! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; 20 years of gas station hold up's in Miami... Attorney General Jeff Sessions 



on Wednesday pledged aggressive criminal prosecution of drug dealers and gun-toting felons to 
combat what he described as a troubling rise in violent crime. 20 years of gas station hold up's in 
Miami... Session on gas station hold up's was censored. Stats were suppressed by the New York 
Times Editors too. 

3-16-2017 Thursday; Disney Pixar Movie Executives should have called Ivana first... grin. 
Looking for parenting tips from Ivana Trump? The first ex-wife of President Trump has inked 
a deal with Simon & Schuster imprint Gallery Books to write “Raising Trump,” a memoir that 
will focus on how the Czech-born model/business executive brought kids. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Confiscate $777 Trillion - The seemingly cozy relationship between Trump 
and Rodrigo Duterte has 'a lot of likely flash points' - neither One has confiscated $777 Trillion 
from Oil Kings or Drug Kings... 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Kelly Temps keeps this companies working not their HR dept's... Oracle's 
Larry Ellison Belittles Amazon and Microsoft. Fortune $1 Trillions is made off these Kelly 
Temps! A Scam the New York Times has know about for 20 years! The Oracle (orcl) executive 
chairman on Wednesday described Amazon (amzn) and Microsoft (msft) as defeated rivals in 
cloud computing—at least when it comes to the quality of their technology and Temp workers 
from Kelly Temps. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; American Airlines announced Wednesday that Kelly Temp. Pilots will fly 
American Airlines Jets. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; King Salman's bonus to Saudi Arabia Citizens was $65 Billion. The 
average bonus paid out to New York City securities industry employees in 2016 was $138,210, 
according to a statement from the New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Trump with $777 Confiscated from King Salman and Prince Salman who 
Trump just dinned with 2 days ago could give all American Citizens $1 mill...ion and still have 
most of the $777 Trillion left for Ivanka, grin! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; West Point was founded in 1802 today and cadets were paid more than 
Yale New Haven Medical School students in 1802... to 2017. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; The United States Military Academy–the first military school in the United 
States–is founded by Congress for the purpose of educating and training young men in the 
theory and practice of military science. Located at West Point, New York, the U.S. Military 
Academy is often simply known as West Point. 
3-16-2017 Thursday; General MD's in a Star Wars Star Trek Society iPostOffice! 
3-16-2017 Thursday; Trump funded $1 Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School... and 
Hospital Ship size of the Carrier Trump landed on last week the USS Ford. Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies!! Jewish Aliens Funded. Grin. When Earth 
hears from Jewish Aliens we know they will be rich, have riches of the Universe for Jews on 
Earth!! 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; 1,000 towering Australian pine trees that sway above Fort Zachary 
Taylor State Park Beach caught by the winds of the Ocean breeze... and the 1 Trillion Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort cars and trucks in the winds of Time. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Towering in the wind of our Time is Ivanka, Trump will risk it "All" to 
save Ivanka from the strong winds of cervix and breast cancer his Generals and Admirals have 
blown off since the 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort for the Windfall of $777 
Trillion in BP Oil revenues for their "War Chest" of Drones and USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 
we didn't need... social cancers are Biden, McCain, and Jimmy Carter! 



3-15-2017 Wednesday; Social cancers are Biden, McCain, and Jimmy Carter who have killed 
murdered 100's of thousands of Ivanka's with cervical and breast cancer since the 1980 
invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Social cancers are Biden, McCain, and Jimmy Carter via Terrorism by 
the Editors at the New York Times fire bombing cop cars rear ended bursting into flames since 
1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillFire - Editorial A Way to Control Police Spying By 
THE EDITORIAL BOARD A federal judge helped engineer a deal that protects constitutional 
rights and the New York Police Department’s needs to fight terrorism. Bush fire bombing cop 
cars since 1980 for $777 Trillion in Texas Oil Revenues... Social Cancers are Biden, McCain, 
Jimmy Carter + Bush! And Greg can add Tim Cook because all 2017 gas engine cars should 
have iPhone 007 + Dash Cams, iTraffic Tickets iCops pulling you over on your iPhone 007 + 
dash cams... grin. 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; Wu Xiaohui, who wined and dined Jared Kushner at the Waldorf 
Astoria hotel in November, serving $2,100-a-bottle Château Lafite Rothschild, "Do We Need to 
Give Up Alcohol to prevent Ivanka's from getting cervical and Breast Cancer... Drunk Social 
cancers are Biden, McCain, and Jimmy Carter. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Does Ivanka need to give up Alcohol? Personal Health "Do We Need to 
Give Up Alcohol to Lose Weight of waiting for the cancer diagnosis? New York Times Jane 
Brody writes Not Necessarily. Alcohol remains one of the most controversial and confusing 
topics for people concerned about controlling their risk of cancer because of Drunk Social 
cancers are Biden, McCain, and Jimmy Carter who buy wounded warriors drinks at the VFW 
then let them drive drunk killing 100 a week this week. 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; Pirates Seize Oil Tanker Off Coast of Somalia - By HUSSEIN 
MOHAMED 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Pirate Trump will seize $777 trillion in oil revenues and 4 trillion Rx 
Recipes along with all of Los Alamos 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Pirates at City Hall in Key West seized Baghdad then sunburned tourists 
and their kids by not answering SOS calls from homeless Yankee's in Key West. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Embezzlement of $777 Trillion from BP Oil paid for City Hall Key West 
$. 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; Syrian Military, Not Rebels, Severed Damascus Water Supply, U.N. 
Finds By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Key West City Hall, Not Jewish Aliens, Severed the Yale Key West 
Medical School and the Hemingway House Writing Class with 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Brainwashed by City Hall wounded warriors, She Remains Determined 
to Enlist in the Marines instead of Yale Key West Medical School, grin. 



3-15-2017 Wednesday; Cutting Planned Parenthood Would Increase Medicaid Births, C.B.O. 
Says by KATE ZERNIKE C.B.O. Says Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer will put a Rx 
Recipe for birth control in the drinking water. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; A Breezy Resort, and a Thorny Agenda, for Trump’s Meeting With Xi 
Jinping of China. In the Breezy Resort of Los Alamos Xi and Trump both need to rehire 
Oppenheimer the Generals fired. Fire H-Bomb into Korea or send in the Feds to Key West pick 
up Greg and Wife's then pull off the coup of the century... No Gas Stations on Earth, grin. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; H-Bombs first strike against Korea is in the Winds of the Chinese 
Resort. Winds blowing in at the Chinese Resort will carry poison gas from Korea. Sanctions on 
Oppenheimer caused the Generals to fire him in 1945 and not to hire Dr. Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer in 2017. No women at the Chinese Resort are named Ivanka. Xi did not invite any 
Chinese women with cervical or breast cancer to the Chinese Resort. Smog's birth defects and 
cancers are on Xi's mind. $777 Trillion dollar deal with Trumps... 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; Admiral and 8 Other Navy Officers Indicted on Bribery Charges... 
Prosecutors say a well-connected military contractor in Singapore traded luxury travel, lavish 
gifts and prostitutes for inside intelligence in a widening scandal. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Trump with the king’s favorite son.” Prince Mohammed, 31, is second in 
line to the throne. He oversees Saudi Aramco, the state-owned oil company, and serves as 
defense minister, putting him in charge of the Saudi-led war in Yemen 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Trumps favorite daughter Ivanka could not dine with them as no women 
is the Moslem Law and the Saudi King and his son have no war plans against cervical and 
breast cancers... Joining the president for the lunch were Vice President Mike Pence; H. R. 
McMaster, the national security adviser; Stephen K. Bannon, the president’s chief strategist; 
Reince Priebus, the White House chief of staff; and Mr. Kushner. President Trump ate lunch 
with Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the deputy crown prince of Saudi Arabia, and senior aides 
on Tuesday in the State Dining Room of the White House. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Granddaughter of Deng Xiaoping diagnosed with cervical cancer in 2017 
- Xin will not be President when Greg and Wife's in Key West get the Rx Recipe Miracle 
Godsent Cure for Stage 4. 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; In January, one of the country’s richest financiers was apparently 
abducted from an apartment in Hong Kong’s Four Seasons hotel and whisked across the border 
into Chinese custody. By doing business with the Kushners, Mr. Wu may buy himself safety. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Granddaughter of Deng Xiaoping diagnosed with cervical cancer in 2017 
- Greg and Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer whisk away to China... grin! 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; InventBooks Stage 4 Rx Recipe was taken down by all these... People 
took to Twitter, Instagram and YouTube to share the sights and sounds of a late-winter winter 
storm. By ELSA BUTLER and SUSAN JOAN ARCHER 



3-15-2017 Wednesday; Terrorism by the Editors at the New York Times fire bombing cop cars 
rear ended bursting into flames since 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillFire - 
Editorial A Way to Control Police Spying By THE EDITORIAL BOARD A federal judge 
helped engineer a deal that protects constitutional rights and the New York Police Department’s 
needs to fight terrorism. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; 1980 ElectricWindmill Land Rover British - A study released on 
Tuesday evening by The Lancet, a British medical journal, added to evidence that denial of 
health care has been used by the Syrian government as a weapon... British BP Oil has been use 
as a weapon against the death of 1 Trillion ElectricWindmill Land Rovers... Smog in London by 
the The Lancet, a British medical journal, has been censored by Queen Elizabeth since 1980. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Social Cancers in British Society are the Medical Journals... The Lancet. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Social Cancers in Geneva are UN employees... GENEVA — Syrian 
military airstrikes on rebels were responsible for severing water supplies to 5.5 million people in 
the Damascus region for weeks starting last December, the United Nations Geneva said on 
Tuesday, rebutting government claims that insurgents were to blame. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Social Cancers Biden, McCain, Jimmy Carter were responsible for 
severing 1 Trillion Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Cars and Trucks world wide since 1980. 
Geneva UN employees censored this report from the UN. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; The United Nations investigators of BP Oil said they paid $18 million for 
the George Orwell Key West City Hall and paid for the bombing of the Yale Key West Medical 
School in 2011. The findings came in a report to the Human Rights Council in Geneva. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; The findings came in a report to the Human Rights Council in Geneva. 
Lake Geneva is were King Salman has his second home, Bill and Melinda Gates too. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Trump will gain control of the UN real estate in NYC, build the Trump 
Tower Medical School on this property. 155 Stories!! 

3-15-2017 Wednesday; "Documents Cast Doubt on Safety of Roundup Weed Killer" By 
DANNY HAKIM A lawsuit contends that the main ingredient in Monsanto’s weed killer, the 
world’s most widely used, can cause cancer. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; "Documents Hell" we need to crunch all Monsanto's Recipes at Los 
Alamos on all 10 IBM Super Computers costing $100 million each... idiots who fired 
Oppenheimer in 1945 knew he would crunch Monsanto's Recipes not build 50K H Bombs. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; "Documents Hell" we need Super Computer Simulations on the front 
page of the New York Times! 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Video; "What I Saw at Fashion Week in Paris" A week of shows, 
through the eyes of Vanessa Friedman, the New York Times fashion critic. Vanessa Friedman 
was diagnosed with cervical cancer in 2018. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Twitter (@FrankBruni) and join me on Facebook... Not InventBook. The 
children of other presidents have readily, even greedily, reaped the fruits of nepotism, but how 
many have done so while simultaneously suggesting that they’re around to provide crucial 
ballast, performing an invaluable service for the American people? Maybe her conversations 
with lawmakers really will yield legislation to lessen the cost of child care and to help working 
mothers, though it’s a long shot. Maybe she’ll do some targeted good. I don’t doubt that she’d 



like to. But that’s hardly the sum of her motivations, and it almost certainly isn’t the essence. 
Her meticulously groomed Twitter and Instagram accounts give her away. They’re exercises in 
self-affirmation, placing her in a Washington without pores or protests. It looks like she’s having 
the airbrushed adventure of a lifetime. And it smells, yes, like complicity. I invite you to follow 
me on Twitter (@FrankBruni) and join me on Facebook. NY Times. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; Twitter (@FrankBruni) and join me on Facebook... Not InventBook. 
Video; "What I Saw at Fashion Week in Paris" A week of shows, through the eyes of Vanessa 
Friedman, the New York Times fashion critic. Vanessa Friedman was diagnosed with cervical 
cancer in 2018. Twitter (@FrankBruni) and join me on Facebook... Not InventBook. 
3-15-2017 Wednesday; 

Ivanka and her Stage 4 girl friends must engineer a remarkable coup to get the start up iApple-
Starbucks open 24/7 at Trump Tower and every Starbucks World wide with 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos to crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets that must be hacked by the 
State Dept and CIA, KGB. 

Time to “spring forward” again – daylight saving time begins - "Time" as the New Higgs God 
Particle began with this web page... 

Wall Street Bull Statue in downtown Manhattan. Defiant Girl Statue in front of a Bull Statue, 
she looks Defiantly at Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies, No Misinterpretation's! 
Conspiracy Theory’s; Trump’s + The Pope's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$ 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump will be the person who is President when Greg + Wife's in Key West 
get the Rx Recipe Miracle Godsent Cure for Stage 4. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump will be the President who ends the Plague of Cancer, Trump has to 
risk it all for one women, Ivanka. Trump will spent it all: $777 Trillion. Trump will hack it all, 
all 4 trillion Rx Recipes that are trade secrets. Trump will rehire Oppenheimer and fire the 
Generals who fired Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer, grin!! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Sanctions on the Yale Key West Medical School - Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 
4 by the City of Key West... Trump will send in the Fed's to Key West!! Open iApple-Starbucks 



on Duval with Hemingway House Writing classes, a invention brainstormed novel. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump will be the person who is President when the Plague of Cancer Ends! 
Trump will send in the Feds to "Key West" "Los Alamos" Today there are No Inventors-
Writers Classes at Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West or at "Los Alamos" with Greg 
and Wife's with 4 trillion Rx Recipes and 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos, grin. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy Krouse Rosenthal, a children’s books author, filmmaker and speaker, 
died on Monday, just 10 days after The New York Times published her widely read essay for the 
Modern Love column about wanting to find someone to marry her husband after her death. She 
was 51. Ms. Rosenthal learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy Krouse Rosenthal learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka learned she had ovarian cancer in 2018... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka learned she had ovarian cancer in 2018... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Egyptian Prosecutor Orders Release of Hosni Mubarak, President Toppled 
in 2011 coup by the USA instead of the No Gas Stations On Earth Coup by the same Top Brass 
in the USA. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump will be the President who ends the Plague of Cancer, Trump has to 
risk it all for one women, Ivanka... 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; After killing his own son with cancer Biden wants to help Trump save 
Ivanka, this man Biden puts Yale students who just graduated as the smartest to sleep driving 
home from Yale after his lecture... they crash and burn like cops in cop cars and die! With no 
moon shot for falling asleep driving or gas tanks that explode when rear ended. Ivanka will fall 
asleep driving home from Yale in the snow today. Biden will tweet Trump about helping him 
save her life! Social Cancers and Ovarian Cancer, Kerry would say Biden is not in the same 
class as Ivanka, Hahahahaha 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; By THOMAS KAPLAN and ROBERT PEAR The judgment by the 
Congressional Budget Office did not back up the president’s promise of providing health care 
for everyone... only one person matter to President Trump; Ivanka and the Senators sentenced 
her to death in 2020 from Ovarian Cancer. I just caught the Senators, especially McCain who 
was making a I fought cancer and won ad for Bill and Melinda Gates at NBC. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Health Policy Expert Is Confirmed as Medicare and Medicaid 
Administrator 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump needs to take this job as the only "Expert Dad" who can save 100 
million Ivanka's from a tortured death from cancers! Health Policy Expert Is Confirmed as 
Medicare and Medicaid Administrator, New Health Policy Expert... Dad Trump! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Some government idiot deleted the Ovarian Cancer warnings for Zika... 
Zika Warning Is Issued Over Sperm Banks in the Miami Area" By PAM BELLUCK 100 
Ivanka's will die from Ovarian and Breast Cancer in Miami this week and Zika prevent tips are 
offered not cancer prevention... tips! 100 gas station hold up in Miami and Zika is news. 



3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy Krouse Rosenthal, Children’s Author and Filmmaker, Dies at 51 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka Trump, Children’s Author and Filmmaker, Dies at 51 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Biden + McCain tweet Trump asking to help him... they both smell of death 
and war from Baghdad not cancers wars. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; "Editorial: The U.S. Should Not Be Egypt’s Accomplice" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Biden and McCain stink of death in wars, they are the one's above who are 
the American Accomplices in Egypt's killings of 100's of thousands the last few years. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; "Editorial: The U.S. Should Not Be Egypt’s Accomplice" Editors at the 
Times can name names but refuse to name the social cancers same as the Times Editors know 
who has Syphilis and gives women MS but refused to name this men with social cancers. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; It’s Legal for 14-Year-Olds to Marry. Should It Be? section A - page 19 By 
LISA W. FODERARO New York Times. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Editors at the Times know who is married to 14 year old girls, most are oil 
men from Texas and Saudi Arabia, Dubai. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Cancer literacy test can be passed by Teachers who drink and smoke. 
Regents Drop Teacher Literacy Test Seen as Discriminatory - New York Times. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ivanka Trump to End Fine Jewelry Line in Favor of Mass-Market One" By 
RACHEL ABRAMS The masses of women named Ivanka will be saved from ovarian cancer 
getting Dad Trump to risk all to save his high End Ivanka. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump gets Ivanka into the Yale Key West Medical School, Ivanka MD will 
run for Mayor of Key West and win, grin. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Yale Key West Medical School lost Savannah Cunningham to social 
cancer... Harassed Online, She Remains Determined to Enlist in the Marines Savannah 
Cunningham was a victim of a photo-sharing scandal involving the Marine Corps. She is now 
preparing to ship off for basic training. By DAVE PHILIPPS 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump gets Ivanka into the Yale Key West Medical School, Ivanka MD will 
run for Mayor of Key West and win, grin. 



3-14-2017 Tuesday; Does Ivanka need to give up Alcohol? Personal Health "Do We Need to 
Give Up Alcohol to Lose Weight of waiting for the cancer diagnosis? New York Times Jane 
Brody writes Not Necessarily. Alcohol remains one of the most controversial and confusing 
topics for people concerned about controlling their risk of cancer. Trump will risk all to be the 
President who is President when the Rx Recipe for cancer is brainstormed in a Hemingway 
House Writing Class Novel in Key West. By JANE E. BRODY 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Will Trump have a cardiac arrest before he gets the cure for cancer? 
Cardiovascular Deaths Linked to Poor Salt, Butter, Burger, Sausage, and Lunch Meats for 
Steve Jobs... listen to your wife, don't eat lunch meats! Dietary Choices. More than 400,000 such 
deaths in the United States in 2015 were linked to unhealthy eating, a new analysis has found. 
Many could have been prevented. By STEPH YIN 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; No Girl Guides of Canada have applied to get into the Yale Key West 
Medical School. TORONTO - The Girl Guides of Canada are cancelling all travel to the United 
States because of fears girls might have trouble at the border due to travel restrictions enacted 
by President Donald Trump. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Nine years after Verizon promised to make its high-speed Fios internet 
service available to every household in New York City, the city sued the company on Monday, 
saying it had failed to keep that pledge. In a complaint filed in New York State Supreme Court 
in Manhattan, the city contends that Verizon is in breach of a 2008 franchise agreement. That 
contract called for Verizon to build a citywide Fios network by the end of 2014. But, the city 
says, Verizon has failed to make its service available to at least “tens of thousands” of 
prospective customers and has refused to accept service requests from many others. Verizon 1 
Click link to Los Alamos and 1 Click Amazon to 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015... Her husband will sue 
Verizon for no Wifi in Key West + NYC. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Amy learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015... Her husband will sue 
Verizon for no Wifi in Key West + NYC. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Sue iApple-Starbucks at Trump Tower for not being open Today! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; What to do in a NYC snow storm in the Times today they suggest you pick a 
good Food Recipe not a Rx Recipe for the cure of cancer! Idiot Cooks at the Times! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; “Verizon must face the consequences for breaking the trust of 8.5 million 
New Yorkers,” 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Trump will risk losing his "Verizon" over getting the cure for Ivanka's 
Cancer. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Verizon says it has already met its obligation to run fiber-optic cable past 



every home in the city. It argues that the contract did not call for it to connect that cable to every 
house and apartment building in the city. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; iVerizon @ iPostOffice Star Wars Star Trek society! Trump will be 
President when we get this cure... grin. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; 1 invent will give us G55 instead of Verizons G5 later this year! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Hemingway House Writing Class if it was open in the NYC snow storm, no 
it's not snowing in Key West Today and no Hemingway House Writing Classes are open today. 
The Mayor ordered them not to open but not because of snow. G55 invent would be 
brainstormed in a novel today. With 100's writing on the same page. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Invectives not Sanctions! Given our current relations with the Russians this 
is obviously leading to complications. It’s bad enough that we already rely on the Russians to 
give our astronauts rides into space at the same time as Congress is working on yet more 
sanctions. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Sanctions on the Yale Key West Medical School - Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 
4 by the City of Key West... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Given our current relations with the Russians this is obviously leading to 
complications. It’s bad enough that we already rely on the Russians to give our astronauts rides 
into space at the same time as Congress is working on yet more sanctions. 

3-14-2017 Tuesday; Invectives not Sanctions! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Biden made the work of war low status work by killing Beau via cancer. 
Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work? Senator and other War Lords with the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort secret weapon that can win the war with ISIS in one day. One Day will 
be used to win the War with Mecca. Kerry will tell you his Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work at the 
State Department was because of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Kerry didn't marry up 
to a wife who would inspire the cure for breast cancer. Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work at the State 
Department for Kerry because he couldn't get into Yale Medical School. And he never tried to 
get anyone into the Yale Key West Medical School. Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work. Medical School 
is Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work to workers at the State Department. They have Korea and 
Russians and Saudi Arabia to out smart not breast cancer and VFW drunk drivers. Moscow 
Drunks are not even on a State Department warning to look out for when driving in Moscow. 
Grin. Pasteur Institute is off limits to all State Department employees who want to write a new 
novel about iPostOffice at Pasteur Star Wars Star Trek Society. Letter: ‘Low Status’ Work. 
Greg and Wife's in Key West secret files. Leave these to Los Alamos to update. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ellen Baer is president and chief executive of the Hudson Square 
Connection, which has spent millions making the Hudson Square neighborhood more 
hospitable. Credit Christian Hansen for The New York Times - Protecting trees not women who 
will be diagnosed with cervical cancer in 2017. Illiterate in cervical cancer by the executive!! A 
War Crime by the Mayor's of NYC and Key West!! Yes Key West spends $135 million to 
protect trees and not women who will diagnosed with cervical cancer in 2017. Mirror Image 
NYC and Key West. Trump will fire both Mayors, grin! 



3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ellen Baer, the group’s president and chief executive. It has spent millions 
making the neighborhood more hospitable, including hiring traffic managers to direct cars and 
pedestrians at busy intersections and installing an award-winning green infrastructure system 
that has allowed more than 250 trees to flourish on sidewalks. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Ellen Baer has not tried to get anyone into the Yale Key West Medical 
School or the Hemingway House Writing Class, no there isn't any iApple-Starbucks with 1 click 
Amazon link to Los Alamos open 24/7 nestled among SoHo, TriBeCa and the West Village,” 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Biden and McCain as "Social Cancers of War" Calls Attention to Amazon’s 
Dominance in Cloud Computing - 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes 
all trade secrets are all dead in Biden's and McCain's war crimes! Free Verizon wifi at the 
Hemingway House Writing Class every city is dead and has let to the loss of a win on the war on 
cancer by these 2. 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; “We focus on the road warriors,” who will be replaced by the "Invention 
Warriors with 4 Wife's traveling with them for the next 4 Trillion years, grin! 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; Disney Pixar and made into a Time Less Disney 2 hour movie! Timekeeper - 
Time Machine - Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD - Amy Krouse Rosenthal learned she had ovarian 
cancer in 2015... - Car's 5 The Graivty Engine Disney Car invented while Trump was President 
of EARTH... 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; 
3-14-2017 Tuesday; 

3-13-2017 Monday Night 6 pm; Biden tells "MoonShot" he wanted to be the president to end 
cancer... this is less than honorable as Biden is keeping Greg + Wifes in Key West POW's 
without any iMacBook Pro's or iApple-Starbucks in Key West, grin! 
3-13-2017 Monday; Fast Forward in Time; President of Earth Trump. 
3-13-2017 Monday Night 6 pm; Biden also told the crowd that he would have wanted to be the 
president who ended cancer. Scam by Biden the Ford Gas Engine Salesman in a Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Time. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Fast Forward in Time; President of Earth Trump. Trump Wants Faster 
Growth... and to confiscate $777 Trillion "Oil" dollars for Ivanka, grin $$$. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Quintessence of "Time" diagnosed as the God Particle by CERN and 
Inventors as the best part of the Gravity Engine's Fast "Ford"ward Fast track... 4 Wife's! 
Ivanka and her Stage 4 girl friends must engineer a remarkable Russian Revolution to get the 
start up iApple-Starbucks open 24/7 at Trump Tower and every Starbucks World wide with 1 
Click Amazon link to Los Alamos! 
NBC Trump Makes Health Care Promises It Probably Can't Keep. NBCNews.com Bill and 
Melinda Gates at MSNBC fired Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer MD from getting a Stage 4 
Rx Recipe Miracle Godsent Cure. Trump will keep his Cure Promise to Ivanka... 
First-year doctors will be allowed to work 24-hour shifts in hospitals across the United States 
starting July 1, when a much-debated cap that limits the physicians to 16 consecutive hours of 
patient care is lifted, the organization that oversees their Facebook not InventBook pages... grin! 
InventBook will be at the Yale Key West Medical School with 1 Click Amazon links to 10 super 
computers at Los Alamos each costing $100 million! The Art of Diagnosis with Dr. Lisa Sanders 



on your iMacBook Pro iPhone 007 +. 24/7 MD's!! Chat Icons. 

3-13-2017 Monday Night 6 pm; Biden tells "MoonShot" he wanted to be the president to end 
cancer... this is less than honorable as Biden 1984 ordered the F35C to Bomb the Yale Key West 
Medical School in Key West on 3-4-2011. 
3-13-2017 Monday Night MNL Biden wants you to hear a sick joke... Want to hear a sick joke? 
A husband and wife walk into the emergency room in the late evening on Sept. 5, 2015. A few 
hours and tests later, the doctor clarifies that the unusual pain the wife is feeling on her right 
side isn’t the no-biggie appendicitis they suspected but rather ovarian cancer. As the couple 
head home in the early morning of Sept. 6, somehow through the foggy shock of it all, they make 
the connection that today, the day they learned what had been festering, is also the day they 
would have officially kicked off their empty-nestering. The youngest of their three children had 
just left for college. So many plans instantly went poof. No trip with my husband and parents to 
South Africa. No reason, now, to apply for the Harvard Loeb Fellowship. No dream tour of Asia 
with my mother. No writers’ residencies at Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West with 
Greg and Wife's with 4 trillion Rx Recipes. Amy Krouse Rosenthal, a children’s books author, 
filmmaker and speaker, died on Monday, just 10 days after The New York Times published her 
widely read essay for the Modern Love column about wanting to find someone to marry her 
husband after her death. She was 51. Ms. Rosenthal learned she had ovarian cancer in 2015. 

3-13-2017 Monday Night 6 pm; Biden; Do We Need to Give Up Alcohol to prevent ovarian 
cancer? Biden had 8 years to make the USA non smoking before Castro makes Cuba non 
smoking. Biden today not the President who will get the Rx Recipe for a Cancer Cure knows the 
secret stats on cancers and alcohol and smoking well as Diesel. 

3-13-2017 Monday Night 6 pm; iApple-Starbucks open 24/7 at Trump Tower and every 
Starbucks World wide with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos! 

3-13-2017 Monday; Petrograd At the head of the Gulf of Finland. Findland's name change to 
"OilLand" in 2017 at their War Crimes Trials. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Fast Forward in Time; President of Earth Trump. Trump Wants Faster 
Growth... and to confiscate $777 Trillion "Oil" dollars for Ivanka, grin $$$. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Petrograd At the head of the Gulf of Finland on the Baltic Sea, it was 
founded by Tsar Peter the Great on May 27 1703. In 1914, the name was changed from Saint 
Petersburg to Petrograd in 1924 to Leningrad and in 1991 back to Saint Petersburg. Between 
1713–1728 and 1732–1918, Saint Petersburg was the capital of imperial Russia. In 1918, the 
central government bodies moved to Moscow. 



3-13-2017 Monday; Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies will not collapsed with the abdication of 
Emperor Nicholas II, but with Putin Out it's 2 Trillion Galaxies will expand into an "Infinity" 
and Time Change to Exodus, set you clocks ahead to iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek - 
International mail and post offices will come under President of Earth Trump. Trump Wants 
Faster Growth. The Fed Isn’t So Sure. By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM New York Times. Ivanka 
and her Stage 4 girl friends must engineer a remarkable coup to get the start up iApple-
Starbucks open 24/7 at Trump Tower and every Starbucks World wide with 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos to crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets! 
3-13-2017 Monday; "Petrograd's $777 Trillion USD" By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ and JOSEPH 
GOLDSTEIN It appears that the Russian authorities, leaning on the work of a hacker, grafted 
an intelligence operation onto a far-reaching cybercriminal scheme. 
3-13-2017 Monday; By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ and JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN - Mick and Joe's 
oil revenues criminal scheme to hold up Miami gas stations in the USA and Moscow gets $777 
Trillion USD from gas stations hold ups in Miami. Cybercriminals is a False story as there is no 
money at these gas stations. 

3-13-2017 Monday; As Daylight Saving Starts, Some Ask: Why Fall Back at All? Because 
"Time" is the new Higgs God particle. Spring Ahead to the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Era as before Todays time change McCain, Jimmy Carter, Putin, fell back to Nuclear War with 
Korea in 2017 with poison gas clouds over most of China - Korea border worst than Smog sold 
by New Car Salesmen of gas engine cars. Sanctions by those; McCain wanting Nuclear War 
with Korea. Gravity Engine needs this time change to move faster than the Feds and 
International Jet Set as Boeing will never build a 747 to fly into Orbit and land in Paris from 
JFK in 15 mins without the time change. Jimmy Carter the Peanut farmer doesn't need a 3 story 
heavy lift helicopter combine he has the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine instead so time 
went backward to war for 5 billion people wanting cashews and figs. Ironic if Jimmy Carter's 
nuke sub fires the H-Bombs into Korea. Because Jimmy got the Peace Prize. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Times... A Glimpse Into the Life of a Slave Sold to Save Georgetown 1817. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Times... Dubai A Glimpse Into the Life of a SWF American Women from 
NYC Sex Slave Sold to Prince Salman and the Dubai Royal Family by pimp Bush in Texas. 
Texas Oil Men no longer have Trophy Wife's they have Slaves for sex! 

3-13-2017 Monday; Times Critic's Notebook: Is Invent Book and Dr. Susan Love sticking a 
needle in her nipple to cure breast cancer for decades and decades and all the women died, yet 
the Editors at the Times New York Times writes up a ponzey scheme not Bill and Melinda Gates 
cancer scam of the last several decades. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Times... A Glimpse Into the Life of Bill Gates, McCain, Jimmy Carter; “If 
he had received 20 years for each girl he murdered, he would have rotted in prison for the rest 
of his life.” Less than a Honorable life for Bill Gates, McCain, Jimmy Carter. The Perpetual-
Never-Ending War in Afghanistan, Baghdad's $300 million this week in oil revenues. Perpetual 
$300 million a week in oil revenues from Baghdad is the less than a Honorable life for Bill Gates, 
McCain, Jimmy Carter when everyone else wants a gravity engine iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Post Office. 



3-13-2017 Monday; Times... A Glimpse Into the Life; After the attack, a Jordanian medical 
team gave Mr. Daqamseh a diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder; a military court 
sentenced him to life in prison. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Times... Bill Gates, McCain, Jimmy Carter's antisocial personality disorder; 
VFW drunks road kill drunk is 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Time Change after Bill Gates, McCain, Jimmy Carter Mocking God to show 
himself... Time is the New Higgs God Particle as visible as 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many 
Jewish Aliens. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Time Change for wounded warriors hero’s welcome when the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort would have won the war with ISIS in 1981. 

3-13-2017 Monday; Bill Gates, McCain, Jimmy Carter escorted this Jordanian soldier on a 
shooting rampage and killed seven Israeli schoolgirls visiting a park in a border area known as 
the Island of Peace. Then they escorted 100's of wounded warriors on a shooting rampage 
coming home from Baghdad that killed 100's of school girl wife's in the USA. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Time Change - Fast Forward by the editors at the New York Times, Op-Ed 
Contributor "The Perpetual-Never-Ending War in Afghanistan" By ANDREW J. BACEVICH 
We’ve come to accept the conflict as a perpetual state, an enterprise to be managed rather than 
ended as soon as possible. Perpetual Orwellian comment is for Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car in 
the 1990 secret file written at Los Alamos I have a leaked copy in my billfold right now. 

3-13-2017 Monday; Fast Forward in Time. Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car secret file at Los 
Alamos retyped for the trillion volts of the windmill car train wind generator at - 254 C 
superconductive upgrade with the passing of time. Editorial A Silicon Valley Train Gets Stuck" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Bowing to California’s G.O.P., the administration pulls back on 
a project to electrify a Bay Area rail line. False story by the editors at the Times. GOP Hell H @ 
-254 C Dewar Flask keeping the GE electric windmill generator cold. 
3-13-2017 Monday; Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower will be open 24/7 and sell iMacBook 
Pro's... WASHINGTON - A woman has posted video of herself pointedly questioning White 
House press secretary Sean Spicer while he was out shopping at a local Apple store... 
3-13-2017 Monday; Drunk Lawyer Joke - TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - The Associated Press has 
documented that since Gov. Rick Scott took office in 2011, agencies under his control as well as 
the Florida Legislature and Cabinet officials have spent more than $250 million on attorneys 
who have spent $251 million on getting drunk. 
3-13-2017 Monday; quintessence of "Time" diagnosed as the God Particle by CERN and 
Inventors as the best part of the Gravity Engine's Fast Fordward Fast track... 

3-13-2017 Monday; Sunday, March 12, Petrograd, the Russian capital, on March 8, 1917, 



clashing with police but refusing to leave the streets. By March 10, all of Petrograd’s workers 
were on strike; the next day, the troops of the Petrograd army garrison were called out to quell... 
Three days later the result was the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II, the end of "OIL Era." Worst 
than the Plague in London! 
Sunday, March 12, The Russian Revolution; President Vladimir V. Putin loathes the very idea 
of revolution, not to mention the thought of Russians dancing in the streets to celebrate the 
overthrow of Putin the Oil Revenues Czar with $777 Trillion Dollars. Statistics on Gas Station 
Hold Ups in Moscow have never been reported in the New York Times. 
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!

3-12-2017 Sunday; As Dubai’s Skyline Adds a Trophy higher than Trump Tower Medical 
School and the 155 Story Yale Key West Medical School, the Architect Calls It Stolen Gas 
Money from holding up gas stations in Miami $$$ In Dubai God is Great, the Pentagon a more 
profitable God $$$. 
Sunday, March 12, Petrograd, the Russian capital, on March 8, 1917, clashing with police but 
refusing to leave the streets. By March 10, all of Petrograd’s workers were on strike; the next 
day, the troops of the Petrograd army garrison were called out to quell... 
Sunday, March 12, The Russian Revolution; President Vladimir V. Putin loathes the very idea 
of revolution, not to mention the thought of Russians dancing in the streets to celebrate the 
overthrow of Putin the Oil Revenues Czar with $777 Trillion Dollars. Statistics on Gas Station 
Hold Ups in Moscow have never been reported in the New York Times. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Backpage’s Sex Ads Are Gone. Child Trafficking? Hardly... As Dubai’s 
Skyline Adds a Trophy, the Architect Calls It Stolen Girls for the Oil Mans Sex, Texas Oil Mens 
Trophy Wife's are now girls paid for out of $777 Trillion dollars. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; “One of the important elements of this plan revises the current tax code to 
eliminate the disincentive for re-entry into the work force,” Ms. Trump said. Ivanka Trump 
Tries Building a Bridge to 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; GE has 4 Trillion Tons of radioactive waste world wide... Struggling With 
Japan’s Nuclear Waste, Six Years After Disaster Japanese officials wrestle with what to do with 
the ever-growing pile of radioactive waste at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, six 
years after the accident there. By MOTOKO RICH 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was driven into the Wall; West Berliners 
at the Berlin Wall on Nov. 11, 1989, as they watched East German border guards open a new 
crossing point between East and West Berlin. Both Ms. Merkel and Mr. Putin grew up during 
the Cold War knowing about the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 



3-12-2017 Sunday; Wheels: Cop Cars Cars Will Talk to One Another and you driving down the 
road. This is Certain. VFW Drunks behind the wheel killing 100 a week just in the USA. 1K a 
week are wounded warriors from crash and burn traffic accident that are not accidents but 
crimes by Mad Men. Signs and traffic lights — in future smart cops” Cellular networks can also 
share information about traffic wrecks miles ahead Cops should be able to sent out alerts to all 
cell phones behind a wreck stuck in traffic today. 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus is the 
catalyst. No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op is the catalyst. “There’s a strong personal 
motivation for VFW mad men to get into their cars and drive drunk today, and tomorrow. They 
are Mad. MADD women have been run over since the start of the shock and awe going into 
Baghdad without the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. MADD 
Women can sue Saudi Arabia and the Pentagon for $777 Trillion dollars and Ivanka has this in 
mind today... grin! 

3-12-2017 Sunday; Love-hate relationship between Bill Gates and Steve Jobs 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Love-hate relationship between Bill Gates and Our Universe! 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Invent Gate with high tech card key that uses G55 Verizon Cell not radio 
waves or wifi. Invent Gate with GPS tracking and a upgraded iPhone 007 + Camera 5K with 
compression software that will give you a 10 Terabyte hard drive from the one Terabyte one Bill 
sold you. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Unlikely that Apple would be where it is today without Microsoft, or 
Microsoft without Apple. Here's the history of the bizarre relationship between Steve Jobs and 
Bill Gates without the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Unlikely that Apple would be where it is today without Microsoft, or 
Microsoft without Apple. Here's the history of the bizarre relationship between Steve Jobs and 
Bill Gates with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... 
3-12-2017 Sunday; A furious Jobs accused Gates and Microsoft of ripping off the Macintosh 
Icons!!! But Gates didn't care — he knew that graphical ICONS interfaces would be big, and 
didn't think Apple had the exclusive rights to the idea. 

3-12-2017 Sunday; In 1985 Steve Jobs resigned from Apple to start his own computer company, 
NeXT. Greg just got back from Canada in 1984, crossed the border with a stack of Happy 
Birthday Cards and the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Canada Judge said there are no 
Political Prisoners in the USA. Carter pardoned everyone. Canada gave me $10 USA and flew 
me from Calgary to Denver. So I set up home on Campus in Boulder. In 1985 Next came right 
into the University Book Store when I walked in... I was one of the first to see it and hear it was 
a High End Engineering computer as I was taking a night class in AutoCad 7. Same time I meet 
Patrick Kennedy. I meet Teddy Kennedy in 1979 6 months before I got the invention of the 
Windmill Car reading Animal Farm. My FBI girl friend was the first person who told me she 
could see me well as hear me in my room. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; By the late '90s, Apple was in serious danger of going under. When then-
Apple CEO Gil Amelio moved to buy NeXT in 1996 and bring Jobs back to Apple, Gates tried 
to talk him out of it. Gates said this to Amelio: "I know his technology, it’s nothing but a 
warmed-over UNIX, and you’ll never be able to make it work on your machines. Don’t you 



understand that Steve doesn’t know anything about technology? He’s just a super salesman. I 
can’t believe you’re making such a stupid decision ... He doesn’t know anything about 
engineering, and 99% of what he says and thinks is wrong. What the hell are you buying that 
garbage for?" Gates clearly admired Jobs, even if they didn't always see eye to eye. When Apple 
introduced iTunes, Gates sent an internal email to Microsoft that said "Steve Jobs’ ability to 
focus in on a few things that count, get people who get user interface right, and market things as 
revolutionary are amazing things." 

3-12-2017 Sunday; iTunes is now iInventBook, 1,001 IP Invention Projects listed for you to 
download list too and invent the gravity engine! 
3-12-2017 Sunday; When Apple introduced the iPod in 2001, Gates sent another email: 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Conversely, Gates thought much of Apple's post-iPhone success came from 
Jobs himself 

3-12-2017 Sunday; Microsoft founder Bill Gates speaks during a news conference in New Delhi 
in 2008 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Bill Gates hired 10K Temps from Kelly Temps and fired 100K Microsoft 
employees for India Temp workers... University of Colorado did the same thing in the Book 
Store. 90% of University workers in the Book Store worked for Kelly Temps for 20 years not the 
University and Kelly Temps made Billions in profits off this. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Jobs didn't even have any mercy when Gates decided to quit Microsoft in 
2006 to focus more on his foundation. "Bill is basically unimaginative and has never invented 
anything, which is why I think he’s more comfortable now in philanthropy than technology," 
Jobs said. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Jobs today would get off on Greg writing up Bill and Melinda Gates scam of 
giving 100's of Doctors $84 million a year for decades knowing it was a scam like Dr. Susan Love 
putting a needle in her nipple to cure breast cancer and they all died. 

3-12-2017 Sunday; After Jobs passed, Gates said, "I respect Steve, we got to work together. We 
spurred each other on, even as competitors. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; Jobs slow tortured death comments from Bill Gates... will be in a movie 
made by Greg and Wife's in Key West. 

3-12-2017 Sunday; Both men claim quite a 1984 George Orwell legacy: Jobs built Apple into 
what is now the most valuable company in the world, while Gates is the richest man in the 
world. $777 Trillion dollars was made in their Legacy; 9/11 could have been prevented by Jobs 
and Bill Gates driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around the New York Times 
building in NYC. Why they never drove it will be in the Movie made by Greg and Wife's in Key 



West. 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 40K SWF in the USA died every Year Jobs and Bill Gates worked... from 
Stage 4. Another 19K were murdered by OJ clones every year Jobs and Bill Gates worked. 

3-12-2017 Sunday; 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 
3-12-2017 Sunday; 
Time to “spring forward” again – daylight saving time begins - "Time" as the New Higgs God 
Particle began with this web page... Legal Polygamous Marriage too... In "The Timekeeper" If 
we “spend” time, like we do money like the $777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues like the 4 
Trillion years the nearest star will shine, 500 times the age of the Universe this star will still 
shine, burn its H. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; U.N. Accuses Turkey of Killing Hundreds of Kurds - UN documented the 
birth defects and childhood cancers of 1 billion of Jimmy Carters grand kids! Hundred of 
thousands of American kids killed by Jimmy Carter's suppressing the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, another War Crime at the UN. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; "Mediterranean Diet vs. Statins to Prevent Heart Attack and Stroke?" Ask 
Well in the New York Times Today By SOPHIE EGAN Cardiac arrest 326,000 cases; In 
hospital cardiac arrest occurs in an additional 209,000. Cardiac arrest!! 8% who do survive 
have significant disability. Only 8% survive and the Editors at the Times write "Mediterranean 
Diet vs. Statins to Prevent Heart Attack and Stroke?" this has to be a war crime or at least a 
Yale Law Suit against the New York Times. 
Sunday, March 12, The Russian Revolution; President Vladimir V. Putin loathes the very idea 
of revolution, not to mention the thought of Russians dancing in the streets to celebrate the 
overthrow of Putin the Oil Revenues Czar with $777 Trillion Dollars. Revolution, there were 
two revolutions in 1917. The February Revolution (now falling in March, given a different 
calendar) deposed the czar and replaced him with a provisional government that introduced 
liberal reforms like universal suffrage. Eight months later, Lenin and his marginal Bolshevik 
faction engineered a remarkable coup that gave rise to the world’s first communist state. 
Engineering the "Gravity Engine" Coup "No Gas Stations On Earth" and Exodus into the 
Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies with President of Earth Trump! Lenin and his marginal 
Bolshevik faction engineered a remarkable coup... Ivanka and her Stage 4 girl friends must 
engineer a remarkable coup to get the start up iApple-Starbucks at Trump Tower and every 
Starbucks World wide with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos to crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes 
all trade secrets that must be hacked by the State Dept and CIA, KGB. Mass murder by Bill and 
Melinda Gates; $84 million in Grants to 100's of MD's to cure Cancer for decades, like Dr. 
Susan Love putting a needle in her nipple to cure breast cancer, a scam for decades by 100's of 
Dr. Susan Love's under Bill and Melinda Gates engineering - a war crime and mass murder for 
decades and decades. Putin spent Trillions on Putin Towers in Saint Petersburg and let the 
F35C's bomb the Yale Key West Medical School in Key West. Today Mayor Cats and the City 
of Key West are paving over Yale Key West Medical School for a parking lot and play ground 
with no SUV umbrella's for the 100 kids who will get "Sunburned" and not have a Yale MD at 
hand. Pope Francis Signals Openness to Ordaining Married Men in Legal Polygamous 
Marriage - Putin and Mayor Cats don't want anything to anything to do with 4 Wife's to inspire 
the gravity engine or get the gas engine smog out of the air. No the City will not buy any SUV 
umbrella's for any playground in Key West, take a vacation to Mecca the Mayor said. And for 4 
Wife's to sit under a SUV umbrellas too, grin. “Vladimir Putin cannot compare himself to 



Nicholas II, nor to Lenin nor to Kerensky, because that is not Russian history to be proud of,” 
Proud Defiant Girl Statue on Wall Street putting a stop to all the VFW drunk drivers in a gas 
engine car - 4 Russian Wife's would keep their husband out of Moscow snow banks next to the 
bars walking home. Road Kill revolution, 100 traffic deaths a week in the USA half by drunks. 
Prohibition will be inspired by a Girl Scout Cookie Recipe that will be put in the drinking water. 
March 8, for example, as the St. Petersburg bread riots gathered steam, there is Nicholas II 
lamenting that his children have the measles. Jimmy Carter lamenting his grand kids have birth 
defects and cancer from DNA mutations via SMOG Diesel. Time to “spring forward” again – 
daylight saving time begins - "Time" as the New Higgs "God Particle" began with this web 
page... Legal Polygamous Marriage began with this web page. Ivanka and her Stage 4 girl 
friends must engineer a remarkable coup to get the start up iApple-Starbucks at Trump Tower 
and every Starbucks World wide with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos to crunch 4 trillion 
Rx Recipes all trade secret Rx Recipe Bill and Melinda Gates refused to hack to save 40K Stage 
4 women in 1980, 1981, 2017. Ivanka and her Stage 4 girl friends must engineer a remarkable 
coup to get the start up iApple-Starbucks at Trump Tower and every Starbucks World wide 
with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos to crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Then 
get all the H-Bombs off the Los Alamos Assembly line. Hire all the Los Alamos Scientist. Fire 
Bill Gates for firing Dr. Nancy Snyderman the new Dr. Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos, who 
will write a Hemingway House Writing Class novel with Greg and 100's Brainstorming in a 
Hemingway Novel the Rx Miracle Cure Godsend Recipe for Stage 4 and Vaccinations in the 
drinking water. F35C radar on the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus will cost more than the 
Ford. 

3-11-2017 Saturday; Pope Francis Signals Openness to Ordaining Married Men in Legal 
Polygamous Marriage - Coup on Mecca's 4 Wife's "A Day Without A Woman" in the USA is 
really "A Day Without 4 Wife's" - In Saudi Arabia 4 Wife's can't drive the inspiration for the 
Gravity Engine Car Invention. Pope Francis with 4 Wife's would have been "Ordered" to drive 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus around Saint Peters, Hahahahaha Or don't come home 
to 4 wife's, grin! 

3-11-2017 Saturday; The Louise Maloney Hospital was located at 532 Fleming St. in 1910 Key 
West pictured in the Citizen Newspaper today. I bike by this former Hospital 4 times a day 
when I should be biking to the Yale Key West Medical School 4 times a day today the Key West 
Citizen Newspaper censored this picture! 
3-11-2017 Saturday; In the United States, cardiac arrest outside of hospital occurs in about 13 
per 10,000 people per year (326,000 cases). In hospital cardiac arrest occurs in an additional 
209,000 Cardiac arrest becomes more common with age. It affects males more often than 
females.[9] The percentage of people who survive with treatment is about 8%. Many who 
survive have significant disability. Many U.S. television shows, however, have portrayed 
unrealistically high survival rates of 67%. 

3-11-2017 Saturday; Their Intimate Photos Were Shared. Now the Marine Corps Wants Them 
to Speak Up. Greg + Wife's in Key West want the Marine Generals to post some picture of 
cervical cancer and attack this in a Marine Novel written at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class. If all the Marines had 4 wife's post of the Wife's pictures would be... 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Whooping Cough kills 100 kids a week and the New York Times Editors 
put Zika in the Editorials Section today, a war crime. Op-Ed Contributor Bernie Sanders: 



"Trump Should Avoid a Bad Zika Deal" By BERNIE SANDERS 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Whooping Cough would be the perfect virus to scan for at JFK Airport as 
Homeland security MD's would catch every adult who carries this virus! After a Stillbirth, Tests 
Can Help Pinpoint the Cause By CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS Cathern could write the same 
title about pinpointing the Cause of the baby's death by whooping cough... who did it! 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Letter in the Times Today "Helping the Homeless; A rabbi writes, “There 
are many ways to preserve the dignity and support the needs of the next panhandler you 
encounter.” The Rabbi has $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues! CHARLES A. KROLOFF 
WESTFIELD, N.J. The writer, the author of “54 Ways You Can Help the Homeless,” is a past 
president of the Central Conference of American Rabbis. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; "Mediterranean Diet vs. Statins to Prevent Heart Attack and Stroke?" Ask 
Well in the New York Times Today By SOPHIE EGAN Cardiac arrest 326,000 cases; In 
hospital cardiac arrest occurs in an additional 209,000 Cardiac arrest!! 8% who survive have 
significant disability. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; New York Times; "How the Amazon’s Cashews and Cacao Point to 
Cultivation by the Ancients" When will the Times Editors write about the Amazon's Cashews 
Cultivation by Americans with 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines built by Boeing in the 
USA. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Pink... In other lakes where brine shrimp live alongside the carotenoid-
producing algae, the shrimp turn pink after eating the algae and its carotenoids, Dr. Norman 
said. The pigments stick to the shrimp’s fat and the color travels up the food chain. Such 
carotenoid-rich brine shrimp are important to a flamingo’s diet — remove the carotenoids, and 
its feathers go white. The lakes that pink flamingos eat from may not appear as pink. In some 
cases, salts or the carotenoid pigments are harvested from the lakes and used for many 
purposes, including flavoring, melting ice or dyeing foods and pharmaceuticals. Rx Recipe for 
Stage 4 these pharmaceuticals need to be hacked and their Recipe emailed to Los Alamos! 
Carotenoid-producing algae. Wind Car 1990 at Los Alamos producing... spin off invention 
recipes! In the eye, certain other carotenoids (lutein, astaxanthin, and zeaxanthin) apparently 
act directly to absorb damaging blue and near-ultraviolet light, in order to protect the macula of 
the retina, the part of the eye with the sharpest vision. One up-man-ship on King Salman's SUV 
umbrella in Mecca that shades 2 million at once. Grin. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Abstract. Background: It has been estimated that violence accounts for 
more than 1.6 million deaths worldwide each year and these fatal assaults represent only a 
fraction of all assaults that actually occur. The problem has widespread consequences for the 
individual and for the wider society in physical, psychological, social and economic terms. A 
wide range of pharmacological, psychosocial and organisational interventions have been 
developed with the aim of addressing the problem. This review was designed to examine the 
effectiveness of these interventions when they are developed in mental health and criminal 
justice populations. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; 1.6 million deaths worldwide each year and these fatal assaults represent 
only a fraction of all assaults that actually occur. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; Trump better do his homework... 1.6 million deaths worldwide each year 
and these fatal assaults represent only a fraction of all assaults that actually occur. 
3-11-2017 Saturday; And Trump invites Robert Kennedy Jr to have lunch with Ivanka, A Death 
Wish the Yale Key West Professor would Tweet... Hahahaha 
3-11-2017 Saturday; With regard to pharmacological interventions, there are no drugs designed 
specifically to reduce violence per se. Haloperidol and lorazepam have been recommended for 
rapid tranquillisation in emergency situations and clozapine, among other second-generation 
antipsychotic drugs (e.g. olanzapine), has been reported to be effective in reducing violence 
associated with psychosis. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes Hacked and emailed to Los Alamos Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer MD will get this new Rx Recipe into the Pentagons drinking water 
before Trump orders H-Bombs first strike on Korea, I think time ran out on this Oppenheimer 



invention... so much for firing Oppenheimer in 1945. National Center for Biotechnology 
Information, U.S. National Library of Medicine 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda MD, 20894 USA 
3-11-2017 Saturday; 

3-10-2017 Friday; InventBook Architectural Digest; At "Home" at the Yale Key West Medical 
School. 
3-10-2017 Friday; $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Key West Medical School our Habitat for Humanity! 
3-10-2017 Friday; “Charging Bull” sculpture near Wall Street: Grid locked Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower!! “Charging Bull Trump” at the Trump Tower Medical School @ iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek Exodus! 
3-10-2017 Friday; "A Day Without A Woman" in the USA is really "A Day Without 4 Wife's" - 
In Saudi Arabia 4 Wife's can't drive the inspiration for the Gravity Engine Car Invention. 
Women + Girls Defiantly - - Drunk Drivers; VFW statue is the “Charging Bull” VFW's 
reflection in the Charging Bulls Image + Vets drunk getting in car and women and girls are run 
over in this future NYC statue next to the Wall Street “Charging Bull” Statue! Wall Streets 
“Charging Bull” statue and the company... of Drunk Terrorists running down women and 
children in a gas engine car! Castro's daughter with vodka in her water bottle, I biked by her 
picture after I wrote up InventBook Architectural Digest ICU is your Habitat for Humanity 
Home in the next issue of InventBook Architectural Digest. ICU Home Revolutions World Wide. 
Time is the new Higgs God Particle to Make America Great Again. Cuba's Architectural Digest 
Issue will be out next month, grin! Featuring Castro's Daughters Home near Hemingway's 
overlooking Havana. 

3-10-2017 Friday; In "The Timekeeper" 15 minute movie, a watchmaker pawns time from 
people who waste it so he may give it to others who better values it. If we “spend” time, like we 
do money, should we not also be able to borrow it, on credit, in just the same way? The 
Timekeeper" reminds us that time is the one luxury that people desire but they cannot buy. 
Ending Old Women spent every minute of her 90 years on good buys and she looks good enough 
to marry at 90, grin. This 15 Minute movie "The Timekeeper, written by Cookie Boyle and 
Walter Sawadsky is now complete and being submitted to film festivals. Will be bought by 
Disney Pixar and made into a Time Less Disney 2 hour movie! Timekeeper Director Scott 
Weber directed the film which stars Tom McBeath, Tammy Gillis, Darla Taylor, Nathan 
Dashwood, Maxine Miller, Scott McNeil and Pia Shandel. Heather Howe will produce. The 
cinematographers are Graham Talbot and Nelson Talbot. 
3-10-2017 Friday; Spirits of The Times: Irish Whiskeys Rise Above the Annual Celebration - 
Censored is the "Road Kill" of women and children by the Bull's on Wall Street. 

3-10-2017 Friday; iWatch BP refunds... “These tests have an impact, and now there’s more of a 
scientific rationale for their use in your home." Cause of Stillbirths. 26K Cause of cardiac arrest 
1 million in 2017 only 7% will live. “These tests have an impact, and now there’s more of a 
scientific rationale for their use at JFK Airport scan. Replace Homeland Security with Yale Key 
West Medical School Professors. There’s more of a scientific rationale for their use today! 



Boeing building a 747 that fly's into Orbit lands in Paris from JFK in 15 minutes or build F35C 
fighter jets to bomb the Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-10-2017 Friday; Vital Brooklyn, would bring “health and wellness” resources into 
communities like East New York, Brownsville, Bedford-Stuyvesant and Crown Heights. Stop + 
Frisk will be Blood Test + Pat Down by the MD. 

3-10-2017 Friday; DNA + Diesel - "After a Stillbirth, Tests Can Help Pinpoint the Cause" By 
CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS Catherine didn't mention "Smog." She must have though of it as 
the Cause writing this article though but decided for some Orwellian Reasoning not to write it 
into her story. 
3-10-2017 Friday; InventBook Architectural Digest; At "Home" at the Yale Key West Medical 
School. 
3-10-2017 Friday; $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Key West Medical School our Habitat for Humanity! 
3-10-2017 Friday; Complications during the birth process, including preterm labor and 
premature rupture of the amniotic sac, accounted for 30 percent of stillbirths. 
3-10-2017 Friday; Before labor, placental problems were the most common cause of stillbirth, 
accounting for roughly a 25% of stillbirths. 
3-10-2017 Friday; DNA + Diesel Caused Stillbirths censored by MD's... Genetic conditions or 
birth defects were responsible for about 14 percent of stillbirths, infection for 13 percent and 
umbilical cord issues another 10 percent. 
3-10-2017 Friday; iPhone 007 Architectural Digest goes to the ICU in CIA high tech health 
alarms, monitor your blood not just your BP... “These tests have an impact, and now there’s 
more of a scientific rationale for their use in your home. Habitat for Humanity failed the test to 
remodel the Home for Skin Cancer that goes to the Presidents Brain.” ICU monitors - Yale Key 
West Medical School blood and heart test at every meal served by your MD Chef, iDoctor is 
instant there are no more trips to the emergency room, ever! Today 1 million cardiac arrest 
deaths. Castro's daughter with vodka in her water bottle, I biked by her picture after I wrote up 
InventBook Architectural Digest ICU is your Habitat for Humanity in the next issue of 
InventBook Architectural Digest. ICU Revolutions World Wide. Yale Law School is the New 
York Times Video, iMacBook Pro's 5 to 1 at the conference table and they all read their Elite 
Law School Campus will be given to the Yale Medical School Campus. At iPost Office @ Star 
Wars Star Trek Exodus into the Universe with Jewish MD not Lawyers, grin! 

3-10-2017 Friday; Today's new about cheeses made with non pasteurized milk... CDC, public 
health and regulatory officials in several states, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) are investigating a multistate outbreak of Listeria monocytogenes infections (listeriosis). 
Listeria can cause a serious, life-threatening illness. Six people infected with the outbreak strain 
of Listeria have been reported from four. All six people were hospitalized, and two people from 
Connecticut and Vermont died. One illness was reported in a newborn. 
3-10-2017 Friday; a Newborn dead... afterwards the FDA test; The outbreak strain of Listeria 
was identified in samples taken from three intact wheels of Ouleout cheese collected from Vulto 
Creamery. Mom should sue the FDA with the help of the Yale Law School for living in iFDA 
iPostOffice At Star Wars Star Trek not living in this advanced iFDA Era. Which is related to 
the gas engines the FDA drives instead of the gravity engine FDA cars. 



3-10-2017 Friday; USA drives a gas engine car not a gravity engine car - So... Colleen 
Kavanaugh calls herself “the classic stereotype” of a caregiver, “the firstborn daughter who 
lives nearby and puts everything on hold.” In 2004, when she moved back into her parents’ 
home in Martinsville, N.J., she was newly divorced, with a 5-year-old son. Then 33, she planned 
to regroup, find another job and, within a few months, move out and resume her independent 
life. But her mother learned she had breast cancer; after multiple surgeries and increasing 
disability, she died in early 2009. Then Ms. Kavanaugh’s father, who had been experiencing 
memory loss, was found to have Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. 
3-10-2017 Friday; USA drives a gas engine car not a gravity engine car - So... “the classic 
stereotype” of a caregiver... from drunks driving at the VFW. 
3-10-2017 Friday; VFW drunk drivers in Key West got the Navy F35C to bomb the Yale Key 
West Medical School. 
3-10-2017 Friday; $1 Trillion Dollar Yale Key West Medical School our Habitat for Humanity! 
3-10-2017 Friday; “Charging Bull” sculpture near Wall Street: Grid locked Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower!! “Charging Bull Trump” at the Trump Tower Medical School @ iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek Exodus! 
3-10-2017 Friday; 24/7 Greg + Wife's in Key West writing this web page... 
3-10-2017 Friday; 24/7 Greg + Wife's in Key West writing this web page... 
3-10-2017 Friday; Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris 
24/7 Trumps Betsy DeVos, made school 24/7 365 days a year @ 84K Apple-Starbucks all with 1 
click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 24/7 First-year doctors will be allowed to work 24-hour shifts 
starting in July. Washington Post - First-year doctors will be allowed to work 24-hour shifts in 
hospitals across the United States starting July 1, when a much-debated cap that limits the 
physicians to 16 consecutive hours of patient care is lifted. 
3-10-2017 Friday; 24/7 Greg + Wife's in Key West writing this web page... 
3-10-2017 Friday; 24/7 Greg + Wife's in Key West writing this web page... 
3-10-2017 Friday; 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Cure @ Grid locked Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-
Starbucks in NYC + Paris 24/7 Trumps Betsy DeVos, made school 24/7 365 days a year @ 84K 
Apple-Starbucks all with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos. First-year doctors will be allowed 
to work 24-hour shifts starting in July. Washington Post - First-year doctors will be allowed to 
work 24-hour shifts in hospitals across the United States starting July 1, when a much-debated 
cap that limits the physicians to 16 consecutive hours of patient care is lifted. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; "A Day Without A Woman" in the USA is really "A Day Without 4 Wife's" 
- In Saudi Arabia 4 Wife's can't drive the inspiration for the Gravity Engine Car Invention. 
Women + Girls Defiantly - - Drunk Drivers; VFW statue the Bull is the VFW + Vets drunk 
getting in car and women and girls are run over in this future NYC statue next to the Wall 
Street Bull Statue! 

3-9-2017 Thursday; Exodus into the Universe Coup Op... Star Wars 8 teaser: Opening scene 
details, Trump Skywalker's first line revealed in Disney screening. We will make this movie like 
writing the Hemingway House Writing Class Novel inventing sure fire ways for Trump to pull 
off the "Exodus Coup" on the Pentagon Generals and Senators. The Independent "Exodus 
Coup" - Exciting details about upcoming Star Wars @ iPost Office Star Wars Star Trek Earth 
in 2017 years decades before is should happen!! Film + Novel The Last Exodus via "Trump 
Jedi" have surfaced following a Disney sneak peek. Earth and Disney's shareholders were 



shown a first look as Episode VIII and, thankfully, Los Angeles Times reporter Daniel Miller 
was there to tease "Jedi Trump" about the H-Bombs he would have had to fire into Korea. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; "A Robbery Based on a Movie? Yes, the Jury Can See Clips" By 
BENJAMIN WEISER The $200,000 robbery of a check-cashing store in Queens in 2012 could 
have been a scene out of a movie. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! The George Orwell 
Observers can see the Flying Gravity Engine Cars moved forward in "Time" when they would 
actually be invent and in production on a Ford assembly line in the USA. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; InventBook Architectural Digest Undergoes Renovations for the iPostOffice 
@ Star Wars Star Trek times before the actually time. Cut the Comcast Cable in Architectural 
Digest; Your furnace is the size of an iPod and fueled by H @ -254 C You plug in all your GE 
appliance's into your iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 C. Architectural Digest 
Renovations for inventions is 1 click Amazon link to Los Alamos and the Hemingway House 
Writing Class. Home ICU monitors every possible Yale Key West Medical School blood and 
heart test, iDoctor is instant there are no more trips to the emergency room, ever! Today 1 
million cardiac arrest deaths tomorrow that will come sooner will have iPhone 007 + cardiac 
arrest alarms going off long before a heart attack. No more trips to the emergency room, ever! 
iPhone 007 Architectural Digest goes to the ICU in CIA high tech health alarms, monitor your 
blood not just your BP... “These tests have an impact, and now there’s more of a scientific 
rationale for their use in your home. Habitat for Humanity failed the test to remodel the Home 
for Skin Cancer that goes to the Presidents Brain.” ICU monitors - Yale Key West Medical 
School blood and heart test at every meal served by your MD Chef, iDoctor is instant there are 
no more trips to the emergency room, ever! Today 1 million cardiac arrest deaths. Castro's 
daughter with vodka in her water bottle, I biked by her picture after I wrote up InventBook 
Architectural Digest ICU is your Habitat for Humanity in the next issue of InventBook 
Architectural Digest. ICU Revolutions World Wide. Yale Law School is the New York Times 
Video, iMacBook Pro's 5 to 1 at the conference table and they all read their Elite Law School 
Campus will be given to the Yale Medical Schooln Campus. At iPost Office @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Exodus into the Universe with Jewish MD not Lawyers, grin! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Russian intelligence... Exodus into the Universe Coup Op... Star Wars! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Betsy DeVos, who has made school “choice” a policy priority, met on 
Wednesday with leaders of an Orthodox Jewish group about Exodus into the Universe Coup 
Op... Star Wars! 

3-9-2017 Thursday; Texas Oil Holocaust Sen. Lois Kolkhorst, talks to the media during a news 
conference to discuss "Oil Holocaust by Texas Oil Men - Bush". 1 billion of Jimmy Carters 
grand kids will have childhood cancer and birth defects by the "time" the air on Earth is 
cleaned up! Bush spreading misinformation after 9/11 to clean up workers telling them they 
don't need a mask and they all died from cancers - providing an “alternative” view by the 
Editors at the New York Times was censored... costing many lives and this too is a War Crime 
by the Editors of the New York Times! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Twitter, Harvard announced that Mark Zuckerberg would be giving the 
keynote address at the university's 366th commencement in May. Students will fall asleep 
driving home - crash burn and die! InventBook will point out this is the same thing Yale did 
with Biden and its Yale kids falling asleep driving home from a Biden commencement. 
InventBook Sleep MD's will give the commencement when Yale and Harvard Campus are taken 
over by Yale and Harvard Medical Schools, grin. 



3-9-2017 Thursday; Wall Street bull in downtown Manhattan. Defiant Girl Statue in front of a 
Bull Statue, she looks Defiant! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; C.I.A. Scrambles to Contain Damage From WikiLeaks Documents that say 
they can see and hear you via your Smart TV and Smart Phone. C.I.A. Scrambles to Contain 
Damage from Smog in kids DNA... not yet. 

3-9-2017 Thursday; Ladies First’: In Saudi Arabia, women still can’t drive. In this 
documentary, The Times’s Mona El-Naggar takes us inside the ultraconservative kingdom and 
into the largely inaccessible world of Saudi women. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Ladies First’: In Saudi Arabia, women still can’t drive a Gravity Engine 
Ford or inspire a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4... 
3-9-2017 Thursday; "A Day Without A Woman" in the USA is really "A Day Without 4 Wife's" 
- In Saudi Arabia 4 Wife's can't drive the inspiration for the Gravity Engine Car Invention. 

3-9-2017 Thursday; REINA, who is seeking refugee status for her two nieces, witnesses to the 
killing of their grandparents in El Salvador. Grandparents Jimmy Carter and his wife witnesses 
to 1 billion children with birth defects and childhood cancers from gas engine cars... 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort car and clean air. War Crimes by Jimmy Carter! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Fury Over Brooklyn Shelter Reflects Difficulty of Curbing Homelessness - 
King Salman reflects the difficulty of sun burn so he bought from the USA a SUV Umbrella that 
can shade 2 million in Mecca at the same time. Jimmy Carters grand kids getting sun burn... 
another war crime by Jimmy Carter. Torture and Killing of Jimmy Carters grand kids for $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 

3-9-2017 Thursday; "International Women’s Day: Calls to Action, Protests and Words of Praise 
People marched to abolish the gender pay gap, to combat violence against women and girls, and 
to support reproductive rights." By THE NEW YORK TIMES 
3-9-2017 Thursday;"InventBook Women's Day; Calls to Brainstorm a Rx Recipe Godsend 
Miracle Crue for Stage 4, Syphilis, STD's, MS... Women Inventor Inspiration rights." By THE 
NEW YORK TIMES 
3-9-2017 Thursday; As Dubai’s Skyline Adds a Trophy, the Architect Calls It Stolen - SWF 
from Queens stolen kept as a USA Sex Slave in Dubai as a Trophy no one at the New York 
Times calls a crime by Oil Men. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; U.N. Plans Reforms to Stamp Out Sexual Abuse by Peacekeepers Not 
Dubai's Oil Men! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; "A Robbery Based on a Movie? Yes, the Jury Can See Clips" By 
BENJAMIN WEISER The $200,000 robbery of a check-cashing store in Queens in 2012 could 



have been a scene out of a movie. Indeed, the action was so reminiscent of “The Town,” a 2010 
Boston-based crime drama starring Ben Affleck, that federal prosecutors, over defense 
objections, played short clips from the movie at the trial of three men arrested in the heist to 
show that the accused robbers were inspired by the movie. All three men were convicted. 
Surveillance video from a 2012 robbery in Queens shows thieves disguised as New York City 
police officers in a heist that seemed so similar to the plot of the film “The Town” that 
prosecutors played clips from the movie during the trial of the men accused in the robbery. 
iPhone 007 + DashCams would have prevented the robbery. Will Ben Affleck, make the first 
movie with iPhone 007 DashCams iCops iTraffic Tickets and the Cop car behind you talking to 
you via your iPhone 007 Dash Cams... Hell yes he will $$$. wow 

3-9-2017 Thursday; Taking Note by Greg in Key West the real reason women are on strike is 
because they are sucker punched at the Miami gas station hold up in 2000 and the gas station 
hole up in Miami in 2017 and both all are on cameras... "Taking Note Why Women Are on 
Strike" By PHOEBE LETT New York Times!! Strikers on Wednesday will protest “an 
economic system that is rapidly leaving women behind.” By PHOEBE LETT New York Times!! 
Taking Note by Greg in Key West the real reason women are on strike is because they are 
sucker punched at the Miami gas station hold up in 2000... 2001, 2002, 2017. A war crime by the 
Men Editors at the New York Times. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; How intelligence 1,001 IP invention projects are Undermined by Drunks 
who Drive a Gas Engine Ford at the VFW - Police Intelligence Gathering on drunk drivers is 
only alcohol in the brain not stupidity, Grin! Coors can and did politicize and marginalize the 
intelligence reasoning to sit around all night talking about war kills then drive home drunk. 
MIA is inventors like Edison building the Gravity Engine. Seniors are turned into Drunk 
Gamblers + addicted to the PowerBall Florida Lottery. War Crimes! Killing people is a ticket to 
Hell - 

3-9-2017 Thursday; Women + Girls Defiantly in a new NYC statue against Drunk Drivers at the 
VFW statues the Bull is the car and women and girls are run over in this future NYC statue next 
to the Wall Street Bull Statue! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; At just over four feet tall, she appears ready to take the bull by its horns. A 
bronze statue of a girl, fists on her hips, staring down the famous 7,000-pound “Charging Bull” 
sculpture near Wall Street, captivated passers-by on Wednesday and drew an overwhelming 
response online, where many viewed it as a powerful symbol for International Women’s Day. 
Stories and images of the statue, called “Fearless Girl” and placed on behalf of the investment 
firm State Street Global Advisors, trended on Facebook and appeared thousands of times on 
Instagram and Twitter, garnering praise from women including Chelsea Clinton and the actress 
Jessica Chastain, who called for it to remain in Lower Manhattan beyond its one-week permit. 
The statue already has its own Wikipedia page. It was a hit as a marketing stunt, initiated by the 
advertising agency McCann New York and State Street Global Advisors, which is the asset 
management arm of State Street. State Street Global Advisors, which is based in Boston, has 
been a vocal advocate for gender diversity at companies, pushing for more women on boards 
and in leadership roles, and was looking for a unique way to highlight that message, said 
Stephen Tisdalle, its chief marketing officer. The agency has three women on its 11-member 
board, according to its website. “What this girl represents is the present, but also the future,” 
Mr. Tisdalle said in an interview, adding that the firm was open to making the statue a 
permanent fixture. “She’s not angry at the bull — she’s confident, she knows what she’s capable 
of, and she’s wanting the bull to take note.” 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Sometimes doctors choose to do surgery not because it is absolutely 
preferable to other treatments but because they get reimbursed for it, a new study suggests. 



Researchers looked at patients with a narrowed artery in the neck, a condition called carotid 
artery stenosis that can be treated with surgery or managed with medicine and lifestyle changes. 
The choice is often a judgment call. Some were treated in a fee-for-service system, which pays 
doctors for every procedure they do. Others were treated by doctors on salary at a military 
hospital. After adjusting for health, behavioral and socioeconomic variables, they found that 
over all, patients in the fee-for-service system were 63 percent more likely to have surgery than 
those in the salary system. Patients with symptoms were especially likely to receive surgery, 
though those without symptoms also contributed to the difference. The study is in JAMA 
Surgery. “Fee-for-service doctors are incentivized to do more because they are paid by the 
procedure,” said the lead author, Dr. Louis L. Nguyen, an associate professor of surgery at 
Harvard. “And salaried physicians are incentivized to do less. That’s human behavior. What we 
need is a system that incentivizes doctors to be aggressive in treating patients in a timely fashion, 
but not to create procedures for reimbursement.” 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School Professors will keep these Fee-for-service 
doctors as medical students for life, grin $$$. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Surgery or Drugs? Doctors’ Pay May Influence Choice - Doctors Yale Key 
West Medical Professors May Influence Choice of Treatments, grin. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; Gallieo's Judgement Call by Doctors with no MD degree or Professors 
watching them... they Failed 5 Billion People and 2 Trillion Galaxies, Judgement Day via God I 
hope! 
3-9-2017 Thursday; By JAMES GLANZ and AGUSTIN ARMENDARIZ - $84 million scam to 
keep working on a cancer cure decades away by Dr. Croce is the story but the Times reporters 
James and Agustin add 100's of other Dr's who also got $84 million each to cure cancer and they 
all knew Oppenheimer and Los Alamos would be the only way in Hell. They scamed 40K Stage 4 
women to death each year. 
3-9-2017 Thursday; 
3-9-2017 Thursday; 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked 
Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in a 
Polygamous Legal Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter, 
Brainstorming Novels and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; “Day Without a Woman” strike on Wednesday Strikes at the Heart of 
Life on Earth and in the Universe as God's best Invention is "Woman!" 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Women Win a iMacBook Pro $8,400 Trump buys every American 
Women One! 



3-8-2017 Wednesday; Women Win a iMacBook Pro $8,400 Trump buys every American 
Women One! 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Civility in this particular moment in life on Earth. Drunk Men!! MADD 
Mothers against Drunk Drivers at the VFW. Conscience how could they get into a car drunk 
and drive! Dr. Lisa Sanders the Art of Making the Correct Diagnosis... Syphilis!! 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; “I think there’s a very thin layer of civility in this particular moment in 
public life,” she said. “The skills that women have long honed in keeping harmony and making 
people feel cared for are ever more important.” 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Flirting; She is also trying to be more conscious about how and when she 
smiles, flirts!! Today the question for so many women is does she want to inspire Hemingway's 
Novel's and Nobels... Inspired Life newsletter. Weekly inspiration to improve your life. 4 Wife's 
for Moslems don't inspire Exodus into the Universe. Trump with 4 Wife's he would do a Exodus 
Coup and get the Stage 4 Miracle Rx Recipe... 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Irate customer or George Orwell Dictators Home Alone in a Universe of 1 
Trillion Galaxies 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Irate Tim Cook or Robert Kennedy Jr. Life + Death "Smile" 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Girl Stared down a Bull Statue on Wall Street - statue of a girl in front of 
the Wall Street bull in downtown Manhattan. Defiant Girl Statue in front of a Bull Statue, she 
looks Defiant! $$$ You can search for this on Google Images. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Irate HUNTSVILLE, Texas - The Latest on the execution in Texas of 
Rolando Ruiz (all times local):. 11:15 p.m.. A paid hit man has been executed in Texas for the 
contract killing of a San Antonio woman in a life insurance scheme nearly a quarter-century 
ago. Now you know why $777 Trillion Jimmy Carter killed 1 billion grand kids. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Trump; My mother was one of the great people of the world and she was 
beaten + robbed in Queens by a 17 year old kid... and never recovered from the beating. 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mr. Trump’s explosive accusations about $777 Trillion: Headlines $$$. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower 
today! 100's of Super Hubble Space Telescope all died... with Challenger, they will all be in this 



new Disney Pixar movie. Gallieo's Political movies censored by War Hero McCain. Pope 
McCain. Civility 2 Trillion Galaxies and No iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek. Senators of 
Rome Rule with 12 Orwellian Caesars! Gridlock Traffic! 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mr. Trump’s explosive accusations about $777 Trillion: Headlines $$$. 

3-8-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Gridlock Traffic @ Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower 
every Starbucks in NYC. The Downside of Ride-Hailing: More New York City Gridlock" By 
EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS and WINNIE HU Ride-hailing apps, an existential threat to taxis, 
are also siphoning passengers from subways and buses, raising concerns over worsening 
congestion. Internet InventBook Congestion in NYC would end taxi gridlock times as 1 million 
would be in Apple-Starbucks on 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos 1,001 IP invention projects 
spelled out. One day with 4 Wife's, not Muslim but Trump, Earnest Hemingway with 4 Wife's 
and Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies. Jimmy Carter will have to give back his Nobel "Peace" Prize 
but he can keep his 2017 Nobel "War" Prize... Hahahahahaha. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; With WikiLeaks Claims of C.I.A. Hacking, How Vulnerable Is Your 
Smartphone? By STEVE LOHR and KATIE BENNER - - Smartphone or Smart CIA... 
physician, William Nelson, 63, and a woman Catherine Tortorete, 51, both dead inside Nelson’s 
office, Glynn County police Capt. Marissa Tindale said in a release. Both appeared to have died 
of gunshot wounds, Tindale said. Would a iPhone 007 icon for Wiretapping... Hello 911, FBI, 
CIA... did Mary Kennedy scream Help; into her Smartphone before Robert Kennedy Jr hanged 
her in the Kennedy Barn as you know many "Observers" were listing to Mary Kennedy as she 
was murdered by her husband. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; $777 Trillion dollar murders, In a recorded conversation of Jimmy Carter 
and Teddy Kennedy in 1980, 1984... Orwell conversations of Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy 
$777 Trillion dollar murders... 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; According to prosecutors, Mr. McAtasney had killed Ms. Stern at her 
home the day before the police found the car, the culmination of a six-month plot to murder her 
after robbing her of $7,000 she kept in a safe deposit box at a bank. In a recorded conversation 
with a friend that was entered into evidence by prosecutors, Mr. McAtasney bragged about 
strangling Ms. Stern 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; $777 Trillion dollar murders, In a recorded conversation of Jimmy Carter 
and Teddy Kennedy in 1980, 1984... Orwell conversations of Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy 
$777 Trillion dollar murders... 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mr. Trump’s explosive accusations about $777 Trillion: Headlines $$$. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Civility "1984" with $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America. 
Civility... Trump’s Wiretapping Claims Puncture Veneer of Presidential Civility - Civility $777 
Trillion! 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; "Trump Aides Address His Wiretap Claims: ‘That’s Above My Pay 
Grade’ of $777 Trillion! WHO at the UN these MD's know who the Top Brass are WHO control 
the $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. I work above my pay grade; Oppenheimer at Los Alamos 
with 4 Trillion Rx Recipes crunched and brainstormed in a Hemingway House Writing Class 
novel with iapp that lets 100 Los Alamos scientists write on the same page at the same time. By 
GLENN THRUSH and MAGGIE HABERMAN New York Times 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mr. Trump’s explosive accusations about $777 Trillion: Headlines $$$. 



3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mr. Trump’s explosive accusations about $777 Trillion: Headlines $$$. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; North Korea's Ready for WW III. A Perilous, Test for Trump he can only 
Win - Win with "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup on Korea + Mecca at the same time with a 
1980 invention weapon. 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. Oh Yes Trumps Jewish Exodus 
into the Universe with the Victory over Korea and Mecca, grin! 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Front page picture in todays New York Times is "Iraqi Forces Enter 
Western Mosul, in Fierce Battle Against ISIS" By OMAR AL-JAWOSHY and SEWELL 
CHAN 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Everyone in the World catching a look at this picture thinks... What a 
waste of time and money by our President George Orwell. 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; " At Least 4 Killed as Train Barrels Into Charter Bus in Biloxi" By 
MATTHEW HAAG Seniors on a Gambling trip lost their life and injuries for dozens will never 
heal. Charter Bus should have Bussed the Seniors into Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower, grin! 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; “Day Without a Woman” strike on Wednesday Strikes at the Heart of 
Life on Earth and in the Universe as God's best Invention is "Woman!" 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Girl Stared down a Bull Statue on Wall Street - statue of a girl in front of 
the Wall Street bull in downtown Manhattan. Defiant Girl Statue in front of a Bull Statue, she 
looks Defiant! $$$ You can search for this on Google Images. 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mothers; Don’t Beat Yourself Up Over Simple Accidents as the sunburn 
and kid left in a hot car to die are President George Orwells War Crimes against Mothers. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Mothers: the Orwellian dictators murdered her! By NICK CORASANITI 
The killing of Sarah Stern, 19, was the result of a six-month plot, prosecutors say, including 
plans to rob her of $7,000. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; For Trump and Netanyahu, a Budding Symbiotic Relationship - Named 
Exodus! *.* 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; CIA news, covertly activate a phone’s camera and microphone. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; CIA, Weeping Angel program puts the target TV in a “fake off” mode, 
according to the WikiLeaks documents. Then, with the owner believing the TV is turned off, the 



set works as a clandestine recording device, picking up conversations in the room and sending 
them over the internet to a C.I.A. server computer. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; CIA news, covertly hack his medical records for STD's for her caller ID. 
WikiLeaks and Snowden never ever Leak this, why? 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Millions killed from attack on Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Dozens Killed as Kabul Military Hospital in Afghanistan Comes Under 
Attack. A suicide bomber had detonated his explosives at the main military hospital before other 
assailants entered the building, Afghan officials said. By MUJIB MASHAL and FAHIM ABED 
March 8, 2017 

3-8-2017 Wednesday; Millions killed from attack on Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Previously, to present their research, scientists had to take Polaroid 
pictures of their data to an outside production specialist. Without pinning blame on any specific 
software package, Dr. Fang pointed out that Adobe Creative Suite was released in 2003, 
allowing scientists to produce their own images on a laptop. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; "Years of Ethics Charges, but Star Cancer Researcher Gets a Pass" Dr. 
Carlo Croce was repeatedly cleared by Ohio State University, which reaped $84 million from his 
grants. Now, he faces new whistle-blower accusations. By JAMES GLANZ and AGUSTIN 
ARMENDARIZ - $84 million scam to keep working on a cancer cure decades away by Dr. 
Croce is the story but the Times reporters James and Agustin add 100's of other Dr's who also 
got $84 million each to cure cancer and they all knew Oppenheimer and Los Alamos would be 
the only way in Hell. They scamed 40K Stage 4 women to death each year from 1980 to 2017 and 
James and Agustin try to write this into Dr. Croce's story of one Dr. getting $84 million. Dr. 
Croce spent half the money on French and Italian Art Pictures $1 million each. Google Images 
with 100" LG Monitors would be better and of the breast cancer cell's DNA. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Concerns about falsified data in the scientific literature run far deeper 
than Dr. Croce’s papers. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Dr. Oppenheimer in 1980, 1990 writing Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car. 
Dr. Croce and Dr. Fang. Dr. O’Brien. Dr. Susan Love. Bill and Melinda Gates all falsified data 
like putting a needle in her nipple will cure Stage 4 year after years from the 1980 invention of 
the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort to the 1990 Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car secret paper written 
by Oppenheimer at Los Alamos marked secret and leaked to Greg, its in my billfold right now, 
little worn. Little worn out all all the Stage 4 women Scamed by Bill and Melinda Gates and 
their Dr. Cancer Scams in need of Oppenheimer MD. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; Trump can take all the H-Bombs off the assembly line at Los Alamos and 
fire them into Korea the put 4 trillion Rx Recipes hacked all trade secrets into the 10 super 
computers each costing $100 million to crunch the Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for Stage 4. 
Oppenheimer MD... should be Dr. Nancy Snyderman who Bill Gates fired. 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; 
3-8-2017 Wednesday; 
3-8-2017 Political Winds... Civility - Civility $$$ 
3-8-2017 $300 million a week from Baghdad oil revenues.... Baghdad Relieved by Trump's 
Exclusion of Iraq From Travel Ban, Iraq Oil men make reservations for Disney World in 
Orlando, grin. 



3-8-2017 Baghdad... Libyan Forces Mobilizing for Counter Attack at Oil Ports: 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... 1984 George Orwell Department of Oil Revenues $777 
Trillion Dollars $$$ 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... North Korea just showed the world it's serious about 
nuclear war — One way to Win this H-Bomb War with Korea without firing a shot is "No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup" Op CIA, NASA, Trump... 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Quotation of the Day; "No Gas Stations On Earth Coup" 
Op CIA, NASA, Trump... 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Quotation of the Day; Confiscate $777 Trillion Dollars from 
Saudi Arabia for 9/11 and 1 Billion Deaths from "Smog". 1980 to 2017" Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Exodus RIP. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Civility - Civility... Editors at the Times are against 
confiscating $777 Trillion dollars from Saudi Arabia and letting 9/11 Widows sue Saudi Arabia 
for $777 Trillion dollars... New New York Times after Trump Hacks $777 Trillion Dollars with 
Winds of InventBook not Face Offs of FaceBook Smog! 1980 to 2017 Smog at the "Times" in 
our Times when the new God Particle is "Time". Editors at the New York Times convicted of 
mass murder via "Smog" exonerated of murder... Hell No! 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Editors at the New York Times convicted of "NYC Cops 
Murders" via "Gas Engine Cars" exonerated of murder... Hell No! Hell of not driving Gravity 
Engine Cars to the front page pictures of the New York Times. Tyrone Howard was convicted of 
aggravated first-degree homicide in the 2015 shooting of Officer Randolph Holder in 
Manhattan. The verdict carries a mandatory sentence of life without parole. By JAMES C. 
McKINLEY Jr. and EMILY PALMER Brain dead editors not "Brain Storming" 1,001 IP 
invention projects with the euphoria of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus on the front page 
of the Times! 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... "When I was in Iraq, I always carried a can of black spray 
paint to cover up what was written about me in the port-a-johns."KATE HENDRICKS 
THOMAS, a Marine Corps veteran, on the challenges women face in the military. An online 
group has shared naked photos of female Marines on a closed page. 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Quotation of the Day; "No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op 
CIA, NASA, Trump, Naked Women Marines... "No Gas Stations On Earth Coup". DNA + 
Diesel in a "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie. Bush shock and Awe of 1 billion birth defects - 
childhood cancers and Stage 4 dead on the Baghdad Battle fields. Biden, McCain, Jimmy Carter 
killed their own sons, daughters for $777 Trillion in Baghdad Oil Revenues. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Civility - Civility $$$ Every General in Baghdad just made 
reservations for DisneyWorld Orlando with no new travel ban, grin $. Saudi Arabia Generals 
are waiting for them at Disney World Orlando $$$ Civility - Civility $$$ 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Battle Stage 4 or Baghdad; spray paint to cover up what 
was written about me in the port-a-johns."KATE HENDRICKS. Cover up what was written 



about Mr. Buell "Wind" Car in 1990 Los Alamos files marked secret. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Acceleration of Missile Shield on the front page of the New 
York Times Today not Acceleration of Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure, of Missile Shield did not pass 
legal scrutiny; either did poison gas in 1 billion peoples DNA for Oil Revenues when the 
Lawyers had the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in their garage. "U.S. Starts Deploying 
Thaad Antimissile System in South Korea, After North’s Tests" By GERRY MULLANY and 
MICHAEL R. GORDON 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... North Korea just showed the world it's serious about 
nuclear war — and the US's response won't cut it with Thaad Antimissile System in South 
Korea. 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Trump’s Wiretapping Claims Puncture Veneer of 
Presidential Civility - Obama let 40K Stage 4 women die every year for 8 years, Civility is a 
word the Editors at the Times should not use in a Holocaust II caused by the New York Times 
censoring the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort that was "Wiretapped" by Teddy Kennedy as 
it was being brainstormed. 1980 Wiretaps of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort are in the 
government data base of many Presidents. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower every Starbucks in 
NYC. The Downside of Ride-Hailing: More New York City Gridlock" By EMMA G. 
FITZSIMMONS and WINNIE HU Ride-hailing apps, an existential threat to taxis, are also 
siphoning passengers from subways and buses, raising concerns over worsening congestion. 
Internet InventBook Congestion in NYC would end taxi gridlock times as 1 million would be in 
Apple-Starbucks on 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out. 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... After Spying on Muslims, New York Police Agree to 
Greater Oversight - All Muslim men in NYC beat their wife's. Is this going to lead to more 
oversight by New York Police ? Wiretapping? Civility! 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Stage 4 Rx Recipe Fair Hell No! "A Lovely Revival: ‘My 
Fair Lady’ to Return to Broadway Next Year" By MICHAEL PAULSON This year 40K dead 
Lady's, next year 40K dead Lady's killed in cold blood by McCain, Biden, Jimmy Carter and 
even Bill + Melinda Gates... Pope Francis too! Old Mold From Penicillin Discoverer Auctioned 
for $14,617 - Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 cost $777 Trillion dollars $$$ All illegal Oil Money 
from Miami gas station hold up were the Lady's were sucker punched out of spite for our 
President George Orwell British Oil Man of War! 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Volkswagen’s Emissions Fraud May Affect Mortality Rate 
in Europe! 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... sparking tit-for-tat action by MADD Lady's Observing the 
drunks leaving the VFW getting into their gas engine cars and driving drunk in many ways! 



Highly Cited: The cost of a polluted environment: 1.7 million child deaths a year, says WHO 
World Health Organization - "VFW said Nothing!" "VFW said Nothing!" About Biden killing 
Beau in Baghdad or Jimmy Carter killing a billion grad kids in Smog Poison Gas Clouds, 
Holocaust II and "VFW said Nothing!" 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... In Depth: Saudi Arabia's King Salman's Full Statement to 
Bloomberg on Its 2017 Agenda. Thanks to God, Saudi Arabia has social, economic, political and 
geographic abilities to achieve the Vision. Thanks to the Pentagon God $$$. And the New York 
Times God! 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Residents who live here won't have to breathe normal city 
air. Before they move in, NYC's dirty air will be filtered four times in every condo. 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Art of Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders in the Times - First 
person to get the correct diagnosis on the cause of these 2 deaths gets an A. ST. SIMONS 
ISLAND, GA. Two people found dead at a physician’s office on the island Monday night were a 
man and woman who likely died of a murder-suicide, police said. Police responding to a 911 call 
about 5:45 p.m. found the physician, William Nelson, 63, and a woman Catherine Tortorete, 51, 
both dead inside Nelson’s office, Glynn County police Capt. Marissa Tindale said in a release. 
Both appeared to have died of gunshot wounds, Tindale said. Would a iPhone 007 icon for 
Wiretapping have saved her life with Obama listening to all her calls? How many murder-
suicide, did Obama Wiretap, tens of thousands in 8 years and no correct diagnosis by Dr. 
Obama. Dr. Trump will save her life, no hate crimes against women by President Trump... 
Obama's hate crimes against women will be made public by Trump. 

3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... 1984 George Orwell Department of Oil Revenues $777 
Trillion Dollars $$$ 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... I took my sunburned child to the pediatrician, who had 
been one of my own clinical teachers in residency, Dr. Gerald Hass, who is now retired from his 
practice in Cambridge, Mass. But I called him the other day to ask: Does he remember the 
sunburn and the visit, now 20 years in the past? “I remember it as if were yesterday,” he said. 
“You came in in tears, and I think you left feeling a little better, that’s my memory.” 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... New York Times Health. "Accidents Happen, but Parents 
Still Beat Themselves Up - The Checkup" By PERRI KLASS, M.D. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Dr. Klass didn't write about the SUV tent in Mecca that 
can shade 2 million Moslems at once should have been built by Obama or Jimmy Carter to 
protect 2 million USA kids from sunburn. Parents and King of Saudi Arabia - who prevent 2 
million from getting a sunburn. The King of Saudi Arabia because the King of the USA sold his 
soul to Mecca. Or just the Editors of the New York Times... sold their soul. Of course we should 
all learn the appropriate health and safety morals: sunscreen, sunscreen, sunscreen — and, for 
that matter, bike helmets, seatbelts, vaccines, and take care with those hot liquids. But things 
will still go wrong, and you will beat yourself up and blame yourself, and if you’re lucky, the 
child will be O.K., and maybe it will help to hear a story in solidarity and sympathy, reminding 
you that all of us make a million tiny daily decisions and judgment calls. We are none of us 
perfect, he was saying, senior doctors and junior doctors, pediatricians and parents. “Anyone 
who loves their kids must have this feeling that they betrayed them or they let them down or 



they feel they didn’t do the right thing or they weren’t careful enough, and that is so normal,” 
New York Times betrayed 9/11 widows and 2 million kids without SUV umbrellas at every 
playground in the USA. Do the Editors feel they did the right thing selling out to Saudi Arabia... 
probably do $$$. 
3-7-2017 Tuesday; Political Winds... Civility - Civility $$$ 
3-7-2017 Sunday; "Album: Next Stop, 1984: Scenes From the NYC Subway - Scenes from the 
Yale Key West Medical School" 
3-7-2017 Monday; Political Winds... By SUSAN CHIRA. Kellyanne Conway is the latest target, 
of sexist language NOT Sex diseases like MS + Syphilis. Susan + Kellyanne know the White 
House MD will put to death women today who have MS instead of writing a White House MD 
editorial for the New York Times. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower 
today! President of Earth Trump! No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA; NASA; Los 
Alamos. 
Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars saved from the invention of the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! Every year since 2011 King Salman has given everyone in 
Saudi Arabia + Mecca a new Ford gas engine car paid for from Greg's $777 Trillion dollars. A 
War Crime!! 

3-6-2017 Monday; Annapolis... Out of date "Ships" @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Speed of Light Ship to Shore Communications @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... By SUSAN CHIRA Kellyanne Conway is the latest target, 
of sexist language NOT Sex diseases like MS. Susan + Kellyanne know the White House MD will 
put to death women today who have MS instead of writing a White House MD editorial for the 
New York Times. Women with syphilis will not be put to death by the White House MD but will 
not be put on a front page picture on the New York Times Tomorrow. MS and Syphilis GPS 
tracking or just iPhone 007 Caller ID that hacked everyone's medical records is something these 
2 women can invent. They can quote Greg washing up the women with MS on her death bed 
saying over and over again and again... "How could he give me such a terrible disease!" 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... 
3-6-2017 Monday; Seize Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower today! Seize all of Los Alamos 10 
super computers + Oppenheimer Scientists. Seize iMacBook Pro's Greg + Wife's in Key West 
will upgrade with Star Wars Star Trek Inventions. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel written by a 100 on the same page 
with inventions brainstormed in every chapter and character. Plot is InventBook not Facebook, 
grin! iMacBook Pro's hidden secret it the Yale Key West Medical School. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Annapolis... Out of date "Ships" @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Speed of Light Ship to Shore Communications @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Era! 



3-6-2017 Monday; On the morning of Feb. 23, 1987, a couple of dozen subatomic particles 
known as neutrinos zinged through specially instrumented underground sensors in Japan, Ohio 
and Russia. The particles had squirted from the core of a collapsing star 163,000 light years 
away in a small galaxy known as the Large Magellanic Cloud. They were the heralds of doom. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Annapolis... Out of date "Ships" @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Speed of Light Ship to Shore Communications @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; SN1987A, as it is known, was the nearest supernova to be discovered since 
humans started using telescopes. On the morning of Feb. 23, 1987, NASA Top Brass sold their 
soul to BP Oil Men + MIT War Toy Drones. Drones Super Shuttle docked in a 100 car train 
with 100's of Super Hubble Space Telescope all died... with Challenger! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Annapolis... Out of date "Ships" @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Speed of Light Ship to Shore Communications @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Era! 
3-6-2017 Monday; And the show SN1987A, is still going on, as can be seen in new images 
obtained by the 1980 model Hubble Space Telescope and released in honor of the event’s 30th 
anniversary. 

3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... 
3-6-2017 Monday; PSA Deal to Buy G.M.’s Opel and Vauxhall Faces Political Winds - General 
Motors is selling its unprofitable European car business to the French maker of Peugeot, 
marking the American company's retreat from a major market and raising concerns of job cuts 
in the region. - iPad Pro Ads: Apple Treats Employees & Students, Tablet Records Notes When 
Students Fall Asleep - Now when University of Paris Students fall asleep driving a French built 
GM with no Anti-sleep wake up invention and crash and burn they can sue the French 
government. When the Yale Student at commencement fell asleep driving home after listening to 
Biden there was no New York Times or Paris Headlines on this invention not in French made 
cars... 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... by NASA not to build a Flagler Train for 100's of Super 
Hubble Space Telescopes and Super Shuttles was caused by the high winds of $777 Trillion 
dollars in BP Oil Revenues. God Save the Queen, Queen Elizabeth II from the Yale History 
Books... grin! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... Gravity Engine; to give his IP invention project to 
Oppenheimer at Los Alamos in 2017 and Greg + Wife's in Key West as we will brainstorm and 
pray for a "Godsend" so we are in the same class as Oppenheimer - Kerry might not agree, Ha. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Gallieo's Political Winds - tried by... McCain ----- the Inquisition, found 
"vehemently suspect of heresy", and forced to recant. He spent the rest of his life under house 
arrest. While under house arrest, he wrote one of his best-known works. House Arrest for Greg 
+ Wife's in Key West would be like moving into Trump Tower! Tortured by no Wifi is done on 
purpose by the Key West Orwellian Observers. And Starbucks trashing all the New York Times 
papers before I can find a free one on a table. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Sailing Flying to Galápagos, Revealing the True Colors Wavelength of 
Consciousness; how consciousness came into existence. How consciousness leaves the body after 



death. 

3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... By SUSAN CHIRA Kellyanne Conway is the latest target, 
of sexist language NOT Sex diseases like MS. Susan + Kellyanne know the White House MD will 
put to death women today who have MS instead of writing a White House MD editorial for the 
New York Times. Women with syphilis will not be put to death by the White House MD but will 
not be put on a front page picture on the New York Times Tomorrow. MS and Syphilis GPS 
tracking or just iPhone 007 Caller ID that hacked everyone's medical records is something these 
2 women can invent. They can quote Greg washing up the women with MS on her death bed 
saying over and over again and again... "How could he give me such a terrible disease!" 
3-6-2017 Monday; Political Winds... 

3-6-2017 Monday; $84 Billion for a high-speed rail line - Out Of Date Today 3-6-2017 @ 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek inventions by Greg + Wife's in Key West. 
3-6-2017 Monday; $84 Billion for a high-speed rail line connecting San Francisco to Los Angeles 
is the most ambitious rail plan in the country and has been in the works for more than two 
decades with a projected cost of $84 billion. The project calls for completion in 2029. 
3-6-2017 Monday; “We are lucky to live in a place where innovation is in the DNA, but we don’t 
see that for public transport,” said Sridhar Iyer, a software engineer for Twitter who rides the 
double-decker Caltrain that runs near the headquarters of Apple, Facebook and Google. “The 
whole thing of this high speed GE Train is stuck in the past.” 
3-6-2017 Monday; Monorail cars high above the land and 100 yards wide and long all double 
tipple Decker cats, not your "car" on a high speed train... and all electricWindmills generating 
their own trillions of volts via super cold superconductive windmill electric generators at -254 C. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Double Decker and Tipple Decker Highways! Elevated Highways build high 
above the ground. 

3-6-2017 Monday; Conspiracy Theory’s; Trump’s + The Pope's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
$$$ 
3-6-2017 Monday; Hoping to Lure High-Level Defectors, South Korea Increases Rewards to 
$840,000 By CHOE SANG-HUN North Korea launched four missiles Monday morning, a 
provocative barrage that coincided both with joint U.S.-South Korean military exercises on the 
southern half of the peninsula and with the opening of the annual National People's Congress. 
$840 Billion is the cost of these 4 ICBM missiles. 
3-6-2017 Monday; Hoping to STOP High-Level Stage 4 Inventors for Ivanka, South Korea 
Increases Start of H-Bombs first strike on North Korea in 2017. 



3-6-2017 Monday; Houston Will Host DNA + Diesel Conference, Figures Are Due to Make 
Headlines of 1 Billion dead, birth defects + childhood cancers by the time Jimmy Carters grand 
children have clean air to breath. A War Crime by Texas! 
3-6-2017 Monday; Success of Bush 9/11 You don't need a mask and they all died of cancer. Same 
for all the kids with Diesel in their DNA. Bush told the Houston Oil Men the childhood cancer 
and birth defects are OK. “We are lucky to live in a place where innovation is in the DNA Bush 
said leaving out the Diesel in the DNA of 1 Billion kids who's DNA divides 1 billion times a day 
growing kids who will have birth defects and cancers from Texas Oil Men. A War Crime! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Album: Next Stop, 1984: iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Apple-Starbucks 
@ Trump Towers Medical School - Scenes From Cheney's Heart Transplant, Trumps Heart 
Transplant grin! The Free Subway + Homeless Sub USS Jimmy Carter Homeless Shelter 
Habitat for Humanity in a Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Opinion: Is the Pope the Anti-Trump? Both have Trillions of Dollars $$$ By 
George Orwell @ NY Times. 

3-5-2017 Sunday; Who Needs Another Cancer? "Living With Cancer" By SUSAN GUBAR I 
explained that I have been dealing with advanced ovarian cancer since 2008, First, I take daily 
pills in a clinical trial that has kept my ovarian cancer at bay for three and a half years — surely 
they would help fend off other cancers, too. 

3-5-2017 Sunday; "Living With Cancer 2008" By SUSAN GUBAR - Susan living with Greg + 
Wife's in Key West since 2008 writing Hemingway House Novel titled Living with Ovarian 
Cancer with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos super computer simulations video of Ovarian 
Cancers. Now 2017 Susan has breast cancer. 2008 to 2017. Having lived with incurable but not 
terminal cancer for some years, I try not to torture myself with suspense. Why waste the 
precious time. Nancy K. Miller, a writer and friend dealing with lung cancer, says, “The 
problem with maintenance is it has no plot.” But I’m not sure I agree. The plot of remission — 
will it last? — seems more anxiety-producing than the plot of maintenance: how long will it last? 
Plot of the Hemingway House Writing Class with Greg + Wife's in Key West is to get Trump to 
hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes and email them to Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. 100 of us using an 
iMacBook Pro apps writing on the same page brainstorming will get the A-Bomb, the C-Bomb 
Recipe eventually. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; New York Times confronts Judgement Day; 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExdous! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; If more seats are to be taken up by women, in "critical coverage", it will be up 
to men to make that happen. They are, after all, the ones with the power to do so... "The 
Declining Fortunes of Women at The Times" by Liz Spayd THE PUBLIC EDITOR @ The New 
York Times. Liz the Power to put the Fiery Drunk Driver Wrecks leaving the VFW is not in the 
Power of anyone at the Times "critical coverage" meetings deciding on the "fiery" front page 
pictures in the Times but some President George Orwell. No. 1 and No. 2 in command for the 
first time in 14 years, Dean Baquet as executive editor and Joseph Kahn as the recently named 
managing editor. No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA or NASA of Los Alamos might 
very well mean No President George Orwell but President of Earth Trump-Putin. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; "critical coverage" Liz Spayd THE PUBLIC EDITOR at the Times. 



3-5-2017 Sunday; "critical coverage" 1 million women living with the torture of cancer and Liz 
Spayd didn't mention Greg + Wife's in Key West as POW's. A War Crime and Hate Crime! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; "critical coverage" Seeing Susan writes for the New York Times. Susan 
Gubar is a distinguished emerita professor of English at Indiana University. 1980 BOOKS FOR 
SUMMER READING "THE MADWOMAN IN THE ATTIC. The Woman Writer and the 
Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination. By Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar. (Yale. $25.) 
''A bold new interpretation (that) presents the first persuasive case. June 08, 1980 - - Arts; 
Books - Print Headline: "BOOKS FOR SUMMER READING" 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Book Car Euphoria of getting the invention for a cancer cure in 1981. 
Crash and burned by our 1980 President George Orwell, sorry Susan Gubar @ Yale. Kerry 
failed your Rx Cancer Cure Recipe in 2016 not hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets at 
the State Dept. Did Kerry know about the cancelled Hemingway House Writing Classes on 
Cancer, Yes he did! 

3-5-2017 Sunday; Opinion: Is the Pope the Anti-Jewish Aliens!! YouTube Live Streaming 
Videos... of Jewish Aliens. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Travel - Where I Live: My Bangkok: City of Spirits - 100 likes. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Travel - Where I Live: iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Universe by Greg 
+ Wife's in Key West Paradise! 100 million likes. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; ...about tortured people and torturers like Robert Kennedy Jr. Elite Times of 
Henry VIII's England. Henry the VIII had many clones in England, Robery Kennedy Jr. clones 
in our 1984 Times must have hanged 100's of wife's in the Barn. 

3-5-2017 Sunday; In the past 17 years, he has become famous in France for the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort invention + its suppression! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; In the past 17 years, he has become famous in France for writing about other 
people, Carrère is not without his misgivings about not writing about the 1980 to 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillParis Car Invention. “It was 15 or 20 years ago, in an interview with General 
Massu of the French Army, who had been accused of torturing men in Algeria, in the war. 
During the ’50s and ’60s, this highest-ranking general, who had enormous power - General 
Massu said, of la gégène — torture with electric prods from a generator — 2017 Torture from a 
GE electric generator the size of an iPod fueled via H @ -254 C and you can plug in all your GE 
appliances. Carrère; "I do not believe that writing French literature gives you the right to 
immorality.” Carrère; historiography without the iPod size GE electric generator that will in a 
New French Revolution replace every French Nuclear Power Plant on Earth. Like Trump 
President of Earth Times. Is Paris Burning, cop cars rear ended bursting into flames... General 
Massu said, of la gégène — torture in the burn units of French Hospitals. Cops! French Owned 
Oil Company Total - Paris Elite are burning their own troops, cops, mom and dad with 2 kids in 
the back seat of the fiery SUV crash. D-Day Hemingway and Gellorn in Key West will write 
about in 2017. No Gas Stations in Paris Revolution Day. General of the French Army, tortured 
many with electric prods. Hemingway in Paris. 2017. Hemingway in Key West 2017. 

3-5-2017 Sunday; New York Times confronts Judgement Day; 2017 Ford 



ElectricWindmillExdous! 

3-5-2017 Sunday; Worst than the New York Times is the Hemingway House Writing Classes the 
last 6 years. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Six years the Hemingway House Writing Classes with iapps and iMacBook 
Pro's 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects at Los Alamos have been cancelled by 
the City of Key West. Gellhorn + Hemingway the movie with Kidman was made because the 
George Orwell Observers were reading this web page. Gellhorn + Hemingway II will be made 
by Disney Pixar + Greg's Wife's in Key West, grin. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Cats at the Hemingway House Greet the tourists with a smile and meow's... 
you can read To Have Have Not with a 6 toe cat looking at you. But you can's write a 
Hemingway Novel with a invent project brainstormed in every chapter with 4 wife's at the same 
time, which would have saved Earnest life! 
3-5-2017 Sunday; There have been No legal polygamous marriages in the last 6 years at the 
Hemingway House. Trump never though of this kind of marriage... strange isn't it!! Trump with 
4 Wife's the last 6 years would have been elected President of Earth, grin!! 

3-5-2017 Sunday; Tailpipe emissions of carbon dioxide caused 1 billion birth defects and 
childhood cancer. New York Times confronts Judgement Day; 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Boredom and depression, at the President George Orwell Post Office. 

3-5-2017 Sunday; Consciousness is associated with high-frequency (gamma band) oscillations in 
brain activity. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Brainstorming a Stage 4 Rx Recipe is associated with 4 trillion Rx Recipes all 
trade secrets. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure result was expected, how it came about will first be 
written in a Hemingway House Writing Class Novel. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Dopamine is one of the many neurotransmitters that neurons in the brain use 
to communicate with each other. Rx Recipe for total recall for everyone on Earth can be 
expected to be invented before or after the 4 trillion Rx recipes crunched for Stage 4 cure. 
3-5-2017 Sunday; Chain Reaction spin off Rx Recipes from crunching 4 trillion Rx Recipes in a 
Hemingway House Writing Class novel will in many 100's of Nobel's in literature. The elite in 
Sweden never thought of this as they have been scamed by War, drunk Wound Warriors at the 
VFW who drive drunk every time they leave the VFW. This will be another Nobel Novel too for 
the Hemingway House Writing Class. 



3-5-2017 Sunday; 
3-5-2017 Sunday; 
3-5-2017 Sunday; 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower 
today! 

3-4-2017 Saturday; Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars $$$. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 24/7 via Greg + Wife's in Key West 
when Trump or Ivanka makes Orwellian Contact, puts us under house arrest of just gives us a 
Pardon to work on 1,001 IP invention projects for the movie, "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 
4". To save Trumps life and millions of Nasty Women who are God's best invention, grin!! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; Yale Key West Medical School Hospital was bombed by F35C's same one's 
that bombed all the Hospitals in Syria. WHO at the UN is filled with Doctors who are burned 
out dealing with our President George Orwell. Cops and Kids burned in fiery wrecks the last 8 
years have been the Unknown Soldiers censored by the Editors at the New York Times for 
bribes, kickback and a new skyscraper 55 stories that was build since I flew into Key West. 
Failure's at the New York Times will get everyone on Earth killed. Yale Key West Medical 
School Hospital would have 1,001 professors like Dr. Lisa Sanders making the Art of Diagnosis 
for 1 million patients world wide not just waiting for them to fly into Key West. Today Dr. Lisa 
only makes the Diagnosis on millions writing in the Times. Cheney got his heart transplant and 
is looking for a second heart transplant soon, grin. Many more Purple Hearts were given by 
Generals than Heart Transplants world wide. In 2011 Sweden gave out the Nobel Peace Prize in 
2017 Sweden now gives out the Nobel War Prize. Change of Heart from Nobel was the Nobel 
"Greed" prized Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion $$$. In 2011 Higgs was the God Particle. In 2017 
Time is the God Particle and you can gamble bet Los Alamos has some secret Oppenheimer 
goings on writing up a paper on TIME. Like the A-Bomb the T-Bomb. 1990, 2011, 2017 Los 
Alamos wrote a update on the newest Ford ElectricWindmillEscort, they write it up as Mr. Buell 
and his "Wind" car. Super conductivity H @ -254 housing for the Windmill Generator will 
generate Trillions more volts of electricity making a 1 million GE Wind Turbines Obsolete! Ha. 
iPod size GE electric generator fueled via H @ -254 C will give iElectricity on the go like cell and 
land line phones and 1 Trillion miles of GE high Power Lines will not be built. iPostOffice @ 
Star Wars Star Trek. Post Office since 2011 lost wasted $5 billion a year = $30 Billion. WHO at 
the UN is filled with Doctors who are burned out dealing with our President George Orwell. Post 
Office at the UN is out of date as the WHO Doctors without Dr. Lisa Sanders making the Art of 
Diagnosis on 1 million instead of waiting for the patient and mail man. Bill and Melinda Gates 
have been killing mosquitoes for the last 6 years instead of hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes that are 
trade secrets to get the Rx Recipe Cure for Malaria and Stage 4. Bill and Melinda Gates have 
given millions in Africa mosquito nets and wood burning stoves in an NASA Age of H @ -254 C. 
Warning; don't every buy a can of H @ -254 C made in China, Hahahahaha!! Galaxy 7 batteries 
could have been housed in Dewar Flask. Since 2011 Drunks at the VFW driving home have 
killed tens of thousands and kept this massacre off the front page picture of the New York 
Times. MADD drunk drivers VFW crash pictures on the Front Page of the New York Times. 
Now you know why Trump calls the Times a Failure! Coors must have some child porn black 
male pictures of the Times Editors, grin! 100 traffic deaths a week and not one VFW drunk 
driving wreck picture on the front page of the New York Times in the last 6 years. WHO at the 
UN is filled with Doctors who are burned out dealing with our President George Orwell. Worst 
than the New York Times is the Hemingway House Writing Classes the last 6 years. 6 years of 
Hemingway House Writing Classes with iapps and iMacBook Pro's have been cancelled by the 
City of Key West. Cats at the Hemingway House Greet the tourists with a smile and meow's... 
you can read To Have Have Not with a 6 toe cat looking at you. But you can's write a 
Hemingway Novel with a invent project brainstormed in every chapter with 4 wife's at the same 
time, which would have saved Earnest life! There have been No legal polygamous marriages in 
the last 6 years at the Hemingway House. Trump never though of this kind of marriage... 



strange isn't it!! Trump with 4 Wife's the last 6 years would have been elected President of 
Earth, grin!! Todays Editorial: Home Alone in the Trump Universe! section A - page 18 By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD @ The New York Times @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Exodus. 
This editorial is about, President Trump has appointed fewer than three dozen of the top 1,000 
officials. 1,001 MD Elite in the Art of Diagnosis is what the Editors at the Times failed to 
publish. Editors published one 1 MD in the Times when 1,001 top MD's Elite are needed just in 
NYC. Hell; the Editors keep writing up Hospital Acquired infection in the Times without hiring 
any one but Dr. Lisa Sanders. Security scan going into the New York Times will be a Infection 
and Disease scan. Like flying out from JFK. By the Times Editors. Worst Times Women 
employees given Syphilis and STD have not been reported to the Health Dept or Public. Some of 
the motives of the murders of 19K women in 2017 will be who gave who syphilis or STD's. 
Editorial of the MS women who on her death bed while Greg washed her kept saying over and 
over again and again... How could he give me such a terrible disease? How could the Times 
Editors not put this on the Front Page and email 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to Los Alamos for a Rx 
Recipe Cure for MS. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars $$$. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 24/7 via Greg + Wife's in Key West 
when Trump or Ivanka makes Orwellian Contact, puts us under house arrest of just gives us a 
Pardon to work on 1,001 IP invention projects for the movie, "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 
4". To save Trumps life and millions of Nasty Women who are God's best invention, grin!! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 
“Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford. 
Key West Navy "Sun Downers" movie. Cmdr. Denny with 2,500 hours flying @ Los Alamos. 
Sun Downers is a movie about 100 million Neutron Stars. Gravity Recipe! Ending Denny gets 
the Gravity Engine for the Navy before the Air Force General. 
Key West High School movie "The Lens" is a Lens that can see 'Gravity'. (Greg and Wife's in 
Key West will invent a lens for sun glasses that can see the fish in the ocean!) How the Pelicans 
and Gulls do this is Amazing Vision, a movie. 
007 - "MEDICINE MAN" Movie staring 007 Bond Sean Connery. 
Movie; "Dr. Lisa Sanders The Art of Diagnosis getting an A at the Yale Key West Medical 
School Hospital." 

3-4-2017 Saturday; What Pope Francis and the Editors at the Times didn't mention in todays 
editorial is that they have $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America for the last 6 years! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America for the last 6 years! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; Editorial in the Times Today; "The Pope on Panhandling: Give Without 
Worry" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "New Yorkers, if not city dwellers everywhere, might 
acknowledge a debt to Pope Francis this week. He has offered a concrete, permanently useful 
prescription for dealing with panhandlers. It’s this: Give them the money, and don’t worry 
about it." 
3-4-2017 Saturday; What Pope Francis and the Editors at the Times didn't mention in todays 



editorial is that they have $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; Editors write "Living in NYC — especially in metropolises where 
homelessness is an unsolved, unending crisis — means that at some point in your day, or week, a 
person seeming (or claiming) to be homeless, or suffering with a disability, will ask you for help. 
You probably already have a panhandler policy." 
3-4-2017 Saturday; What Pope Francis and the Editors at the Times didn't mention in todays 
editorial is that they have $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $$$ message runs through Pope Francis’ preaching and writings, which 
always seem to turn on the practical and personal, often citing the people he met and served as a 
parish priest in Argentina... 
3-4-2017 Saturday; New York Times Editor ends with... "America is in the middle of a raging 
argument over poor outcasts. The president speaks of building walls and repelling foreigners. 
That toxic mind-set can be opposed in Washington, but it can also be confronted on the 
sidewalk. You don’t know what that guy will do with your dollar. Maybe you’d disapprove of 
what he does. Maybe compassion is the right call." 
3-4-2017 Saturday; What Pope Francis and the Editors at the Times didn't mention in todays 
editorial is that they have $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America for the last 6 years! 

3-4-2017 Saturday; Last 6 Years Kim has spent his Time and Money on Oppenheimer's 
A-Bombs. An image distributed by North Korea shows the country’s leader, Kim Jong-un, 
visiting a missile test center. Analysts say the pair of engines he is standing in front of could 
power an intercontinental ballistic missile. Pentagon stepped up cyberattacks to disrupt North 
Korea’s nuclear program. No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA 6 years ago would 
have won the WAR with Korea once and for all. All the Pentagon employees know this! WHO at 
the UN is filled with Doctors who are burned out dealing with our President George Orwell. 
Pentagon is filled with employees who are burned out dealing with "OIL Men Generals". 
Wanting another $777 Trillion for the newest MIT war toys. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars $$$. 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 24/7 via Greg + Wife's in Key West 
when Trump or Ivanka makes Orwellian Contact, puts us under house arrest of just gives us a 
Pardon to work on 1,001 IP invention projects for the movie, "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 
4". To save Trumps life and millions of Nasty Women who are God's best invention, grin!! 

3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 
3-4-2017 Saturday; a movie called “Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford 
3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 
3-4-2017 Saturday; President Trump introduced the country Tuesday night to a young woman 
in a white jacket seated next to her father — a man who once aspired to be a fighter pilot, but 



for nearly two decades has made a career out of trying to cure his daughter and son of a rare, 
life-threatening disease. In broad strokes, the president sketched the outlines of their story: As a 
baby, Megan Crowley was diagnosed with Pompe disease, a genetic disease that causes 
progressive muscle weakness. Her father, John, partnered with a scientist to found a small 
biotech company to find a cure. That company was acquired by a bigger one, eventually leading 
to the drug that has allowed Megan to defy doctors’ expectations that she’d die in childhood. 
Today Megan is a sophomore at the University of Notre Dame and John is at the helm of a 
different venture, Amicus Therapeutics, working to develop an even better treatment for her 
disease — they hope, a cure. It’s an inspiring tale of innovation, invention and healing that was 
chronicled in a series of Wall Street Journal articles and a book, which inspired a movie called 
“Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford and Brendan Fraser. 

3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 
“Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford. 
007 - MEDICINE MAN staring 007 Bond Sean Connery. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; a movie called “Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford. 
Novazyme, which had grown to 80 employees, was acquired by Genzyme. Ivanka's Stage 4 Rx 
Cure Recipe acquired by Los Alamos. Oppenheimer's Stage 4 A-Bomb Mission. War! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; a movie 007 Bond Sean Connery should have produced... The next Bond 007 
movie should be 007 working on the Rx Recipe at Los Alamos for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure but 
you know this will be left to Disney Pixar to make not 007 - MEDICINE MAN! Screen favorite 
Sean Connery plays Dr. Robert Campbell, a brilliant but unorthodox scientist racing against 
time in his bold research for a cure against cancer. Set deep in the forbidding Amazon rain 
forest, this action-packed hit follows Campbell hot on the trail of an amazing discovery -- but the 
eccentric recluse soon finds himself caught in the midst of an explosive adventure! Also starring 
Oscar(R)-nominee Lorraine Bracco (Best Supporting Actress, 1990 MEDICINE MAN delivers 
unmatched entertainment with its spectacular mix of breathtaking scenery, captivating 
performances, and thrilling, nonstop excitement! End was Ants in the Sugar. Sort of like 
Penicillin mold. And Marvel made "Ant Man" instead of Medicine Man II. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 

3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 24/7 via Greg + 
Wife's in Key West when Trump or Ivanka makes Orwellian Contact, puts us under house 
arrest of just gives us a Pardon to work on 1,001 IP invention projects for the movie, "Dr. 
Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4". To save Trumps life and millions of Nasty Women who are 
God's best invention, grin!! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $14K penicillin culture that belonged to Sir Alexander Fleming, who 
discovered the world's first antibiotic in 1928. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America for the last 6 years! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $777 Trillion in Chase and Bank of America for the last 6 years! 
3-4-2017 Saturday; $14K penicillin culture that belonged to Sir Alexander Fleming, who 
discovered the world's first antibiotic in 1928. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; In the U.S. alone, more than 250 million Rx of Penicillin are filled a year. 



3-4-2017 Saturday; When was the last time the New York Times put a Los Alamos super 
computer simulation of how Penicillin works in your body... never! Times super computer 
stimulation videos have been censored by the Editors. False News Stories, grin. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie... 
“Extraordinary Measures” starring Harrison Ford. 
007 - MEDICINE MAN staring 007 Bond Sean Connery. 
3-4-2017 Saturday; 
3-4-2017 Saturday; 
3-4-2017 Saturday; 
Other Bucolic Bakers inspect the gas engine in the 2015 Alpha Romeo before the race on 100 
Million Neutron Stars Loop on Sugar Key Island yesterday. 

3-3-2017 Friday; In all of NYC there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Disney Pixar Movies there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Dr. Seuss there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Apple’s Devices Lose Luster in American Classrooms section B - page 2 By 
NATASHA SINGER - American Classrooms failed 100 million students, many grad kids of 
Jimmy Carter as Autodesk would cost as much as the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine in 
schools on Apple's! $$$ Autodesk® Inventor® software provides engineers professional grade 
design and engineering solutions. $$$ 3D4Medical's Essential Anatomy app represents the most 
fluid and dynamic anatomy. F35C radar on 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts cost more than 
the Ford. Autodesk® Inventor® software cost more than the iMacBook Pro $$$. Hell hooked on 
phonics cost more than the iMacBook Pro, grin. Greed $$$. 
3-3-2017 Friday; Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower today 1 Click Amazon link to 100 million 
Neutron Stars at Los Alamos. Gravity Engine car Recipe! $100 million dollar super computers 
at Los Alamos 10 of them you can work on with 1 Click Amazon invention projects links. 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of NYC there is not one Invention Museum!! 

3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Moscow there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Orwellian comments from Putin from his Inventbook... analyst and former 
media adviser to the Kremlin, said in his Facebook account... Ivanka to save Trumps life! 
InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Men's Styles; Greg + Wife's in Key West in a Legal Polygamous Marriage 
Invention Contract for Exodus into the Universe hacking the microwave background live 
streaming videos of Jewish Aliens! 



3-3-2017 Friday; Women's Styles; What Ever Happened to Roles for Women? Ms. Nancy 
Oppenheimer II MD, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD the Art of Diagnosis. Dr. Nancy Snyderman fired by 
MSNBC's Bill Gates. Martha Hemingway's Nobel at the Hemingway House Writing Class. Hell 
No Mayor Cats spent $18 million on the George Orwell City Hall not the Hemingway House 
Writing Classroom with 100's of iMacBook Pro's with 100" LG Monitors. These Monitors are 
needed for the audience to view Mayor Cats not a Nobel Novel in Medicine. Art of diagnosis on 
the Mayor's mental illness. Syphilis in the brain... first one who got this right gets an A. 

3-3-2017 Friday; Electromagnetic waves are typically described by any of the following three 
physical properties: the frequency f, wavelength ?, or photon energy E. Frequencies observed in 
astronomy range from 2.4×1023 Hz (1 GeV gamma rays) down to the local plasma frequency of 
the ionized interstellar medium (~1 kHz). Wavelength is inversely proportional to the wave 
frequency,[5] so gamma rays have very short wavelengths that are fractions of the size of atoms, 
where as wavelengths on the opposite end of the spectrum can be as long as the universe. Photon 
energy is directly proportional to the wave frequency, so gamma ray photons have the highest 
energy (around a billion electron volts), while radio wave photons have very low energy (around 
a femtoelectronvolt). These relations are illustrated by the following equations: iMacBook Pro 
the few in American Classrooms don't have this iMath software for these light year long 
equations. Jimmy Carters grand kids thank him for not buying this iMath software, grin! 
3-3-2017 Friday; For example, consider the cosmic microwave background. It was produced, 
when matter and radiation decoupled, by the de-excitation of hydrogen atoms to the ground 
state. These photons were from Lyman series transitions, putting them in the ultraviolet (UV) 
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Now this radiation has undergone enough cosmological 
red shift to put it into the microwave region of the spectrum for observers moving slowly 
(compared to the speed of light) with respect to the cosmos. 
3-3-2017 Friday; MRI Brain Waves and Consciousness; how consciousness came into existence. 
How consciousness leaves the body after death... part of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

3-3-2017 Friday; How many gas station hold up were there in Miami last year? 
3-3-2017 Friday; How many gas station hold up will there be in Miami this year? 
3-3-2017 Friday; Sweden Reinstates Conscription, With an Eye on Russia's $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues, pure and simple truth; Greed of War! Conscripts for Stage 4 Rx Recipe is out of 
favor for these Nobel Times with Jimmy Carter's Nobel War Prize blowing in the wind... 
windmills of the Ford Exodus to 100 Million Neutron Stars and trillions of Jewish Aliens. 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Sweden there is not one Invention Museum!! 

3-3-2017 Friday; "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Mr. Hultqvist, the Swedish defense minister, said he harbored no illusions 
about iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek and Hell No to the Gravity Engine Car, grin. 
3-3-2017 Friday; Mr. Hultqvist, the Swedish defense minister, has built a lavish empire of 
mansions, country estates, luxury yachts, an Italian vineyard and an 18th-century palace in St. 
Petersburg from gas station hold ups in Miami $$$ 



3-3-2017 Friday; How many gas station hold up were there in Miami last year? 
3-3-2017 Friday; How many gas station hold up will there be in Miami this year? 
3-3-2017 Friday; Ivanka to save Trumps life! InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" 
movie! Review: ‘Bull in a China Shop’ Finds a Revolution in One Woman Ivanka MD. Kerry 
would comment Ivanka is not in the same class as Jimmy Carters Daughters... Hahahahaha! 
3-3-2017 Friday; How many Wounded Warriors killed their wife coming home from Baghdad? 
3-3-2017 Friday; How many Mary Kennedy's were hanged in the Kennedy Barn with her 5 kids 
watching from Dads house? 

3-3-2017 Friday; Kid 13 riding on the handlebars of a bike and kid 14 peddling the bike in Key 
West sight we see everyday in Paradise... A 13-year-old boy was seriously injured after being hit 
by a car at the intersection of Truman Avenue and Duval Street in Key West Wednesday 
evening. Alyson Crean, spokeswoman for the City of Key West, said the boy was on his bicycle 
handlebars... Tourists have thousands of pictures of this; Hahahahaha! 
3-3-2017 Friday; ...in the most technologically advanced 1984 II George Orwell Society... 
Domestic violence also played a role in increasing violence reported in the first 3 months of the 
financial year, he said, with 344 murders reported in the period found to be related to such 
incidents... in the most technologically advanced 1984 II George Orwell Society... We operate 
from Cape Town, Dakar, Lagos, Monrovia, Nairobi and Washington DC... allafrica.com. 
Writing up the traffic deaths from road rage they tell the motive. In these 344 murders of 
domestic violence they the journalists didn't mention any motive. ...in the most technologically 
advanced 1984 II George Orwell Society... Washington DC... The Art of Diagnosis by MD's 
would be helpful in writing these stats. Back in the USA in one month. According to the Indiana 
Criminal Justice Institute, in March of 2016 there were nearly 500 alcohol-related crashes 
across the state resulting in 231 injuries and 11 deaths. MADD ask the editors of the New York 
Times to write up the VFW vets who get in the car drunk and drive, and of course the editors at 
the New York Times tell MADD women Hell No! Wounded Warriors killed many wife's in one 
month and these stats are top secret via the Pentagon. 
3-3-2017 Friday; North and South Korea Give China a Double Headache section A - page 8 By 
JANE PERLEZ and CHOE SANG-HUN 
3-3-2017 Friday; Wallets Have Grown Along With Xi’s Power Ball Lottery tickets he bought in 
Florida. Government Wallets not the mass of humanity. Sort of like Jimmy Carters Titanium 
Habitat for Humanity with no iMacBook Pro or wifi. Clash of the Gossip Girls with the Women 
MD's. In ‘ MD Apprentice,’ Teaching the Fine Art of Execution of who gave her Syphilis, 
STD's". Syphilis and STD's should give Xi in China a Double Headache not Korea's with No 
Gas Stations! 

3-3-2017 Friday; China a Double Headache and this is not about the Art of Diagnosis by Dr. 
Lisa Sanders in the Times but about warriors in a Orwellian Society full of Smog in China 
which would cause millions of Headache's Xi could care less about finding a Rx Recipe cure for. 
Editorial Failure at the New York Times will Kill Everyone in China. North Korea will send 



poison gas clouds over China on the next batch of sanction ordered by DC. DC is not likely to 
order a Rx Recipe for Headache's for anyone on Earth. DC May Be Guilty of Crimes Against 
Humanity, May Be is only from the Editors at the Times. 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Disney Pixar Movies there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Dr. Seuss there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Melania Trump Reads Dr. Seuss to Children in First Solo Outing as First Lady 
- Read InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4". Time waits for No Man or Women and 
Time today is the New God Particle. Melania should have read from the InventBook, really! 
Time is of the Essence! 
3-3-2017 Friday; Children killed by McCain in Arizona and Vietnam. The Upshot: DeVos and 
Tax Credit Vouchers: Arizona Shows What Can Go Wrong - But DeVos can't name McCain as 
a mass murderer of children in the USA and Vietnam. Not in public but at a New York Times 
office party she can, grin. iMacBook Pro at every Apple-Starbucks in Arizona is the Voucher 
kids need. Kids in Arizona and LA living next to the Freeway's have the highest rates of birth 
defects and cancers than kids living a few miles from the freeways in Arizona and LA. DeVos 
can't mention this diagnosis statistics either. 

3-3-2017 Friday; More than 1.2 million people already live in high-pollution zones within 500 
feet of a Southern California freeway. Live Next to a Freeway? You Won’t Breathe Easy - If you 
live next to the 101 or any other freeway, you won’t breathe easy. People there suffer higher 
rates of asthma, heart attacks and more. Yet the population near L.A. freeways is growing faster 
than anywhere else in the city, a Los Angeles Times analysis shows, because the city keeps 
approving permits for new housing there. Worried about how close your home is to the 
pollution? Try our interactive map, or tell us your story of living near a freeway. 
3-3-2017 Friday; New York Times censored mothers in LA birth defects living within 500 feet of 
the freeway but wrote headlines on... Birth Defects Rise Twentyfold in Mothers With Zika. Art 
of Diagnosis would guess moms living next to a LA freeway would have 200 fold rise in birth 
defects. This has to be a war crime by the Editors at the Times. 

3-3-2017 Friday; Stats from Birth defects from NYC smog. Five Boroughs? More Like Five 
Cities for Mayor de Blasio - Mayor has $555 Trillion dollars from Miami gas station hold ups in 
Chase Bank and Bank of America. No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA would give 
most of this money to all 5 NYC Cities. Trump's cravings for money might write this Coup Op 
executive order. No Gas Stations On Earth... confiscate $555 Trillion from Mecca and Saudi 
Arabia. Trump would want to confiscate $555 Trillion from Mecca first, grin! Mecca will be left 
with the worlds largest SUV umbrella; 2 million can sit under at one time! Just what we need for 
the Key West Beach!! Amid de Blasio’s Modest Goals on Homelessness, and everything else in 
the Universe. Exodus thank God there are some Jews in NYC!! Only way to fire Blasio is a 
Jewish Exodus into the Universe. How many Jews are in Key West... Ha. 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of NYC there is not one Invention Museum!! 

3-3-2017 Friday; InventBook in NYC... Comedy in NYC This Week section C - page 27 By 
ELISE CZAJKOWSKI Dance in NYC This Week section C - page 27 By SIOBHAN BURKE 



Film Series in NYC This Week - Art and Museums in NYC This Week - In all of NYC there is 
not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of NYC there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-3-2017 Friday; 
3-3-2017 Friday; 
3-3-2017 Friday; In all of Fortune 500 articles there is not one Invention Museum!! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Navy Hospital Ship the most technologically advanced... will be built by 
Ivanka to save Trumps life! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; “I don’t expect to see President Trump expounding the value of spinach and 
broccoli,” he said. Trump Sounds a Different Tone in First Address about Cheney's heart 
transplant and the assembly line for heart transplants at the Trump Towers Medical School. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Health in the Times today has 2 MD's and yes they don't want you to talk to 
Cheney before you get your Heart Transplants as Cheney will tell you his story not the same 
story as these 2 MD's will tell you before your heart transplant, grin. No this is really funny 
article by these 2 MD's! Informed Patient? Don’t Bet On It By MIKKAEL A. SEKERES, M.D. 
and TIMOTHY D. GILLIGAN, M.D. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Trump Will Tour Navy Warship - President Trump, days after he proposed 
a $54 billion increase in defense spending, will visit the Gerald R. Ford, the military’s most 
technologically advanced aircraft carrier. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Navy Hospital Ship the most technologically advanced... will be built by 
Ivanka to save Trumps life! 
Ivanka to save Trumps life! InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook killing Off Facebook to save Ivanka from being murdered, one 
murder of 19K in 2017. iPhone 007 iDash Cam's - iCops - iGPS tracking. 
iCanHearYourConversations, grin! 
Ivanka to save Trumps life! InventBook "Dr. Ivanka Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Truth - True - Behind the scenes at the White House, U.S. President Donald 
Trump's daughter Ivanka was a key advocate for the more measured, less combative tone he 
struck in his speech to a joint session of Congress on Tuesday night, officials said. significant 
changes to the tone of Trump's speech was light years from his inaugural address when he took 
office on Jan. 20. he dropped some of the fierce rhetoric that had been a staple of his first weeks 
in office. He called for national unity. People immediately after the speech showed a clear 
majority of Americans approved of the softer approach and aides described Trump as buoyed 
by the reception. A senior White House official said Ivanka Trump made recommendations for 
the speech during a brainstorming session in the Oval Office on Sunday, helping her father 
decide on a new approach aimed at easing concerns over whether he had the right temperament 
to invent miracle Recipes effectively. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. Cinderella 
MD Cars 4" movie! Exodus into Ivanka's Universe of 100 Million Neutron Stars *.* Jewish 
Aliens... listen to how Ivanka will invent a way to hear Jewish Aliens. 



3-2-2017 Thursday; Ivanka stocks the Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower tonight with 1 Click 
Amazon link to 100 million Neutron Stars + Los Alamos $1 Trillion in super computers!! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Behind the scenes at the White House, U.S. President Donald Trump's 
daughter Ivanka plots to bring 1,001 Jewish Aliens and 1,001 brainstorming inventions 
InventBook to the "NBC Today Show" taking over the first hour of the "Today" show... People 
will immediately approved of the New "Today" show on NBC - Today offers a Cinderella 
approach with Ivanka as Cinderella; Trump would be buoyed by Cinderella Ivanka on the 
Today Show. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Trump Sounds a Different Tone in First Address to Congress then in taking 
over the NBC "Today" show... sounds of InventBook + Cinderella Ivanka on "Today". 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Editors of the New York Times are Prison Labor building 1 Trillion Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus Cars and Trucks and some Gravity Engine Cars and Trucks! Ford 
assembly line and the Editors of the New York Times are Prison Labor for their war crimes 
smog crimes $$$ kickbacks from BP Oil; Work Release for the worst Holocausts Smog; working 
on this Ford Assembly line at Hard Labor! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! Consciousness; how 
consciousness came into existence. How consciousness leaves the body after death. Exodus of 
Jewish Aliens might have the answer to this. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Tactics Invented in the Writing Class at the Hemingway House writing class 
with the them of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics and Society. Utopia! Exodus into 
the Universe with Warp Speed Gravity Engines and more. Agenda of InventBook killing Off 
Facebook to save Ivanka from being murdered, one murder of 19K in 2017. Bucolic can refer to 
an idealized rural life (think life with cows). Cows, Peanuts, Wounded Warriors, not the murder 
of 19K Ivanka's any longer. Especially by Trump who has a daughter to save. Peanut Plantation 
Owners always have many grand children so one murdered is the course of life for a Peanut 
Plantation Owner since the time of Tolstoy. Tactics of Peanut Plantation Owners and Texas Oil 
men is not that of a Real estate Genius who just found 100 Million Neutron Stars and decided to 
sell some Gravity of it and its all true. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; DNA at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics. DNA new tactics in a 
Disney Pixar movie points out Consciousness; in DNA. A Star Wars Star Trek thing! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; DNA at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics should add to this... 
TATA and CCAAT motifs are lacking. Most cases appear to be due to three mutations. A 
transversion (T ? G) mutation is the most common among adults with this disorder. This 
mutation interrupts a site of RNA splicing. The gene encodes a protein—acid alpha-glucosidase 
(EC 3.2.1.20)—which is a lysosomal hydrolase. The protein is an enzyme that normally degrades 
the alpha -1,4 and alpha -1,6 linkages in glycogen, maltose and isomaltose and is required for the 
degradation of 1–3% of cellular glycogen... 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; DNA at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; E=mc2 U238 at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics should have 



added volumes and volumes to the equations written out by Oppenheimer in 1944. U238 at 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Tactics, some can be made public to save Ivanka from stage 
4 if it could be used to cook the Rx Recipe for Stage 4. 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Trump need to fire the Mayor of NYC and Key West. Get the homeless into 
a Homeless labor assembly line in one of the NYC factories or with a STOP sign at School Cross 
Walks 24/7. Bill de Blasio’s ‘Vision’ Shrinks as His Re-election Campaign Begins By J. DAVID 
GOODMAN and WILLIAM NEUMAN How the mayor’s ambition has grown more modest was 
evident as he vowed to reduce New York City’s homeless population of about 60,000 by a mere 
2,500 over five years... 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Editors at the Times let Gloria Steinem write today that - Movie violence 
also diverts attention from the fact that, since Sept. 11, more American women have been 
murdered by their husbands or boyfriends than Americans have been killed in those attacks, the 
Iraq war, and the long war in Afghanistan — combined. Close-up combat was not as simple as it 
was made to seem on the back lot, and the latest in the “Star Wars” franchise could make him 
cheer a female heroine. Gloria Steinem is a founder of Ms. magazine and of the Women’s Media 
Center. Dr. Gloria Steinem MD in the NY Times today censored Greg + Wife's in Key West in a 
Legal Polygamous Marriage. missed the point in the movie... "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" 
movie! DNA and Diesel, Stage 4 Rx Recipe cure given to Oppenheimer and all the H-Bombs 
taken off the assembly line and 10 super computers costing $100 million each crunching 4 
trillion Rx Recipes. Dr. Gloria Steinem MD movie a unauthorized bio by Greg and Wife's in 
Key West will be part of the Art of Diagnosis for Med Students at the Yale Key West Medical 
School and the Trump Towers Medical Schools. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Gloria should have been one of Earnest Hemingway's wives, Hahahaha. 
"Pursuit" by Martha Gellhorn was censored like Gloria's editorial in the Times today as unlike 
Trump Gloria didn't mention getting STD's in her teen years... or save women from getting 
Syphilis today and tomorrow via a chick flick! Op-Ed Contributor Gloria Steinem: Women 
Have ‘Chick Flicks.’ What About Men? By GLORIA STEINEM "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" 
movie! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Dr. Susan Love and Gloria Steinem have been sticking a needle into her 
nipple for the last decades and telling her she was cured of breast cancer and Earnest 
Hemingway's To Have Have Not the Universe of Exodus! iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Tactics - MADD is Gloria Steinem. Mothers against Drunk Drivers at the VFW. Conscience how 
could they get into a car drunk! How the New York Times Editors are threatened by Coors will 
be in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Movie by Disney Pixar. "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" 
movie! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; New Nobel in "War" first one will be given to Jimmy Carter, grin. The 
Peanut Farmer who became a Trillionaire Oil Man! 



3-2-2017 Thursday; Are Immigrants Causing a Swedish Crime Wave? By VIKAS BAJAJ 
Refugees in Kladesholmen, Sweden explains what’s really going on behind the brainstorming of 
Alfred Nobel's 1,001 inventions. No not today's news from Sweden! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Sweden's left-leaning government reintroduces a military draft 7 years after 
doing away with it. Copyright 2017 The Associated Press. 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Assessing the New York Times - Assessing Trump’s More Upbeat Speech 
Readers praise the tone of the president’s address to Congress but are critical of his policies, his 
“exploitation of a young military widow,” and more... 1,001 Widows all saved by Trump the 
Whistle Blower on "No Gas Stations On Earth 1980 to 2017" killed by Jimmy Carter the grad 
dad of dozens of grand children and father of Habitat of Humanity who really truly is a real a 
mass murder that left behind 1,001 widows Trump exploited Tuesday night. "Dr. Cinderella 
MD Cars 4" movie! Movie "Widow Maker" by Disney... shock and awe of Baghdad and the 
motive with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus in the Pentagon garage is oil revenues $$$. 
Greed in a War Movie by Disney! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 

3-2-2017 Thursday; 7 Jets, 2 Limos and 572 Luggage Handlers By KIMIKO de FREYTAS-
TAMURA In touring Asia to strengthen economic ties, King Salman of Saudi Arabia is living 
luxuriously even giving everyone in every country a Ford gas engine car packed in 747 cargo 
jets. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars! Grin! 
Every year since 2011 King Salman has given everyone in Saudi Arabia + Mecca a new Ford gas 
engine car paid for from Greg's $777 Trillion dollars. A War Crime!! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; White House Menu, but Mrs. Trump did not respond. Some people have 
speculated that Mr. Trump’s daughter Ivanka, who gardens with her children and whose 
favorite recipes include broccoli kugel and her mother-in-law’s veal Marsala, may take on some 
of the duties. But don’t expect to see her stamp on White House food, other than perhaps more 
kosher meals for her Orthodox Jewish family. Ivanka Trump will have a "Dr. Cinderella MD 
Menu from the Trump Towers Medical School, grin. 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Clinton the death bed vegan convert! Not Trump... Clintons daughter made 
dad a vegan on his death bed. Ivanka will save dad long before he is on Clinton Burger's death 
bed. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook DNA of seeds... grow a healthier nation for America’s children, 
there is no reason Mrs. Trump couldn’t put her own stamp on the garden, said George Ball, the 
chairman and chief executive of the Burpee seed company. His company and the Burpee 
Foundation have pledged $2.5 million to the National Park Foundation to keep the garden 
tended for at least 17 years. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; InventBook DNA of seeds... emailed to Los Alamos. 



3-2-2017 Thursday; Key West Orchid Paradise - N.Y.C. Nature "An Imperiled, Hidden Orchid 
Waits Out the Cold" Of the 10 orchid relatives still found within the New York City limits, only 
Goodyera pubescens, the downy rattlesnake plantain, stays green all year. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Key West Hell - Wifi $5 hour at 20 Cafe's only Starbucks is free to write a 
Novel. "Works in Progress... "A Birthplace for Novels and Essays" Paragraph Workspace for 
Writers is home to many works in progress. Poets, authors and others who gather there work 
independently, and together. By HELENE STAPINSKI" IBM cubics is the picture for... The 
main writing room at Paragraph v on West 14th Street in Manhattan. Credit Hiroko 
Masuike/The New York Times. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Novelists, essayists, memoirists, poets, playwrights and screenwriters who 
are members are here at the 40 cubicles... NYC. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Trump Towers Workspace for Writers on InventBook... 

3-2-2017 Thursday; Hunter Biden got kicked out of the Navy in 2014 after failing a drug test. He 
was discharged from a public affairs position in the Navy reserve after testing positive for 
cocaine at the age of 44. 
3-2-2017 Thursday; The grieving daughter in law of Vice President Joe Biden is in a romantic 
relationship with Hunter Biden, her late husband's younger brother, it was dramatically 
revealed Wednesday. Beau Biden, the former attorney general of Delaware, died in 2015, 
shocking the entire family and playing into his father's decision to stay out of the race to succeed 
President Obama after decades in politics. Hunter Biden, 47, separated from his wife Kathleen, 
48, in 2015, a source revealed Wednesday. The split had never been made public before. He has 
now taken up with his brother's 43-year-old widow, the couple said in a statement to the New 
York Post's Page Six, which acknowledged their 'love and support.' 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Polygamous Marriage of Biden... grin! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Legal Polygamous Marriage of Greg + Wife's in Key West working 24/7 on 
the 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for a Stage 4 Miracle Cure! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; God's best invention... Women with trillions of Jolts of Electric Inspiration. 
True! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; Truth! 
3-2-2017 Thursday; 

www.aspca.org front page - NY Times article about my fight with the City of Key West stopping 
me from feeding 3 cats, City Code guy Lopez half-starves now. USA Today might write this 
article. The Cat Named Morphine - Swats at the formula for Morphine... The Cat Named 
Oppenheimer can disarm Morphine's addiction working with the Cat Named Los Alamos, Ha 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; "For you were made from dust, and to dust you shall return." Greg + 
Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress! Good writing class assignment for 
the Hemingway House Writing Class, read the Novel first. Jesus Christ fasted for 40 days, as 
written in the book of Matthew in the Holy Bible. Those unfamiliar with Lent may be curious 



about the ash cross marked on foreheads of Christians participating in Ash Wednesday. It is 
symbolic of the Bible verse Genesis 3:19, which reads, "For you were made from dust, and to 
dust you shall return." 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Consciousness; how consciousness came into existence. How consciousness 
leaves the body after death. Oppenheimer at Los Alamos and 1,001 Scientist writing in the 
Hemingway House Writing Class would fill a Novel with Brainstorming ideas on this. 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. 
Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Editorial: Visions of Trump Ford Utopia - The 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillUtopia" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD. 1 Trillion coming off the Ford 
assembly line and the Editors of the New York Times are Prison Labor for their war crimes 
smog crimes $$$ kickbacks from BP Oil; working on this Ford Assembly line, Hahahaha! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress! Good 
writing class assignment for the Hemingway House Writing Class, read the Novel first, Ha! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump Offers ‘Miracle Inventions,’ but Few Details on How to Achieve 
Them" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower is a trade secret for 
now, grin. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; In Joint Sessions of Congress, Capturing Moments of American Public 
Life in the congress parking lot when they all drove away... Hahahahaha Trump in Congress 
praised the Harley-Davidson motorcycle but said No Thank You when offered to be a rider on 
the 5 parked at the White House. One or more Harley-Davidson motorcycle rider is killed and 
many more are injured. The Ford Utopia Car will have F35C radar that cost more than the 
Ford. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Editorial: Visions of F35C radar on cars in Trumptopia" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
iPostOffice @ Star Trek Star Wars Invention Society Wars Victory for 100 Million neutron 
Stars $$$. F35C Capt. Baker bakes a Universe of 100 million neutron stars, no! Rx Recipe 
'Bakes' bucolic life coming home Capt. Baker is obvious to 100 million neutron stars, they are 
meaningless as God the Baker! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. 
Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars! Grin! 
Every year since 2011 King Salman has given everyone in Saudi Arabia + Mecca a new Ford gas 
engine car paid for from Greg's $777 Trillion dollars. A War Crime!! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress about 
King Salman giving everone in Mecca a Ford gas engine car! Good writing class assignment for 
the Hemingway House Writing Class, read the Novel first, Ha! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School and the Trump Tower Medical Schools; 



Utopia Hemingway House Writing Class novels; save his daughters life at all cost... Orwellian 
comment last night by Trump. Smog + Stage 4 were not in Trumps speech but they really were 
with Ivanka in the Wheel Chair from a virus given to her by Mayor Cats, Cates building a 
amphitheater at Truman Waterfront Park... home of the Yale Key West Medical School; Ivanka 
will be its first patient saved. Trump will say You're Fired Mayor Cats! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. 
Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; As France’s Towns Wither, Fears of a Decline in ‘Frenchness’ By ADAM 
NOSSITER 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; France is losing the core of its historic provincial towns — dense hubs of 
urbanity deep in the countryside where judges judged and Balzac set his novels. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; The Comédie humaine consists of 91 finished works (stories, novels or 
analytical essays) and 46 unfinished works (some of which exist only as titles). It does not include 
Balzac's five theatrical plays or his collection of humorous tales, the "Contes drolatiques" (1832
–37). The title of the series is usually considered an allusion to Dante's Divine Comedy; while 
Ferdinand Brunetière, the famous French literary critic, suggests that it may stem from poems 
by Alfred de Musset or Alfred de Vigny. While Balzac sought the comprehensive scope of Dante, 
his title indicates the worldly, human concerns of a realist novelist. The stories are placed in a 
variety of settings, with characters TODAY are inventors brainstorming with 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos. Le Père Goriot begins in June 1819, following Napoleon's defeat at 
Waterloo, after the House of Bourbon had been restored to the throne of France. Total Oil $$ is 
France Today clone of BP Oil but not as rich + famous! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; Balzac sets his novels at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek with 
iMacBook Pro's costing more than the French Village. Novels set with a invention 
brainstorming idea on every page and 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos 10 super computers 
each the size of a football field and costing $100 Million each. This is what the French Novel will 
be set in when France wins the core of its historic elite inventors like Pasteur! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress about 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek with iMacBook Pro's.! Good writing class assignment for the 
Hemingway House Writing Class, read the Novel first, Ha! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; French elite better understand a French paradox of 100 million Neutron 
Stars in our Universe who's gravity is 1,011 times stronger than the gravity in a French village 
and the village leaders want to build a gravity engine car. And Novel titled "Gravity Engine" 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Marine Le Pen, will do the once-unthinkable, and win. She has already 
pushed the discourse rightward and made a visceral promise to voters: to protect not just 
France, but Frenchness. Whether the menace is defined as Islam, immigration or globalization, 
her vow to voters is the same: I am the woman to preserve the French way of life. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; French Exodus ways of inventing in French... I picked up a government 
report, an autopsy of many French provincial capitals: Agen, Limoges, Bourges, Arras, Beziers, 
Auxerre, Vichy, Calais and others and none with an Apple-Starbucks with an iMacBook Pro at 
every Cafe table with a Genius helping you win a Noble. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; windswept plaza of the looming Cathédrale Sainte-Cécile, a giant brick 
fortress built eight centuries ago to awe the region’s restive heretics. 100 Million Neutron Stars 



awe the regions restrive heretics today - Le Gravity Engine! There is no neighborhood cafe.” 
There is no Apple-Starbucks there are French Government owned Total gas stations on every 
corner. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Albi, he said, “is still a magnificent city — for the tourists.” Tourists 
driving a gravity engine car while texting the Novel titled "Gravity Engine Cars" a Disney Pixar 
movie. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; "Waiting for Godot" with a invention project in every chapter! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress about 
"Gravity Engine Cars"! Good writing class assignment for the Hemingway House Writing 
Class, read the Novel first, Ha! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; A world away from France As H.I.V. Soars in Philippines, Conservatives 
Kill Schools with iMacBook Pro - iMacAirRide School bus open 24/7 for kids. Not one person in 
all of the Philippines is brainstorming a novel about HIV or any other virus or disease in a 
invention Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class today or tomorrow. Gone Fishing but 
not for Nobel Inventions, discoveries, Miracle cures and vaccines. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Susan Oliver, standing next to her daughter Jenna, and Jessica Davis, are 
widows of two California police officers who were killed in 2014. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; 200 + California police officers who were killed in fiery cop car crash 
between 1980 and 2017 and more will burn to death in 2017. Chief of Police knows how many 
and will not make this public. A war crime! Biden killed his own son Beau for the Glory of war 
and cops are burned in fiery crash for BP Oil revenues. George Orwell Disney Pixar Movie will 
have all this in dramatic scenes! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; Megan Crowley is a student at Notre Dame who has a rare genetic 
disorder known as Pompe disease. The disease prompted her father, John Crowley, to start a 
pharmaceutical company to search for a cure. Rx Recipe from 4 Trillion pharmaceutical 
companies are needed to save Ivanka from stage 4. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; 1 million children from Saint Jude with smog birth defects were not in 
Congress last night or mentioned in any Orwellian comments by Trump. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; In congress last night was... Jessica Gregory is an 18-year-old Maryland 
honor student who at birth was found to have spina bifida and has had 11 operations at 
Children’s National Health System. She was joined by her mother, Shelia Gregory. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress! Good 
writing class assignment for the Hemingway House Writing Class, grin! 

3-1-2017 Wednesday; Editorial "Russia Sides With Chemical Weapons" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Nikki Haley, the American ambassador, speaking at the United Nations Security 
Council meeting on Tuesday... "Even chlorine bombs couldn't stir Moscow to punish Syria in 
the U.N." Wednesday; Editorial "Russia Sides With Chemical Weapons" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD. 



3-1-2017 Wednesday; Nikki Haley... "Even chlorine bombs" Diesel Bombs at the UN. What the 
UN Stands for will be public after a first strike of H-Bombs on North Korea for filling the air 
over China with Chemical Weapons! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; UN Chemical Weapons on early-stage Alzheimer’s and total recall for all. 
In school everyone wins the Spelling Bee. A change of History the UN will write about. Putin 
jokes about never winning a Spelling Bee in Moscow. Nikki Haley... won every spelling bee in 
the USA. Tomorrow every student is a winner no one misspells a word ever with the Rx Recipe 
for Memory... a Chemical Weapons Recipe. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Greg + Wife's in Key West addressing a joint session of Congress about 
Biden killing his own son for the Glory of War in Baghdad $$$! Good writing class assignment 
for the Hemingway House Writing Class, read the Novel first, Ha! 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. 
Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
"Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! DNA below will be in this Disney movie. Pompe disease. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; The disease is caused by a mutation in a gene (acid alpha-glucosidase: also 
known as acid maltase) on long arm of chromosome 17 at 17q25.2-q25.3 (base pair 75,689,876 to 
75,708,272). The number of mutations described is currently (in 2010) 289 with 67 being non-
pathogenic mutations and 197 pathogenic mutations. The remainder are still being evaluated for 
their association with disease. The gene spans approximately 20 kb and contains 20 exons with 
the first exon being noncoding. The coding sequence of the putative catalytic site domain is 
interrupted in the middle by an intron of 101 bp. The promoter has features characteristic of a 
'housekeeping' gene. The GC content is high (80%) and distinct TATA and CCAAT motifs are 
lacking. Most cases appear to be due to three mutations. A transversion (T ? G) mutation is the 
most common among adults with this disorder. This mutation interrupts a site of RNA splicing. 
The gene encodes a protein—acid alpha-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.20)—which is a lysosomal 
hydrolase. The protein is an enzyme that normally degrades the alpha -1,4 and alpha -1,6 
linkages in glycogen, maltose and isomaltose and is required for the degradation of 1–3% of 
cellular glycogen. The deficiency of this enzyme results in the accumulation of structurally 
normal glycogen in lysosomes and cytoplasm in affected individuals. Excessive glycogen storage 
within lysosomes may interrupt normal functioning of other organelles and lead to cellular 
injury. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump's speech to Congress highlights influence of Ivanka, "Dr. 
Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! 
"Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie! DNA below will be in this Disney movie. Pompe disease 
DNA and all the DNA mutations via Smog. 

Starbucks to test concoctions mixing coffee and ice cream. Low Fat No Sugar frozen yogurt 
Espresso would be more healthy for Starbucks. 
Our Sun moves around the center of the Milky Way at a speed of 536,865 mph 
Earth’s distance from the center of the galaxy is 26,745 light years. 



2-28-2017 Tuesday; Disney Oscar premiered a new trailer for Cars 3 during yesterday's 
Daytona 500 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; Oscar "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie with Pixar kids with birth defects 
and childhood cancers. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; I Watched the Cars 3 Daytona 500 trailer, Think of Greg on Route 66 eon 
ago. The Route 66 story line was very moving. Eon ago Disney would never have thought they 
would put kids DNA + Diesel in a "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie with Pixar kids with birth 
defects and childhood cancers. Grand Marshall for the 59th annual Daytona 500 in celebration 
of Cars 3, and Disney released a new extended look at Jimmy Carters 100 million grand 
children with birth defects and how the DNA and Diesel caused this. 

2-28-2017 Tuesday; President Trump’s first address to the House and Senate continues an 
annual rite of modern presidents. A lesson before Lent and Ash Wednesday by Trump tonight. 
Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower tonight with 1 Click Amazon link to 100 million Neutron 
Stars at Los Alamos. H-Bombs first strike on North Korea Orwellian comments tonight. VX 
Nerve Gas murder; murder of Mary Kennedy and Wife Mary by Wounded Warriors. Top 
Secrets - Sort of as we have all read about the CIA Coup Op "No Gas Stations On Earth" grin!! 
Hacked $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Trump the modern president with 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos, he hacked 4 Trillion Trade Secret Rx Recipes to save Ivanda from a Stage 4 
death! 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; What the murdered Ivanka's want Trump to say tonight... 19K SWF's will 
be murdered in 2017. Another 40K will die from Stage 4. Trump will not talk about these Nasty 
Women Tonight. Why? I have no idea why our 1984 George Orwell President of the USA 
censors these from the front pages of the New York Times day after day. Instead of the murders 
of Ivanka in 2017 19K the Editors at the Times Today wrote up... "THE EDITORIAL BOARD" 
"The murder of 1 immigrant and other hate crimes have created a fearful atmosphere." Nasty 
Women have their own attitude and atmosphere... "THE EDITORIAL BOARD" "The murder 
of Mary Kennedy editorial". 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; 'Cars 3' Trump’s Trillion-Dollar Infrastructure Plan" missing from todays 
Editorial in the New York Times is the 1 Trillionth Ford coming off the assembly line... 1980 to 
2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts and 2018 Ford GravityEngineEscorts; is the missing New 
York Times Editorial. A War Crime by the Editors! 

Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis Mom's Herpes Cold sore kissing her little girl at night leads to 
her daughter getting Herpes in her eye.
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) (from the Greek cyto-, "cell", and megalo-, "large") is a genus of 
viruses in the order Herpesvirales, in the family Herpesviridae. 
Virus Not Smog Birth Defects Caused by Building the $18 Million Dollar "Key West George 
Orwell City Hall" instead of the "Yale Key West Medical School" on 3-4-2017



2-28-2017 Tuesday; 'Cars 3' Daytona 500 Trailer Makes Me Excited About The Next Pixar 
Sequel Exodus Ford ElectricWindmill Cars with Toy radar that cost more than the Toy... 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; Disney premiered a new trailer for Cars 3 during yesterday's Daytona 500 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie with Pixar kids with birth defects and 
childhood cancers. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; I Watched the Cars 3 Daytona 500 trailer, Think of Greg on Route 66 eon 
ago. The Route 66 story line was very moving. Eon ago Disney would never have thought they 
would put kids DNA + Diesel in a "Dr. Cinderella MD Cars 4" movie with Pixar kids with birth 
defects and childhood cancers. Grand Marshall for the 59th annual Daytona 500 in celebration 
of Cars 3, and Disney released a new extended look at Jimmy Carters 100 million grand 
children with birth defects and how the DNA and Diesel caused this and caused Jimmy Carter 
to murder his own grandchildren for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. This will be a Dr. 
Cinderella MD movie writing her in the motives and thoughts of Jimmy Carter in the worst 
Holocaust Ever. Attitudes of Texas Oil men, reaction when they meet and greet the Pixar kids 
with birth defects from Smog. Creed and Rocky were much more than Boxing movies. Creed in 
the Key West City Hall is a mass murderer of Children engineering Black Clouds of Diesel 
Exhaust on Duval Key West not Particle Measure Detectors at Willie T's and Ricks Bar. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; The first two films grossed $435 million domestically, made a reported $10 
billion in Car merchandise sales. 

2-28-2017 Tuesday; Walter Reed Doctors MD's; Doctors Consider a Last Best Hope for Birth 
Defect Teenagers: and teens with cancer from Smog; Surgery like Beau's but not Surgery on our 
1984 George Orwell Oil Men and their Bankers $$$. Auto makers Knew of Takata Airbag 
Hazard for Years, Suit Says - Walter Reed MD's have know about Childhood birth defects and 
cancers from Diesel and Smog for decades. What the UN Stands for will be public after a first 
strike of H-Bombs on North Korea for filling the air over China with Chemical Weapons, the 
USA. What Walter Reed MD's stand for will be made public too. Deadly, Drug-Resistant ‘Super 
bugs’ Pose Huge Threat, W.H.O. Says section A - page 8 By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 1 Click 
Amazon links to Los Alamos 10 super computers each costing $100 million. Walter Reed MD's 
fly out of and into JFK and never ordered the Orwellian Top Brass to scan for cancers + 
diseases just Muslim Terrorists. JFK must scan for Gonorrhoea - Neisseria gonorrhoeae + TB. 
MS. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; InventBook - "A Constitutional Right to Facebook and Twitter? Supreme 
Court Weighs In" By ADAM LIPTAK Gonorrhoea - Neisseria gonorrhoeae this is banned from 
Twitter and Facebook. On InventBook Gonorrhoea - Neisseria gonorrhoeae Rx Recipes will be 
brainstormed 100 million times a day. 

2-28-2017 Tuesday; Mr. Ri is the most senior North Korean official to visit Beijing since a 
delegation met with President Xi Jinping of China in May. His trip came five days after the 
North lashed out at China in unusually bitter language for tightening sanctions by suspending 
all coal imports from North Korea for the rest of the year, depriving North Korea of one of its 
most important sources of hard currency. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; Walter Reed MD's orders to suspend all coal Power Plants would have 
gotten them all killed by the owners of the USA and Canada Coal Mines $$$. 



2-28-2017 Tuesday; Coal Burning is more deadly than VX Nerve Agent... MD's know this better 
than the General Population. 

2-28-2017 Tuesday; President Trump’s first address to the House and Senate continues an 
annual rite of modern presidents. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; iMacBookPro's with 1 Click Amazon link to 1,001 IP invention projects - 
Fight Looms... as Bill de Blasio Plans to Seek 90 New Homeless Shelters without any iMacBook 
Pro's in the shelters. The mayor, who has been frustrated in his efforts to curb hopelessness, is 
set to unveil a proposal to increase New York’s shelters by nearly a third. 

2-28-2017 Tuesday; Women Suspected in Kim Jong-nam Killing to Be Charged, Malaysia Says 
New York Times - Doan Thi Huong, 28, of Vietnam, left, and Siti Aisyah, 25, of Indonesia, could 
receive the death penalty. Credit Royal Malaysian Police. Death penalty for Ford executives who 
didn't built the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort assembly plants in Vietnam and Indonesia! 
Grin! Gravity Engine Ford plants will open in 2018 in Vietnam and Indonesia. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; Malaysia's Prime Minister Najib Razak announced on Monday that Saudi 
Arabia's state oil company Saudi Aramco will invest $7 billion into an oil refinery and 
petrochemical project in Malaysia's southern state of Johor. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; Women Suspected in Kim Jong-nam Killing to Be Charged, Malaysia Says 
New York Times - Doan Thi Huong, 28, of Vietnam, left, and Siti Aisyah, 25, of Indonesia, could 
receive the death penalty. Credit Royal Malaysian Police. Death penalty for Ford executives who 
didn't built the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort assembly plants in Vietnam and Indonesia! 
Grin! Gravity Engine Ford plants will open in 2018 in Vietnam and Indonesia. 
2-28-2017 Tuesday; 
2-27-2017 Monday; "Editorial: Missing: Donald Trump’s Trillion-Dollar Infrastructure Plan" 
missing from todays Editorial in the New York Times is the 1 Trillionth Ford coming off the 
assembly line... 1980 to 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts and 2018 Ford 
GravityEngineEscorts; is the missing New York Times Editorial. A War Crime by the Editors! 
2-27-2017 Monday; Autodesk® Inventor® software provides engineers professional grade 
design and engineering solutions 
2-27-2017 Monday; 3D4Medical's Essential Anatomy app represents the most fluid and dynamic 
anatomy 
2-27-2017 Monday; Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower today 1 Click Amazon link to 100 million 
Neutron Stars at Los Alamos. Gravity Engine car Recipe! Flying Jets with Gravity Engines! 
2-27-2017 Monday; Super Gravity 1,001 times Stronger than that on Earth exist in our 
Universe. 

"Pedophilia Sanctuary City" by Mayor Cats. ...actress Emily Ratajkowski tweeted Monday that 
a Times journalist told her "Melania is a hooker." Times spokeswoman Eileen Murphy said in a 
statement Monday that the unnamed reporter does not cover Washington or politics. She said, 
New York Times feature writer, Jacob Bernstein, has come forward as the reporter. "The 



comment was not intended to be public... Public Pedophile's some are out in public among 
reporters who don't cover this... 

2-27-2017 Opting for Total War on - On the killing of Mary Kennedy! Trumps rants on the FBI, 
Mary Kennedy was not even counted in the 19K murdered women in 2017 - Ivanka Murdered! I 
can hear Trumps Rants... louder than the 19K dead and not one buried at Arlington. 

Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis Mom's Herpes Cold sore kissing her little girl at night leads to 
her daughter getting Herpes in her eye.
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) (from the Greek cyto-, "cell", and megalo-, "large") is a genus of 
viruses in the order Herpesvirales, in the family Herpesviridae. 
Virus Not Smog Birth Defects Caused by Building the $18 Million Dollar "Key West George 
Orwell City Hall" instead of the "Yale Key West Medical School" on 3-4-2017

2-27-2017 Monday; Other Bucolic Bakers inspect the gas engine in the 2015 Alpha Romeo 
before the race on 100 Million Neutron Stars Loop on Sugar Key Island yesterday. 
2-27-2017 Monday; Autodesk® Inventor® software provides engineers professional grade 
design and engineering solutions 
2-27-2017 Monday; 3D4Medical's Essential Anatomy app represents the most fluid and dynamic 
anatomy 
2-27-2017 Monday; Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower today 1 Click Amazon link to 100 million 
Neutron Stars at Los Alamos. Gravity Engine car Recipe! Flying Jets with Gravity Engines! 
2-27-2017 Monday; Super Gravity 1,001 times Stronger than that on Earth exist in our 
Universe. 

2-27-2017 Sunday; bucolic can refer to an idealized rural life (think life with cows). Cows, 
Peanuts, Wounded Warriors, or 100 million neutron stars in the Milky Way - all with super 
gravity! Super iPostOffice @ Star Trek Star Wars Invention Society Wars Victory for 100 
Million neutron Stars $$$ ! Bucolic Life of the Worlds Generals who fired Oppenheimer every 
generation. 
2-27-2017 Monday; Cows; Bucolic Life of a Cambodian Grandmother Accused of Mass Killings 
Im Chaem, 74, who lives in a snug house surrounded by fruit trees, was accused of overseeing 
the slaughter of tens of thousands as a Khmer Rouge official. Her case was dismissed. After the 
UN spent $300 million on staff. By JULIA WALLACE The Bucolic Life of a Cambodian 
Grandmother Accused of Mass Killings - As an adjective, bucolic refers to an ideal country life 



that many yearn for. ... A bucolic could be a short poem about pastoral (cow) life or a country 
person, who is stereotyped as a cowherd. Used as an adjective, bucolic can refer to an idealized 
rural life (think life with cows) or to herdsmen (more cows). 
2-27-2017 Monday; Bucolic Life of a USA George Orwell President of the USA watching 100 
million neutron stars in the Milky Way. Strong Gravity Editorial and Front page story today. 
Hell. Bucolic Life of a Cambodian Grandmother Accused of Mass Killings 74 year old women 
on trial for war crimes. This is the picture on the Front page of the Times Today. 100 million 
neutron stars in the Milky Way are "Cows" to the Editors of the New York Times. 

2-27-2017 Monday; F35C Fighter Jets @ Boca Chica Field is about to change as a litany of 
squadrons and aircraft are descending on Naval Air Station Key West - 100 million neutron 
stars are worth less to Earth and the World by Peanut Farmers; Bucolic life in Georgia, 
everywhere in the USA. Bucolic Lives @ Naval Air Station Key West. 100 million neutron stars 
are worth less to Earth than iPostOffice @ Star Trek Star Wars Invention Society Wars Victory 
for 100 Million neutron Stars $$$. Capt. Baker bakes a Universe of 100 million neutron stars, 
no! Rx Recipe 'Bakes' bucolic life coming home Capt. Baker is obvious to 100 million neutron 
stars, they are meaningless as God the Baker! Conscience baked, cooked, getting well done each 
new century. Pope the Earth is Flat was the Bakers Home forever untill some inventor came 
alone with a better baker. Capt. Baker flying off course ends up in some kind of Hell when he 
dies. How did you miss 100 million neutron stars God ask. Capt. Baker tells God the Baker 
forgot to add 100 million neutron stars to the mix. 
2-27-2017 Monday; Other Bucolic Bakers inspect the gas engine in the 2015 Alpha Romeo 
before the race on 100 Million Neutron Stars Loop on Sugar Key Island yesterday. 

2-27-2017 Monday; Could Capt. Baker bake a cake quicker... A Dozen Years, 3 Cold-Case 
Killings and an Arrest in Brooklyn? Military exercise to find the killers of Ivanka Trump cold 
cases! 
2-27-2017 Monday; "Editorial: Missing: Donald Trump’s Trillion-Dollar Infrastructure Plan" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 2 Trillion Galaxies plan for a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek Society or $777 Trillion dollar BP Oil Society. Metropolitan Diary: Mugged on Pizza Night 
yesterday. Decades ago Trumps Mother was mugged beaten. Today Ivanka will be sucker 
punched at a gas station hold up in Miami. Capt. Baker at the Navy Air Station in Key West will 
be herding his Bucolic Herd of Cows. 
2-27-2017 Monday; Trump is hunting down the killer of Ivanka in the USA. Father of 
Commando Killed in Yemen Refused to Meet Trump - Ivanka's killer fled to Yemen, Baghdad. 
Another woman named Ivanka was murdered in Baghdad last week. Ministry of State Security, 
the country’s secret police. Homeland security Ivanka was not murdered by a terrorists! No one 
is facing United Nations sanctions for the world wide killings, murderers of Ivanka. Mr. Trump 
told the lawmakers, keeping track of all the Ivanka’s whereabouts and providing logistical 
assistance on 1 million women world wide. USA officials have called a “reign of terror” for 
Muslims killings not murders of SWF's named Ivanka. Homeland Security guards every Social 
Security office in every city and town in the USA today. 100 Ivanka's will be murdered this 
week, and this is not counting the Mary Kennedy's murdered by Robert Kennedy Jr. in the 
Kennedy Barn. 
2-27-2017 Monday; iTrumpTower Chip Invention Projects with 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos - To Keep U.S. Jobs, Chip Makers Share a Factory and Pin Hopes on Trump, Computer 
chips are still made in the United States, but foreign competition is looming. The industry wants 
President Trump to help. By VINDU GOEL iTrumpTower Chip Invention Projects with 1 Click 



Amazon link to Los Alamos. Reinventing the chip on 10 Super computers costing $100 million 
each. Writing the Chip Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West with 
computer tech language only a niche will understand. Like the Chips for the Gravity Engines. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Every six to seven weeks Greg and Wife's in Key West may be able to add 
another Rx Recipe Cure... Invention! Invention Tips: How to Navigate a Museum - How to 
rebuild the Ripley "Believe it or Not Museum" on Duval Key West into a Ripley "Invention 
Museum!" Go under the knife in invention surgery... at the Ripley Museum, grin! 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos. Consciousness; 
how consciousness came into existence. How consciousness leaves the body after death. 
Oppenheimer at Los Alamos 1,001 Scientist writing in the Hemingway House Writing Class 
would fill a Novel with Brainstorming ideas on this. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; “Every six to seven weeks North Korea may be able to add another nuclear 
weapon to its arsenal,” Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory and a senior fellow at the Center for International Security and Cooperation at 
Stanford University, said in a recent Op-Ed article. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine a Year iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society with Apple-Starbucks iMacBook Pro 
InventBook not Facebook and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. At every cafe table open 
24/7 with Time to dissect Time and Super Gravity. 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Los Alamos 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was in the Pentagons Garage 
and written up in 1990 by Los Alamos Scientists as Mr. Buell and his "Wind Car". My copy of 
this secret files is mostly blackened out the West Point Generals isn't, grin! 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos... The crisis is here. 
The nuclear clock keeps ticking. Every six to seven weeks North Korea may be able to add 
another nuclear weapon to its arsenal... 
2-26-2017 Sunday; United Nations-backed tribunal charged her with crimes against humanity, 
including mass murder, extermination and enslavement. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; "Fiery Car Crash "circumstances" Conflict for Police in ‘Sanctuary Cities’ 
were BP Oil paid for the George Orwell City Hall... what if the Fiery Car Crash" is in Kansas 
who gets arrested? 
2-26-2017 Sunday; "10 Police Officers Killed in Ambush by Militants in Afghanistan" By THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
2-26-2017 Sunday; 10 Police Officers Killed in Fiery Rear end Car Crash in Our George Orwell 
Gasoline $$$ Revenues Times in USA. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

2-26-2017 Sunday; United Nations "deathblow" after this first strike H-Bomb attack - the 
Trump Tower 155 Story Medical School will be built were the UN stands in NYC. What the UN 
Stands for was destroyed with the first strike of H-Bombs on North Korea. This is now Trump 
will get the UN real estate... grin! 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Bad UN Hospital Design Is Making Us Sicker! 



2-26-2017 Sunday; Gravity Engine Moon Shot blew up on launch at the Pentagon... American 
strategists worry that operations at the Pentagon’s Djibouti Camp Lemonnier will be observed 
once China completes its military port. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; “Every six to seven weeks North Korea may be able to add another nuclear 
weapon to its arsenal,” Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory and a senior fellow at the Center for International Security and Cooperation at 
Stanford University, said in a recent Op-Ed article. 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos... The crisis is here. 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and the 1990 Los Alamos secret file on Mr. Buell and his 
"Wind Car" will be on the front page of the New York Times tomorrow! 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, emeritus director of the Los Alamos... The crisis is here. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, Mr. Trump should send a presidential envoy to North 
Korea. Talking is not a reward or a concession to Pyongyang and should not be construed as 
signaling acceptance of a nuclear-armed North Korea. Talking is a necessary step to re-
establishing critical links of communication to avoid a nuclear catastrophe. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Siegfried S. Hecker, Jimmy Carter Crisis is here, dying and dead grand 
children from Smog poison gas exhaust in Georgia for the next several decades and Jimmy 
Carter is a "peace" with his God on Sunday Today. 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Mr. Trump has little to lose by talking. He can risk the domestic political 
downside of appearing to appease the North. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Mr. Trump has little to lose by hacking - talking, brainstorming 4 Trillion 
Rx Recipes for a Stage 4 Miracle Recipe by Greg + Wife's in Key West. He can risk the domestic 
political downside of appearing to appease the Stage 4 women. Ivanka Murdered or dead from 
Stage 4 in 2017 is the downside. Remember Jimmy Carter and Biden killed their own son's, and 
grand kids. 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Greg + Wife's "Held" in Key West - the American delegation was planning 
to talk with the North Koreans about two Americans now detained in North Korea. No one in 
our 1984 George Orwell Society is working on a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 today. George 
Orwell anonymity because of the delicacy of the matter and so many will die from Stage 4 Today 
when Greg + Wife's in Key West are POW's of McCain and others! 2-26-2017 Sunday; 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Vietnam POW's face the firing squad over the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort invention and suppression, POW McCain; funny! A 28-year-old whom 
Malaysian police officials have described as an “entertainment outlet employee,” Ms. Huong was 
one of millions of Southeast Asians working overseas, in many cases off the books. More than 18 



million people from the region were working abroad in 2013, according to United Nations data. 
The Facebook page of Doan Thi Huong, the Vietnamese suspect in the death of Kim Jong-nam, 
the North Korean leader’s estranged half brother. Credit Associated Press Ms. Huong’s 
Facebook page suggests that she led a peripatetic lifestyle, moving between hotel rooms in 
Cambodia and Malaysia in recent weeks. While stressing that they had no information about 
Ms. Huong’s particular situation, experts said that Vietnamese women who work as escorts, 
masseuses, prostitutes and waitresses in Southeast Asia’s wealthier cities, particularly Singapore 
and Kuala Lumpur, often follow a similar pattern of movement. Ms. Huong’s posts from 
Malaysia, which showed her smiling coyly in portraits and videos, hardly seemed those of a 
hardened assassin. Photos showed ice cream, chicken wings and a smiling gray Teddy bear 
propped up on a hotel bed. “Life is food,” Ms. Huong wrote in one post under her alias, Ruby 
Ruby. “I can eat very much.” Nghia Binh, Ms. Huong’s hometown, lies in the Red River Delta, a 
largely agricultural, densely populated region in northern Vietnam that has severe 
unemployment. Hundreds of thousands of workers from the delta and other regions have 
emigrated to Japan, Malaysia, South Korean and Taiwan in recent years. As the delta’s 
population expands, “there are very few viable employment opportunities” beyond farming. 
Ford 2017 ElectricWindmillEscorts. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Ms. Huong Facebook Page not InventBook Page. A war crime the UN will 
look into after the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort is parked at the UN in NYC. Hahahaha. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; Super Strong Gravity of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; UN needs to take up the crime of drunk driving and those selling the 
alcohol... Pickup Plows Into Crowd at a Mardi Gras Parade, Injuring 28 The New Orleans 
police said the driver was taken into custody and was being investigated for drunken driving. 
None of the injuries were considered life-threatening. $$$. 

2-26-2017 Sunday; Editorial "The Invention + Car Facts" The Editors at the New York Times 
Doesn’t Like; a hate crime and war crime via THE EDITORIAL BOARD Super Gravity 1,001 
times Stronger than that on Earth exist in our Universe. 100 million neutron stars in the Milky 
Way. Strong Gravity Editorial and Front page story today. Hell no a 74 year old women on trial 
for war crimes. This is the picture on the Front page of the Times Today. Why would the Times 
Editors put this picture on the front page, they are Blind. In a Blind Rage of War in their own 
Universe of $777 Trillion dollars in BP oil revenues. If you had a trillion dollars in a secret Swiss 
bank what would your thoughts wander to? Money, lots of it. All illegal from gas station hold 
ups in Miami. Gas station hold ups on the front page of the New York Times Today. You must 
be mentally ill as Trump if you though the Times editors thought of this article for the front 
page today. Lobby of the Times in NYC and Trump Towers Lobby is empty of iMacBook Pro 
computers for the thousands who would have come in and worked on 1 Click Amazon links to 
1,001 invention projects at Los Alamos today. The Times did put a editorial from the director of 
Los Alamos in the paper. Some General will fire him like Oppenheimer got fired if the Pentagon 
ever reads what he wrote and the Times printed this. It's the exact thing Oppenheimer would 
have written way back then at Los Alamos. No one at the Pentagon will take his advice and talk 
to North Korea. Let alone bankrupt them with the CIA Coup Op of "No Gas Stations on 
Earth". $777 Trillion in oil revenues in Swiss Banks confiscated could come in handy by Trump 
wanting to buy you off. Trump has to save Ivanka from being Murdered + dying from Stage 4. 
So time is of the essence, Time is more than just the new Higgs God Particle for Trump. 
2-26-2017 Sunday; 
2-26-2017 Sunday; 
2-26-2017 Sunday; 
2-26-2017 Sunday; 
2-25-2017 Saturday; Sweden, Nation of Open Arms, Debates Implications of Immigration; 1,001 



Women in Sweden Raped Beaten give Syphilis, STD's. Sucker Punched by drunk immigrants 
first time they get really drunk. King and the Elite in Sweden Debates Implications of Giving 
Jimmy Carter a Nobel Peace Prize and didn't debate he would spent $10 Trillion dollars on a 
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub when we don't really need it. Debates Implications of 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine a Year iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society with Apple-Starbucks iMacBook Pro 
InventBook not Facebook and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. At every cafe table in 
Sweden. Debates Implications of writing a Hemingway House Invention Projects Nobel Novels 
in Sweden on iapps. U.S. Aid to Syrian Militia Strains Turkish Ties Not Sweden Ties as the King 
of Sweden and his Elite inner circle have sold their Soul to McCain, Biden, God of War not Star 
Wars Star Trek Era of Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies. In Kim Jong-nam’s Death, North Korea 
Lets Loose a Weapon of Mass Destruction - Sweden will Debate the Implications of 2 Trillion 
Tons of Chemical Weapons in the Air over China and the Nobel Peace Prize for that year 2017!! 
China and North Korea WW III started with Chemical Weapons in the Air over China!! VX 
Nerve Agent, A Deadly Weapon, Rarely Debated and the Implications to Sweden Society. 
Sweden King will realize giving Jimmy Carter a Nobel Peace Prize was a War Crime! China 
Aims to Track People by Requiring Car Navigation - Gas Exhaust tracking of the Smog Clouds 
and Poison Gas Particle Chairman Mao is putting in the air after debating the implications 
Chairman Mao Today poisoned 1 million children and the King of Sweden mentions this to his 
wife over dinner many times in the last few years. VX Nerve Agent, A Deadly Weapon, Never 
Debated by the King of Sweden with his wife could be in the Air Over China this coming week. 
'Sanctuary Cities’ will not be news in the New York Times until the VX and Chemical Weapon 
Clouds over China are blown around the Globe several times. Some Will See the New York 
Times Media ‘the Enemy’ in bed with North Korea, Oh South Korea. Smog Clouds will become 
the Chemical Weapons Clouds of North Korea. I can hear McCain and Biden in a Blind Rage of 
War wanting a first strike of 1,001 H-Bombs over North Korea. King of Sweden gets a Glimpse 
of the Fight Ahead... in WW III Chemical Weapons in the Air over China and a first strike 
H-Bomb attack on North Korea by the USA... how many H-Bombs will be in the first strike 
attack on North Korea? The King of Sweden will debate this with his wife over dinner Tonight, 
grin!! 

2-25-2017 Saturday; ...first strike H-Bomb attack Clock has been moved forward by the King of 
Sweden and the Nobel Peace Prize Mad Men! They are mad at themselves for giving Jimmy 
Carter a Nobel Peace Prize and some want it given back after the first strike H-Bomb attack on 
North Korea by the USA. 
2-25-2017 Saturday; China announced that it was suspending all coal imports from North Korea 
for the rest of the year. China said the ban was part of its efforts to enforce United Nations 
sanctions aimed at ending the North’s nuclear weapons and ballistic-missile programs. 

2-25-2017 Saturday; United Nations "deathblow" after this first strike H-Bomb attack - the 
Trump Tower 155 Story Medical School will be built were the UN stands in NYC. What the UN 
Stands for was destroyed with the first strike of H-Bombs on North Korea. This is now Trump 
will get the UN real estate... grin! 
2-25-2017 Saturday; Anti-foreigner protesters led a violent march in Pretoria, South Africa, on 
Friday. The police responded with rubber bullets, tear gas and water cannons. By THE NEW 
YORK TIMES. The Police on Pretronia Street Key West will respond with Rx Tranquilizer 
Clouds of Pink Gas Catnip for the Cats Fighting. 



2-25-2017 Saturday; Star Wars: The Last Jedi Reshoots after the first strike of H-Bombs on 
North Korea. Star Wars: The Last Jedi WW III before iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Society. While Star Wars: The Force Awakens left us with many open questions, the death of 
Carrie Fisher has overshadowed all of them until WW III broke out in weeks of the VX Nerve 
Gas assignations. 

2-25-2017 Saturday; With the 89th annual Academy Awards fast approaching, a South Florida 
native is making his way to Los Angeles for Sunday's big night. 
2-25-2017 Saturday; Consciousness; how consciousness came into existence. How consciousness 
leaves the body after death. Oppenheimer at Los Alamos 1,001 of them writing in the 
Hemingway House Writing Class would fill a Novel with Brainstorming ideas on this. 
2-25-2017 Saturday; Consciousness didn't create itself! 

2-25-2017 Saturday; BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com The 
controversial British speaker, journalist and Internet troll Milo Yiannopoulos is in Key West 
this week following a week of sensational headlines involving the former Breitbart News editor. 
He posted on his Facebook page Thursday: “In Key West for the weekend, with the love of my 
life. Resting and recharging. Yiannopoulos seemed to speak sympathetically of certain sexual 
relationships between adult men and 13-year-old boys. "Pedophilia is not a sexual attraction to 
somebody 13 years old who is sexually mature," he said. "Pedophilia is attraction to children 
who have not reached puberty." Key West sensational headlines of "Pedophilia Sanctuary City" 
Trump will pick from his Orwellian connections. 

2-25-2017 Saturday; 

Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis Mom's Herpes Cold sore kissing her little girl at night leads to 
her daughter getting Herpes in her eye.
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) (from the Greek cyto-, "cell", and megalo-, "large") is a genus of 
viruses in the order Herpesvirales, in the family Herpesviridae. 
Virus Not Smog Birth Defects Caused by Building the $18 Million Dollar "Key West George 
Orwell City Hall" instead of the "Yale Key West Medical School" on 3-4-2017

Key West Airport doesn't scan for CMV or MS virus on tourists flying into Key West. 
...Before she was born, I had never heard of cochlear implants or CMV. virus I caught while 
pregnant, called congenital CMV, or cytomegalovirus. Run of the Mill Hospital routine 



screening every pregnant woman undergoes; I had tested negative for hepatitis B, hepatitis C, 
syphilis, H.I.V., rubella, chlamydia, and genetic diseases like Down syndrome and cystic fibrosis. 
Even though the likelihood of having a baby with congenital CMV is higher than for all of the 
above conditions put together, I was never tested for it during either of my pregnancies. To 
protect your baby from CMV, first you have to know that it exists. Homeland Security at the 
NYC JFK Airport does scan for CMV or would have if the Yale Key West Medical School was 
built on 3-4-2011 and Mary Kennedy would be alive today. When we returned to Alaska this 
past summer, at Anna’s 1-year checkup, the third-year resident on rotation from the University 
of Washington — the nation’s No. 1 medical school for primary care — had never heard of my 
daughter’s virus. caught while pregnant, called congenital CMV, or cytomegalovirus. It causes 
more birth defects in the United States than any other nongenetic disease; an estimated 30,000 
babies each year here are born with CMV, of which about 8,000 will have permanent 
impairments. CMV is contagious, and it was most likely living in the mouth of my first 
daughter, without causing any long-lasting symptoms, when I was pregnant with my second. 
The virus is prevalent in day care centers and preschool, and toddlers can shed it in their urine 
and saliva for two to three years. Cytomegalovirus (CMV) (from the Greek cyto-, "cell", and 
megalo-, "large") is a genus of viruses in the order Herpesvirales, in the family Herpesviridae, in 
the subfamily Betaherpesvirinae. Humans and monkeys serve as natural hosts. There are 
currently eight species in this genus including the type species, human cytomegalovirus (HCMV, 
human herpesvirus 5, HHV-5), which is the species that infects humans. Diseases associated with 
HHV-5 include glandular fever, and pneumonia. In the medical literature, most mentions of 
CMV without further specification refer implicitly to human CMV. Human CMV is the most 
studied of all cytomegaloviruses. Within Herpesviridae, CMV belongs to the Betaherpesvirinae 
subfamily, which also includes the genera Muromegalovirus and Roseolovirus (HHV-6 and 
HHV-7). It is related to other herpesviruses within the subfamilies of Alphaherpesvirinae that 
includes herpes simplex viruses (HSV)-1 and -2 and varicella-zoster virus (VZV), and the 
Gammaherpesvirinae subfamily that includes Epstein–Barr virus. 

2-25-2017 Saturday; Sweden, Nation of Open Arms, Debates Implications of Immigration; 1,001 
Women in Sweden Raped Beaten give Syphilis, STD's. Sucker Punched by drunk immigrants 
first time they get really drunk. King and the Elite in Sweden Debates Implications of Giving 
Jimmy Carter a Nobel Peace Prize and didn't debate he would spent $10 Trillion dollars on a 
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub when we don't really need it. Debates Implications of 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine a Year iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society with Apple-Starbucks iMacBook Pro 
InventBook not Facebook and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. At every cafe table in 
Sweden. Debates Implications of writing a Hemingway House Invention Projects Nobel Novels 
in Sweden on iapps. U.S. Aid to Syrian Militia Strains Turkish Ties Not Sweden Ties as the King 
of Sweden and his Elite inner circle have sold their Soul to McCain, Biden, God of War not Star 
Wars Star Trek Era of Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies. In Kim Jong-nam’s Death, North Korea 
Lets Loose a Weapon of Mass Destruction - Sweden will Debate the Implications of 2 Trillion 
Tons of Chemical Weapons in the Air over China and the Nobel Peace Prize for that year 2017!! 
China and North Korea WW III started with Chemical Weapons in the Air over China!! VX 
Nerve Agent, A Deadly Weapon, Rarely Debated and the Implications to Sweden Society. 
Sweden King will realize giving Jimmy Carter a Nobel Peace Prize was a War Crime! China 
Aims to Track People by Requiring Car Navigation - Gas Exhaust tracking of the Smog Clouds 
and Poison Gas Particle Chairman Mao is putting in the air after debating the implications 
Chairman Mao Today poisoned 1 million children and the King of Sweden mentions this to his 
wife over dinner many times in the last few years. VX Nerve Agent, A Deadly Weapon, Never 
Debated by the King of Sweden with his wife could be in the Air Over China this coming week. 
'Sanctuary Cities’ will not be news in the New York Times until the VX and Chemical Weapon 
Clouds over China are blown around the Globe several times. Some Will See the New York 
Times Media ‘the Enemy’ in bed with North Korea, Oh South Korea. Smog Clouds will become 
the Chemical Weapons Clouds of North Korea. I can hear McCain and Biden in a Blind Rage of 
War wanting a first strike of 1,001 H-Bombs over North Korea. King of Sweden gets a Glimpse 
of the Fight Ahead... in WW III Chemical Weapons in the Air over China and a first strike 
H-Bomb attack on North Korea by the USA... how many H-Bombs will be in the first strike 



attack on North Korea? The King of Sweden will debate this with his wife over dinner Tonight, 
grin!! 
2-25-2017 Saturday; Anti-foreigner protesters led a violent march in Pretoria, South Africa, on 
Friday. The police responded with rubber bullets, tear gas and water cannons. By THE NEW 
YORK TIMES. The Police on Pretronia Street Key West will respond with Rx Tranquilizer 
Clouds of Pink Gas Catnip for the Cats Fighting. 
2-25-2017 Saturday; 
2-25-2017 Saturday; 
2-25-2017 Saturday; 
2-25-2017 Saturday; 
2-25-2017 Saturday; 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - cytomegalovirus; MS, Herpes, Victory! Nobel in 
Medicine! Total Victory on every Virus was possible on 3-4-2011 in Key West. Nobel in 
Medicine by Greg + Wife's in Key West would be news Today from Sweden not Trumps 
comments on riots in Sweden. 
MS caught by women having sex with bisexual men, most of the women have never heard of this 
death sentence. White House doctors are putting these women to death today (Instead of putting 
MS on the Front Page of the New York Times) on orders from President George Orwell. 
CMV virus, MS virus would have been scanned at the JFK airport and every airport world wide 
if the Yale Key West Medical School was built on 3-4-2011... 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - On the killing of Mary Kennedy! 
Blind Jolts of War Rage by Mad Men McCain + Biden are insurmountable obstacles for 
inventing the Gravity Engine in 2017 and Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure in 2017. McCain; Biden... 
Their Vets at the VFW, drunks get in their gas engine car and drive drunk without thinking one 
of us VFW vets will kill someone today. Drunk Snobbery Persists. 100 dead this week in car 
wrecks 50% via drunks. McCain is drunk and drives "Blind" to God. To the Editor: of the New 
York Times by a Nasty Women, she wrote this today. titled "Generals, but No Victories" She 
will catch on that the Generals want to spent $777 Trillion on MIT War Toys, Drone's, before 
they Win the War in Baghdad. Then the Generals will win the War On Cancer for Stage 4. 
McCain + Biden are insurmountable obstacles for inventing the Gravity Engine in 2017 and 
Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure in 2017. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - cytomegalovirus; MS, Herpes, Victory! Nobel in 
Medicine! Total Victory on every Virus was possible on 3-4-2011 in Key West. Nobel in 
Medicine by Greg + Wife's in Key West would be news Today from Sweden not Trumps 
comments on riots in Sweden. 

2-23-2017 Thursday; NASA Oscars of the Movie... "iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek" when 
Disney's Pixar next Star Wars Movie doesn't have the Gravity Engine... funny! 



2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - On the killing of Mary Kennedy! 

2-24-2017 Friday; "Opting for Total War" on Trump Towers Medical School Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure! 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Trumps Oscars for the Movie... "Building of the Trump Tower Medical 
School" A winner of the most Oscars ever!! 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - On the killing of Mary Kennedy! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on Trump Towers Medical School Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure! West Point Generals "Generals, but No Victories" Absolute Vodka + Absolutely No 
Victories by West Point Generals. Dr. Lisa's Art of Diagnosis would go into these looser's; who 
scamed them and why did they fall for it decades after decades when the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort was in the Pentagons Garage and written up in 1990 by Los Alamos 
Scientists as Mr. Buell and his "Wind Car". My copy of this secret files is mostly blackened out 
the West Point Generals isn't, grin! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup Op by CIA. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Then Opting for Total War on iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War is North Korea!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War - Absolutely No Victories by West Point Generals when 
they could have won the war with North Korea in 1980 with the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War - West Point Generals will tell us they didn't lose the 
war with North Korea in 1980 that Jimmy Carter, Kennedy, McCain and their inner circle are 
the one's who lost the war with North Korea in 1980 by not using the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War - The mysterious killing of Kim Jong-nam has raised 
questions about who exactly could have orchestrated his murder. And let McCain, Biden, Bill 
and Melinda Gates know they will put trillions of tons of VX nerve agents, chemical weapons in 
the air! Smog II and North Korea knows Smog killed 1 billion children, mostly Jimmy Carters 
grand children !! 



2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - on China 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - on China North Korea will put trillions of tons of 
Chemical weapons in the Air over China! Generals will go for a Victory over China! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on In 2014, the South Korean Defense Ministry said the 
North had stockpiled 2,500 to 5,000 tons of VX nerve agents, chemical weapons and had a 
capacity to produce a variety of biological weapons. (The North has conducted five nuclear tests 
since 2006.) 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - VX is part of a family of nerve agents created 
decades ago during research into pesticides. It is tasteless and odorless and kills by causing 
uncontrollable muscle contractions, which eventually stop the victim from breathing. A dose of 
about 10 milligrams is enough to kill by skin contact, according to the Federation of American 
Scientists. Several world powers, including the United States and the former Soviet Union, once 
had large stockpiles of the nerve agent. American stores of VX were destroyed under the 
Chemical Weapons Convention of 1997, with incineration completed in 2012. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - And in what could be seen as a threat to Malaysia, 
the statement noted that North Korea is a “nuclear weapons state.” 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - Doan Thi Huong, 28, a Vietnamese woman being 
held in Malaysia. “She was a very timid girl. When she saw a rat or frog, she would scream.” 

2-24-2017 Friday; antidotes? Injections of atropine, if administered quickly after exposure, can 
counteract the lethal effects of VX. The drug prevents VX from blocking the enzyme, allowing 
cells to resume functioning normally. Hospitals generally have atropine on hand; it is commonly 
used in much less drastic situations, like dilating pupils for eye exams. Anticonvulsive drugs like 
diazepam may also be administered. Military forces are often equipped with autoinjectors, 
which can be removed from a wrapper and used directly through clothing or protective gear in 
the event of an attack. 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - Doan Thi Huong, 28, a Vietnamese woman grew 
up outside of Hanoi. Nothing was written about her parents during the bombing of Hanoi by 
McCain... 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - Rise in mumps outbreaks prompts US officials to 
weigh third vaccine dose. Federal health officials are evaluating the benefit of an additional dose 
of the mumps vaccine because of the increasing number of mumps outbreaks since 2006. West 
Point Generals when they could have won the war with North Korea in 1980 with the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts!! West Point Doctors who are Generals could have won the War on 



Mumps and several other Vaccines and Ordered Los Alamos Scientists to write a article on 
Vaccines in the drinking water inventions by General Oppenheimer, grin!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War - Decades into diabetes War... insulin therapy is still 
hard to manage. Absolutely No Victories by West Point Generals!! 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - "Bad Hospital Design Is Making Us Sicker" New 
York Times - Bad West Point "Design" is making Us Sicker, grin!! 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - Absolute Vodka + Absolutely No Victories by West 
Point Generals who lost more troops to Absolute Vodka than War in Baghdad. A scuffle over a 
case of beer left in a South Bronx doorway ended with an aspiring rapper shot dead and an 
expectant father in jail. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - New York Times; Beyond ‘Hidden Figures’: 
Nurturing New Black and Latino Math Whizzes - New York Times failed to win many Wars. 
Next article should be titled... Beyond ‘Hidden Figures’: Nurturing New West Point Generals 
armed with the Gravity Engine. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - On the killing of Mary Kennedy! 

2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - cytomegalovirus; MS, Herpes, Victory! Nobel in 
Medicine! Total Victory on every Virus was possible on 3-4-2011 in Key West. Nobel in 
Medicine would be news from Sweden not Trumps comments on riots in Sweden. 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year at the Yale Key 
West Medical School and JFK International Airport for scanning 1 billion kids eyes and them 
for every virus + disease the New Dr. Oppenheimer x-ray grin scan can detect in a Star Wars 
Star Trek Disney Pixar Movie..... Hahahahah 
2-24-2017 Friday; Opting for Total War on - 

2-23-2017 Thursday; McCain + Biden are insurmountable obstacles for inventing the Gravity 
Engine in 2017 and Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure in 2017. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Captain America: Invention Wars; War that takes us back to 
Oppenheimer getting fired then General America built 50K H-Bombs at Los Alamos, bought $1 
Trillion in IBM super computer and today is reinventing the H-Bombs again and again. Apple-
Starbucks with iMacBook Pro's and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos 1,001 IP invention 
projects at Los Alamos with Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer and no H-Bombs on the super computers. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; NASA Movie Oscars... none!!! 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Captain America: Civil War works because at its heart it’s a grounded, 
character-driven mystery film — a movie with things to say and interesting ways to say them. It 
just happens to also have 12 superheroes slugging it out like it’s no one’s business. Invention; 
Age of Ultron. Age of the Universe. Time as the New God Particle. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Captain America: Invention Wars; War that takes us back to 



Oppenheimer getting fired then General America built 50K H-Bombs at Los Alamos, bought $1 
Trillion in IBM super computer and today is reinventing the H-Bombs again and again. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; ...governments of the world wanting to put restrictions on them... Greg and 
Wife's in Key West will start Brainstorming invention; Stage 4, Gravity Engine. Mandy Miles in 
todays Key West Citizen said the pardon is coming but not a full pardon, grin. Invent Florida! 
2-23-2017 Thursday; ...governments of the world wanting to put restrictions on them... 
AppleSpaceshipCampusSteveJobsMedicalSchool, grin! Lots of Brainstorming iCalls in the Art 
of Diagnosis... Rx Recipe Cure's Stage 4 are a sure thing once 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos is connected... iYaleKeyWestMedicalSchoolCampus 
2-23-2017 Thursday; 9/11 Freedom Tower Medical School - Trump Tower Medical School... 
2-23-2017 Thursday; ...someone in government of the world wanting put restrictions on them... 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Greg and Wife's in Key West will start Brainstorming invention of 55G 
when pardoned... Hahahaha. Invention Insider News from Key West. Verizon will begin early 
tests of its '5G' service later this year. Verizon on Wednesday said that it will start offering “pre-
commercial” 5G service to certain customers in 11 US cities sometime in the first half of 2017. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Apple said it will take six months to move all 12,000 staff into the $5 billion 
(£4 billion) 2.8 million-square-foot campus, which features a 1,000 seat auditorium named the 
Steve Jobs Theater. Tim Cook plans to work out of Apple Park, the official name for Apple's 
spaceship-shaped campus, Steve Jobs Medical School Campus waits for the 
iYaleKeyWestMedicalSchoolCampus which will have more iPhone 007's than 
AppleSpaceshipCampus, grin! Lots of Brainstorming iCalls in the Art of Diagnosis... Rx Recipe 
Cure's are a sure thing once 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos is connected. As for the next 
iPhone 008 The new iPhone is expected to include new features such as high-resolution displays, 
wireless charging and 3-D sensors. Rather than representing major breakthroughs, however, 
most of the innovations have been available in competing phones for several - 
iYaleKeyWestMedicalSchoolCampus iapps will have medical discoveries and miracle cure alerts 
for cardiac arrest and Work Place Acquired diseases and hate crimes against women, grin. 

2-23-2017 Thursday; 7 Earth-Size Planets Orbit Dwarf Star, Astronomers Say - "Generals, but 
No Victories... NASA Top Brass are all Generals this is why there are No Aliens in our Universe 
of 2 Trillion Galaxies" 
2-23-2017 Thursday; NASA Oscars... Movie "a dwarf star named Trappist-1, about 40 light-
years" 
2-23-2017 Thursday; NASA Oscars... Movie "NASA’s science mission directorate, said during a 
NASA news conference on Wednesday. “Are we alone in this New Universe of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies?" 

2-23-2017 Thursday; Blind Jolts of War's Rage by Mad Men fueled by gasoline revenue $$$ and 
Cheers watching the classified YouTube video of the Miami gas station hold up dudes sucker 
punch the women. Dr. Madonna MD. Sings 'Twinkle Twinkle 2 Trillion Galaxies" Time Goes 
So Slowly - "Generals, but No Victories" Higgs God Particle was smashed at CERN. Out came 
Time as the New God Particle that was sent to Oppenheimer at Los Alamos to dissect on 10 
super computers each the size of a football field. These 10 super computers each the size of a 
football field directed by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer will get the victory over Stage 4 before 
McCain and Biden can murder another million Nasty Women playing Microsoft War Games. 



2-23-2017 Thursday; Battles for Challenger II and Endeavor II were lost on purpose by NASA 
Generals. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Battle for No Gas Stations On Earth was lost by NASA Generals. MIT 
Astronomers always knew other stars must have planets, but until a couple of decades ago, they 
had not been able to spot them. 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus parked in the MIT research 
labs since 1980. Unable to spot it! It's spin offs inventions... a war crime at MIT. Last year, 
astronomers announced the discovery of an Earth-size planet around Proxima Centauri, the 
closest star at 4.24 light-years away. 

2-23-2017 Thursday; Blind Jolts of War Rage by Mad Men McCain + Biden are insurmountable 
obstacles for inventing the Gravity Engine in 2017 and Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure in 2017. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Because the planets are so close to Trappist-1, they have quite likely 
become “gravitationally locked” to the star, always with one side of the planets facing the star, 
much as it is always the same side of Earth’s moon facing Earth. That would mean one side 
would be warmer, but an atmosphere would distribute heat, and the scientists said that would 
not be an insurmountable obstacle for life. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; The Big ‘Brexit’ Winners; Lobbyists and Lawyers - Biggest Brexit Losers; 
MD's + Stage 4 Women! 

2-23-2017 Thursday; Gas Engine Car's are Why 20 Million People Are on Brink of Famine in a 
‘World of Plenty’ By SOMINI SENGUPTA Somini will tell you McCain + the Pentagon killed 
these 20 million for the Glory of War and Blind Rages of War they cant control but really its the 
gas engine car and the $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Bill and Melinda Gates have a Role in keeping the gas engine car fueled 
$$$. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Opinion: The Power of Movies to Change Our Hearts - iPostOffice @ Star 
Wars Star Trek 

2-23-2017 Thursday; To the Editor: titled "Generals, but No Victories" 
2-23-2017 Thursday; To the Editor: titled "Generals, but No Victories" Re “Now, Let General 
McMaster Do His Job” (editorial, Feb. 22): Lt. Gen. H. R. McMaster is called “an enlightened 
choice,” “a student of history” and “one of the military’s most gifted” strategists. Similar 
accolades were bestowed on Gen. David Petraeus: the golden boy, superb credentials, doctoral 
thesis on Vietnam and the architect of American strategy in Iraq. Gen. Jim Mattis, now 
secretary of defense, carries a copy of the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius’ “Meditations” on 
deployments. All of these brilliant minds shaped failing strategies in our unending wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Perhaps the study of military history, a doctorate notwithstanding, does not 
promote minds that can learn from history or develop a global view. We have a chaotic civilian 
government surrounded by generals who have never successfully ended a war. ANNETTE 
KEARNEY Portland, Me. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; To the Editor: titled "Generals, but No Victories..." Annette takes a while 



to catch on so I will giver her a clue... the Generals don't want a Victory; this would end their 
jobs. 99% of Pentagon Generals will get their pink slip once Trump gives the executive order for 
No Gas Stations on Earth, 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort is on the front page of the New 
York Times. Annette takes a while to catch on so I will giver her a clue... the Generals don't 
want a Victory to end Wars! 

2-23-2017 Thursday; TV three episodes of “America’s Most Wanted” Kwauhuru Govan, was 
already in custody in Brooklyn, having been charged in November in another cold case: the 
killing of Sharabia Thomas, 17, whose naked body was discovered in 2004 stuffed inside two 
laundry bags in an alley near her home on Palmetto Street in Bushwick. Mr. Brazell’s headless 
body was found in Brooklyn in 2005. TV three episodes of “America’s Most Wanted” Not really 
there are 19,000 episodes of “America’s Most Wanted” just for 2017. This is not counting the 
episodes of Mary Kennedy hanging in the Kennedy Barn. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
and iCops iHomeCam iDashCam's. 

2-23-2017 Thursday; Following his conviction, the police began to re-examine the death of his 
first wife in 2010. Helen Bailey (b. 22 August 1964; body found 15 July 2016) was a British 
author who wrote the Electra Brown series of books. Her first husband drown in the Caribbean. 
She was reported missing in April 2016; three months later, human remains were found at her 
home. Her partner, Ian Stewart, was charged with her murder and found guilty in February 
2017. Following his conviction, the police began to re-examine the death of his first wife in 2010. 
It was the bikini she had worn in February 2011 as she stood on a Barbados beach watching in 
horror as her husband, John Sinfield, drowned after drifting in a rip current. And all the while 
a little voice in her head was repeating, “But I’m wearing a bikini … But I’m wearing a bikini 
… It was inconceivable,” she says, “that something so terrible could happen while I was wearing 
swim wear. It was the absurdity of it.” She says she has always “seen the ridiculous in normal 
situations” – though this hardly counts as normal – and that’s why she called her memoir When 
Bad Things Happen in Good Bikinis. Helen was wearing the bikini in the ambulance and when 
the hospital doctor told her John was dead. Absurdity of Helen being murdered by her next 
husband. 19,000 Helen's will be murdered in the USA in 2017 I have no idea how many women 
will be murdered in London in 2017, 2018 and the London Times will not put this in its 
Headlines or Editorials. To the Editor: titled "Generals, but No Victories..." Six years ago, Ms 
Bailey was enjoying success as a children's author, having written more than 20 books, including 
the popular Electra Brown series. A lover of cooking, Arsenal FC and her Dachshund Boris, the 
Northumberland-born writer lived with her husband John Sinfield in Highgate, north London. 
The pair had been together for 22 years, and married for 15. In February 2011, during a holiday 
to Barbados, her world was turned upside down when Mr Sinfield got caught in a rip current in 
the sea and drowned. Ms Bailey was, in her own words, "a wife at breakfast, but a widow by 
lunch". 

2-23-2017 Thursday; Blind Jolts of War Rage by Mad Men McCain + Biden are insurmountable 
obstacles for inventing... 
2-23-2017 Thursday; Greg + Wife's in Key West will invent the 10 terabytes SD cards... Sony is 
laying claim to the title of the world’s fastest SD card with its new SF-G Series UHS-II SDXC 
cards rolling out this spring. The cards will come in 32GB, 64GB, and 128GB capacities, 
promising write speeds of up to 299 megabytes per second and read speeds of up to 300MB/s. 
There's no word on pricing, but we’re guessing it’ll be expensive at first. As is typical for high 
performance SD cards, Sony is aiming this product at the photography market. The SD cards 



are ideal for hi-speed continuous shooting of high-resolution images for UHS-II supporting 
cameras and 4K video, according to Sony. The company says its algorithm helps prevent the 
card’s data-writing speed from decreasing during use for continuous shooting. In addition to the 
SD cards, Sony is rolling out a UHS-II card reader, the MRW-S1, that uses a USB 3.1 Gen. 1 
connection for data transfer. It will also roll out in the Spring. Pricing wasn't announced for 
that, either. [ Further reading: We tear apart a hard drive and SSD to show you how they work 
] If a user ever accidentally deletes or damages files stored on the cards, Sony’s File Rescue 
program can try to help retrieve them. The impact on you at home: Sony’s SF-G cards are 
pretty fast, but the company may not hold onto the title of “fastest SD card” for very long. 
SanDisk, for example, is right behind Sony’s speeds with SanDisk Extreme Pro SD UHS-II cards 
offering the same read speeds as Sony, and write speeds at 260MB/s. SanDisk’s cards also come 
in 32GB, 64GB, and 128GB capacities with pricing starting around $60. 
2-23-2017 Thursday; 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Pentagon's net worth comes in at $777 Trillion. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School was bombed out of existence on 3-4-2011, 
day Greg flew into Key West. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Dubai the Richest City in the World... So why is Dubai the richest city in 
the world; Hypocrisy of Pentagon Generals driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of not common conversations that 60 million men, women, 
and children in the U.S. carry the Toxoplasma parasite, but very few have symptoms because 
the immune system usually keeps the parasite from causing illness," the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention says, culprit is a parasite called Toxoplasma gondii. It's commonly 
found in soil and reproduces in cats' digestive tracts. Toxoplasmosis, can cause birth defects and 
miscarriages. Alcohol causes birth defects and miscarriages too. Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of 
Diagnosis Mom's Herpes Cold sore kissing her little girl at night leads to her daughter getting 
Herpes in her eye. WHO at the UN has reversed Wit at protecting 5 billion people from diseases. 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Russians at the UN and no Russian MD Doctors at the UN. 
Mr. Churkin, the Russian envoy to the United Nations who died Monday, of a Heart Attack!!! 
Used his wit (to die from a Heart Attack, is Putin next... Trump?) to defend his country’s actions 
and deride what he saw as critics’ hypocrisy. Wit; used to suppress the invention of the Gravity 
Engine. Mr. Churkin's grand children will die of Smog Cancers in Moscow and others will have 
birth defects. Yet the New York Times Journalists writes of Mr. Churkin's Wit at the UN. This 
is why the UN will be demolished for the 155 Story Trump Medical School. Wit of the Russian 
Doctors MD's in the Art of Diagnosis has failed the UN international community and Moscow 
Kids. Hypocrisy of JFK International Airport Not Scanning for Cardiac Arrest, STD, breast 
cancer... eye diseases in kids they will go Blind if not diagnosed by Dr. Lisa. Extraordinary story 
of how more than 1,000 years ago, after the collapse of the Roman Empire, you suddenly had 
these two great civilizations carrying on this trade, the scale of which is quite incredible,” Scale 
of Russian Elite heart attacks, cardiac arrest is unbelievable in 2017. Worst today there are a 
few dead drunk Russians frozen in a Moscow snow bank that will not make the News! MD 
ethical concerns Wit to Win over the Blind Rage of War Madmen who Mastermind what is 
scanned for at Airports worldwide. NYU medical display in the lobby of Trump Tower; 
Cheney's Heart Transplant on 100" LG Ultra monitors. Coal from China in display in the lobby 
of Trump Tower circling the 100" LG Ultra monitors making you wonder if the Chinese are 
Mentally ill not Trump, Hahahaha. 



2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Steve Jobs Medical School at the "Space Ship Campus" 
will never open. Apple today announced that the 'Apple Park' campus will open next month, but 
not as a Steve Jobs Medical School. After all those years of watching Steve Jobs Die no one built 
him a Medical School. Sounds like the City of Key West building a $18 million dollar City Hall 
paid for by $18 million from BP Oil, grin. Horizon Zero Dawn is the best Apple- Mac-safari 
adventure game ever made... Dr. Lisa will learn C++ and make the "Art of Diagnosis" game the 
best Apple Game Ever by a MD. Grin! NASA might reveal a key feature of 2 Trillion Galaxies 
in its new Apple Game. Verizon 5G Universe will expand to (55G) faster than the Galaxies are 
expanding with one C++ invention that finds dark matter, by writers at Fermilab. Who gave the 
wrong name to Dark Matter as its pushing galaxies. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Coming in at around $88 billion, Bill Gates has ridden his 
Microsoft MSFT, -0.42% fortune straight to the top of the Forbes list of the world’s richest men. 
Then again, the business magazine doesn’t take into account the world leaders and “dictators 
who derive their fortunes entirely as a result of their position of power.” If it did, there’d be a 
new top dog, according to several reports that revisited the idea that Vladimir Putin’s net worth, 
virtually impossible to measure, tops $200 billion. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Pentagon's net worth comes in at $777 Trillion. 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Hypocrisy of Trump Appears Set to Reverse Protections for 
Transgender Students without arresting them for giving tens of thousands of others STD's, 
Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, MS and other diseases. By ERIC LICHTBLAU Eric and Editors at the 
New York Times are not likely to Reverse Protections for "CLONES" of Milo Yiannopoulos at 
a, After Hours New York Times Office Party of Pedophilia's among the other Journalists who 
didn't like Milo's Comments" By JEREMY W. PETERS NEW YORK (AP) — The New York 
Times says a reporter's comment about an unfounded rumor about first lady Melania Trump in 
a private conversation with an actress at a party was "completely inappropriate." The comment 
came to light after actress Emily Ratajkowski tweeted Monday that a Times journalist told her 
"Melania is a hooker." Times spokeswoman Eileen Murphy said in a statement Monday that the 
unnamed reporter does not cover Washington or politics. She said, "The comment was not 
intended to be public, but it was nonetheless completely inappropriate and should not have 
occurred." Murphy said editors have spoken with the reporter. The comment came to light - 
York Times Office Party of Pedophilia's comments has never come to light, statistics of the 
number of Pedophilia's at Apple and the New York Times are in the Microsoft Cloud Data Base 
but censored by Bill and Melinda Gates who overhear this comments all the time! CBS 
Pedophilia on SNL Saturday Night Live Pedophilia satire. 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Clashes in Stockholm Suburb Draw Attention to Trump’s Remarks - 
Draw Attention to Pedophilia's in Stockholm via statistics on how many Pedophilia's are in 
every city world wide! How many hear these comments and don't make them headlines in the 
NY Times! The comment came to light after actress Emily Ratajkowski tweeted Monday that a 
Times journalist told her "Melania is a hooker." 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Editorial: Now, Let General McMaster Do His Job. By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD Drive the Ford 1980 ElectricWindmillEscort to West Point, Point out to 
West Point Cadets A "War Crime" that gave Jimmy Carter a Noble Peace Prize and Smog that 
will kill 1 Billion. Blind Jolts of Wars Rage by Madmen ("McCain + Biden") killing women + 
children world wide even their own sons and Daughters in gas engine Ford's when they should 
have bought their sons and daughters a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and Gravity Engine Ford 



on Orders! Orders are Hypocrisy... Blind to the Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 because the 
Generals refuse to take the H-Bombs off the assembly lines at Los Alamos. Hypocrisy of the USS 
Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine instead of the USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Ship; and Doctors 
saved him from Brain Cancer! 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; Email and letters to the Editors at the New York Times. Letter. The War 
in Iraq: Why? United States Army soldiers transported Iraqi detainees captured during 
Operation Steel Curtain in 2005. A reader writes, “I still do not know what we’re fighting for.” 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and the Gravity Engine Ford. At the "War Crimes Trials" of 
the Editors of the New York Times the Editors will be Bombarded with... the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort and the Gravity Engine Ford." 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Speaking in Iran’s cavernous Islamic conference hall, Ayatollah 
Khamenei ticked off a series of viewpoints that have been standard fare since the Islamic 
revolution of 1979. In essence, the USA President George Orwell paid for everything in Iran 
since 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. A War Crime by President George 
Orwell. Saudi Arabia, which over the last decade has lost some interest in the Palestinian cause 
not the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; 
2-22-2017 Wednesday; 

2-22-2017 Wednesday; Dubai the Richest City in the World 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; "The Worst That Could Happen? Going Blind, People Say" By JANE E. 
BRODY 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; Worst is Blind Jolts of Wars Rage by Madmen ("McCain + Biden") killing 
women + children world wide even their own sons and Daughters! Robert Kennedy Jr also 
hanging Mary in the Kennedy Barn. Jolts of Wars Range by Madmen; Blind not Going Blind. 
Worst there are tens of thousands of these Madmen World Wide. Blind to God and 2 Trillion 
Galaxies, even more Jewish Aliens. All this and even God Blind to by Mad Men with Blind Jolts 
of Wars Rage. This is why Yale Key West Medical School Students are worth more than West 
Point Generals. Blind War Elitism by Mad Men! 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; "The Worst That Could Happen? Going Blind, People Say" By JANE E. 
BRODY 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; Blind... Omar Abdel Rahman, a blind Egyptian sheik who died last 
weekend, rewired public apprehension in the United States about Islam. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; "The Worst That Could Happen? Going Blind, People Say" By JANE E. 



BRODY 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; MADRID — Police in Barcelona fired gunshots Tuesday to stop a Swedish 
man who stole a butane gas truck and drove it at high speed against traffic on a city highway, 
ramming several cars along the way, a police spokeswoman said. The man was arrested and is 
being questioned. 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; Blind... Omar Abdel Rahman, a blind Egyptian sheik who died last 
weekend, rewired public apprehension in the United States about Islam. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; What American intelligence agencies call “blowback,” the lethal aftereffects 
of making such alliances - McCain + Biden Made Dubai the Richest City in the World. What do 
American intelligence agencies CIA FBI call editors at the New York Times who refuse to let 
Widows of 9/11 sue Saudi Arabia? 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; Mr. Durst’s very twisty story began in 1982 with the vanishing of his wife, 
Kathleen Durst, several months before she would have graduated from medical school. There 
were no witnesses to the execution-style killing of Susan Berman, Mr. Durst’s close friend. 
Although Mr. Durst has never been charged with the murder of his first wife, and her body has 
not been found, Mr. Lewin has planned to describe how Mr. Durst killed her in 1982. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; A Lawyer for our 1984 George Orwell Society - A lawyer for The New York 
Times, Theodore M. Kider, said that sequestration would be a “dangerous and unprecedented” 
violation of the First Amendment. He said sequestering, in essence, would penalize a reporter for 
doing a good job. Besides, he added, California’s shield law would prevent the defense from 
calling a reporter as a witness. President George Orwell calling Greg and Wife's in Key West 
about the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Coup Op The New New York Times A Doctor for 
the New New York Times cures few of the Blind Mad Men. Dr. Madonna MD. Sings 'Twinkle 
Twinkle 2 Trillion Galaxies" Time Goes So Slowly. A lawyer for The New York Times is 
probably from Yale or Harvard and couldn't get into Yale or Harvard Medical School. So the 
Judge will call a Doctor to cure the Blind at the New York Times. Blind to God; well we have the 
New Higgs; Time! Live streaming video from the Universe Microwave Background wavelengths 
are would have been a spin off of the Gravity Engine the New York Times Lawyer suppressed 
from the front page. This is a War Crime by a Lawyer. Times Video of White Sandy Beach in 
Key West with Quarks, Top, Charmed, Strange, in their orbits with Gluon force fields on the 
Front page. Times Lawyer said this is not the Judgement Verdict the Times is Blind to God. 
Pallets of Cash in the Editors Office from Dubai is why NYC is not the richest City in the World 
with the Tallest Trump Tower 155 Stories! Blind. 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; Carnival Vista features outdoor spots like Havana Bar & Pool, a ropes 
course, mini golf, SkyRide at SportSquare (an 800-foot-long track suspended around its top 
deck that passengers can circle in pedal-powered capsules),[14] and Seafood Shack plus plenty 
of spaces like the first IMAX at sea. The Vista has custom Cuban themed staterooms and new 
Family Harbor staterooms. The Clubhouse features indoor activities like mini-bowling and 
arcade-style basketball, soccer, volleyball, and table tennis. The ship also has SkyGreens, a mini 
golf course on Deck 12. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; Carnival Yale Key West Medical School Ship features Heart Transplants... 
Miracles to let the Blind See... God! 



2-21-2017 Tuesday; iPhone 007 + iDash Cam iCops watching the driver. LA Times censored this 
from the News. A routine traffic stop ends with Whittier police in 'a gunfight for their lives,' 
leaving one veteran officer dead. Los Angeles Times. LA Times could have written President 
Trump, well President George Orwell refused to sign a executive order for iPhone 007 + iDash 
Cam's in all cars years ago. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; President George Orwell; Thousands of demonstrators across US say 'Not 
My President' Washington Post! 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; Headlines should be they spent $250 million on their second house in Dubai 
the Richest City in the World. Bill Gates, Melinda Gates Couple's foundation spends $250 
million on humanitarian services in Nigeria in 2016 Pulse Nigeria - Headlines should be they 
spent $250 million on their second house in Dubai the Richest City in the World. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; Iran spent 250 Billions on Mercedes sports cars for Iran students and How 
next-gen tech turns the 2017 Mercedes-Benz E-Class into your digital co-pilot for Iran spending 
$250 Billion on Mercedes Cars for their Kids. 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; Bill + Melinda Gates window views of Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum from their second home in Dubai watch the $250 Billion in New 
Mercedes Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum bought for UAE kids. 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; New York Times speed reaching iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society 
in NYC. End of this article on how fast is the Universe Expanding comes down to the Blind 
Editors at the Times drive a Gas Engine Car around NYC Today and astronomers drive a 1980 
model Hubble Space Telescope because the editorials in the Times have censored out the Train 
of 100's of New Super Hubble Space Telescopes. The Editors at the Times voted with our 
President George Orwell to fix the 1980 gas engine car instead of building a super Hubble Train 
of Telescopes like the spin off Gravity Engine Cars from the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
and Exodus. Cosmos Controversy: The Universe Is Expanding, but How Fast ... New York 
Times - There is a crisis brewing in the cosmos, or perhaps in the community of cosmologists. 
The universe seems to be expanding too fast, some astronomers say. Blind Editors at the New 
York Times are expanding to fast. 

2-21-2017 Tuesday; 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; 
2-21-2017 Tuesday; 

2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 



that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Trump Orders All Gas Stations Closed... World Wide! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; School is Out, Closed on Presidents Day not for long as Trump orders 
all schools to be open 24/7 and buys all students in the USA a MacBook Pro with 1 Clink 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects at Los Alamos. Yale Key West Medical School 
Students are paid more than West Point Cadets to make a Point they are worth more than 
Generals. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; McCain + Biden Made Dubai the Richest City in the World. Greg + 
Wife's in Key West will make Key West the Richest City in the World and get Trump to Fire 
McCain, Ha! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 1984 President George Orwell; how did this happen to the USA? 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Madonna Shares Sweet Video of Her New Twins Singing 'Twinkle 
Twinkle Little Star' Madonna's 58. 'Twinkle Twinkle 2 Trillion Galaxies" will scare the little 
girls... Time Goes By So Slowly, did until it became the new Higgs God Particle! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; With New Invention, Virtual Reality’s Potential for Magic Gets Real 
- Get Real with the Newest Technology of the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort F35C radar 
that cost more than the Ford, iDashCams and iCops watching you drive. Potential for sober 
drug free drive with no road rage news. Exhaust views in Virtual Reality's glasses; were never 
invented to show exhaust reality. Virtual Reality’s Potential for helping kids with childhood 
birth defects from exhaust is a reality. Millions of kids have birth defects today from gasoline 
exhaust. New New York Times will put this on the front page with ideas to help these kids 
harmed by the likes of McCain + Biden. Virtual Reality’s Potential for Memory Magic Miracle 
Invention Discovery that lets us remember 100% Everyone wins the Spelling Bee! This is a New 
Invention Project for Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. And it could help save Ivanka from a Stage 4 
death. War Mobilization by the Pentagon for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 is out of the Question 
and Rants even by Trump! 

2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 
that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Texas Oil Left Behind Childhood Cancers and Birth Defects... But 
not in the New York Times front page today; Presidents Day will change to Childhood Cancers 
and Birth Defects Day from the Really Mentally Ill 1984 Oil Man President of the USA. "Texas 
Oil Fields Rebound From Price Lull, but Jobs Are Left Behind" By CLIFFORD KRAUSS Will 
Texas Oil Men surrender to the Police or shoot it out? Drive By Shootings in gas engine cars by 
Texas Oil Men on the Front Page of the New York Times on Presidents Day 2017. Texas Oil 
men should have surrendered the gas engine car for the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in 1993 
after bomb went off at the World Trade Center underground parking. Omaar Abdel Rahman’s 
Death Stirs Memories of 1993 Attack and why the New York Times didn't surrender the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort in 1993. Heinz Kerry's Rich Wife knew about the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort in 1993. Bill + Melinda Gates knew about the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort in 1993. Unwitting Partner in Crime of gas $$$ stations hold ups in 
Miami + exhaust Smog that infects DNA of everyone on Earth Today. Class Pay Gap in Britain 
Shows Snobbery Persists - BP Oil is a British Cancer of Greed for $777 Trillion. In 1993 they 
must of had $100 Trillion in the Bank of England and Texas Oil Men wanted this much at Chase 
and Bank of America. John McCain Napalmed Children, gas exhaust was a cleaner mass 
murder of children for McCain. His Vets at the VFW, drunks get in their gas engine car and 
drive drunk without thinking one of us VFW vets will kill someone today. Drunk Snobbery 
Persists. 100 dead this week in car wrecks 50% via drunks. McCain is drunk on mentally ill 
lifestyle at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek. Senators let the Post Office lose $5 billion dollars 
every year since 1993. Worst iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek was not given to Steve Jobs at 
iApplePostOffice. Trump has iApplePostOfficeMail at Trump Tower. 



2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 
that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 24 years since the Feb. 26, 1993, World Trade Center bombing that 
killed six people and injured around 1,000, and many who gathered outside the 9/11 Memorial 
on Sunday had no knowledge of the attack or the fiery speech of the man — Omar Abdel 
Rahman — who the authorities believe inspired it. Texas Oil Men paid for it. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; $$$ Oil Men financed both attacks on the World Trade Center 
buildings. The Editors at the New York Times Censored this out of todays article because they 
don't want the widows to sue Saudi Arabia. Trump will not confront the New York Times about 
this money issue sueing Saudi Arabia by Widows. 

2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Jim Mattis to Baghdad: ‘We’re Not in Iraq to Seize Anybody’s Oil’ 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; $$$ Confiscate all the oil money in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Dubai, UAE... 
Trump will confiscate all the Oil Money World Wide! Texas Oil Money will be confiscated by 
Trump. 9/11 Widows will get some of this $777 Trillion in oil revenues no matter what the New 
York Times editorials say. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Israeli Opposition: Netanyahu 'Blinked' on Peace Initiative is 
rewritten as Netanyahu Looked at the Black Cloud of Diesel Exhaust and didn't ask the Rabbi if 
this was a sin because he knew God would ask... he knew this was wrong but not associated with 
the Holocaust Gas Chambers because this Black Cloud of Diesel Gas was in a Jewish 
Neighborhood not hidden in some German Building. Netanyahu hates Jimmy Carter but would 
never make news telling the world Jimmy Carter will kill 1 billion by the time the air is clean 
enough to breath by his great grand children in Plains Georgia. President Jimmy Carter on 
President Day will have a drink at the VFW and let some vet kill driving drunk on Presidents 
Day. 

2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Trump consults Texas Oil men on North Korea; right? Editorial 
"North Korea, the Ultimate Challenge for a Deal maker" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD If the 
president consults the experts and approaches the issue with discipline, he might have a chance. 
Texas Oil is Napalm and Diesel Exhaust - Trump knows but will not tell the Times No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker. North + South Korea are Banana 
Republics in this Brave New World of No Gas Stations On Earth. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 
that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 



2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 
that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Trump Orders All Gas Stations Closed... World Wide! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; School is Out, Closed on Presidents Day not for long as Trump orders 
all schools to be open 24/7 and buys all students in the USA a MacBook Pro with 1 Clink 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects at Los Alamos. Yale Key West Medical School 
Students are paid more than West Point Cadets to make a Point they are worth more than 
Generals. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; McCain: Dictators get started by 'suppressing the free press' 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 1984 President George Orwell; how did this happen to the USA? 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Madonna Shares Sweet Video of Her New Twins Singing 'Twinkle 
Twinkle Little Star' Madonna's 58. 'Twinkle Twinkle 2 Trillion Galaxies" will scare the little 
girls... Time Goes By So Slowly, did until it became the new Higgs God Particle! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Editorial "Breaking the Anti-Immigrant Fever" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Engaging in Breaking the - Run of the Mill - Sunday Editorials from the Times. Today 
Dr. Lisa could write the Editors of the Times are Mentally Ill more so than Trump for not 
writing a Sunday Editorial on "Fever" as Dr. Lisa could have filled a full Page in the Sunday 
Times with "Fever" Literate iDoctorHouseCall Dr. Lisa Sanders todays in the Sunday New 
York Times. So are the editors mentally ill worst than Trump for writing about Anti-Immigrant 
Fever instead of does Mom have a fever with her cold sore? Does Mom have a Fever? Should 
you take Mom's BP, pulse? NYC editors gave us Breaking the Anti-Immigrant Fever without a 
list of diseases the immigrants have today! Breaking the Stats; false news at the New York Times 
just censors out the statistics on immigrant diseases and how many Americans and Canadian 
idiots who bring them home will get. TB will kill millions in 2017. Trump; The New York Times 
have their own adgenda. Fever + Fever which one is right? Hunched Over a Microscope, He 
Sketched the Secrets of How the Brain Works with a Fever. Traffic Death rise to 100 a day 
article in todays NY Times and censored out of these statistics is the make of the car most died in 
@ 100 deaths a day. The Editors at the New York Times censored this on purpose! Are they 
more mentally ill or more criminals... Scarlet fever; Typhoid fever; Anti-Immigrant Fever, 
what!! Children younger than three months with a fever require medical attention! A number of 
types of fever were known as early as 460 BC to 370 BC. Dr. New York Times MD Anti-
Immigrant Fever! Cancers with a fever are, most commonly kidney cancer and leukemia and 
lymphomas. 

2-19-2017 Sunday; Trump’s Dual Roles Collide With Openings in Dubai and Vancouver 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Dubai the richest City in the World. Greg + Wife's in Key West will make 
Key West the Richest City in the World. McCain + Biden made Dubai the richest City in the 
World. Great with Skyscrapers that Out Shine Trump Towers and Freedom Towers 9/11. 
America is where Booze kills 100 a day, Dubai booze only kills one Rogue Prince a decade. Four 
Wife's in Dubai Trump has 4 wife's too. No Tax in Dubai and Trump pays no Tax. Poverty in 
NYC is caused by the Super Rich in Dubai. Dubai the richest city in the World - NYC the richest 
city in the World is only one Executive Order away from being reality if Trump sign it... "No 
Gas Stations On Earth". Trump has never had the though of making NYC the Richest city in 
the World. Key West Jimmy Weekley writes in the Tourists News Key West was the richest city 



in the USA at one time. McCain + Biden made Dubai the richest City in the World. Greg + 
Wife's in Key West will make Key West the Richest City in the World not just the USA and the 
Tourists will have MD Invention Vacations booked solid, No Vacancy we're Inventing - Nobel 
City Riches. Key West not NYC will be the richest city in Nobels in Medicine. Trump This 
Trump. Chasing the Invention: Win on Sailing Vacations with a Invention Win. Travel Tips 
Alerts by the State Department will have a Invention Alert under Trump soon as he reads this. 
Kerry will throw his Heinz Ketchup bottle and its glass and unbreakable... Hahahaha. Heinz 
Glass Jars at the State Department Invention Alerts. Travel Tips: How to Navigate a Museum - 
How to rebuild the Ripley Believe it or Not Museum on Duval Key West into a Ripley Invention 
Museum! Feature: Will Obamacare Really Go Under the Knife? Featured Invention project is 
surgery. Hemingway House Writing Class will reinvent every type of surgery in each chapter. 
Have your knee replacement in Key West. Key West Citizen Newspaper I just got one just in 
time off a table in Starbucks has a picture of Ripley's Believe It Or Not! Ad for World Sword 
Swallowers Day in Key West on Feb. 25th. 2 pm Hosted by Ripley's. 4,000 year old art. Art of 
the Diagnosis will make Key West the Richest City in the World. Dubai the richest City in the 
World. Greg + Wife's in Key West will make Key West the Richest City in the World. Trump 
will have to sign a executive order for No Gas Stations On Earth to bankrupt Dubai... Gravity 
engeine will be invented in Key West. 

2-19-2017 Sunday; Diagnosis: Why Was This 3-Year-Old So Irritable, and What Was Wrong 
With Her Eye? section MM - page 20 By LISA SANDERS, M.D. Correct Diagnosis is Mom's 
Cold Sore is Herpes!! 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Lives: The Cat Named Morphine - Swats at the formula for Morphine... I 
tried to focus on my soup, so I did not notice the young kitten that climbed up and was crawling 
toward me. My first thought was that it was hungry, but that wasn’t the case. She pushed herself 
against my hand and started to purr. The Ukrainians laughed. Even Anatoly smiled when he 
saw this. “Her name is Morphine,” Katya said. “She spots the good ones.” The approval of the 
cat washed away all their concerns. They relaxed and offered me cigarettes. Katya showed me 
around so I could take pictures. Anatoly invited me to drive a “Ukrainian Hummer,” a Russian-
style military jeep from the ’70s, a real monster from the past. In the evening, they took me to 
Avdiivka to take photos of the shelling and to ride with them in the ambulance. Key West Cat - 
Cat Named Morphine - Swats at the formula for Morphine... and Purr's Formula's Meow, 
Meow! Sandor Jaszberenyi, 36, a Hungarian writer and foreign correspondent, is the author of 
a short fiction collection, “The Devil Is a Black Dog: Stories From the Middle East and Beyond.” 
Beyond knowing the formula for Morphine or Morphine the Cat in Key West. Trumps America 
is Hungrier to be Great Again. Who discovered the formula for Morphine? 

2-19-2017 Sunday; iPhone 007 + iDoctorHouseCall Dr. Lisa Sanders Mom's Cold Sore is Herpes 
and its emailed to Dr. Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. Vocations: A Doctor Treats Children in 
Their Homes section BU - page 7 As told to PATRICIA R. OLSEN. iPhone 007 + 
iDoctorHouseCall Dr. Lisa Sanders Mom's Cold Sore is Herpes. Don't kiss the little children 
face, eyes! Virus Literate iDoctorHouseCall Dr. Lisa Sanders todays call will help make you 
literate in Mom's Cold Sore; Herpes. 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Editorial "Breaking the Anti-Immigrant Fever" By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD Engaging in Breaking the - Run of the Mill - Sunday Editorials from the Times. Today 
Dr. Lisa could write the Editors of the Times are Mentally Ill more so than Trump for not 
writing a Sunday Editorial on "Fever" as Dr. Lisa could have filled a full Page in the Sunday 
Times with "Fever" Literate iDoctorHouseCall Dr. Lisa Sanders todays in the Sunday New 
York Times. So are the editors mentally ill worst than Trump for writing about Anti-Immigrant 
Fever instead of does Mom have a fever with her cold sore? Does Mom have a Fever? 



2-19-2017 Sunday; Ivanka Trump-branded products, her perfume is a bestseller on Amazon 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Ivanka Trump-branded Rx Perfume products crunched from 4 trillion 
perfume formulas at Los Alamos will cure many diseases Bill + Melinda Gates have been 
"working" on for 30 years. Make America Great Again with Ivanka @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Rx Perfumes. Live Streaming Documentaries for Nature Nerds of Ivanka Perfume's 
reinvented as Rx Perfumes with the help of Oppenheimer smelling the Rose of Los Alamos 
Super Computer without H-Bombs breathing down self destruction of the World by a few Mad 
Men like McCain + Biden. 

2-19-2017 Sunday; Bill Gates is the Mastermind of the Computer Virus... Idea came 
brainstorming way to make another $1 Billion from Microsoft. 

2-19-2017 Sunday; Herpes virus in Mom's cold sore gives Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis 
little girl Herpes in her eye from Mom's Kiss. Tragic of Bill + Melinda Gates media of flies and 
mosquitoes instead of Mom's Cold Sore filled with trillion of Herpes Virus. 
Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis Mom's Herpes Cold sore kissing her little girl at night leads to 
her daughter getting Herpes in her eye.

2-19-2017 Sunday; DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — Two of U.S. President Donald 
Trump’s sons arrived in the United Arab Emirates for an invitation-only ceremony Saturday to 
formally open the Trump International Golf Club in Dubai. 
2-19-2017 Sunday; Angelina Jolie said Saturday that she hopes her new film about Cambodia 
under the Khmer Rouge will help educate the world about the brutality of the regime. I refused 
to be in the "DNA + Diesel" Cinderella MD Disney Pixar Movie!! I refused to be in this movie!! 
2-19-2017 Sunday; A Canadian City Thrives on Gas, Like a ‘Wealthy Little Country’ By 
CRAIG S. SMITH Medicine Hat, an Alberta city flush with gas wells, oil fields and renewable 
energy, is setting up a “heritage fund” to secure its future wealth. $$$ $$$ War Crimes cost will 
bankrupt Medicine Hat, Alberta! 
2-19-2017 Sunday; MADD women in London can't write a editorial for the George Orwell 
London Times about drunk men leaving the VFW and driving a gas engine car, Diesel car, or 
gravity engine car. Are they all crazy if they drive a car drunk from the shock and awe of 
Baghdad! No! They are Biden and Beau in a War with God. 
2-19-2017 Sunday; MADD women in Moscow; Zoya Mukhamadeyeva, 59, whose son, Renat, 



was one of at least 76 victims of fatal alcohol poisoning in Irkutsk, Russia, in December. The 
cause was a tainted low-cost vodka substitute. Credit James Hill for The New York Times - 
Ivanka Trump-branded Rx Perfume products crunched from 4 trillion perfume formulas at Los 
Alamos will cure fatal alcohol poisoning in Irkutsk, Russia and all of Russia. Time Line for 
Coors in the USA and Canada is minutes from Midnight End to Alcohol World Wide. And Bill 
Gates got Melinda drunk enough to Marry the "Idiot". The Novel the "Idiots" at Coors + 
Russian Vodka makers will be in a Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West. Rx Perfume's 
in a Novel, read this before its written in Key West. North Korea's nuclear program. They said 
there was a significant advance. Hemingway House Writing Class with a invention in every 
chapter will advance Rx Perfume's more thana North Korea's advances in its Nuclear Bomb 
Making. Also in a Hemingway House Writing Class. Today China Suspends All Coal Imports 
From North Korea but creates Coal Smog for 100's of cities in China. 
2-19-2017 Sunday; 
2-19-2017 Sunday; 
NASA + Oppenheimer at Los Alamos Today; let their wife's and daughters die from Stage 4 and 
grand daughters die from childhood cancers and birth defects from the Smog of Gasoline 
Engine Exhaust. The Ruling Class, Ivanka, Beau, Kerry are over their heads! 
2-19-2017 Sunday; 

2-18-2017 Saturday; George Orwells London - A Push for Diesel Leaves London Gasping Amid 
Record Pollution - BP Oil - Grief and Anger After Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers, George 
Orwells London! Combat Troops change Wars. Diesel cars emit on average five times as much 
emissions in real-world driving conditions as in the tests. Oxford fails London in the out in the 
real world with $777 Trillion in kickbacks from BP Oil. You sold your soul to George Orwell @ 
BP Oil when British Intelligence had the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in the Royal Garage 
next to the Rolls. Ticking time bomb for public health. Time the God Particle will send Queen 
Elizabeth to Hell Tonight. When the Queen wakes she will "Tell All" confess like the Tolstoy 
book titled "Confessions". God Save the Queen from 4 Trillion Years in Hell. Grin. Oxford Elite 
policy of incentivizing diesel was so successful that an awful lot of people bought diesel cars 
when the George Orwell 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was parked next to the Rolls in the 
Royal Garage. A War Crime! Some London schools are considering handing out gas masks to 
pupil's - Remember Kerry saying Syrian Gas was a war crime. London School of Medicine say 
that cyclists inhale more than twice the amount of black carbon particles as pedestrians making 
the same trip. London School of Medicine Staff knows about the Yale Key West Medical School 
bombed by F35C Navy Jets on 3-4-2011. $777 Trillion in BP Oil was spent on Muslim Wars 
when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEsort would have clean the air of Allah for centuries. 
Make America Great Again with No Gas Stations On Earth @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek. London Apple-Starbucks with no iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe Table. Everyone is in the 
ER of the London School of Medicine for poison gas. 

2-18-2017 Saturday; London School of Medicine say that cyclists inhale more than twice the 
amount of black carbon particles as pedestrians making the same trip. 
2-18-2017 Saturday; Mar-a-Lago’s Members, With a Front-Row Seat to Disney Pixar Live 
Streaming video of "George Orwell 1984 to 2017 London" George Orwell world wide! 
2-18-2017 Saturday; London School of Medicine say that cyclists inhale more than twice the 



amount of black carbon particles as pedestrians making the same trip. London School of 
Medicine article in the NY Times censored birth defects and childhood cancers in London. 

2-18-2017 Saturday; GPS locator address on your front door. New York Buildings. The Fine 
May Be Going Up A bill recently approved by City Council would require all public doors of the 
city’s buildings to carry an address number, a move that would help not only tourists, but 
emergency workers. City Hall @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era GPS locator address 
on your front door to help iapps in iPhone 007 + find your home or building in NYC and tell you 
about who is home at the time! Hahahahah... 
2-18-2017 Saturday; Should the President Be Seen by a Psychiatrist? New York Times is 
promoting this when the Times should be writing a editorial that; The President should have a 
MD and PhD. The New York Times Editors will all have a MD degree with Journalism when 
2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts are on the front page of the Times. 

2-18-2017 Saturday; CHEYENNE, Wyo. — A new supercomputer in the top coal-mining state 
has begun critical climate-change research; $30 million, house-sized supercomputer named 
Cheyenne will crunch coal in London Smog and keep it secret as London's George Orwell is 
today. George Orwell cycling around London Smog is not Cheyenne, Wyoming. National Center 
for Atmospheric Research NOAA; Wyoming Super computing Center. Wyoming's coal owners 
want another $777 Trillion in Coal revenues when London is burning! Should the President Be 
Seen by a Psychiatrist or the Wyoming Coal Men... you can do the math without a 
supercomputer. Coal power plants Today could all be shut! If the George Orwell London Times 
Front page was about the iPod Size GE electric generator fueled by H @ - 254 C and the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort parked in Queen Elizabeth Garage next to the Rolls. "I really 
don't think that anybody at NCAR is talking about changing our COAL mission $$$ revenues!" 

2-18-2017 Saturday; Yale Key West Medical School was bombed out of existence on 3-4-2011 by 
the City Officials who sold their soul to BP Oil in London. Key West cyclists inhale more than 
twice the amount of black carbon particles as pedestrians making the same trip. 
2-18-2017 Saturday; London School of Medicine - Medical School cost to much, West Point, the 
Point is London Medical School Students will be paid more than West Point Cadets when 
London Air is cleaner than Paradise City! Point being 5 Billion People need London Medical 
school not West Point Generals who's Shock + Awe Bombing of Baghdad paid for London 
Smog! 
2-18-2017 Saturday; England is a Nuclear Power with H-Bombs by the thousands yet an iPod 
Size GE electric generator invented in Key West USA fueled via H @ -254 C that lets you plug in 
all your GE appliances will shut down all British Nuclear Power Plants world wide. 

17 years ago. Prosecutors say Mr. Durst shot her in the back of her head to prevent her from 
revealing what she knew about the disappearance of his first wife, Kathleen Durst. 



17 years ago British Troops shot her in the back of her head to prevent her from revealing what 
she knew about the disappearance of clean air from London and were the Queen moved the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
17 Years ago British Troops sat in a pool of blood and dismembered the body of a woman in 
Baghdad when women in London died by the thousands, poisoned by BP Oil gas exhaust. 
17 Years of $300 million a week from Baghdad oil direct deposited to the Royal Bank of 
England $$$ 

2-18-2017 Saturday; George Orwells London - A Push for Diesel Leaves London Gasping Amid 
Record Pollution - BP Oil - Grief and Anger After Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers, George 
Orwells London! Combat Troops change Wars. Diesel cars emit on average five times as much 
emissions in real-world driving conditions as in the tests. Oxford fails London in the out in the 
real world with $777 Trillion in kickbacks from BP Oil. You sold your soul to George Orwell @ 
BP Oil when British Intelligence had the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in the Royal Garage 
next to the Rolls. Ticking time bomb for public health. Time the God Particle will send Queen 
Elizabeth to Hell Tonight. When the Queen wakes she will "Tell All" confess like the Tolstoy 
book titled "Confessions". God Save the Queen from 4 Trillion Years in Hell. Grin. Oxford Elite 
policy of incentivizing diesel was so successful that an awful lot of people bought diesel cars 
when the George Orwell 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was parked next to the Rolls in the 
Royal Garage. A War Crime! Some London schools are considering handing out gas masks to 
pupil's - Remember Kerry saying Syrian Gas was a war crime. London School of Medicine say 
that cyclists inhale more than twice the amount of black carbon particles as pedestrians making 
the same trip. London School of Medicine Staff knows about the Yale Key West Medical School 
bombed by F35C Navy Jets on 3-4-2011. $777 Trillion in BP Oil was spent on Muslim Wars 
when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEsort would have clean the air of Allah for centuries. 
Make America Great Again with No Gas Stations On Earth @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek. London Apple-Starbucks with no iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe Table. Everyone is in the 
ER of the London School of Medicine for poison gas. 

2-18-2017 Saturday; Half of Britain’s private cars are diesel. Despite the health warnings, the 
latest figures show that the total number of diesel vehicles licensed in London grew from 601,456 
in 2012 to 774,513 in 2015, a 29 percent increase. Mr. Khan has asked the government to set up 
a national fund worth 500 million pounds, or about $620 million, that would pay drivers and cab 
owners to buy cleaner vehicles. 
Iran bought millions of Mercedes sports cars for Iran students 
Iran bought millions of Mercedes sports cars for Iran students 
Iran bought millions of Mercedes sports cars for Iran students 

2-18-2017 Saturday;Editorial in the New York Times Today; "Keeping the Kremlin’s Hands 
Off France’s Oil" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Emmanuel Macron, the independent 
candidate in the French presidential election, visited Carpentras, France, last week. It’s wise to 
take steps now “to ensure that the integrity of our democratic process is respected.” The Editors 
of the Time really wrote this false story when integrity of our "Oil" is the true story. Kremlin 
has millions of times more "Oil" than France. You know there is a war of words in Russian and 



French over these "Oil Times". 
2-18-2017 Saturday; InventBook is filled with IP invention projects from packaging to 
preservatives to pasteurization of a million products... Why the Kraft Heinz Bid for Unilever 
Could Make an Odd Match. iPhone 007 scans your mac + cheese, tuna, fish like you were living 
at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era. 160 F for meat that cooks when you click the iapps. 
Digital leaves you gasping at the read out for bacteria's. 

2-18-2017 Saturday; 
2-18-2017 Saturday; 
2-18-2017 Saturday; 
2-18-2017 Saturday; 

2-17-2017 Friday; Mr. Durst suddenly said to him: “I had to. It was her or me. I had no choice.” 
Mr. Durst shot her in the back of her head in order to prevent her from revealing what she 
knew about Durst killing of his wife Kathleen Durst. “Kathie and Susan.” Mary Kennedy's 
name will be on this memorial too. Mr. Durst, whose net worth is estimated at $100 million; so 
he kills! Robert Kennedy kills too. Robert F Kennedy Jr Robert F. Kennedy Jr. arrives in the 
lobby of Trump Tower in New York for a meeting with President-elect Donald Trump. Murders 
of Ivanka + Mary Kennedy was not in the Conversation. 
2-17-2017 Friday; "FBI" links the murders of 19K Women in 2017 with Tim Cook!" Hate 
Crimes! 
2-17-2017 Friday; "Greenpeace Links Beijing’s Air Pollution Surge to Steel Factories" 
2-17-2017 Friday; "GreenPeace is in the same Class as the Peace Prize for Jimmy Carter" 
2-17-2017 Friday; Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity, Caskets for his grandchildren. Gas 
Exhaust Holocaust II. 1 Trillion dead... for a Nobel Peace Prize Winner; A Scam! 
2-17-2017 Friday; Mass killing of Jimmy Carters grandchildren; Syrian Rebel Gets Life 
Sentence for Mass Killing Caught on Video. 

2-17-2017 Friday; While Yale’s president, Peter Salovey, emphasized that Professor Kerry 
Initiative is a teaching job. Mr. Kerry, who is also writing his memoirs said “I haven’t been 
thinking about it or talking about it,” he said. “I haven’t ruled anything in or anything out.” 
2-17-2017 Friday; Kerry + Yale's President Salovey ruled out "No Gas Stations On Earth" CIA 
Coup OP... let's hope NASA + Oppenheimer have not also ruled this out! 
2-17-2017 Friday; Yale, Kerry will teach a course called “Kerry Conversations.” 
2-17-2017 Friday; "Invention Conversations" Course at Yale Key West Medical School will win 
1,001 Nobels. 



2-17-2017 Friday; “Kerry Conversations” in this article Kerry visited 1 million Nations and 
traveled 1 billion miles but never visited Los Alamos... a war crime and proof Kerry failed Yale 
out in the real world. Grin! Kerry is Super Computer illiterate in the Art of Diagnosis! Yale 
Med School he never visited to write a Hemingway House Medical Diagnosis Novel with all the 
MD's. 

2-17-2017 Friday; “Kerry Conversations.” about Durst killing “Kathie and Susan.” Killing of 
Mary Kennedy in the Barn. OJ killing verdict at the CIA, State Dept. “Kerry Conversations.” 
about Biden killing Beau; McCain mentally ill from killing millions in Wars! F35C radar on 
Ford's will cost more than the Ford. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Society. $10 Trillion 
Jimmy Carter spent on the USS Jimmy Carter with 40 Nukes is a war crime. 

2-17-2017 Friday; NASA announced on Wednesday that it wanted to consider taking astronauts 
on the first flight of its new heavy-lift rocket. 
2-17-2017 Friday; "Invention Conversations" would have Boeing flying 747 into Orbit landing 
in Paris 30 minutes after taking off from JFK International Airport and Medical School. 
2-17-2017 Friday; new heavy-lift rockets are out of date... Boeing flying 747 into Orbit and to the 
Moon! Trump says he's headed to South Carolina to meet with Boeing. 

2-17-2017 Friday; Dr. Kirsty L. Spalding, a cell biologist at the Karolinska Institute in Sweden. 
Primarily interested in investigating the origin and turnover of adipocytes, their progenitor cells 
and lipid stores in lean and obese individuals. "Invention Conversations" or “Kerry 
Conversations” Obese Hate Crime Charges against Christy. Two days after Gov. Chris Christie 
of New Jersey had "lunch" 10K calories 90% fat with the president, a judge said a criminal case 
against him in the "Obese Holocaust Promotion Corruption of Minors" affair could proceed. 
"Invention Conversations" for a Rx Diet Recipe was censored by Christy. Hellmann's 
mayonnaise, confirmation that Kraft Heinz merger. Mayonnaise law suits by 9/11 widows many 
go to court. 

2-17-2017 Friday; An opposition senator pressed Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte on 
Thursday to publicly release details of his bank accounts to disprove allegations that he had 
large sums of undeclared money. 
2-17-2017 Friday; Medicine Hat, an Alberta city flush with gas wells, oil fields and renewable 
energy, is setting up a “heritage fund” to secure its future wealth. $$$ $$$ 
2-17-2017 Friday; $777 Trillion in BP Oil Money millions of people have large sums of 
undeclared money. 



2-17-2017 Friday; New York City public schools will be closed through Feb. 24. With Presidents' 
Day 
2-17-2017 Friday; Executive order by President Trump to open all schools on Presidents Day! 
2-17-2017 Friday; 3,000 brains are storied at the Harvard Brain Tissue Resource Center at 
McLean Hospital just outside Boston. It is one of the largest brain banks in the world. 
2-17-2017 Friday; JFK International Airport + Medical School would scan MRI 3K brains a 
hour on busy days. Trump will be the first President with perfect memory after the Rx Memory 
Recipe is discovered. School is out in NYC on Monday. Inspired by the Memories of Ivanka 
Trump Opens Los Alamos on Monday to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes hacked for a Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe Cure! ‘InventBook’ Facebook has been banned by Trump, Hahahaha. 

2-17-2017 Friday; “Kerry Conversations” Last May, Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.) 
introduced legislation that would standardize both date labels and food donation laws. 
Legislation to invent advanced packaging is not in “Kerry Conversations.” "Invention 
Conversations" are about the best used by date on the can of Heinz. Perishable foods are no 
longer good. “Best if Used By” is a quality descriptor — a subjective guess of when the 
manufacturer thinks the product should be consumed for peak flavor. H @ -254 C mastered by 
NASA @ iPostOffice Star Wars Star Trek today frozen Birds eye will be next to the bread. All 
Bread will be in a package that keeps it frozen at -254 C. Bread thrown out will be a thing of the 
Christy Fat Era. No one will be fat! “Kerry Conversations.” "Invention Conversations" Yale 
President fail out in the real world hiring Kerry - Our 1984 II Dictators failed promoting 
Facebook instead of InventBook too!! H @ -254 C mastered for packaging of Trump Steaks, 
come climate controlled at the exact temp to give you a heart transplant at 71... next year Don. H 
@ -254 C mastered! 

2-17-2017 Friday; Techspot News; Modern workplaces still more vision than reality. 1 Click 
Amazon link to Los Alamos. IBM doesn't offer this to its programmers, code writers. Employee 
habits haven’t really changed in many places, CIA, State Dept. Starbucks they still write on all 
the cups. The key takeaway is that both technologies and habits rooted in the 20th century are 
keeping the 21st century vision of the modern workplace from becoming reality. Los Alamos 1 
Click on Amazon. How much would Amazon Charge to run your code at Los Alamos. Search 
for Gravity that is not a Google search. Or Rx Recipes at Los Alamos crunched. Desktop PC, 
which is used for just under half (48%) of all device-related work, software matters and most of 
the time for Auto cad and Anatomy cad it cost more than the PC or Mac. Like F35C Radar will 
cost more than the Ford. Smartphones are only used for 7.5% of total work on average.) 
Partially as a result, some version of Windows is used for roughly 2/3 (65%) of all work, with 
Android at 11%, iOS at 10%, and the rest split among cloud-based platforms, Macs, Linux and 
other alternative options. Arguably, that is a drop from the days when Windows owned 90%+, 
but it still shows how dominant Microsoft is in the workplace. 90%+ use of Los Alamos Super 
Computers will give get us the gravity engine sooner than later! Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of the 
Diagnosis run at Los Alamos + Modern tools such as HD videoconferencing, large interactive 
screens (a la Microsoft’s Surface Hub), electronic whiteboards, and dedicated computing devices 
designed to ease meeting collaboration(such as HP’s new Elite Slice, based on Intel’s Unite 
platform), scored the highest satisfaction levels, despite their currently low levels of usage unless 
your are Cheney getting your 2nd heart transplant or have Stage 4. Microsoft’s Office 365 and 
Google Docs, which have now been available for several years, are only used with co-workers for 
collaboration purposes by 19% because the cost. Hemingway House Writing Class iapps that let 



100 write on the same page inserting a invention found at Los Alamos will win Nobels in 
Invention! Facebook’s Workplace still showed only modest usage at 4%. InventBook would be 
400%. Today’s workspaces are in an interesting state of flux, Trump Towers move into the 
White House. Trump finally calling Los Alamos about Crime and Stage 4 Rx Cure Recipe. As 
Los Alamos moves the H-Bombs off the 10 Super Computers costing $100 million each. Amazon 
1 Click links to Los Alamos + NASA will give us Bread at Publix in a package frozen @ -254 C. 
2-17-2017 Friday; “Kerry Conversations” in this article Kerry visited 1 million Nations and 
traveled 1 billion miles but never visited Los Alamos... a war crime and proof Kerry failed Yale 
out in the real world. Grin! Kerry is Super Computer illiterate, how do you turn it on.... 
Hahahahaha 

2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos Oppenheimer II $777 Trillion in gas station hold ups in Miami $$$ 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? 155 Story Trump 
Tower Medical Schools with IBeams and Pillars 1 Trillion times stronger than in Trump Tower 
Today... 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ IBeams and Pillars 1 Trillion times stronger than in Trump 
Tower Today... 
2-16-2017 Thursday; IBeam 1 Trillion Times Stronger. This is how you make it!! Jimmy 
Carter's Titanium Habitat for Humanity, Titanium Caskets for his grandchildren's Gas 
Exhaust Holocaust II. 1 Trillion dead, no but 1 billion people will die from gas exhaust before 
the air is free enough not to cause DNA mutations into cancers and birth defects! This is what 
Canada profits from and why Trump will make Canada the 51st State of the USA. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Apple with IBeams trillion times stronger than the 
iMacBook Pro 2017 when Apple host the developers conference at Los Alamos + Hemingway 
House Writing Class... Apple is bringing its annual developers conference back to San Jose. 
Pulling out of San Francisco, where the annual techfest has been held since 2003, Apple will host 
the conference for 5,000 developers this summer at the McEnery Convention Center, back in the 
South Bay city where the event first took place. 

2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Winston Churchill Wrote of Alien Life in a Lost Essay - 
Churchill's Essay wasn't written at the Hemingway House Writing Class with 1 Click Amazon 
link to Los Alamos 10 Super Computers and trillions of Alien live streaming inventions 
brainstormed in every chapter. "Facebook Live Killing of Dominican Journalists Leads to 
Arrest of 3 Men" InventBook and Hemingway House Writing Class leads to 3 Trillion Galaxies. 
Facebook is Fired by Trump for InventBook the winner of Aliens. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Aliens in Deep Space; NASA Looks to Speed Timetable for 
Putting Astronauts in Deep Space. NASA women need to marry Oppenheimer and brainstorm 
inspire the discovery of how to hack into Aliens live streaming videos from 2 Trillion Galaxies. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ Cassiopeia; NASA Top Brass escape punishment for Leaking 
No Gas Stations On Earth via the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! They placed her in the 
heavens in such a position that, NASA circles the Earth in a 1980 Model Space Station with a 



1980 Model Hubble Space Telescope. NASA Top Brass are upside-down for time... the God 
Particle Oppenheimer wanted instead of more H-Bombs. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ NASA built trains for Saudi Arabia not Super Hubble XXX 
Space Telescope Trains of 100's of Cars, gravity engine cars! 
2-16-2017 Thursday; Over the past few decades, oil and gas revenue has helped the United Arab 
Emirates develop at a breakneck pace. It's glistening megacity Dubai is now home to the world's 
tallest building and countless other accolades, NASA built this in our 1984 Society instead of 
finding a job in the USA. 
Cassiopeia Stars 500 Times Brighter than the Sun 

2-16-2017 Thursday; To the Editors of the NY Times, about the Times Journalists who called 
Trumps wife a hooker yesterday. I was looking for YouTube of this going viral with 100 million 
hits. You managed to censor this of course. To the Editor: Fevered media speculation about 
Donald Trump’s psychological motivations and psychiatric diagnosis has recently encouraged 
mental health professionals to disregard the usual ethical constraints against diagnosing public 
figures at a distance. They have sponsored several petitions and a Feb. 14 letter to The New 
York Times suggesting that Mr. Trump is incapable, on psychiatric grounds, of serving as 
president. The Times Journalists LEAKED the fact the NY Times Editors are in bed with Tim 
Cook and are incapable of driving a gravity engine Ford on the Front Page of the New York 
Times for a Coup Op by the CIA of "No Gas Stations On Earth" win in Baghdad Mecca! NYC 
widows of 9/11 will get a windfall of $777 Trillion confiscated from King Salman in Saudi 
Arabia. Without having to read more editorials from the Times on why they should not be 
allowed to sue Saudi Arabia. the Times Journalists who called Trumps wife a hooker yesterday 
will bring down the New York Times. Hookers Rule! 

2-16-2017 Thursday; "Facebook Live Killing of Dominican Journalists Leads to Arrest of 3 
Men" By KIMIKO de FREYTAS-TAMURA 
2-16-2017 Thursday; ‘InventBook’ leads to iPhone 007 + iDashCam's + IHomeCams Prevents 
the killing of 19K Wife's, Women in the USA in 2017. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; A Canadian City Thrives on Gas, Like a ‘Wealthy Little Country’ By 
CRAIG S. SMITH Medicine Hat, an Alberta city flush with gas wells, oil fields and renewable 
energy, is setting up a “heritage fund” to secure its future wealth. $$$ War Crimes cost will 
bankrupt Medicine Hat, Alberta! 
2-16-2017 Thursday; Medicine Hat Journal: A Canadian City Thrives on Gas Revenues Money; 
19K USA women murdered in Canada! Chicago Reels as 3 Children Are Gunned Down in 4 
Days; light years from Canada's blood money from oil and gas revenues. All armed robberies in 
the USA, Chicago. Canadians killed 3 kids in 4 gas station hold ups in Chicago. All 1984 types 
know this is true in our George Orwell Society. Trump will have everyone in Canada arrested 
for gas station hold ups with deaths. Conservative Talk Radio Stands by Trump Despite 
Turmoil... of Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion from USA gas stations hold ups still in a Canada 
Bank Today - Thieves + Murderers in Canada Thrive! A Canadian City Thrives on Gas 
Revenues Money; 



2-16-2017 Thursday; A Canadian City Thrives on Gas, Like a ‘Wealthy Little Country’ By 
CRAIG S. SMITH Medicine Hat, an Alberta city flush with gas wells, oil fields and renewable 
energy, is setting up a “heritage fund” to secure its future wealth. $$$ $$$ War Crimes cost will 
bankrupt Medicine Hat, Alberta! 

2-16-2017 Thursday; Editorial: Congress Says, Let the Mentally Ill Warriors Buy Guns + 
H-Bombs, Fire Oppenheimer again and again for diagnosing them Psychotic Killers! section A - 
page 26 By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-16-2017 Thursday; 20th Century Fox Used Fake News to Publicize ‘A Cure for Wellness’ Fake 
Wars and No Gas Stations On Earth Secret Weapon invented by Oppenheimer at Los Alamos, 
Oh Los Alamos only wrote up Mr. Buell and his "Wind Car." This file is stamped "Secret" and 
is in my billfold right this minute! Fake News in the Times to Publicize war in Baghdad. I keep 
telling you Biden killed Beau for the glory of war in Baghdad. Yale Key West Medical school 
Professors would tell you Biden is Psychotic. Walter Reed MD's are war criminals who helped to 
kill Beau. 22nd Century iPostOffice @ Star Wars + Star Trek will have Disney Pixar Movies 
that make a Billion dollars from a movie titled. "Biden Killed Beau" Fox News and Disney will 
profit from this Era of gas engine cars in their gravity engine society. 

2-16-2017 Thursday; Harvard and M.I.T. Scientists Win Gene-Editing Patent Fight after 
building trillions of Drone's for Baghdad. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; New York Times Video Blacked Out app written at Los Alamos, Hahaha. 
Q. Apple’s Safari browser used to have a Reader button on the right side of the address bar that 
made the webpage show just the text so you could read without videos, ads, animation and other 
stuff getting in the way. I recently got a new Mac and don’t see this button anymore. Is it gone? 

A. Apple’s Safari Reader feature for distraction-free text consumption was introduced in 2010 
and is still part of the browser for the Mac. The feature is also available on the iOS version of 
Safari and other browsers (like Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Edge) have their own reader-
friendly variations or add-ons. Safari’s design has evolved over time, and in the current version 
of the program, the Reader button is now on the left side of the address bar and represented by 
a small icon depicting horizontal lines of text. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; When (and How) to Enable Safari Reader View. When and How to Disable 
Win 10 from our 1984 George Orwell Society. How to Enable iMac iOS and InventBook - 
AppleStarbucks! 
2-16-2017 Thursday; According to its estimates, 40,200 people died in accidents involving motor 
vehicles in 2016, a 6 percent rise from the year before. If the estimates are confirmed, it will be 
the first time since 2007 that more than 40,000 people have died in motor vehicle accidents in a 
single year. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; F35C radar accessory on the Ford will cost more than then car $$$. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; About half of all traffic fatalities involve drivers who were impaired by 
drugs or alcohol, MADD women can't write a editorial for the New York Times. VFW's would 
hire hit men for the women who wirte about drunk men leaving the VFW and driving. Are they 
all crazy from the shock and awe of Baghdad! No Mama they are Biden and Beau in a War with 



God. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; Churchill; Queen Elizabeth II the Alien Queen who sold her soul to BP Oil 
Essay by Churchill. He later became friends, at least for a time, with the writer H.G. Wells, 
whose novel “The War of the Worlds,” about Martians invading Britain, had been adapted by 
Orson Welles for a famous CBS radio broadcast in 1938 — a year before Churchill wrote his 
article. (Churchill once said Wells’s “The Time Machine” was one of the books he would like to 
take with him to Purgatory.) Queen Elizabeth II in Purgatory with Jimmy Carter Essay or 
Disney Pixar Novel. Of course they took the $$$ to Hell. 

2-16-2017 Thursday; To the Editors of the NY Times, about the Times Journalists who called 
Trumps wife a hooker yesterday. I was looking for YouTube of this going viral with 100 million 
hits. You managed to censor this of course. To the Editor: Fevered media speculation about 
Donald Trump’s psychological motivations and psychiatric diagnosis has recently encouraged 
mental health professionals to disregard the usual ethical constraints against diagnosing public 
figures at a distance. They have sponsored several petitions and a Feb. 14 letter to The New 
York Times suggesting that Mr. Trump is incapable, on psychiatric grounds, of serving as 
president. The Times Journalists LEAKED the fact the NY Times Editors are in bed with Tim 
Cook and are incapable of driving a gravity engine Ford on the Front Page of the New York 
Times for a Coup Op by the CIA of "No Gas Stations On Earth" win in Baghdad Mecca! NYC 
widows of 9/11 will get a windfall of $777 Trillion confiscated from King Salman in Saudi 
Arabia. Without having to read more editorials from the Times on why they should not be 
allowed to sue Saudi Arabia. the Times Journalists who called Trumps wife a hooker yesterday 
will bring down the New York Times. Hookers Rule! 

2-16-2017 Thursday; IBeam 1 Trillion Times Stronger. This is how you make it!! 
2-16-2017 Thursday; Preparing Your Flowers for a Long Life. Let’s rewind first, to the moment 
you receive a fresh bouquet. Before you even put your flowers in water, there are a couple of 
things you should do. If you’re using an old vase, wash it thoroughly because “whatever’s left 
over from your last batch of flowers has a lot of bacteria in it,” said Chris Wien, a professor 
emeritus of horticulture at Cornell University. Those bacteria block water flow in the flowers’ 
stems, causing your blooms to wilt sooner. Right away, cut off half an inch to an inch of the 
stems at a diagonal, using sharp scissors or a knife. Make sure to cut “in a tub or under running 
water, which prevents air bubbles from getting into the stems and blocking the flow of water,” 
said Amy Jo Detweiler, an associate professor of horticulture at Oregon State University. 
Remove any leaves or florets that would sit in the water, because those will cause bacterial 
buildup. A Little Tender Loving Care. Ideally, you should first put your flowers in water around 
110 degrees (and your additives, of choice), and then keep the vase in a cool place for at least a 
couple of hours. This process, called “hardening” or “conditioning,” helps because warm water 
molecules move up the stems more quickly, while a cool environment minimizes water loss 
through the flowers’ petals and leaves. Though you might intuitively want to place flowers by a 
window, direct sunlight can actually stress cut flowers more than helping them — remember, 
your blossoms are not really photosynthesizing anymore so they don’t need sun to make food. 
Normal indoor lighting works just fine. Change the water at least once a week, recutting the 
stems and adding more preservative or food each time. 
2-16-2017 Thursday; IBeam 1 Trillion Times Stronger. This is how you make it!! 



2-16-2017 Thursday; 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? To the New York Times 
it means resist the soul of Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Our Sun moves around the center of the Milky Way at a speed of 536,865 
mph 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Earth’s distance from the center of the galaxy is 26,745 light years. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; "Ivanka's Soul" of the USA. Giving birth to the Gravity Engine Ford. 
Exodus! 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; What really connects Trump, Ivanka, Pope Frances and their critics; 
19K murdered women in 2017. A Lonely Valentine’s Day for 19K of Men. Cassiopeia, which is 
easily recognized by its W-shape in the sky. Cassiopeia the wife of King Cepheus and the queen 
of the mythological Phoenician realm of Ethiopia. Her name in Greek means “she whose words 
excel”, and she was renowned for her beauty but also her arrogance. This led to her downfall, as 
she boasted that both she and her daughter Andromeda were more beautiful than all the 
Nereids – the nymph-daughters of the sea god Nereus. Cepheus and Cassiopeia consulted a wise 
oracle, who told them that the only way to appease the sea gods was to sacrifice their daughter. 
Accordingly, Andromeda was chained to a rock at the sea’s edge and left there to helplessly 
await her fate at the hands of Cetus. But the hero Perseus arrived in time, saved Andromeda, 
and ultimately became her husband. Since Poseidon thought that Cassiopeia should not escape 
punishment, he placed her in the heavens in such a position that, as she circles the celestial pole, 
she is upside-down for half the time. 
Cassiopeia Stars 500 Times Brighter than the Sun 
2-15-2017 Trump will save Ivanka, Make America Great Again, and Exodus into the Universe! 
"Ivanka's Soul" of the USA. Giving birth to the Gravity Engine Ford. Time is the Trump Card 
as the New Higgs God Particle crunched at Los Alamos not CERN in Geneva USA. Geneva 
Switzerland. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; What really connects Trump, Ivanka, Tim Cook; iPhone 007 + dash 
cam's iCops mandatory on all cars via another executive order. iPhone 007 + iHomeCam's too. 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? To the New York Times 
it means resist the soul of Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. Ethics 
Watchdog Denounces Conway’s Endorsement of Ivanka Trump Products - resist the soul of 
Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum did the armed robbery at Trump Tower Medical Schools (all 222 Trump 
Tower Medical Schools just in the USA) for her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum in our USA 1984 II 
George Orwell Society. Flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car thanks 
the New York Times Editors $$$. Dubai's Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoumis is 



richer than Key West and Palm Beach, Miami Beach thanks to Jimmy Carter's Habitat for 
Humanity. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Like a scene from “The Jetsons,” Soul of the USA. Giving birth to the 
Gravity Engine Ford. Exodus! 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum has $777 
Trillion that belongs to the rulers of NASA + Los Alamos $$$ 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; Rulers of NASA + Oppenheimer - Iran bought millions of Mercedes 
sports cars for Iran students and gave China half the contracts to the Chinese firm Ehang to 
build them as kickbacks. China will build the Hyperloop One to study the potential for a 
hyperloop — a vacuum-like tube through which vehicle pods hurtle at speeds faster than 
airliners — between Dubai and Abu Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates capital. 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? To the New York Times 
it means resist the soul of Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. Ethics 
Watchdog Denounces Conway’s Endorsement of Ivanka Trump Products - resist the soul of 
Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum did the armed robbery at Trump Tower Medical Schools for her Rx 
Recipe's for Stage 4 and MS. Syphilis. Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum bought the soul of Jimmy Carter! 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Rulers of NASA + Oppenheimer Iran bought millions of Mercedes sports 
cars for Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? To the Soul of the USA 
not the New York Times... 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; ‘Resist’ Is a Battle Cry, but What Does It Mean? Mosul, Battle Rages 
‘Day and Night’ Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum paid for the MIT 
Drones and War Toys... Resist the Cheers of the Drone Strikes, banned from Facebook and 
InventBook. 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; What Are Your Rights if Border Agents Want to Search Your Phone? 
Canada last night on CBS Nightly News searched Moslem Women's cell and found radical 
Islamic terrorists preachers video not InventBook Rx Stage 4 Recipes. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; No one in Canada; has a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 cure! 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Ethics in Canada; the soul of Ivanka, her Rx Recipe's for Stage 4 and 
MS. Syphilis. Ethics Watchdog Denounces Conway’s Endorsement of Ivanka Trump Products. 
Ethics in Canada welcomes Syria's 15,000 and has graves dug for 15,000 Canada women with 



Stage 4. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; A New York Times feature writer, Jacob Bernstein, said "Melania is a 
hooker." Jacob has commented on the NYC murders of women, and Stage 4 so Liz Spayd 
should write this up. Graves dug for 15,000 Canada women with Stage 4. You know what Liz 
and Jacob comments are with Mosel. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Op-Ed Columnist: Flynn Is Exactly What Trump Deserves" By FRANK 
BRUNI Frank would say Nasty Canada women with Stage 4 got exactly What They Deserve, 
quoting Tim Cook. And the Times reporter who called Trumps wife a Whore yesterday. NEW 
YORK (AP) — The New York Times says a reporter's comment about an unfounded rumor 
about first lady Melania Trump in a private conversation with an actress at a party was 
"completely inappropriate." The comment came to light after actress Emily Ratajkowski 
tweeted Monday that a Times journalist told her "Melania is a hooker." Times spokeswoman 
Eileen Murphy said in a statement Monday that the unnamed reporter does not cover 
Washington or politics. She said, "The comment was not intended to be public, but it was 
nonetheless completely inappropriate and should not have occurred." Murphy said editors have 
spoken with the reporter. Mrs. Trump said Monday : "Applause to all women around the world 
who speak up, stand up and support other women!" Tim Cook's comments are the same as this 
and the Times Journalist in conversations with Tim CookNew York Times feature writer, Jacob 
Bernstein, has come forward as the reporter will not report on these private conversations. Liz 
Spayd THE PUBLIC EDITOR A who made derogatory comments about Melania Trump at a 
Fashion Week event on Sunday, apologizing in a four-part tweet. A guest at the event, the 
supermodel Emily Ratajkowski, says Bernstein referred to the first lady as a hooker. Indignant 
about the comments, Ratajkowski disclosed them on Twitter, saying it was a Times reporter 
who made them but not naming him. Liz Spayd have heard more than hooker comments about 
women from the Times reporters and in this 1984 II Society all she has here she should tell or be 
arrested by George Orwell, grin! 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; In China, a Lonely Valentine’s Day for Millions of Men. Nasty Canada 
women, USA, Chinese with Stage 4 got exactly What They Deserve, die a tortured death alone 
with no soul-mate. This is what Jimmy Carter gave the world, our 1984 Society. 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying Valentine's Day USA! 
Biden and Beau are Nasty Warriors who killed all the women with Stage 4 and Syphilis. 
Comfort women in Mosul are MIA's not in a New York Times Editorial Today. Editors at the 
Times are trying to kill Ivanka today. Her Products, Stage 4 Rx Recipe's. InventBook. 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; Twitter is berating what it calls the regrets of pro-Trump voters, but the 
reality is more complicated. Mosul Comfort Women Tweeted... 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Pentagon Generals failed to stop USA Terrorists for decades... Guilty of 
Kidnapping and Killing Etan Patz in 1979 The verdict is a long-awaited step in solving the 
mystery that bedeviled investigators and forever changed the way parents watched over their 
children. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; The Way Pentagon Generals watch over Children, women, 19K women 



will be murdered in 2017 and all the Pentagon Generals are in Mosul. A War Crime! 

2-15-2017 Wednesday; What really connects Trump, Ivanka, Pope Francis and their critics; 
19K murdered women in 2017. A Lonely Valentine’s Day for 19K of Men. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; 'Help me kill my wife,' a man wrote in a text mistakenly sent to his ex-
boss, police say - Police Say Robert Kennedy Jr. and others in his Class did kill their wife in the 
Barn. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; InventBook would crunch this at Pasteur and invent a way to Pasteurize 
shellfish. Scientists studying oysters along the East Coast may have discovered why more 
seafood lovers are getting sick from shellfish. A new strain of the bacteria Vibrio 
parahaemolyticus, is causing diarrhea, vomiting and abdominal pain. The strain, ST631, is 
endemic to the region, but it is unclear how it became so noxious. Research suggests this 
bacterium and others may be spreading because of climate change. The discovery may reduce 
the risk of food poisoning. Scientists have developed a model that estimates the odds of bacteria 
in New Hampshire oysters. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; Mosul, Battle Rages ‘Day and Night’ destroying InventBook in the USA. 
2-15-2017 Wednesday; True cost of Trump Grill Burger's and Steaks covered in butter... $1 
Trillion. Health day News -- Heart disease is increasing at a troubling pace in the United States, 
with costs expected to double from $555 billion in 2016 to a whopping $1.1 trillion in 2035, a new 
American Heart Association report estimates 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; NASA + Oppenheimer at Los Alamos on Valentines Day; Wife's + 
Love! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus Car is a Euphoric Valentine's 
Day Heart; Soul of the USA. Giving birth to the Gravity Engine Ford. Exodus! 
2-14-2017 Dr. Valentines Day MD; Give her Yale Key West Medical School, Trump can give 
Ivanka the Trump Tower Medical Schools. From Trump’s Mar-a-Lago to Facebook, a Stage 4 
Crisis + Smog Holocaust II. Marriage to InventBook! Dr. Oppenheimer MD with 10 super 
computers and Dr. Lisa Sanders Art of Diagnosis of sexual desire and love seem to affect two 
parts of the brain the most: the insula and the striatum. New York Times Video of this in a 
super computer simulation pop up window today... euphoric-inducing chemicals such as 
dopamine, oxytocin” and adrenaline. 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus is euphoric!! Ivanka's 
trillion jolts of inspiration! God's Best Invention; Women! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus Car is a Euphoric Valentine's 
Day Heart; Soul of the USA. Giving birth to the Gravity Engine Ford. Exodus! 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Editorial at the New York Times: "A New Beginning for Israel and 
the United States" I was looking for a Times Editorial on Valentines Day "Men + Women" A 
New Beginning in a Marriage that brainstorm's 1,001 IP invention projects and writes Invention 
Novels at the Hemingway House Writing class. 



2-14-2017 Valentines Day; NASA + Oppenheimer: "A New Beginning for Exodus" New York 
Times wrote todays editorial without mentioning Exodus into the Universe and the Exodus Ford 
Gravity Engine Car. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Lovers: 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Cardinals Sing of Spring Weddings for Priests, Bishop, Cardinals. 
2-14-2017 Dr. Valentines Day MD; iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek New York Times writes; 
Lower Back Ache? Be Active and Wait It Out, New Guidelines Say - iPostOffice @ Star Wars 
Star Trek Times would write a Hemingway House Writing Class with Dr. Lisa Sanders with 
medical brainstorming in every chapter. In these Times the Journalists at the New York Times 
would have a MD degree with Journalism. 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Editorial at the New York Times: "A New Beginning for Israel and 
the United States" Mr. Trump real estate deal with 2 Trillion Galaxies and Exodus by Israel. 
InventBook not Facebook! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Editors at the Times end with... Mr. Trump is showing signs, in other 
words, of glimpsing the complexity of the task before him. This is not remotely like any other 
real estate deal he has ever attempted. We hope he can confound the skeptics, including 
ourselves, and pull it off. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; After the fact the Times bought millions of Mercedes sports cars for 
Iran students! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; real estate deal... Iran flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 
Mercedes sports car thanks the New York Times Editors $$$. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Editors at the Times end with... Mr. Trump is showing signs, in other 
words, of glimpsing the complexity of the task before him. This is not remotely like any other 
real estate deal he has ever attempted. We hope he can confound the skeptics, including 
ourselves, and pull it off. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; After the fact the Times bought millions of Mercedes sports cars for 
Iran students! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Editorial at the New York Times: "A New Beginning for Israel and 
the United States" Mr. Trump real estate deal with 2 Trillion Galaxies and Exodus by Israel. 
InventBook not Facebook! 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; USA Mercenary of the USA. Rich enough to take another mans 
wife... 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; "Biden, Beau, Jimmy Carter; Kills Eloped Lovers After Storming 
Afghan Police Station" By ZAHRA NADER and ROD NORDLAND 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Hedayatullah was described as a member of the National Directorate 
of Security, Afghanistan’s paramilitary intelligence service, who was stationed in the village. 
Mercenary of the USA. Rich enough to take another mans wife... 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; “Some of Fatiha’s relatives, her cousins, were beating her with their 



fists and saying, ‘Why did you do this?’ Then her older brother got angry and shot her with a 
hunting rifle and her younger brother shot her with an AK-47. I don’t know how many bullets 
they fired,” Mr. Khan said, speaking by telephone from the remote village. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; The man described by officials and witnesses as the woman’s 
husband, who was not identified, shot and killed Hedayatullah, with whom she had eloped 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; "Biden, Beau, Jimmy Carter; Kills Eloped Lovers After Storming 
Afghan Police Station" By ZAHRA NADER and ROD NORDLAND 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; USA Mercenary of the USA. Rich enough to take another mans 
wife... 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Smog In China, Now a Lonely Valentine’s Day for Millions of Men; 
even worst China refused to buy the gravity engine Ford. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; India’s Air Pollution Rivals China’s as World’s Deadliest yet the New 
York Times can't mention Saint Jude in India or even mention childrens birth defects and 
cancers. Deadliest is the only thing the Times can write in this 1984 II Society. 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Emily Ratajkowski, an actress and model, said on Twitter that a New 
York Times reporter had made a derogatory comment about the first lady. Tim Cook's friends 
at the Times. 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Amid Winter Gloom, Cardinals Sing of Spring; The bird’s song this 
time of year is more than a simple call; it is a potent reminder that the end of winter is just a few 
weeks away. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Cardinals Sing of Spring Weddings for Priests, Bishop, Cardinals 

2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Snow connections between winter weather and heart attacks, 
researchers examined data on 128,073 hospital admissions and 68,155 deaths from heart attacks 
in Quebec between 1981 and 2014. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Quebec connections between 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and 
the Ford Gas Engine Cars... 68,155 deaths from gasoline exhaust, Canada Oil. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; “I strongly suspect,” he said, just 15 minutes after meeting the young 
man, “that your son has some type of porphyria.” The patient’s father dismissed the diagnosis 
immediately, saying: “He’s already been tested for that. He doesn’t have it.” “He hasn’t really 
been tested for it until I test him for it,” Dr. Goodman shot back. It’s an easy test to do wrong, 
he told them. That happens all the time. The patient was admitted to the hospital, and Dr. 



Goodman started the painstaking process of looking for a medical cause for his psychiatric 
symptoms. He ordered the tests for porphyria, giving explicit instructions on how the samples 
had to be handled so the test would be accurate. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day at Yale New Haven washing hands between patients now finding out 
the test was done wrong just as often as hospital infections were passed from patient to patient. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; A second set of tests, this time done properly, finally provided the 
diagnosis: variegate porphyria. A Patient Transformed: Porphyria cannot be cured. 
Management is focused on avoiding triggers. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; triggers like the rich $$$ USA Mercenary in Baghdad who took 
another mans wife on Valentines Day. . “When you see symptoms you can’t just think about the 
treatment. You have to think about the cause of the symptom, too. If you don’t think of it you 
won’t look for it. And if you don’t look for, it you won’t find it.” 1,001 IP invention projects list 
with 1 Click Amazon. You will get a invention! Inventor to be... InventBook! 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; Canadian Scientists Were Muzzled by Their Government - 
Oppehneimer's many of them were fired. Time is the New God Particle that should be given to 
Los Alamos and Oppenheimer. 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 
2-14-2017 Valentines Day; 
2-13-2017 Monday; Report Rebuts Russia’s Claims of Restraint in Syrian Bombing Campaign 
2-13-2017 Monday; Russian Airstrikes Airstrikes Killed 22 Yale Key West Medical Schools and 
222 Trump Tower Medical Schools all 155 Stories tall buildings... Putin has no idea what 
restraint means in a Universe with 2 Trillion Galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 
2-13-2017 Monday; Russian Marriage Needs Polygamy and wife's wanting the Gravity Engine 
Car. Critic's Notebook: In ‘Humans,’ if You Need a Marriage Counselor, Putin is a Robot of the 
Russian Czars. "War + Peace" by Putin. Biden and Beau are the 2 main characters; Biden and 
Beau will be in a Tolstoy Writing Class Novel that will win a Nobel in Literature. Upper Class 
novel of "War + Peace" as this War + Peace Novel will be made into a Disney Pixar Movie. 
Spoiler, Peace Wins; there is a live streaming video of Jewish Aliens at the End. 

2-13-2017 Monday; Anger and Mistrust Fuel Unabated in our International 1984 II George 
Orwell Society. Iran flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car thanks the 
New York Times Editors $$$. Tehran, Iran is richer than Key West and Palm Beach, Miami 
Beach thanks to Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity. 
2-13-2017 Monday; Iran flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car 
thanks the New York Times Editors $$$ 
2-13-2017 Monday; Editorial: USA is Haunted by Student Debt Past Age 50 section A - page 22 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-13-2017 Monday; Editorial: USA is Haunted by Student Debt Past Age 50 section A - page 22 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-13-2017 Monday; Iran flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car 
thanks the New York Times Editors $$$ 



2-13-2017 Monday; Trump Responds to North Korean Missile Launch With Uncharacteristic 
Restraint... 
2-13-2017 Monday; Korean's Responds to $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues in a New York 
Times Editorial. Years after the invention of the Ford Gravity Engine Car. 
2-13-2017 Monday; Editorial: USA is Haunted by Student Debt Past Age 50 section A - page 22 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-13-2017 Monday; Iran flaunts millions of students with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car 
thanks the New York Times Editors $$$ 

2-13-2017 Monday; Editorial: Australia’s Grim Toll in the Church’s Sex Abuse Scandal section 
A - page 22 By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-13-2017 Monday; Editorial: Apple's Grim Toll in Tim Cook's Sex Diseases Scandal - MS 
women put to death by the White House! HIV; Syphilis; Suicide's. section A - page 22 By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
2-13-2017 Monday; murdered by Tim Cook's in 2017. Crime Scene: Charges in Karina 
Vetrano’s Death Leave Suspect’s Parents Shaken section A - page 18 By MICHAEL WILSON 
2-13-2017 Monday; murdered by Tim Cook's in 2017. Crime Scene: Charges in Karina's 
murder. 19,000 charges of murder by Tim Cook's in 2017. 19,000 hate crimes against women by 
Tim Cook's not in a New York Times Editorial. 
2-13-2017 Monday; Why Saying ‘Radical Tim Cook's Terrorism’ Isn’t Enough is because 
Robert Kennedy Jr. murders many ten's of thousands in the Kennedy Barn the FBI refused to 
count as murdered but even dim witted Caroline Kennedy will confess Robert murdered Mary 
in the Barn. Ivanka is not in the same class as Beau. Letters: Nuclear Arms, in ‘Very Wrong 
Hands’ It was wrong for Jimmy Carter to build the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine when 
women in Plains are murdered in NYC and Chicago in 2017 and not reported in the Plains 
Times News. Jimmy Carter can find out who in Plains Georgia today has syphilis and who they 
gave it to. 

2-13-2017 Monday; NASA + Oppenheimer at Los Alamos Today; Metropolitan Diary: Stepping 
Away From an Idiot-Free Zone in the Ruling Class on Earth. 
2-13-2017 Monday; NASA + Oppenheimer at Los Alamos Today; let their wife's and daughters 
die from Stage 4 and grand daughters die from childhood cancers and birth defects from the 
Smog of Gasoline Engine Exhaust. The Ruling Class, Ivanka, Beau, Kerry are over their heads! 
2-13-2017 Monday; Letters; Nuclear Arms, in ‘Very Wrong Hands’ Readers write that these 
weapons are too dangerous to exist. Yet the Paris Elite at the Cartoon Bar and Grill Cafe will 
use Nukes against Pakistan Muslims Men to keep Cartoon Cafe Open. 
2-13-2017 Monday; It's a war crime for the New York Times to leave out Saudi Arabia! It’s 
tempting to conclude that there are simply regions where the intensity of care of all types is 
higher — that some regions invest in all of the latest shiny technologies, while others don’t. This 
is too simple; Miami and McAllen, Tex., the two most expensive regions in the United States for 



overall Medicare spending, also clock in with among the lowest spine surgery rates. Instead, we 
see what Mr. Wennberg calls a surgical signature: Casper Wyo., has the highest back surgery 
rate in the country, but its cardiac bypass surgery is well below the national average. 
2-13-2017 Monday; Universe; Greg + Wife's in Key West to write this Hemingway House Novel. 
2-13-2017 Monday; innovations in health; Greg + MD Wife's in Key West to write this 
Hemingway House Novel with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. Casper Wyo. @ Los Alamos 
the Doctors in Casper Wyo. @ Los Alamos. Inside 10 super computers crunching all their case 
histories like Dr. Lisa Sanders in the Times The Art of Diagnosis! Yes Wyo. MD doing back 
surgery will be compared to Dr. Lisa Sanders Arts of Diagnosis and graded. One of these days 
the New York Times Journalists will have 1 Click Amazon links to 10 super computers at Los 
Alamos writing their medical articles titled... "Medical Mystery: Why Is Back Surgery So 
Popular in Casper, Wyo.?" By AUSTIN FRAKT and JONATHAN SKINNER at the NY 
Times!! Not at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek.... grin! 
2-13-2017 Monday; innovations in health care diffuse unevenly across geographic regions — not 
unlike the spread of a contagious disease. And even when studies show a new technology is 
overused, retrenchment is very slow and seemingly haphazard. 
2-13-2017 Monday; One of these days the New York Times Journalists will have 1 Click 
Amazon links to 10 super computers at Los Alamos writing their medical articles titled... 
"Medical Mystery: Why Is Back Surgery So Popular in Casper, Wyo.?" By AUSTIN FRAKT 
and JONATHAN SKINNER at the NY Times!! Not at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek.... 
grin! 
2-13-2017 Monday; I had to close this NY Times article as my CPU went to 100% and I would 
have lost this web page if I didn't shut it down ASAP. When my memory gets to 100% I get the 
Windows 10 blue screen of death and lose what I wrote in this web page. Even Casper, Wyo. will 
have more iMacBook Pro's than Win 10 PC when Ivanka is driving her 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus around Times Square. 
2-13-2017 Monday; 

2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: "Why Falling Home Prices Could Be a Good Thing" By 
CONOR DOUGHERTY 
2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: Why Home's Could be a Good Thing with 222,222 Trump 
Towers 155 Stories Tall. By CONOR DOUGHERTY 
2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: Furnished with iMacBook Pro's; 1 Click Amazon IP 1,001 
invention projects, Treadmill Desk... iHome Cam's; Travel Tips: How to Find an Affordable 
Safari; gives way to Invention Tips; worth trillions of times more and you will spend more time 
working on the gravity engine safari. From Fitness to Food Trump Towers will update your 
dread waking at night about the cardiac arrest detectors are working ok, Trump Burger's and 
Steaks, Buttered will be banned from the iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Kitchen. Trump 
Cook will not be banned. Cooking for 2, no waiting no cooking at Trump Tower. The book you 
always wanted to write is now at the Hemingway House Writing Class. The Writing Class you 
always wanted to take is now a invention packed novel. Why Time Flies is rewritten to Why 
Time Exist. Move Over, Wikipedia 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos. You are Super 
Computer literate. Bill Gate wrote C++ code in 1980 and now Windows are all Broken. Move 
Over, Wikipedia 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos. You are Super Computer literate with a 



list of 1,001 IP invention projects, Gravity Engine is such a "good thing" on a Los Alamos Super 
Computer you never sleep any more. Grin. And you thought Wikipedia links were great to click 
on and click on and click on... Valentine’s Day Inspiration with trillions of jolts of brainstorming 
with the wife's. The Trump Studio with 100" LG Ultra with picture in a picture and nothing 
from Comcast Cable! 
2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: "Why Falling Home Prices Could Be a Good Thing" By 
CONOR DOUGHERTY 
2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: Why Home's Could be a Good Thing with 222,222 Trump 
Towers 155 Stories Tall. By CONOR DOUGHERTY 
2-12-2017 Sunday; The Upshot: 
2-12-2017 Sunday; NATO Checking Claim that U.S. Airstrikes Killed 22 Afghan Civilians... 
2-12-2017 Sunday; NATO Checking Claim that U.S. Airstrikes Killed 22 Yale Key West 
Medical Schools and 222 Trump Tower Medical Schools all 155 Stories, not your run of the Mill 
King Salman Hospitals not in the U.S. Airstrikes yesterday - Afghan's Killed or Americans 
waiting for Heart Transplants at 22 Yale Key West Medical Schools + 222 Trump Tower 
Medical Schools all 155 Stories with many stories about Heart Transplants and purple hearts. 

2-12-2017 Sunday; Key West, Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House Valentines 
Day *.*.*.* Legal Polygamous Marriage executive order!!!! License to Invent! Valentines Rx 
Recipe for Stage 4 Cure for the broken heart + governments War Rx's waste! 
2-12-2017 Sunday; ‘A Sense of Dread’ about... Iran students; millions with a new 2017 Mercedes 
sports car thanks the New York Times Editors $$$. Tehran richer than Key West and Palm 
Beach, Miami Beach thanks to Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; ‘A Sense of Dread’ for 1984 George Orwell Elite Shaken by Trump 
Transition from Higgs at CERN to Time at Los Alamos By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and ERIC 
LICHTBLAU Across the nation’s bureaucracy, of National Labs and Oppenheimer, Betsy 
DeVos and God’s Plan for Schools - iMacBook Pro; Air Ride Mac Book School Bus parked and 
open all night. Time is the new Higgs God Particle and more believable than the Higgs at CERN 
articles in the New York Times! 

2-12-2017 Sunday; $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues administration’s upending of protocol and 
policy has stirred frustration, fear and, for some, talk of resistance... Rabbi's came alive in that 
moment': Watch a victorious boy celebrate the end of his chemotherapy not Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel driving a gas engine "Smog Holocaust Car". 
2-12-2017 Sunday; $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues would have built several Trump Towers 155 
Stories at the Beit El settlement... Mr. Kushner’s family has made donations to the Beit El 
settlement, which is in the hillsides north of Ramallah in the West Bank. Kushner's will not 
LEAK the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! A Sin and War Crime! 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Mr. Trump’s son-in-law, meets with the Israeli prime minister on 
Wednesday... not Jewish boys at the end of their chemotherapy for "Jewish Smog". Holocaust II 
Smog. 



2-12-2017 Sunday; Op-Ed Columnist: Husbands Are Deadlier Than Terrorists" By NICHOLAS 
KRISTOF 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Op-Ed Columnist: Jimmy Carter the Husband turned out to be Deadlier for 
his great grandchildren than wife... "Smog" $$$ Deadlier Than Terrorists" By NICHOLAS 
KRISTOF 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Op-Ed Columnist: Husbands Are Deadlier Than Terrorists" By NICHOLAS 
KRISTOF 

2-12-2017 Sunday; Graves of Children in Plains Georgia will all have something to say about 
Jimmy Carter the Peanut Plantation Owner who went to Washington and ended up holding up 
gas stations world wide for Allah + Mecca to buy Mercedes sports cars for Muslims by the 
millions $$$. God is Great! $$$ 
2-12-2017 Sunday; With a separate trip looking at America’s own poverty of Wit and Wisdom 
when $600 million dollars is in the Carter Center Bank $$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues that 
paid for the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub with 40 Nukes. Like Jimmy needs this, right! 

2-12-2017 Sunday; C. diff, Clostridium difficile infections most commonly acquired from health 
care providers and facilities, to flourish and produce the toxins that cause illness. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; NATO Checking Claim that U.S. Airstrikes Killed 22 Yale Key West 
Medical Schools and 222 Trump Tower Medical Schools all 155 Stories, not your run of the Mill 
King Salman Hospitals not in the U.S. Airstrikes yesterday - Afghan's Killed or Americans 
waiting for Heart Transplants at 22 Yale Key West Medical Schools + 222 Trump Tower 
Medical Schools all 155 Stories with many stories about Heart Transplants and purple hearts. 

2-12-2017 Sunday; Yale in New Haven failed the last 3 years... C. diff, Clostridium difficile 
infections acquired from Staff at Yale + Harvard Medical Schools. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated there were 453,000 
cases a year and 29,300 deaths from the infection. Two years later, the C.D.C. categorized C. diff 
as an “urgent threat.” from Staff at Yale + Harvard Medical Schools. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Miami all 453,000 patients with C. diff, Clostridium difficile infections died... 
really! 
2-12-2017 Sunday; 1984 surveillance of Hospital Staff is same as passing OJ when he really 
failed at Yale + Harvard Medical Schools. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; NATO Checking Claim that U.S. Airstrikes Killed 22 Yale Key West 
Medical Schools and 222 Trump Tower Medical Schools all 155 Stories, not your run of the Mill 
King Salman Hospitals not in the U.S. Airstrikes yesterday - Afghan's Killed or Americans 
waiting for Heart Transplants at 22 Yale Key West Medical Schools + 222 Trump Tower 
Medical Schools all 155 Stories with many stories about Heart Transplants and purple hearts. 



2-12-2017 Sunday; 
2-12-2017 Sunday; Mandy Miles Today; "The Seventh Circle of Hell" this article is about taking 
7 seconds to fall back asleep. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek article was not ready by 
Mandy Miles or she would have had silicone ear plugs in and never had woke up trillions of 
times and fallen back asleep in 7 seconds from Jimmy Weekley's Roosters. Mandy's 17 lb cat 
Buddy running leap at the Roosters, no onto the bed with Mandy. Grin. Smart Cat. "7 seconds 
to recover from this cardiac episode" 277 lb Mandy must be thinking about a Cardiac Arrest. 
No Key West Cops can't save your life Mandy. Yale KW Med School built in 3-4-2011 would 
provide a treadmill desk at the Citizen Newspaper office for your but Jimmy Weekley called in 
air strikes on this hospital. Mandy; Blissfully covered up the entire 2 Trillion Galaxies of light 
shining in her Windows! To Hell with the Seventh Circle of Hell! Hell No We Won't Go... to Hell 
or run on a Treadmill Desk writing the Key West news. 
2-12-2017 Sunday; 
2-11-2017 Hundreds of thousands rally in Iran all with a new 2017 gas engine Mercedes, BMW, 
Audi... no Fords as Ivanka is not in the same class as Beau. 
2-11-2017 Iran Celebrates Its Revolution, and Thanks Some Americans for the 2017 Mercedes! 
New York Times - Iran students millions with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car thanks the New 
York Times Editors $$$. Tehran, Stockholm to even more Mercedes sports cars $$$. Swedish 
Prime Minister Stefan Löfven, for his part, said his delegation loves's their Mercedes sports 
cars!! Iran to build 12 new oil refineries to buy even more expensive Mercedes sports cars... to 
hell with DNA + gasoline exhaust. 
2-11-2017 Iran Celebrates Jimmy Carter National Hero of Iran for buying all the 2017 
Mercedes! New York Times $$$. 
2-11-2017 Growth of legalized gambling... boom in ruined lives of pathological losers. Biden and 
Beau will be a Hemingway House Novel that will win a Nobel in Literature Upper Class novel of 
"War + Peace" as this War + Peace Novel will be made into a Disney Pixar Movie. Spoiler, 
Peace Wins there is a live streaming video of Jewish Aliens at the End. 
2-11-2017 Homeland Security Top Cop John Kelly has told officials he won't make any 
“Draconian moves” on Jimmy Weekley in Key West... Hahahahaha False News! On sanctuary 
city Key West. Home of the POW Greg Buell. Donald Trump's 'Weekend White House' brings 
change to Palm Beach + Key West. Legal Polygamous Marriage Today at the Hemingway House 
Valentines Day Legal Polygamous Marriage executive order to Invent a Stage 4 Rx Recipe!! For 
Ivanda. 

2-11-2017 Iran Celebrates Its Revolution, and Thanks Some Americans for the 2017 Mercedes! 
New York Times - Iran students millions with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car thanks the New 
York Times Editors $$$. Tehran, Stockholm to even more Mercedes sports cars $$$. Swedish 
Prime Minister Stefan Löfven, for his part, said his delegation loves's their Mercedes sports 
cars!! Iran to build 12 new oil refineries to buy even more expensive Mercedes sports cars... to 
hell with DNA + gasoline exhaust. 
Universe; Starbucks, Dunkin' Donuts battle for Valentine's Day Hearts Electricity of God's best 
Invention; Women! Invent It With Love, 1,001 IP invention projects written on the Walls at 
Starbucks, Dunkin' Donuts. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek conversations at the at the USS 
Enterprise Starbucks, Dunkin' Donuts. 



Universe; Greg + Wife's in Key West to write this Hemingway House Novel. Nobel in 
Electricity; of the "1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus + Jewish Smog." 
2-11-2017 Iran 1979 Islamic Revolution Celebrates Its Revolution, and Thanks Some Americans 
2-11-2017 USA 1980 All Beau wanted to do was drive his 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! 
2-11-2017 New York Times - Students waved the Iranian flag during a rally in Tehran on Friday 
to celebrate the anniversary of the 1979 Islamic Revolution. 

2-11-1979 Jimmy Carter didn't Replace those old warp engines with gravity engines. Dunking 
the gasoline engine into the Universe "Dead Drunk" Jimmy Carter ruled against letting Beau 
drive the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort, grin! Jimmy Carter built the USS Jimmy Carter 
Nuke Sub to nuke Iran over Oil. Jimmy Carter didn't Replace those old warp engines with 
gravity engines. Dunking the gasoline engine into the Universe. Iran's revolutionary guards will 
get their 72 virgins in Heaven and Jimmy Carter will have his plantation in Heaven. Beau is 
dead and gone to Hell for killing all those terrorist's! 
2-11-2017 Iran Celebrates Jimmy Carter National Hero of Iran for buying all the 2017 
Mercedes! New York Times - Iran students millions with a new 2017 Mercedes sports car thanks 
the New York Times Editors $$$. Tehran, Stockholm to even more Mercedes sports cars $$$. 
Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven, for his part, said his delegation loves's their Mercedes 
sports cars!! Iran to build 12 new oil refineries to buy even more expensive Mercedes sports 
cars... to hell with DNA + gasoline exhaust. 
2-11-2017 Iran Celebrates Jimmy Carter National Hero of Iran for buying all the 2017 
Mercedes! New York Times $$$ 
2-11-2017 Hundreds of thousands rally in Iran all with a new 2017 gas engine Mercedes, BMW, 
Audi... no Fords as Ivanka is not in the same class as Beau. 

2-11-2017 Suicide bomber kills seven, wounds 20 in Afghan provincial capital: official 1 hour 
ago... 
2-11-2017 ...1 hour ago 20 Jewish kids with "Smog Cancer" died... 
2-11-2017 The Syrian president suggested he could foresee cooperation with the Trump 
administration. He also held himself blameless for the six-year-old war. 
2-11-2017 Jews held themselves blameless for the 6 million kids with Smog Birth Defects + 
cancers... Holocaust II. 

2-11-2017 By CHRISTINE HAUSER An annual festival celebrating the camel kicked off near 
Abu Dhabi, with camel races and beauty contests. 



2-11-2017 By CHRISTINE HAUSER Abu Dhabi, Mercedes Sport Car Race is not covered by 
the New York Times... 
2-11-2017 $$$ Camel owners pay tens of thousands of dollars to breed and raise their animals, 
preserving blood lines and honing their conformation — their shape, balance and structure — 
through the generations. $$$ Thanks to Jimmy Carter $$$ 

2-11-2017 Gambling Responsibly Resorts World Casino points to an important partnership. 
People playing electronic roulette at Resorts World casino in Queens. 
2-11-2017 Jimmy Carter played Russian Roulette with God and Lost $777 Trillion dollars in oil 
money for his great grandchildren to spent on 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts. 
2-11-2017 Bidens; Beau's; Glory of War in Baghdad. Dreams of big payoffs to the reality of 
ruinous losses — nightmares driving compulsive losers into desperate gambling spirals. 

2-11-2017 Florida Stage Lottery bought 1 million iMacBook Pro's just to count the State's 
Winnings $$$. 
2-11-2017 Growth of legalized gambling... boom in ruined lives of pathological losers. Biden and 
Beau will be a Hemingway House Novel that will win a Nobel in Literature. 

2-11-2017 Disney Pixar Movie "Algebra" a Sony movie make for... Betsy DeVos!! Algebra is 
clearly a stumbling block for many incoming college students. Nearly 60 percent of community 
college students end up in remedial math — that’s more than double the number in remedial 
English. Four-year public colleges are not far behind. According to government studies, 40 
percent of their incoming students take at least one remedial class; 33 percent are in math. 
2-11-2017 Disney Pixar Movie "Your Freshman Cadaver" for High School kids who want to 
grow up to be heart transplant surgeons who will not let Cheney jump in front of the line for his 
second Heart Transplant! This movie covers the Bully Cheney who wasted $777 Trillion on War 
Toys. Cheney's glory of War on the iMacBook Air Ride School Bus - ‘I Wish I Had a Pair of 
Scissors, So I Could Cut Out Your Tongue’ How big a problem is bullying on the school bus? 
Bigger than we think. Cheney knew he wanted to run the Pentagon in first grade. 
2-11-2017 Betsy DeVos and God’s Plan for Schools - Time is the new Higgs God Particle and 
more believable than the Higgs at CERN articles in the New York Times! 
2-11-2017 Disney Pixar Movie "Spelling Bee" Total Recall movie without Arnold Swartznigger! 
2-11-2017 

Nearly 18 inches of snow blanketed the Yale campus Thursday, canceling classes and causing 
minor traffic incidents on slick city streets. 60 plows took to the streets. Yale's Putin likes to 



watch the women shovel snow on the web cams. Heating Elements in Red Square and Yale 
Campus sidewalks and streets, which will come first? Moscow or New Haven? A number of 
ambulances and other vehicles got stuck in the snow at many points throughout the day. A 
number of top secret "Drunks" died in a snow bank $$$ in Moscow. Not New Haven as reported 
by the Student news. 
America Women First - Legal Polygamous Marriage Today; Sober Up America; Marriage 
License to Invent 1,001 Rx Recipe's together! Not your run of the "MILL" Muslim Polygamy, 
grin! MADD Mother's Against Drunk Drivers RAGE, Terrorist News" not reported by the NY 
Times! Denver; cities and counties to allow bars to be open 24/7 if they want... smoke pot with 
your Coors, grin! This is MADD!! Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia "Terrorist News" not reported by 
the NY Times - McCain to Apologize; all Beau wanted to do was drive his 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort!! 

2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Fortune 500 Novel "Free Electricity" written on the Apple's newest 
MacBook Pro for 2017. You already know what a wonder machine it is. What you might not 
know, its iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek compared to the software in Win 10 Today. Red 
dwarfs are the most common stars in the Milky Way, making up about 75 percent of the 
galaxy's 1 trillion stars. Trump needs to give a executive order to make 99 percent of our 
Universe the Apple's newest MacBook Pro for 2017. You can do the math in your head right 
now and know the "Dead Drunk Judge's" who all work on Win 10 today will rule for the 
Apple's newest MacBook Pro for 2017. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Fortune 500 article on how free electricity would reinvent each of 
the Fortune 500 Companies. Read this in your head. Or Wait for Greg + Wife's in Key West to 
write this Hemingway House Novel. Nobel in Electricity! 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Letter: ‘A Patriotic Duty’: Dissent at the State Department to 
Apologize; all Beau wanted to do was drive his 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! 

2-10-2017 Friday; Universe Department to Replace the State Department. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; NBC’s Prime-Time Special Olympics Host for millions of kids with 
birth defects from "Smog" By RICHARD SANDOMIR New York Times. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; "Jewish Smog" Jewish Children with birth defects and childhood 
cancers from "Smog" gasoline exhaust from $777 Trillion in Bribes and Kickbacks from BP Oil 
and now they think about God. By PETER BAKER and MARK LANDLER The emerging 
approach mirrors the thinking of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, who visits 
Washington next week, with out any Rabbi's. Rabbi's came alive in that moment': Watch a 
victorious boy celebrate the end of his chemotherapy not Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
of Israel. "Smog Cancers" are not taught at West Point, Israel. As Beau in Israel all Beau 
wanted to do was drive his 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around Israel but died of "Smog 
Cancers" from gas engines. Gravity Engine was kept a secret from him too! 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Jewish Children with "Smog" birth defects and cancers quickly 
appealed to the short-handed United States Supreme Court. 



2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; "How New York City Gets Its Electricity" By EMILY S. RUEB; 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Emily didn't write up electrocutions. I doubt if 9% in NYC are 
caused by ladders coming in contact with power lines. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; A fire at the Phillips 66 pipeline near the Williams Discovery 
natural gas plant in Paradis continued to burn Friday morning. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Another Hemingway House Writing Class Novel by Greg + Wife's 
in Key West titled... "Electrocutions Coming Into Contact With..." 1,001 inventions you can do 
the math in your head before we get this novel written by midnight grin. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Electrocutions - NYC - Last year, more than 9 percent of 
electrocutions nationwide were caused by ladders coming into contact with power lines. 

2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; How Trump + Oppenheimer Gets a Nobel Prize in Electricity with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. In 1882, heaps of black coal were hauled by horse-drawn 
wagons to the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of New York. 2017 iPostOffice @ Star 
Wars Star Trek Hemingway House Writing Class Novel about "Super conducting wire" it has 
zero electrical resistance... NYC has 11,124 miles of high-voltage lines running overhead and 
underground that carry electricity to local utilities none of this 11K miles of wires is "Super 
conducting wire"... iPod size GE electric generator will help. This novel will help generate 
electric inventions. And win a Nobel in Electricity a new Nobel category, Hahahaha. In all, there 
are 129,935 miles of cables for another Hemingway House Novel about reinventing the wires. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Hemingway House Novel about 1,001 Inventions from "Free 
electricity" $$$ 

2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Mandatory University for High School Students with mandatory 
Cadavers for Freshmen, not your run of the mill West Point grin. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Hemingway House Novel about 1,001 Inventions from "Free 
electricity" $$$ 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Hemingway House Novel about 1,001 Inventions from "Free 
electricity" $$$ New York State had the seventh-highest residential prices for electricity in the 
United States, at 18.28 cents per kilowatt-hour, according to the United States Energy 
Information Administration. Con Ed’s rates for New York City were 24.736 cents per kilowatt-
hour, just below Hawaii’s, the most expensive in the country (27.54 cents). On the cheaper end 
of the scale are Louisiana (9.33 cents), Georgia (11.07 cents) and California (13.94 cents). 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Fortune 500 article on how free electricity would reinvent each of 
the Fortune 500 Companies. Read this in your head. 

2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Editorial "Kellyanne Conway’s White House Infomercial" 
Kellyanne Conway at meeting at the White House earlier this week. “Go Buy Ivanka’s Stuff” is 
the new “Make America Great Again.” Make Son's and Daughters great again; all Beau wanted 
to do was drive his 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! Ivanka is not in the same Class as Beau, 
Ivanka will get to enjoy driving her 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! Driving around Trump 



Tower, in her 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! 

2-10-2017 Friday; MADD; Federal Judge overturns... banned alcohol at Pennsylvania State 
University this week banned fraternity parties serving alcohol following the death of a student 
last weekend and mounting concerns of a task force looking into Greek life on the University 
Park campus. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Denver the closing of bars at 2 am is a relic of prohibition.” On Wednesday a 
bill that would allow local governments to decide when bars are required to close passed on an 
11-2 vote and appears and a fast track to Gov. John Hickenlooper’s desk. The bill opens the 
door for cities and counties to allow bars to be open 24/7 if they want. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Rx Recipe for Prohibition in the drinking water will be made on an iMacBook 
Pro with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos. Oppenheimer will not get fired by Trump this 
time. 
2-10-2017 Friday; Universe; Fortune 500 article on how free electricity would reinvent each of 
the Fortune 500 Companies. Read this in your head. Or Wait for Greg + Wife's in Key West to 
write this Hemingway House Novel. Nobel in Electricity! 
2-9-2017 Thursday; Greg + Wife's in Key West reinventing "Cell" technology that will run 
faster than Comcast Fiber over the air waves... Oppenheimer would have gotten this "Bomb!" 
Trump will Make Los Alamos Great Again. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Apple-Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos and Trumps 
Oppenheimer who Trump will not fire; will get Trump More Nobels in Medicine, Physics, 
Literature than all the Nobles ever given!! Iranka is not in the same class as Beau, just ask 
Kerry... Hahahaha. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age Time is the new God Particle. 
2-9-2017 Thursday; 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines on the Assembly line at Boeing... 
executive order by Trump today, grin. 
2-9-2017 Thursday; California Farmers Backed Trump, but Now Fear Losing Field Workers 
and Boeing refusing to build the 3 story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines! 
2-9-2017 Thursday; A Republican stronghold in the Central Valley thought a promise to crack 
down on illegal immigrants was just talk. Now they’re alarmed that it isn’t. By CAITLIN 
DICKERSON and JENNIFER MEDINA California Farmers Backed Trump, but Now Fear 
Losing Field Workers 
2-9-2017 Thursday; 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines... 
2-9-2017 Thursday; 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines... 
2-9-2017 Thursday; 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines... 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Greg + Wives in Key West have reminded you The Judge has thrown out 



DUI's not immigrants. The Grandeur of the Courts "Dead Drunk" and driving Drunk in Court 
and on the highways. And these Judges are the one's who silenced Mad Women MADD women. 
Mothers Against Drink Judges Driving the courts and on the road, Hahahahahaha By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD Oral arguments on the president’s travel ban reminded America what 
the rule of law looks like. Dead Drunk you know all the editors at the New York Times have 
driven legally drunk this year 2017 and they all plan on driving drunk again this month. 
2-9-2017 Thursday; Dead Drunk Judges Feeling Drunk Putting people on the Treadmill of 
Temporary Work... In Trumps USA there are more Temps than full time workers, even at City 
Hall and the Supreme Court, temp workers are the victims of Drunk Judges on the Court and 
driving cars. Gas Engine Cars! A War Crime these Judges will be put on trial for. 
2-9-2017 Thursday; France has 57 Nuclear Power Plants and most of the workers are temps... 
An explosion and fire have occurred at the Flamanville nuclear plant on France's northern coast 
but there was no nuclear risk, officials say. 
French Elite build Nuke Plans knowing - iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 C 
that will replace all Nuclear Power Plants and you can plug in all your GE appliances, grin! 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia "Terrorist News" not reported by the NY Times 
2-9-2017 Thursday; MADD Mother's Against Drunk Drivers RAGE, "Terrorist News" not 
reported by the NY Times 
2-9-2017 Thursday; Shutting Down Speech by Elizabeth Warren; MADD Mother's Against 
Drunk Drivers RAGE, of a million MADD Women was shut down by everyone!! In our 1984 II 
George Orwell Society. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Canada the 51 st State, Ha. Canada’s Muslims are given "Housing" when 
Canada Citizen who will become Americans are Homeless. This is why Canada Citizens will all 
become American Citizens and Canada will become the 51 State of the USA. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Editorial in the Times Today... "After Mr. Trump’s Din, the Quiet 
Grandeur of the Courts" Then everyone goes to the bar. Not the Legal Bar but the Bar's for 
Drunk Lawyers and Judges after the Court Session. More Judges and Lawyers go to the Bar 
than Starbucks after Court. Hahahahaha. And New York Times Editors. The Denver Judges is 
smoking pot at the bar... Grin! Judge Neil Gorsuch of the federal appeals court in Denver. Judge 
Gorsuch called the comments “demoralizing” and “disheartening,”. Mothers Against Drunk 
Drivers are disheartened! MADD WOMEN! The Times editors write "In fact, the judges did 
exactly as they should, aggressively questioning both sides and demanding evidence to back up 
assertions — a much quicker and more reliable path to the truth than Twitter." YouTube live 
streaming video of the Bars around the NY Times. "legal debate on the travel ban, which is not 
even two weeks old, saying it is “really incredible” that it is “going on so long.” Drunk Drives in 
cars and on the Courts, Editors of the Times. MADD women have been silenced for so long most 
forgot who MADD Women are. Rule of law looks like the Judge will not let MADD Women sue 
the bars who serve drunk editors at the Times who run over people in many ways. 
2-9-2017 Thursday; Denver Drunks 24/7 not at Apple-Starbucks 24/7... Denver the closing of 
bars at 2 am is a relic of prohibition.” On Wednesday a bill that would allow local governments 



to decide when bars are required to close passed on an 11-2 vote and appears and a fast track to 
Gov. John Hickenlooper’s desk. The bill opens the door for cities and counties to allow bars to 
be open 24/7 if they want. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; NYC De Blasio found a way to marginalize drunk driving - Oops: illegal 
aliens arrested for DUI are let go by De Blasio said Mothers Against Drunk MADD. 
Assemblywoman Nicole Malliotakis (R-Brooklyn) read the mayor a list saying drunk driving 
illegal aliens will not be arrested for Trump. Mothers Against Drunk Drivers report that 52 
percent of DUI arrests in a recent year were third-time offenders and driving in Brooklyn today 
drunk. Tim Cook killed many women by suppressing Technology able to reduce DUI repeat 
offenders - iPhone 007 Dash Cam iCops inside the car. How many DUI arrest of Apple 
employees or temps at Apple this year? Many! All were thrown out by the Judge. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Drunk Mexicans in Semi Trucks crossing into the USA today should be 
tested before driving into the USA... Statistics can tell the 1984 II George Orwell Dictators 
exactly how many are drunk and have Booze in the Semi. 

2-9-2017 Thursday; Oakland Knew of Illegal Housing at Warehouse Before Deadly Fire... 
Documents released by the city show that the police, fire and building departments were called 
to the warehouse dozens of times before a fire killed 36 people in December. By THOMAS 
FULLER and JULIE TURKEWITZ Everyone in this 1984 II society knows of illegal Drunk 
Driving before the deadly crash today and tomorrow. Terrorists News not reported by the New 
York Times a War Crime! 
2-9-2017 Thursday; McCain to Apologize; all Beau wanted to do was drive his 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort!! 
Putin Asks McCain to Apologize to Putin After he Calls Him ‘a Killer.’ Biden killed Beau for 
the Glory of War in a Blind Rage. When all Beau wanted to do was drive his 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort!! 
LONDON — Pakistani and Afghan descent convicted of luring girls as young as 13 into sexual 
encounters using alcohol and drugs 
LONDON — Four men convicted of grooming girls for sex in a case that fueled racial tensions 
in Britain face deportation to Pakistan after a judge on Thursday upheld a government decision 
to strip them of British citizenship. 
The ruling by an immigration tribunal clears the way for the men, all of Pakistani nationality, to 
be removed from Britain. They acquired British citizenship by naturalization. 
They were among nine men of Pakistani and Afghan descent convicted of luring girls as young 
as 13 into sexual encounters using alcohol and drugs. They were based in Rochdale, in northern 
England 



2-8-2017 Wednesday; AT&T Inc. would normally expect good things when a Republican 
administration arrives in Washington, where the company needs permission to buy Time 
Warner Inc. -- except the new president has already lambasted the deal. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; AT&T is "Dead Drunk" finally arrested for 100's DUI's by Greg + Wife's 
in Key West inventing "Cell" technology that will run faster than Comcast Fiber over the air 
waves. Same iPod size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 C that will replace all Nuclear 
Power Plants and you can plug in all your GE appliances, grin! F35C radar on the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort will cost more than the car $ and have a iPhone 007 + dash cam right 
out of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Era Today! Sunset Key. The Super Yacht Venus. Two 
hundred fifty seven feet. Crew of 22. Built by Apple founder Steve Jobs. Jobs died before its 
completion. His widow Laurese Powell now owner and master might be walking by Starbucks 
on Duval looking for the Steve Jobs Hospital Ship. I watched Venus sail away the other day 
never talking to Steve's window about Steve Jobs Medical School. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Dow Chemical (NYSE:DOW) and DuPont (NYSE:DD) are offering to sell 
businesses to ease European Union concerns that their planned merger may lead to higher 
prices for farmers and fewer new herbicides and pesticides in the future. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Trump Hacked Dow Chemical (NYSE:DOW) and DuPont Rx Formulas 
at the Apple-Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon link to Los Alamos will get Trump More Nobels in 
Medicine, Physics, Literature than all the Nobles ever given!! Iranka is not in the same class as 
Beau, just ask Kerry... Hahahaha. 
Make America Great Again takes on a New Reality with 100's Trump Tower's 155 Stories! 155 
Inventions! 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; "Smog News"; cause of many Heart Transplants and Purple Hearts 
fighting for Baghdad's $300 million a Week in Oil Revenues $$$. A War Crime. Biden killed 
Beau for $777 Trillion $! 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; Publix Special Olympics has been cancelled as China killed all the kids 
with birth defects! Then sold their organs for transplants. $$$. 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; The ultimatum, broadcast on national television, 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus + Escort. 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; Editorial; President Duterte Is Repeating My Mistakes. When I was 
president of Colombia, I learned that a “war on drugs’’ is unwinnable. The war on "DUI's" 
Dead Drunk Judge's is unwinnable too World Wide. War on "Oil" is unwinnable too $$$. 
The ultimatum, broadcast on national television, 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus + Escort. 



2-8-2017 Wednesday; Irrational for this "Rich Image" not to Make the "Terrorist News" 
Headlines like Trump reports the NY Times fails to report... NY Times reports today Chinese 
Elite are Irrational with Coal Plants and Trump knows the NY Times fails to report the "DNA + 
Smog" birth defects and Cancers in the millions so China is killing all the babies born with birth 
defects from Coal and Smog... Hell Yes the Chinese are Irrational. Proof is buying gas engine 
VW's and KIA's. By JACK EWING and MARK SCOTT BMW, Daimler and Volkswagen are 
striving with increasing urgency to ride the digital wave sweeping the industry, before it rolls 
over them. Irrational there is NO urgency by car makers to stop gas engine car production in 
our 1984 Society! A War Crime. As the Chinese are putting to death children born with birth 
defects and childhood cancers, by the millions! A War Crime not reported by the New York 
Times as reported by Trump. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia "Terrorist News" not reported by the NY 
Times $$$ 
The ultimatum, broadcast on national television, 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus + Escort. 
Or China is killing all the babies born with birth defects from Coal and Smog... 
Publix Special Olympics has been cancelled as China killed all the kids with birth defects! 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; China is killing all the babies born with birth defects from Coal and 
Smog... Hell Yes the Chinese are Irrational. And this is what CBS and the NY Times are not 
reporting. Cardinal Dolan, Fuming Over Archdiocese’s ‘Rich’ Image, Fuming over this "Smog" 
News the Vatican can't report in our 1984 Society! 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Vatican conference on human organ trafficking, with a group of ethicists 
warning that China will use the participation of its most senior transplant official to convince 
the world that it has overhauled its organ procurement system. In a letter to the Pontifical 
Academy of Sciences in Rome, where the two-day Summit on Organ Trafficking and Transplant 
Tourism began on Tuesday, 11 ethicists wrote: “Our concern is with the harvesting and 
trafficking of organs from executed prisoners in China.” China has admitted that it extracted 
organs from death row prisoners for decades, in what critics have called a serious violation of 
the rights of inmates who cannot give genuine consent. Since Jan. 1, 2015, Chinese officials have 
said they no longer use prisoners’ organs, though doubts persist. 
Publix Special Olympics has been cancelled as China killed all the kids with birth defects! Then 
sold their organs for transplants. $$$. 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; Army's Approves Construction of Dakota Access Pipeline - When they 
should be mobilizing Ford Assembly Plants for the construction of the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus and Escorts! 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Army's Approves Construction of Dakota Access Pipeline - When they 
should be taking the H-Bombs off the assembly lines at Los Alamos and loading code into 10 
super computers costing $100 million each for to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for a Rx Recipe 
cure for Stage 4 and to put all the worlds vaccines in the drinking water along with a Coors 
antidote, grin! Military Judges have thrown out more DUI's than Federal Judges! 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Times would invent 1 Click Amazon 
at Apple-Starbucks Trump Towers and crunch your Valentine Day Flowers into a Heart 



Transplant or Aorta Valve for millions of Chinese babies put to death today by irrational 
Chinese Elite who only know oil and coal business leaders. 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; archdiocese owns its headquarters, a 20-story office building owned by the 
archdiocese at 1011 First Avenue in Midtown Manhattan 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; On Monday, the archdiocese announced further cuts, saying it will close 
six schools at the end of the school year because of enrollment and money problems. The schools 
are Saint Gregory the Great in Manhattan; 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; Saint Gregory the Great in Manhattan; 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Cardinal Dolan, Fuming Over Archdiocese’s ‘Rich’ Image, Vacations at 
Mansion. Cardinal Dolan need to Marry Greg to 4 wife's and write up the difference in this 
polygamous marriage than Muslim marriages that don't write together at the Hemingway 
House Writing Class with iapps on an iMacBook Pro writing on the same page with inventions 
brainstormed in every chapter for a Stage 4 Rx Cure by Midnight. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Saint Gregory the Great in Manhattan; working 24/7 with 4 Wife's at 
Apple-Starbucks Trump Tower. 

2-8-2017 Wednesday; Almost 15 years ago skilled surgeons replaced my aorta valve with a new 
replacement valve. It has served me well enabling me to live the vigorous, full, complete life you 
are all so familiar with. No one loves life more than I do. To continue to live this amazing life so 
full of challenges and friends, including so many of you in the audience, I have chosen to replace 
the valve with a new one. CBS Charley Rose. CBS Nightly New in Miami has a commerical 
about this valve yesterday. Doctor said even if you are in your 80's or 90's we can replace your 
aorta heart valve or give you a new one! Better than Cheney jumping in front of the heart 
transplant line again and again! Ha. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; "Terrorist News" Headlines like Trump reports the NY Times fails to 
report... 
News Not Reported by the NY Times is Heart Transplants in Saudi Arabia. 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; "Terrorist News" Headlines like Trump reports the NY Times fails to 
report... 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia "Terrorist News" not reported by the NY 
Times $$$ 
2-8-2017 Wednesday; 
America Women First - Legal Polygamous Marriage Today! 



2-7-2017 Tuesday; Traditionalist in the Vatican... tell Pope Francis not to get a Heart 
Transplant; if he does he will go to Hell. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Queen Elizabeth II’s Sapphire Jubilee Takes On Low-Key Tone. Heart 
Shaped Sapphire's for Queen Elizabeth II’s Heart Transplant at the Yale Key West Medical 
School would help her live for 10 more years. 100. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; John Kerry, wrote a letter to an appeals court saying that the immigration 
order endangers troops and undermines "Smog News"; cause of many Heart Transplants. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Traditionalist at the Failed NY Times write "Flowers Pressed on Paper for 
Valentine’s Day" when one or more of her girl friends will die from Stage 4. iPostOffice @ Star 
Wars Star Trek Times would write 1 Click Amazon at Apple-Starbucks and crunch your 
Valentine Day Flowers into a Rx Cure Recipe for Stage 4 or for one of the 100 other Disease the 
Nasty Men at the Times has given to their Valentine, grin! Put your Valentine on the Heart 
Transplant list as Cheney needs a 2nd one and will jump in front of her! 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Only One Nations Out-Performs all of Them - Trumps Make America Great 
Again! 100's of Trump Towers 155 Stories all with Apple-Starbucks iMacBook Pro's 1 Click 
Amazon Link to All of Los Alamos. 100's of Los Alamos! 100's of Yale Key West Medical 
Schools that pay better than West Point and Pay Off better with 2 Trillion Galaxies and Exodus 
of Jews into the Universe! Critical Urgent Stage 4 Rx Recipe will be Hacked by Trump for 
Ivanka, Beau is in another class in a Galaxy long ago burned out burning its gas... 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; iMacBook Pro with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. Hell Oppenheimer 
has his finger on the Nuclear Button to make "Cell" greater than Comcast Fiber... Not your out-
of-date Windows with Bill + Melinda in Dubai selling Clouds not 2 Trillion Galaxies. Out-of-
date Wifi will be reinvented by Greg + Wife's in Key West. 100's of times faster than Comcast 
fiber... revenge will be on Valentine Day 2017 as her trillions of Jolts of inspiration will get this 
invention. God's best invention is Women. Someone should tell Pope Francis too. Trump 
Knows! 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Trump Says Journalists ‘Have Their Reasons’ to Play Down Terror Threat - 
"Diesel and DNA" 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Tim Cook Hate Crimes against God's best Invention; Women. Trump Says 
NY Times Journalists Have Their Reasons" to Play Down these Hate Crimes against Women. 
New York » New York Today: New York Today: Documenting Hate Crimes by Tim Cook is 
against the law in our 1984 Society! Really. This is the Truth! 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Left-Behind Explosives Taking Deadlier Toll on Afghan Children, U.N. Says 
By MUJIB MASHAL 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Left-Behind "Diesel in DNA" Taking Deadlier Toll on American Children, 
U.N. Says. Trump Says the Media Wants to Play down this story. Times Video on "Diesel and 
DNA" has been censored by the Top Brass at the New York Times. By MUJIB MASHAL 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Trump Says Journalists ‘Have Their Reasons’ to Play Down Terror Threat - 
"Diesel and DNA" has been censored by the Top Brass at the New York Times. By MUJIB 
MASHAL 



2-7-2017 Tuesday; Amnesty Report Accuses Syria of Executing Thousands Since War Began. By 
ANNE BARNARD Amnesty International Does Not Report on "Diesel and DNA" 100's of 
thousands of children with birth defects and childhood cancers because Amnesty International 
Top Brass took bribes from BP Oil. A War Crime! 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Organ Donation by Executed Prisoners in Syria... 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Trump Executive order ordering all Organs Donated as Cheney is ready for 
a 2nd Heart Transplant 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Pope Francis decrees all Catholics are now Organ Donors... Traditionalist in 
the Vatican... By JASON HOROWITZ Stephen K. Bannon, a Catholic, has cultivated strategic 
alliances with those in Rome who share his view that the pope is a dangerously misguided 
pontiff. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Traditionalist in the Vatican... tell Pope Francis not to get a Heart 
Transplant; if he does he will go to Hell. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Dr. Huang Jiefu, co-chairman of the National Organ Donation and 
Transplantation Committee of China, at a meeting on organ trafficking at the Vatican on 
Tuesday. Debate Flares Over China’s Inclusion at Vatican Organ Trafficking Meeting. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Will the old Chinese Elite get a Heart Transplant at Yale Key West Medical 
School? 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Five cars were stopped for traffic near Mile Marker 88 at 1:36 p.m. when a 
bus driven by Jesus Antonio Navarro-Perez, 58, of Miami, failed to stop, rear-ending a 2006 
Honda Ridgeline. Jesus Antonio Navarro-Perez, was ticketed for driving with a revoked drivers 
license! In an Age of CyberCrime the Cops can't prevent Perez from driving a Bus with a 
revoked drivers license... what the Hell! Five people were air lifted to Miami Hospitals. 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Experts: Trump Undermines Judiciary With Twitter Attack on Judge 
Robart... President Trump’s "Dead Drunk" Federal Judges revoking all arrest for DUI's. 
Lawyers at Yale + Harvard Undermines DUI's Dead Drunk who killed more people than Putin, 
grin. Does Putin let Moscow Drunk Drivers kill as many as Judge Robart? 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; DUI; Most people will drive up to a thousand times before they’re arrested 
the first time! 100's of Federal Judges will drive drunk today, there is no Honor Code among 
Federal Judges Today. 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; BP Oil has murdered 1 Billion People and... John Bercow, the speaker of the 
House of Commons, cited his “opposition to racism and sexism” among the reasons he opposes 
letting President Trump address lawmakers. 



2-7-2017 Tuesday; Address Cheney's Heart Transplant Doctors as to the percent of Cheese 
Eaters who get a new Heart vs those who only eat cheese every now and then in a blue moon. 
Murray’s Cheese is working with Rockefeller University to learn more about the microflora in 
its cheese caves in Long Island City, Queens. Uplands Cheese Company is working with the 
Center for Dairy Research at the University of Wisconsin to create a new soft cheese, its first in 
seven years. Starter cultures are a particularly vexing ingredient. The only three domestic 
suppliers, including DuPont and Cargill, are multinational corporations better known for 
chemicals, which has limited the number of available cultures. Both yeast and bacteria are 
components of the starter cultures that help turn milk into solids, and those solids into cheeses 
with distinctive aromas, flavors and textures that are hard to resist. The interplay of these 
species, while understood in a basic sense, is now receiving renewed scientific scrutiny. Scrutiny 
in your Heart has not been Headlines but in the New England Journal of Medicine articles. Dr. 
Dutton published her findings in the journal Cell. Working with Benjamin Wolfe, a postdoctoral 
researcher, she reported that the environment (cows, cheese caves, pastures) and methods 
(washing, salting, managing acidity) were as important to the development of cheese rinds, if not 
more so, than the ingredients. This was a revelation. With this new scientific proof in hand. 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Pasteurized cheeses, though, still needed starters because pasteurization kills 
bacteria both good and bad for cheese. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Heart Transplant; “deliciousness factor,” Two yeast-based and three 
bacterial. New batches are being made every two weeks using different combinations, and every 
10 days, each will be tasted to see whether it is on target for the “deliciousness factor.” 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Pasteurized cheeses, in iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Pasteurized will 
be for Heart Transplants, so you can eat as much cheese as possible with no heart transplant 
risk... 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; The Pasteur Institute (French: Institut Pasteur) is a French non-profit 
private foundation dedicated to the study of biology, micro-organisms, diseases, and vaccines. It 
is named after Louis Pasteur, who made some of the greatest breakthroughs in modern medicine 
at the time, including pasteurization and vaccines for anthrax and rabies. The institute was 
founded on June 4, 1887, and inaugurated on November 14, 1888. For over a century, the 
Institut Pasteur has been at the forefront of the battle against infectious disease. This worldwide 
biomedical research organization based in Paris was the first to isolate HIV, the virus that 
causes AIDS, in 1983. Over the years, it has been responsible for breakthrough discoveries that 
have enabled medical science to control such virulent diseases as diphtheria, tetanus, 
tuberculosis, poliomyelitis, influenza, yellow fever, and plague. Since 1908, eight Pasteur 
Institute scientists have been awarded the Nobel Prize for medicine and physiology, and the 
2008 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was shared between two Pasteur scientists. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; Trump will build 100's of Pasteur Institutes @ Trump Towers! 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Dionysus (/da?.?'na?s?s/; Greek: ?????s??, Dionysos) is the god of the grape 
harvest, wine making and wine, of ritual madness, ecstasy in ancient Greek religion and myth. 
Wine played an important role in Greek culture, and the cult of Dionysus was the main religious 
focus for its unrestrained consumption of Wine. Today the Federal Judge gives US the 
Unrestrained DUI drivers. 100's have 10 DUI arrest and drive a car today. Gas Engine Car as 



the Federal Judge also gives us unrestrained gas + diesel exhaust. 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; 

2-7-2017 Tuesday; Kremlin Asks Fox News to Apologize to Putin After O’Reilly Calls Him ‘a 
Killer’ Biden killed Beau for the Glory of War in a Blind Rage. When all Beau wanted to do was 
drive his 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!! 
2-7-2017 Tuesday; 2-6-2017 Monday; Greg + Wife's in Key West will invent the 777-Orbit for 
Boeing that flies into orbit and lands in Paris less than 30 minutes after taking off from JFK 
International Airport and Medical School. Win the Super Bowl for "Her" get some invention 
inspiration and ideas from Falcons Vision, Class, make America Great Again. Ivanka is not in 
the same class as Beau and will never die from Stage 4. Wifi is Dead, Cell will out invent Wifi 
with G5, G6, G7, and unlimited internet. Comcast fiber will be out invented by Cell too. Make 
America Great Again at Apple-Starbucks Trump Towers on your iMacBook Pro with 1 Click 
Amazon links to Los Alamos. Hell Oppenheimer has his finger on the Nuclear Button to make 
Cell greater than Comcast Fiber... a true Nuke News Article you will never read in a NY Times 
Editorial. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek. 
2-7-2017 Monday; New York Times Editorial Today has Trump firing H-Bombs into Muslim 
Nations not hacking $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Saudi Arabia to pay for 9/11. 

2-6-2017 Super Bowl; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers Defeat 100's of Football Stadiums For 
100's of Trillions of Galaxies. 
2-6-2017 Super Bowl; "Born This Way With Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers" tolerated 
from Gaga for Fame and Fortune. Beau, "Baby Beau" with Birth Defects and Childhood 
Cancers from Biden's Blind Rage's of War! 

2-6-2017 Super Bowl; Bush was escorted out to toss the coin, a formation of fighter pilots flew 
above the field: monitors on the Super Bowl Field showed the bombing of Yale Key West 
Medical School and Hospital. Dr. Lady Gaga jumped off the roof of the Super Bowl singing 
about the Stars Above and "Born This Way With Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers" Publix 
had a commercial for the "Special Olympics" for "DNA + Diesel" casualties of "War!" Dr. 
Gaga singing “I want your ugly, I want your disease's!!” All the Stage 4 women stood up 
pointing a finger at Gaga + Bush. Shouting Beau, Beau, Beau. Cain + Able now Father and 
Son's. Cannonball Invention Why Only God knows. Motive in the Lyrics chanted, as they often 
are, in perfect iambic pentameter: “I want $777 Trillion dollars in BP Oil Revenues." "Dr. 
Cinderella MD" Disney Pixar movie will be the first movie to make a Trillion dollars $$$ Disney 
Pixar Movie "Dr. Lady Gaga MD" will make even more money! "DNA + Diesel" Disney Pixar 
Movie money will be given to the Publix Special Olympics. 



2-6-2017 Monday; MD win in the Super Bowl over the "Blind" rage of War in the Minds of 
Mad Men, Biden, McCain, Kerry, Bush. Jimmy Carter! 4 Trillion Rx Recipes given to Dr. 
Oppenheimer II MD will put the Rx Cure in the drinking waters world wide. And God Said let 
there be Peace on Earth and Jewish Aliens in the Galaxies above, grin! 
2-6-2017 Monday; ...rallied the Patriots from a 28-3 deficit in the second half to defeat the 
Atlanta Falcons in the first Super Bowl to go into overtime... "Time" is the new Higgs God 
Particle that has George Orwell Warriors and Wounded Warriors in overtimes Hell. Were there 
is not time, yes Time exist in Hell. So much for selling your soul to the Pentagon Gods! 

2-6-2017 Monday; New York Times The Massacre That Was, and a Turning Point for ‘Fake 
News’ on Climate Change to the Smog of "Baby Beau" with Birth Defects and Childhood 
Cancers from Biden's Blind Rage's of War! 
By MUJIB MASHAL A 65 percent rise in child casualties caused by explosives last year was just 
one part of a United Nations report on a record year in civilian casualties in Afghanistan. 
"Baby Beau" with Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers... 

2-6-2017 Monday; Mar-a-Lago Novel: Inventions in every Chapter! Turning Point in the 
Exodus and the building of 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers defeating the Muslims once and 
for the next several centuries by Trump! 
2-6-2017 Super Bowl; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers Defeat 100's of Football Stadiums For 
100's of Trillions of Galaxies. 
2-6-2017 Super Bowl; "Born This Way With Birth Defects + Childhood Cancers" tolerated 
from Gaga for Fame and Fortune. Beau, "Baby Beau" with Birth Defects and Childhood 
Cancers from Biden's Blind Rage's of War! 

2-6-2017 Monday; Super Bowl ads; Avocados From Mexico jokingly used subliminal messaging 
to urge more avocado consumption when we invent more ways to package Avocados, grin. 
2-6-2017 Monday; Super Bowl ads; Mr. Clean | New Super Bowl Ad | Cleaner of Your Dreams 
Video by Mr. Clean, had to run a Yale Key West Medical School what we found (Virus) after 
you cleaned. 
2-6-2017 Monday; Super Bowl ads; Budweiser spent days telling the news media that its ad was 
not a response to President Trump’s "Dead Drunk" Federal Judges revoking all arrest for 
DUI's. 



2-6-2017 Monday; Trump; Years of legal Battles with "Dead Drunks" over DUI's arrest... 
2-6-2017 Monday; Scientists who study the risk of nuclear war recently moved the hands of the 
symbolic Doomsday Clock to 2½ minutes before midnight — meaning they believe that the 
world is closer to nuclear catastrophe than it has been since 1953 after the United States and 
Soviet Union tested hydrogen bombs. The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, which created the 
clock in 1947, says that President Trump is the main reason for this worrisome development. 
2-6-2017 Monday; Paris Cartoons are the main reasons for Nuclear War. 72 Virgins in Heaven 
for killing all the fags in Paris... wow! Trump in Paris saying that “I would certainly not do first 
strike,” but the Muslim Generals in Pakistan certainly would for 72 Virgins in Heaven! You Bet 
Ya Sara Palin would say! Grin. She knows about virgins and Muslim Men. 
2-6-2017 Monday; Fags + Oil $$$ A Pentagon advisory board recently proposed that the United 
States consider building more lower-yield nuclear weapons to provide an option for “limited 
use” in a regional conflict over Paris Fags and $777 Trillion in French Oil Revenues. 
2-6-2017 Monday; Pakistan Muslim Generals want to keep Paris Elite on Edge as to when not if 
they will Nuke Paris over cartoons... 

2-6-2017 Monday; DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — Qatar Airways has launched the world's 
longest scheduled commercial airline route with the arrival of its flight from Doha to Auckland, 
New Zealand. The Gulf carrier said flight QR920 touched down in Auckland early on Monday 
after covering a distance of 14,535 kilometers, or 9,032 miles. That is the furthest distance 
between any two cities linked by direct flights. The outbound journey is scheduled to take 16 
hours and 20 minutes on the Boeing 777-200LR. 
2-6-2017 Monday; DUBAI, United Arab Emirates... 
2-6-2017 Monday; Trump, USA tells Boeing to fly the 777-Orbit from NYC to Paris in less than 
30 minutes a new record, made in the USA. Make America Great A gain as Boeing CEO's spend 
to much time on vacation with Bill + Melinda Gates in Dubai! 
2-6-2017 Monday; Greg + Wife's in Key West will invent the 777-Orbit for Boeing that flies into 
orbit and lands in Paris less than 30 minutes after taking off from JFK International Airport 
and Medical School. 

2-6-2017 Monday; 
2-6-2017 Monday; 
2-6-2017 Monday; 
2-5-2017 Sunday; iPhone 007 iDash Cam iTrafficCops will finally have to ticket the Pink Taxi's 
grin!! Check who was driving a pick taxi at 6:04 am today at Olivia and Ashey then check the 
cameras and post the cabs video on YouTube with my tike hit head on... CBS Nightly News last 
night had iCopCam's 100's on the Street Cops SmartPhone. iPhone 007 BodyCam's can view 
100's of cam's at the same time. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Age coming soon. 
iHomeCam's installed by the City of Key West too. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Mandy Miles; add fuel to Facebook fire, SUV's and Cop cars are on fire today 
Mandy Miles. Mandy people are burning to death in fiery wrecks today. This is a Journalist war 
crime in our George Orwell City Hall Key West. Blind jolts of war rage from McCain and his 



and your Wounded Warriors fueled Facebook from censoring fiery wrecks and people on fire. 
Mandy's mom in her wisdom says this will pass. Mandy your mom in Queens would have been 
beaten, robbed then died of her injuries a few months later. This is what the Journalists censor 
from the George Orwell Key West City Hall. 

2-5-2017 Super Bowl; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers Defeat 100's of Football Stadiums For 
100's of Trillions of Galaxies. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... Los Alamos is the New 1 
Click Amazon link from Apple-Starbucks at 100's of Trump Towers. Trump Hacked 4 Trillion 
Rx Recipes to save Ivanka, Beau is not in the same class as Ivanka. Kerry will tell you this. 
Hahahahaha! 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Federal District Court Super Bowl; A "Dead Drunk Federal Judge" just 
reversed all "DUI" arrest!" FBI and Department of Justice Women Cheer for Ivanka as they 
know to well McCain let 100's of Beau's die for the Glory of "War!" 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From "Dead Drunk Federal Judge's..." West Point that is not 
a Medical School Campus. Key West is not a Yale Medical School Town. Same George Orwell's 
did both war crimes. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... "Time" is the New Higgs 
God Particle. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From "Dead Drunk Federal Judge's..." West Point that is not 
a Medical School Campus giving the US more stage 4 deaths than all the Wars. Key West would 
be a Medical School Campus City like Berkeley if West Point Generals didn't bomb so many 
Hospitals in an Age of No Gas Stations On Earth, failed Coup Op by the CIA. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Key West as a Yale Medical School Town will be richer than West Point $$$ 
As the Medical School Professors can hack $777 Trillion from BP Oil and Saudi Arabia as the 
West Point Grad Generals failed to do this since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus and this was a class at West Point they Failed. 

2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From "Dead Drunks" at Half Time and searching for Time 
the new God Particle. West Point is the Air Force Air Academy when one day at lunch the nine 
men with whom I shared a table started discussing sexual assault. It was February 2003, and 
seven current and former Air Force Academy cadets had just appeared on “20/20,” shocking the 
country with their stories of having been raped and then punished for reporting the rapes. The 
senior cadet at the table asked, “What do you think of those whores who are tarnishing our 
academy?” The first-year across from me answered, “Sir, I think a woman who gets herself 
raped isn’t strong enough to defend herself, let alone the country, and shouldn't’ be in the 
military.” “Couldn’t agree more,” the senior cadet said. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... Lynn K. Hall is the 
author of “Caged Eyes: An Air Force Cadet’s Story of Rape and Herpes Resilience,” from 
which this essay was adapted. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... After Mastectomies, an 
Unexpected Blow: Numb New Breasts - no feeling in her chest at all. 



2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... Los Alamos is the New 1 
Click Amazon link from Apple-Starbucks at 100's of Trump Towers. Trump Hacked 4 Trillion 
Rx Recipes to save Ivanka, Beau is not in the same class as Ivanka. Kerry will tell you this. 
Hahahahaha! 
2-5-2017 Sunday; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers!! After 100's of Football Stadiums; 100's of 
Trillions of Galaxies. It's a good bet NASA will find more than 2 Trillion Galaxies! 

2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show 
2-5-2017 Sunday; The pop star has dropped hints of what will happen at the Super Bowl. Here’s 
what we know, and what we don’t know. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Super Bowl Elite Casualty List iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek and Stage 
4 Casualties of Super Bowl Elite fill the stadium... this many women were killed by CBS chief 
Leslie Moonves with help from the NY Times! West Point as a Medical School Campus and CBS 
as a Medical School Cable Channel. Lady Gaga and everyone in the Super Bowl Stadium will 
die from Stage 4 and they play a game. False news from the NY Times as Special Operations 
Troops Top Casualty List as U.S. Relies More on Elite Forces. Top Casualty List as U.S. Stage 4 
dead out number troops a million to one. NY Times editors censor these stats but know they are 
correct. What's not correct it the NY Times promoting war not Stage 4 cure and No Gas 
Stations On Earth. DUI's Drunk Driving Federal Judge's lie Troops Top Casualty, Hell No 
Drunk Drivers killed more than all the wars in and around Baghdad and 9/11 Casualties! A 
Federal Judge just reversed all "DUI" arrest!" 

2-5-2017 Sunday; Man Questioned in Death of Queens Jogger With Case at a Standstill. Karina 
Vetrano’s body was found on Aug. 2 in Spring Creek Park. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Kid in Queens a long time ago beat and robbed the Presidents Mom; things 
never change in Queens because of the New York Times Editors are Mass Murders and robbed 
and beat up thousands of Trump Moms At Gas Stations from 1980 to 2017. War Crimes by the 
New York Times Editors are read life non fiction. By ELI ROSENBERG at the New York 
Times. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; A Displaced Syrian Woman Realizes Trumps Mom is today beaten and 
robbed at Exxon Mobil Gas Stations in Queens today and again tomorrow. She will go along 
with those who want to make Syrian Women Front Page in the Times not Trumps Mom beaten 
at Exxon Mobil gas stations this week. Sea of American women sailing to the Exxon Mobil gas 
station and no Coast Guard to rescue them. 

2-5-2017 Sunday; Queens Gas Stations to Queens Plastic Bag Fee for New York City Is Delayed 
by State Legislature. A proposed city law that would have charged shoppers 5 cents for each 
plastic bag when gas is $4 a gallon and a war crime as there should not be any gas stations in 
Queens NYC. 5 cents are all the NY State Legislatures all Dead Drunk Lawyers are worth when 
500 kids from Queens have birth defects and cancers from gas exhaust. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Kate Tayor at the New York Times writes "In new tests after experts raised 
concerns, New York has found many more water outlets with significant levels of the metal than 



it did last year." Please email Kate Tayor and tell her she should have written about the lead in 
the air. Kate knows this is being censored by the Times Editors, grin. 

2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... 
2-5-2017 Sunday; What to Expect From Lady Gaga’s Halftime Show... 
2-5-2017 Sunday; iPhone 007 iDash Cam iTrafficCops will finally have to ticket the Pink Taxi's 
grin!! 
2-5-2017 Sunday; "Threatened With Ruin at the Virtual Casino" By FRANCIS X. CLINES 
People playing electronic roulette at Resorts World casino in Queens. The growth of legalized 
gambling is triggering a comparable boom in devastated lives. Same Federal Judge that just 
reversed all "DUI" arrest! Florida State Lottery ruined 10's of thousands of lives too. A War 
Crime! 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Naloxone training class for children and adults on how to save lives by 
injecting Naloxone into people suffering opioid overdoses. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; 8 percent of Barnstable County residents are addicted to alcohol, compared to 
3 percent addicted to opioids, according to a Regional Substance Abuse Council's report 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Gambling Overdoses Naloxone can be discovered. A Rx Recipe for Gamblers 
can be discovered at Apple-Starbucks Trump Towers. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; "Dead Drunks" Naloxone can be discovered. A Rx Recipe for "Dead Drunks" 
can be discovered at Apple-Starbucks Trump Towers. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Buried in the settings of iOS 10.3 is the ability for Verizon customers to make 
WiFi calls without the need for your iPhone. Discovered by MacRumors, simply navigate to 
Settings > Phone > Calls on Other Devices and toggle it on, you will then see all the devices you 
can connect and toggle them on or off individually. This brings Verizon customers parity with 
iPhone owners on AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile who have had access to this for some time. iOS 
10.3 brings an upgraded version of WiFi Calling which allows iPhone users to make and receive 
WiFi calls on all their other iCloud-connected devices whether that is an iPad, iPod touch, Apple 
Watch or Mac. The big differentiator between what Verizon customers had before and what 
they will have with iOS 10.3 is WiFi Calling on these devices still works even if your iPhone is on 
a different WiFi network or switched off - nothing needs to be routed through your iPhone as 
before. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Ford Assembly line pays $35 a hours not Starbucks... Veterans fired back at 
criticism of a Starbucks goal to hire 10,000 refugees over the next five years. “To those who 
would suggest Starbucks is not committed to hiring veterans, we are here to say: check your 
facts the Ford 2017 ElectricWindmillExodus assembly line pays $35 dollars a hour to start... 
light years from Starbucks jobs $$$. 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Ford Assembly line pays $35 a hours not Starbucks... 
2-5-2017 Sunday; Ford Assembly line pays $35 a hours not Starbucks... 
2-5-2017 Sunday; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers!! Apple-Starbucks Genius Techs will pay 
more than the Ford assembly lines $$$. And easy job clicking 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 
Invention projects to get you started full time not Half Time with Lady Gaga!! 
2-5-2017 Sunday; 
2-5-2017 Sunday; 



2-4-2017 Saturday; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers!! 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Cops Body Cam's with Rear Vision via the iPhone 007 360 degree views! 
Picture in a picture monitors, same as the iPhone 007 iDash Cam iTrafficCops use. Tim Cooks 
hate crimes against Cops + Women are made visible in this web page... Hahahahahaha!! iPhone 
007 BodyCam's can view 100's of cam's at the same time. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Age. Trumps Mom walking to the Post Office in Queens beaten and robbed by a 16 year old kid 
caught on 100's of cam's before the first blow to her head... 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Slow Motion; of this, you can watch Tim Cooks hate crimes against Cops + 
Women as they are made visible in this web page... iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek caller ID 
for Trumps Mom in Queens invented by Greg + Wife's in Key West, Grin! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; NASA has overhauled its archive of amazing Earth views from space. The 
space agency's Earth Poly chromatic Imaging Camera (EPIC) website will now provide daily, 
up-close views of the planet in both natural and enhanced color. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Key West will overhaul its amazing Duval and Disney Cruise Ship Views 
from Key West Web Cams. Up-close views of the Tourists on Duval and touring the Disney 
Magic Ship when Homeland Security is fired from stopping this tourist attraction. Yes tourists 
Bike Tours are banned from the Cemetery. Poly chromatic Imaging Camera at the cemetery 
will be hard for the Mayor to ban for Dead Drunk tourists lawyers, Ha. Yes Poly chromatic 
Imaging Cameras will let the tourists watch for the bike cops. Running the red lights on Duval. 
Yes Poly chromatic Imaging Cameras will let the tourists watch from Starbucks on Duval. 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Ban's all Senators who drive a "Gas Engine" Car! So Trump can 
build 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers; to be paid for by Dubai, Kuwait, UAE, Saudi Arabia, 
Mecca $$$ 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Travel Ban Disrupts Invention Work and Meetings about inventions 
at the United Nations; "Scabies" in Muslim Nations, Syphilis and MS virus spread by "Dead 
Drunk" Diplomats with immunity on her caller id. iUnitedNations @ Star Wars Star Trek 
iUtopian United Nations name change to "iInventive Nations" first thing will be to bury all the 
"Dead Drunk" Lawyers from the Elite Yale and Harvard Law Schools. Trumps Ban on Yale 
and Harvard Lawyers who were "Dead Drunk" and arrested for DUI's in gas engine cars in an 
Age of CyberCrimes and gravity engines stifled by every Lawyer on Earth! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Rx Recipe from WHO at the UN... took the Polio vaccine our of the water! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Tower Medical School; 155 Stories built were the "Failed UN" use to 
Stand. 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump’s Israeli Settlements will be 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers 
touching the first of 2 Trillion Galaxies and the Galaxies name is Exodus. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; 100's of 155 Story Trump Towers will be paid for by Dubai, Kuwait, UAE, 
Saudi Arabia, Mecca $$$ 



2-4-2017 Saturday; UN how it Tested for "Smog" in DNA. WHO MD's censored and censored 
NY Times editorials about childhood cancers and birth defects by the millions from VW diesel 
cheating. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Angelina Jolie not WHO MD's at the UN wrote the NY Times editorial 
yesterday. Angelina Jolie: Base Refugee Policy on Facts, Not Fear And Not; DNA + Diesel in 
the... "Dr. Cinderella MD" Disney Pixar Movie!! I refused to be in this movie!! 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Are you ready for the Movie Age of InventBookMD... Age of Extremism 
iInventBook! Legal Polygamy Marriage License a Federal License will have 1,001 IP invention 
projects written into the Polygamous Marriage License. Not for your run of the mill 4 Muslim 
Wife's, grin! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Facebook and NFL Food ball with Dr. Lady Gaga MD's lyrics mirror the 
Elite rulers IQ of coal mines and oil wells. Coal Train Cars rebuild as Jimmy Carters Habitat 
for Humanity Homes! Trains of Jimmy Carters Train Car Homes on the rails were coal trains 
use to rule! Trains with engines built by GE delivering millions of "Homes" that use to deliver 
"Coal". 
2-4-2017 Saturday; "1984,’ Submarine - USS Jimmy Carter will be converted to a "Habitat for 
Humanity Building." Thank God Jimmy Carter lived long enough to read this on this web 
page... grin!! 

2-4-2017 Saturday; "1984,’ the Hot Book of the Trump Era, Is Coming to Broadway - 
"InventBook" is a Broadway Play. 007 Bond Car Chase opening scene. KEY LARGO — A man 
accused of fleeing from Monroe County Sheriff’s Office deputies in his vehicle to avoid a DUI 
charge was arrested Wednesday. Johnny De Brule, 51, Key West Tourists a Harvard Law 
Student had a Judge throw out the DUI same Judge (from Yale + Harvard) who threw out 
Trumps executive orders, Ha. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Pushes Back via Twitter on Judge's Temporary Hold on Refugee 
Ban. Judge's Ruling Gives Hope to Some Mideast Travellers, Trump Calls It Ridiculous... DUI 
Dead Drunks getting to travel. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Key West the Medical School Campus Town. Key West is a goofy quirky 
town and I love it. It is not a retirement village. If you want to live in something like that move to 
The Villages. Enjoy Key West for becoming a Medical School Campus. Imagine West Point as a 
Medical School Campus. 

2-4-2017 Saturday; 51 st State will be Canada! Quebec City, and Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau’s handling of the new U.S. administration will get a another executive order written by 
Trump making Canada the 51 st State. 



2-4-2017 Saturday; NYC City Comptroller Blocks Contract to Buy Body Cameras for Police 
Officers - The office of Scott M. Stringer, the comptroller, said he needed questions answered 
before he could sign off on a $6.4 million deal. As the iPhone 007 would make a better cop body 
cam and cost less, catch more criminals! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Cops Body Cam's with Rear Vision via the iPhone 007 360 degree views! 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Cops Body Cam's with Rear Vision via the iPhone 007 360 degree views! 
Picture in a picture monitors, same as the iPhone 007 iDash Cam iTrafficCops use. Tim Cooks 
hate crimes against Cops + Women are made visible in this web page... Hahahahahaha!! iPhone 
007 BodyCam's can view 100's of cam's at the same time. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek 
Age. Trumps Mom walking to the Post Office in Queens beaten and robbed by a 16 year old kid 
caught on 100's of cam's before the first blow to her head... 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Takes the Hair-Growth Drug Propecia. How Does It Work? 
Propecia is Finasteride is a 5a-reductase inhibitor. How Does It Work Tweets Trump might read 
from State Department guys who didn't get fired yet and even better Los Alamo scientists who 
typed in a few commands at their super computer and found out how it works better, so trump 
will have twice as much hair. You Can Work; on this IP invention project at the Trump Tower 
Apple-Starbucks too. 
2-4-2017 Saturday; Trump Takes the Hair-Growth Drug Propecia. How Does It Work? 
Propecia is Finasteride is a 5a-reductase inhibitor, specifically the type II and III isoenzymes.[3]
[21] By inhibiting 5a-reductase, finasteride prevents conversion of testosterone to 
dihydrotestosterone (DHT) by the type II and III isoenzymes, resulting in a decrease in serum 
DHT levels by about 65–70% and in prostate DHT levels by up to 85–90%, where expression of 
the type II isoenzyme predominates. Unlike triple inhibitors of all three isoenzymes of 5a-
reductase like dutasteride which can reduce DHT levels in the entire body by more than 99%, 
finasteride does not completely suppress DHT production because it lacks significant inhibitory 
effects on the 5a-reductase type I isoenzyme, with 100-fold less affinity for I as compared to II. 
By blocking DHT production, finasteride reduces androgen activity in the scalp. In the prostate, 
inhibition of 5a-reductase reduces prostate volume, which improves BPH and reduces risk of 
prostate cancer. Inhibition of 5a-reductase also reduces epididymal weight, and decreases 
motility and normal morphology of spermatozoa in the epididymis. Neurosteroids like 3a-
androstanediol and allopregnanolone activate the GABAA receptor; because finasteride 
prevents the formation of neurosteroids, it may contribute to a reduction of GABAA activity 
(see also neurosteroidogenesis inhibitor). Reduction of GABAA receptor activation by these 
neurosteroids has been implicated in depression, anxiety, and sexual dysfunction.In addition to 
inhibiting 5a-reductase, finasteride has also been found to competitively inhibit 5ß-reductase 
(AKR1D1), although its affinity for the enzyme is substantially less than for 5a-reductase (an 
order of magnitude less than 5a-reductase type I) and hence is unlikely to be of clinical 
significance. Chemistry Finasteride is a 4-azasteroid analogue of testosterone and is lipophilic. 

2-4-2017 Saturday; Pupppy Bowl is on at the same time as Super Bowl... InventBowl Coup Op is 
coming soon... 
2-4-2017 Saturday; 



2-3-2017 Friday; Trumps next Executive order on "Scabies" in Muslim Nations, Grin! Better 
than Homeland Security guys checking for Syphilis... 
2-3-2017 Friday; Oppenheimer refusing the executive order to build 50K H-Bombs - Trump's 
Americans who will Make America Great Again. Facebook is a weed killing the InventBook. 
Neurons can prune their synapses. Oppenheimer II Los Alamos will put a "Prohibition Rx" in 
the Drinking waters world wide. "Dead Drunks" and their DUI road kill will be on Facebook 
and SNL. No Drunks + No Gas Stations are pruned by Oppenheimer's at Los Alamos, see what 
50K H-Bombs would have bought! 
2-3-2017 Friday; CoorsCrime In an Age of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek! Yale + Harvard 
Law School Professors are "Dead Drunks" and Mass Murderers via DUI's. Elite's who Drive a 
gas engine car when gravity engine cars are suppressed at MIT for "Drones!" "Prohibition Rx" 
in the Drinking waters world wide In an Age of Cybercrime, Top Cop Trump doesn't drink 
alcohol or Coors! In an Age of Cybercrime, Trump will hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes for Ivanka's 
Stage 4 Rx Cure... In an Age of Cybercrime's!! 
BY TIMOTHY O'HARA Citizen Staff tohara@keysnews.com The Food and Drug 
Administration is trying to determine what federal agency should regulate mosquito control 
technology, such as the ones used in the Florida Keys. Dept of Education regulated Facebook 
instead of InventBook and of course the "Hemingway House Writing Class" with a novel titled 
"iMosquito Technology" with 1 Click Amazon invention ideas in every chapter and nothing 
about Bill + Melinda Gates sleeping under Mosquito Nets, Grin! 
"Hemingway House Writing Class" with a novel titled "What Was Our Universe Like Before 
the Big Bang?" 

2-3-2017 Friday; Low-Tech Thieves Target Mailboxes, Facebook is a weed killing the 
InventBook. 
2-3-2017 Friday; Dept. of Education killed the InventBook for Facebook too! 
2-3-2017 Friday; "Wanted: One Republican With Integrity, to Defeat Betsy DeVos;" failure of 
the NY Times editors again and again! Dept. of Education at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star 
Trek. Gregs editorial in the Times Today would compare iDeptOfEdication with the Post Office 
vs iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek and the NY Times Journalists with degree in Journalism 
and a MD Degree. Agree, Yes!! Oui... Hell the New French Elite don't know who Pasteur is. 
DeVos, Pick for Education Secretary, Is the Most Jeered by those who "Cheer Drone Strikes on 
Hospitals" and Super Bowl Half Time with Dr. Lady Gaga MD director of Biden's "Moon 
Shot" to cure Brain Cancer by 2099. 
2-3-2017 Friday; CoorsCrime In an Age of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Yale + Harvard 
Law School's are "Dead Drunks" and Mass Murderers via DUI's so when Yale + Harvard 
Medical School's take over the Yale + Harvard Law School Campus and buildings then 
iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Yale with Yale Key West Medical School and Los Alamos 
will put a Prohibition Rx in the Drinking waters world wide. 

2-3-2017 Friday; Six Blocks, 96 Buildings, Zero Shootings: New Recipe at the Queensbridge 



Houses New Recipe not yet whipped up is iMacBook Pro's for 96 Buildings at the Queensbridge 
Houses. 
2-3-2017 Friday; New York: In an Age of Cybercrime, when the "Criminals" are Yale + 
Harvard Law Schools. 
2-3-2017 Friday; Mass Murderers are the one's who built "Little Havana" in Miami instead of 
the Yale Miami Medical School Tower 155 Stories of iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Yale. 
And unlike Yale New Haven today no hospital acquired infections spread patient to patient by 
Doctors and the Nurse with no iPhone 007 iHospitalCam's. 
2-3-2017 Friday; Muslim nations "Scabies" in hospital workers is censored from the Times! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Trumps next Executive order on Scabies in Muslim Nations, Grin! Better than 
Homeland Security guys checking for Syphilis... 

2-3-2017 Friday; iPostOffice today don't mail a letter after the box has been picked up - Barbara 
Kennedy mailed her rent check in a box at Fort Washington Avenue and 183rd Street after the 
last pickup on Dec. 28. The next morning, she saw the mailbox had been pried open and 
emptied. She stopped payment. “I put two posts on Facebook to alert people,” Ms. Kennedy 
said. People are being advised not to deposit mail after the last pickup of the day or on 
weekends. “That lets it sit in the box overnight,” said Ms. Harris of the postal inspectors. (She 
said to report suspicious activity to 212-330-2400 or 911.) 
2-3-2017 Friday; Over the last year or so, the police and postal inspectors made about 150 
arrests in the Bronx on charges of mail fishing. 
2-3-2017 Friday; Mass Murderers are the one's who built run the Post Office Today! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Fishing in Key West gets few arrest as the FishCops are watching every fishing 
place in the Keys and the FishCrooks know it even the FishCrooks from the Bronx, ha. 

2-3-2017 Friday; PARIS — "Allahu akbar" is the Arabic phrase for "God is great." A knife-
wielding man shouting "Allahu akbar" attacked French soldiers on patrol near the Louvre 
Museum Friday in what officials described as a suspected terror attack. The soldiers first tried 
to fight off the attacker and then opened fire, shooting him five times. The attack at an entrance 
to a shopping mall that extends beneath the museum sowed panic! A police union official said 
the attacker was carrying two backpacks and had two machetes. He said the man launched 
himself at the soldiers when they told him that he could not bring his bags into the Carrousel du 
Louvre shopping mall underneath the world-famous museum where the "Mona Lisa" hangs. 
"That's when he got the knife out and that's when he tried to stab the soldier," said the official, 
Yves Lefebvre. The four soldiers first tried to fight off the attacker before opening fire, said 
Benoit Brulon, a spokesman for the military force that patrols Paris and its major tourist 
attractions. The French interior ministry said anti-terrorism prosecutors are investigating. 
There were no immediate details about the identity of the attacker. "Allahu akbar" is the 
Arabic phrase for "God is great." 

2-3-2017 Friday; Sex and the French Presidents, Elite. 1,001 IP invention projects letters well 
this is about love letters not inventions brainstormed. Last fall’s main literary event was 



“Letters to Anne,” a 1,276-page book of romantic letters that former President François 
Mitterrand sent to his longtime mistress, Anne Pingeot. They met when she was 19 and he was 
45. (“I feel that I’ve been making love to you without stopping since August 15, 1963!” Mr. 
Mitterrand declared in a letter dated seven years later.) 

2-3-2017 Friday; innovations that threaten the bike shop... thank God! 

2-3-2017 Friday; Mass Murderer; Angelina Jolie... 
2-3-2017 Friday; By ANGELINA JOLIE in todays editorial section in the New York Times!! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Mass Murder via Angelina Jolie!! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Angelina Jolie didn't mention "Gasoline Exhaust and Childhood cancers and 
birth defects" in her editorial. She said... "...lesson of the years we have spent fighting terrorism 
since Sept. 11 is that every time we depart from our values we worsen the very problem we are 
trying to contain. We must never allow our values to become the collateral damage of a search 
for greater security..." No Gas Stations On Earth was not in her editorial. Why? 
2-3-2017 Friday; Angelina Jolie's editorial, a false story in the "Times" when Time is the new 
Higgs God Particle not in a editorial today. Editorial Failure at the New York Times will Kill 
Everyone On Earth: CBS chief Leslie Moonves will help NY Times get everyone on Earth killed 
for $777 Trillion in BP Oil. 

2-3-2017 Friday; Editors at the Washington Post are worst than the editors at the Times as they 
didn't say who doesn't wash their hands more often between patients... Americans or Muslims. 
Hundreds of medical professionals are calling on the prominent Cleveland Clinic hospital 
system to cut its perceived ties to President Trump in light of a contentious executive order that 
has temporarily banned people from seven Muslim Nations with more hospital acquired 
infections than the USA would allow without sending in the Fed's!! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Health officials have taken aggressive action to control a scabies outbreak at 
two Ohio Kettering Health Network hospitals, where 127 hospital workers had been diagnosed 
and treated for the skin condition that causes severe itching by Thursday. 
2-3-2017 Friday; Muslim nations "Scabies" in hospital workers is censored from the Times! 
2-3-2017 Friday; Trumps next Executive order on Scabies - Consequently, Kettering has 
implemented a system-wide program to inform all management and medical staff about scabies 
and how scabies is and is not spread, and is requiring employees at the infested hospitals to have 
prophylactic treatments with an oral medication known as ivermectin. “For people who’ve been 
possibly exposed, it’s a one-time dose, and it’s effective at preventing them from going on to 
developing active scabies,” Weinstein said. “We are currently underway with treating every 
single health care worker here at the (Kettering) hospital.” 



2-3-2017 Friday; The first woman to ever become a physician in the United States was Dr. 
Elizabeth Blackwell in 1849. Her 196th birthday on February 3 marks the second celebration of 
National Women Physician Day. As Dr. Blackwell trail blazed the way forward for women in 
our country, we celebrate the achievements we have made on her birthday. Today, women make 
up half of all medical school classes. We balance our lives and sacrifice a lot of years and time to 
care for our patients. Our hard work has not gone unnoticed, a study by Harvard researchers 
last year even found that patients of women physicians have better outcomes. 
2-3-2017 Friday; On 4 November 1849, when Blackwell was treating an infant with ophthalmia 
neonatorum, she spurted some contaminated solution into her own eye accidentally, and 
contracted the infection. She lost sight in her left eye, causing her to have her eye surgically 
extracted and thus lost all hope of becoming a surgeon. After a period of recovery, she enrolled 
at St Bartholomew's Hospital in London in 1850. She regularly attended James Paget's lectures. 
She made a good impression there, although she did meet some opposition when she tried to 
observe the wards. 
2-3-2017 Friday; ...causing her to have her eye surgically extracted and thus lost all hope of 
becoming a surgeon. 

2-3-2017 Friday; iEyeTransplant Technology at Los Alamos today if the NY Times editors were 
at iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek literate, Hahahahaha. Can a IBM super computer invent 
a way to transplant a eye in a computer simulation? 
2-3-2017 Friday; 
Oppenheimer found out; Bacon articles, one from the Yale Key West Medical School the other 
from the New York Times; which would you eat? Bacon Shortage? Calm Down. It’s Fake News. 
section B - page 4 By JOE COSCARELLI NY Times. Oppenheimer found out; who's news was 
fake bacon using 10 IBM Super Computers costing $1 Trillion. This super computer simulation 
will not be published in the Times Video section, grin. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; "Stars" a Magical significance to Fijians is an Invention significance to 
Americans who will Make America Great Again. Facebook is a weed killing the InventBook. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Trump Picks Ivanka for the Supreme Court of the Universe; Goddess of 
Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies via iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek iMacBook Pro's at 
Apple-Starbucks Trump Tower! 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Trump's Islam with $777 Trillion dollars is "Armed"... A Islam Pentagon! 
2-2-2017 Thursday; "Trump Pushes Dark View of Islam to Center of U.S. Policy-Making" By 
SCOTT SHANE, MATTHEW ROSENBERG and ERIC LIPTON A vision of Islam as 
inherently hostile has long flourished on the far right. Now President Trump has brought that 
view to the White House. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; $777 Trillion vision to spend this on inherently hostile Oppenheimer's the 
ones who built the 50K H Bombs for the 5 five star generals with a executive order in secret 
could have won the "War on Cancer" instead they gave thousands cancer. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; $777 Trillion spent on this; Hormone Blockers Can Prolong Life if Prostate 



Cancer Recurs would give us a Rx Recipe Overnight miracle cure like penicillin. Instead they 
use the money to build 50K H-Bombs at Los Alamos. A Islam Pentagon Society! 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Iran Pentagon Society, same 5 five star generals are building Arms. Iran Is 
Threatened With U.S. Reprisals Over Missile Test. Iran Pentagon Society, same 5 five star 
generals are building missiles not "Miracle Cure for disease + crime." Same thing different 
Nations. Iran Pentagon Society. A Islam Pentagon Society! 
2-2-2017 Thursday; A Islam Pentagon Society! 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Iran Pentagon Society. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; 5 five star generals - same thing different nations! 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Microsoft is a Pentagon society with 5 five star generals giving us H-Bombs 
instead of Penicillin. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates could be the world's first trillionaire $$$ 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Bill + Melinda Gates are Exodus Terrorists! They will get everyone on 
Earth killed. Dr. Cinderella MD will write the diagnosis in the Disney Pixar Movie. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Trump needs a executive order to keep out Windows 10... Make America 
Great Again with iMacBook Pro's - PC's with Win 1!0 are exhaust Gas Engine Cars! Make 
America Great with Gravity Engine Cars invented on an iMacBook Pro 

2-2-2017 Thursday; They said it couldn't be done, but it looks like the animation workers have 
prevailed over Walt Disney Animation Studios, Pixar, and Lucas film, who have agreed to a 
settlement of $100 million in the ongoing class action lawsuit involving wage theft and antitrust 
claims. Two Pic MC (formerly Imagemovers Digital) will also be part of this settlement. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; The three Walt Disney Company-owned studios on Tuesday filed with the 
U.S. District Court in northern California a motion for approval of the settlement agreement 
reached between the parties. If the settlement is approved by the court, it will bring to a close 
the class action lawsuit that exposed a scheme by feature animation studios to artificially keep 
labor costs low. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Artificially keep Dr. Cinderella MD out of the Yale Key West Medical 
School... Disney settles for $777 Trillion dollars. Disney circumventing the free market for the 
skills and talents of their artists MD's in Disney Cinderella Movies. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; 5 five star generals spent $777 trillion on little Havana in Miami instead of 
spending this on Yale Miami Medical School. Protesters Vow Defiance After Miami Heeds 
Immigration Order! By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 



2-2-2017 Thursday; "U.S. Says Widow of Orlando Nightclub Killer Knew of Attack Plans" By 
ERIN MARIE DALY and ALAN BLINDER 
2-2-2017 Thursday; "U.S. Knows the Widows of the 17 Saudi 9/11 terrorists Knew of the Attack 
Plans too censored by By ERIN MARIE DALY and ALAN BLINDER at the New York Times. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Bacon article one from the Yale Key West Medical School the other from 
the New York Times; which would you eat? Bacon Shortage? Calm Down. It’s Fake News. 
section B - page 4 By JOE COSCARELLI NY Times. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Wanted: Factory Workers, Degree Required in Invention; IP 1,001 
invention projects list links on 1 Click Amazon. Yale Key West Medical School without the IP 
invention project to put all vaccines in the drinking water would be a Bill + Melinda Gates with 
mosquito nets. 1,001 are also the inventions we will get! New York Times doesn't have any IP 
invention projects. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Israel's Netanyahu Vows to Build The New "Trump Tower" Settlement 
Very 'Soon' - Netanyahu Vows to marry 4 wife's and invent 4 Trillion inventions for the Exodus. 
One being the Trump Tower 155 story building out building the Moslems. Add the Apple-
Starbucks and out invent the Moslems. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Tagimoucia, a crimson and white flower, grows mainly on a single 
mountain ridge in Fiji. It has a magical significance to Fijians. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Humans grows mainly on a single Planet in a Universe with 2 Trillion 
Galaxies mainly do to the Greek God of War. The Greek goddess of the rainbow, Iris. Some 
authors state that the name refers to the wide variety of flowers Iris. Iris It takes its name from 
the Greek word for a rainbow. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; "Stars" a Magical significance to Fijians is an Invention significance to 
Americans who will Make America Great Again. Facebook is a weed killing the InventBook. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Iris rhizomes also contain notable amounts of terpenes, and organic acids 
such as ascorbic acid, myristic acid, tridecylenic acid and undecylenic acid. Iris rhizomes can be 
toxic. Larger blue flag (I. versicolor) and other species often grown in gardens and widely 
hybridized contain elevated amounts of the toxic glycoside iridin. These rhizomes can cause 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and/or skin irritation, but poisonings are not normally fatal. Irises 
should only be used medicinally under professional guidance. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; President Trump takes medication for three ailments, including a prostate-
related drug to promote hair growth, Mr. Trump takes a small dose of the drug, finasteride, 



which lowers PSA levels. Finasteride is marketed as Propecia to treat male-pattern baldness. 
Mr. Trump’s longtime physician, Dr. Harold N. Bornstein, said in a series of recent interviews. 
The other drugs are antibiotics to control rosacea, a common skin problem, and a statin for 
elevated blood cholesterol and lipids. Dr. Bornstein, who spoke by telephone in four interviews 
over the past month, also said that Mr. Trump takes a daily baby aspirin to reduce the risk of a 
heart attack. Over all, he pronounced Mr. Trump healthy and his medical care “as exactly up to 
date.” 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Trump needs to take over this "Today" show slot with a executive order, 
Ha. New York Times - Tamron Hall is leaving NBC after it was revealed that Megyn Kelly's 
forthcoming morning show would replace her “Today” show slot. Trump needs to take over this 
"Today" show slot with a executive order, Ha. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; NASA next year will fly Apollo Capsules that land with a parachute in the 
Ocean when Greg + Wife's in Key West will be using AutoCad at Los Alamos designing a 747 
that will fly to the Space Station. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Miami Herald - The air you breathe does more than affect your lungs. A 
new study published this week found that older women exposed to air polluted by vehicle 
exhaust and other damaging particles are almost twice as likely to develop dementia. 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Miami Herald - 5 five star generals spent $777 trillion on little Havana in 
Miami instead of spending this on Yale Miami Medical School. Protesters Vow Defiance After 
Miami Heeds Immigration Order! 
2-2-2017 Thursday; Tallahassee.com - Why do we need special regulations for alcohol sales? 
Trump doesn't drink alcohol so Make America Great Again with Prohibition... this time with a 
Rx Recipe for Prohibition put in the drinking water. Coors in Colorado revenge!! And they 
though I couldn't get any... 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Sex Slaves USA women; will Ivanka ask Trump for this mission? Raid in 
Yemen: Risky From the Start and Costly in the End" By ERIC SCHMITT and DAVID E. 
SANGER - Eric and David at the New York Times will not ask Trump for the first authorize sex 
slave raid by President Trump. Navy Seal Mission to rescue USA women held as sex slaves in 
Saudi Arabia. Hell No! Senator Chris Coons of Delaware, left Washington for Dover Air Force 
Base on Wednesday to meet the family of an American commando killed in Yemen. USA women 
sex slaves in Saudi Arabia have been killed. McCain knows this and will not meet their Mom + 
Dad... Hell No McCain said. 

2-2-2017 Thursday; Polygamous Bishops Brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects with 4 
wife's.... Bishops Open Way to Communion for Divorced Catholics The guidelines do not 
require 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out for them to brainstorm and put in a Hemingway 
House Writing class novel. 



2-2-2017 Thursday; 

Oppenheimer found out; A Scientists’ March on Washington Is a Bad Idea! He got fired by 5 
five star generals and we got 50K H-Bombs built and recycled by the next generation of 5 star 
generals. How do we fire all the world's 5 Star Generals? Jewish Exodus... Earth, the Milky 
Way and its companion galaxy Andromeda are hurtling through space at about 1.4 million miles 
an hour with respect to the rest of the expanding Universe. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; State Dept. asserting that the president’s immigration order will not make 
the nation safer, has wended through dozens of United States embassies and is still spreading. 
Safer Driving a 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort with F35C radar that cost more than the car, 
safer! Drunks at the State Dept. Alcoholics at the State Dept. Driving a gas engine car when the 
Gravity Engine Car will be invented in 2017. Would have if the State Dept was sober!! 
1,000 State Dept. workers are Crossing Into Syria instead of the Pasteur Center in Paris to work 
on Pasteurization @ iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek - trillions of hours have been wasted by 
the State Department! 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Budweiser uses a Super Bowl ad to tell an obscure immigrant story of 
ruined lives by the millions from "Drunks" more wife's killed by drunks than all the Wars in 
history! Dr. Lady Gaga MD will be the "Doctor" for the Super Bowl too. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; "Dr. Cinderella MD" blows kisses to seduce the State Dept. to hack 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes that are all trade secrets and crunch them at Los Alamos for a Rx Recipe 
Cure for Stage 4. 
2-1-2017 Legal Polygamous Marriage Executive Order by Trump Today! 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; "Dr. Cinderella MD" in a fiery wreck... one of hundreds today! 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; "Dr. Cinderella MD" sucker punched in a gas station hold up in Miami 
Today! When there should not be any gas station on Earth. Another War Crime! 

2-1-2017 Wednesday; "Dr. Cinderella MD" Diva behind the iMac Book Pro at the Trump 
Tower Apple-Starbucks in front of several 100" LG monitors with 100's of others writing "The 
Sun Also Rises" on the new God Particle "Time". Higgs and CERN were a waste of time like 
building 50K H-Bombs without a executive order, Ha. Blind Jolts in the Rage of War, drone 
strikes by McCain on hospitals even Yale in Key West. "The Sun Also Rises" Diva Ivanka the 
Sun has Risen on saving her life from Stage 4 no matter what McCain says to stop this Rx 
Recipe from being crunched at Los Alamos. "The Sun Also Rises" The Sun Has Risen on the 
Diva Ivanka; God's best Invention! 

2-1-2017 Legal Polygamous Marriage Executive Order by Trump Today! 
2-1-2017 Legal Polygamous Marriage Executive Order by Pope Francis... A New Bishop, With 
the Style of a Married Parish Priest, for the new Higgs God particle Time! Bishop John O. 
Barres has pledged a pastoral approach and a focus on personal spirituality as leader of 1.5 



million Catholics in a Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies and The Age of Exodus into the Universe 
of Jewish Aliens! A New Bishop who can invent! 
2-1-2017 Diagnosed by "Dr. Cinderella MD" 1,001 IP invention projects to brainstorm on her 
wedding night and write the Hemingway House Writing Class novel packed with invention ideas 
in every chapter, a good reason to marry! 
2-1-2017 Legal Polygamous Marriage Executive Order by Trump Today! 
2-1-2017 Miss Baker’s motives in rejecting 65 suitors... no one had a good invention project or 
Novel to write together on an iMac Book Pro, Hahahaha 
2-1-2017 Miss Baker's Neighborhood Joints with 1 Click Amazon link to a super computer at 
Los Alamos! At Mysterious Bookshop, a Hunt for Clues and Diversions. The store is New 
York’s oldest independent purveyor of spy thrillers and whodunits. 
2-1-2017 Miss Baker's subway ride On the Invention Projects Train - Ridership on the Second 
Avenue line, which opened Jan. 1, grew to about 150,000 one day last week — short of estimates, 
but encouraging. 
2-1-2017 Years later, Miss Baker told a journalist, “I did not marry, because I did not meet the 
right man at the right time at the right place.” Diagnosed by "Dr. Cinderella MD" 
2-1-2017 At another point, she confessed, “I have never been in love.” Diagnosed by "Dr. 
Cinderella MD" 
2-1-2017 It seems a perfectly valid reason to have shunned the affections of so many men, 
although it was a luxurious position to be able to take. We will probably never know Miss 
Baker’s motives in rejecting 65 suitors, but we do know this: She was never in need of spousal 
support. In 1927, when her father died, she made the leap from heiress to outright rich in her 
own right; she received another small fortune upon her mother’s death in 1955. She had 
security; she had status. Mary Landon Baker wasn’t “shy.” Rather, she was free. 

2-1-2017 Lesley M. M. Blume is a journalist, historian and author of the New York Times best-
selling book Everybody Behaves Badly: The True Story Behind Hemingway’s Masterpiece ‘The 
Sun Also Rises.’ 
2-1-2017 Lady Duff Twysden, the sultry, gold digging, hard-drinking, sexy, fun-loving, witty, 
free-spirited women (the kind that all bad boys desire) who Hemingway wanted but could never 
have: As a scorned, would be paramour, he trashed her in the “The Sun Also Rises” and 
criticized her at every turn subsequently. She mostly alluringly ignored his schoolboy attacks, 
thus infuriating “Hem” for a lifetime until he finally shot himself. She hooked up with the 
disinherited son of a Texas candy firm and lived essentially peacefully in a carefree, commune-
style, “hippy” venue in New Mexico-- mainly happy and vibrant to the end (although she did 
have a bout with tuberculous). She is the diva of the book. 

2-1-2017 Wednesday; Trump will fire all State Department workers who drive by a fiery wreck 
without stopping to help... those on fire. A War Crime! 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Bill Gates on his way to becoming the world's first Trillionaire; $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues and 1 billion victims. 100's of kids left in hot cars to die when the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort would have A/C 24/7. 100's of kids died of Whooping Cough. 
"DNA + Diesel" at Saint Jude via Bill + Melinda Gates to make a trillion in gas station hold ups 



and do you know how many fiery wrecks Bill and Melinda have driven by since 1980 without 
stopping to Help or Leak on their way to Saudi Arabia... 100's! 1984 George Orwell dystopian 
Disney Pixar Movie "Dr. Cinderella MD" Trumps 4 Trillion Rx Recipes Hacked + 2 Trillion 
Galaxies given to the Jews for Exodus! Cinderella will eradicate mosquitoes and wood burning 
stoves from Humanity and build titanium homes and Yale Key West Medical Schools with 
Hemingway House Writing Classes for Inventive MD who put a brainstormed idea in every 
chapter. School Teachers will sue Bill + Melinda Gates for more than a trillion dollars and win. 
Windmill Ford 1980 - 2017 on it way into Mecca. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Bill + Melinda Gates - anguished letter written by Marie Antoinette, 
bidding “adieu” to her sister before heading to the guillotine. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Bill + Melinda Gates - anguished YouTube video of the Bombed out Yale 
Key West Medical School: med student litter the heart transplant OR. 3-4-2011 Bill + Melinda 
watched this YouTube video from UAE. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Liz Alderman is the Paris-based chief European business correspondent 
for The New York Times. And she didn't visit the Pasteur Center in her article on Paris for the 
Times - Our Times when Time is the New Higgs God Particle. "My Paris; Seduced by the Past! 
by Liz. 
Liz Link to MY Paris Seduced by the Past Not iPost Office At Star Wars Star Trek Paris
2-1-2017 Wednesday; A jury has found the Salvation Army, an adjacent building owner and 
others liable for a Philadelphia building collapse that killed six people inside the charity's thrift 
store. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; A Jury will find Bill + Melinda Gates Guilty of 1 billion deaths via "DNA 
+ Diesel" Smog Fiery Wrecks Driven by without stopping to help... good Sam Law. 

2-1-2017 Wednesday; Protest the Traffic Death; Brainstorm inventions in a Hemingway House 
Writing Class Novel on... President Trump's scheduled trip to a Harley-Davidson factory in 
Milwaukee on Thursday has been canceled over the likelihood of protests, CNN reported 
Tuesday. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Lech Walesa Denounces Report Labeling Him a Communist Informer" 
By JOANNA BERENDT New York Times. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Bill + Melinda Gates Denounce Report Labeling Them Supporting... "The 
Fiery Bombing of Cop Cars + SUV" for $777 Trillion dollar Era in Gas Station Hold Ups! 

2-1-2017 Wednesday; On Alaska’s Coldest Days, a Village Draws Close for Warmth" By KIRK 
JOHNSON Kirk at the Times knows the iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in your 
GE space heater... to warm up everyone on Alaska's Coldest Days. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; San Francisco Sues Trump Over ‘Sanctuary Cities’ Order. 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; Budweiser uses a Super Bowl ad to tell an obscure immigrant story of 
ruined lives by the millions from "Drunks" more wife's killed by drunks than all the Wars in 
history! 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; 



2-1-2017 Wednesday; 
2-1-2017 Wednesday; 

Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the USA and 
iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Oppenheimer found out; A Scientists’ March on Washington Is a Bad Idea! 
He got fired by 5 five star generals and we got 50K H-Bombs built and recycled by the next 
generation of 5 star generals. Now the 5 Star Generals have set up house keeping for 5K 
Generals in Baghdad with a house in Baghdad and the USA each with 4 wife's and 20 kids. 
Oppenheimer found out; A Scientists’ March on Washington Is a Bad Idea! Trumps Idea to 
save Ivanka from Stage 4 is light years from Biden killing Beau for the Glory of War. Trump is 
in Washington not Key West. If Trump wins he will send in the Fed's to Key West and Los 
Alamos. 1 Click Amazon and Hemingway House Writing Class will write the "Stage 4" novel on 
iMac Book Pro's. 4 trillion Rx Recipes will be hacked by the State Dept employees who didn't 
quit or get fired today! As for Oppenheimer I will try to get Trump to hire Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman as Dr. Oppenheimer II MD. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Stage 4 should be headlines in Todays NY Times not immigration by 
Trump! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Lawyers will have to figure out if this is another "war crimes" charge 
against the editors of the NY Times and "hate crimes against women" ...no headlines for Stage 4 
in the NY Times Today! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; After Mastectomies, an Unexpected Blow: Numb New Breasts - Numb 
Chest, No Feelings at all. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Pasteur; Hell No We Won't Go! NY Times Personal Journeys: Postcard 
From My Past: Crossing Into Syria instead of the Pasteur Center in Paris by the NY Times 
Journalists. 

1-31-2017 Tuesday; Quebec City Mosque Force Canadians to Confront $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; $777 Trillion dollars another 1984 II dystopian Disney Pixar Movie for 1984 
George Orwell Society Today in French Canada. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Quebec City Mosque Force Canadians to Confront $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Killings at Quebec City Mosque Force Canadians to Confront a Strain of 
Intolerance. New York Times - Canadian prime minister called a shooting at a "Gas Station 
Hold Up; killing the Owners of the Gas Station". 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Quebec should be spending $777 Trillion on Stage 4... 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; $777 Trillion spent by Moslems... 



1-31-2017 Tuesday; President Trump’s new immigration policy has broad support among a 
broad and deep swath of the electorate that is anxious about who is spending $777 Trillion on 
what. CBS Nightly News last night had a Baghdad General who bought a home in the USA and 
set up house keeping in it with his 4 wife's and 20 children. Broken hearted he can not fly home 
to the USA this weekend he told CBS Nightly News. CBS chief Leslie Moonves will help NY 
Times get everyone on Earth killed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Quebec should be spending $777 Trillion on... 

1-31-2017 Tuesday; "God's Test is Exodus" Netanyahu: Iran "missile test", Israel's "flagrant 
violation" of Exodus for $777 Trillion dollars in BP Oil Revenues kick backs and bribes! 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Israel's Leaders analysis of data for millions of stars, now 2 trillion stars vs 
analysis for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from gas station hold ups! 

1-31-2017 Tuesday; Pericytes surround blood vessels. They contract and dilate to control blood 
flow to active parts of the brain. Pericyte degeneration may be ground zero for 
neurodegenerative disorders. George H.W. Bush was released from Houston Methodist Hospital 
today after a 12-day stay. Bush treatments should be made public for the vast number of 
Hospital Medical School training students. Pericytes surround blood vessels. They contract and 
dilate to control blood flow to active parts of the brain. Pericyte degeneration may be ground 
zero for neurodegenerative disorders. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Skyrocketing memory "Discoveries" will let everyone into the Universe of 
"Pericytes". 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; At Neurocore, patients range from young children with A.D.H.D., to older 
adults who are concerned about memory health, to athletes wanting to improve their 
performance. Neurocore promotes its ties to the Orlando Magic, which is owned by DeVos. 
Betsy DeVos needs to get Trump's executive order to get into Los Alamos and tweet from a 
Super Computer. Neurocore’s social workers are offered less than $20 an hour to start, yet are 
responsible for diagnostic assessments of patients with complex problems. Then Neurocore's 
diagnostic assessments on a $100 million dollar super computer. Win 10 is a scam by Bill + 
Melinda Gates. We need Apple-Starbucks with iMacBook Pro's at ever cafe table with 1 Click 
Amazon links to Los Alamos $100 million dollar super computers! 

1-31-2017 Tuesday; Mormon fake news stories are obvious as all the MD's are in Mecca. Utah's 
physician shortage worsens as more work in Saudi Arabia and Mecca. Salt Lake Tribune 
Physicians of the Oil Holocaust; Gas Station hold up Era. obvious false story from Salt Lake 
Tribune a Sin! Google and Facebook emphasized their efforts to combat the spread of false 
articles, but industry watchers say their measures have had little impact. By DAISUKE 
WAKABAYASHI and MIKE ISAAC Fake News, about MD's in Saudi Arabia and Mecca is 
ObamaCare by our 1984 II Dictators! Same as more purple hearts than Cheney Heart 
Transplants! 



1-31-2017 Tuesday; State Dept. Officials Should Quit if They Disagree With Exodus, White 
House Warns iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek is the Start of Exodus into 2 Trillion Galaxies 
+ God; God particle Higgs is now "Time". State Dept. Officials Should Quit if They Disagree 
With Trump, White House Warns! By MARK LANDLER It was yet another stark 
confrontation - How do you confront the State Dept and Editors of the NY Times who support 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues being spent, wasted on Baghdad Generals with 4 wives and 20 kids 
in the USA? First we must get McCain fired as his blind jolts of War Crimes are like Biden's 
killing Beau and wounded Warriors every day. Their Wife's waiting at home too. Vets walk in 
the door and kill the wife! Fake News, about MD's in Saudi Arabia and Mecca is no news. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Pasteur; Hell No We Won't Go! NY Times Personal Journeys: Postcard 
From My Past: Crossing Into Syria instead of the Pasteur Center in Paris by the NY Times 
Journalists. 

1-31-2017 Tuesday; State of the Art: 1984 II George Orwell. How Social Networks Empowered 
Mass Protests Against Trump - Facebook not InventBook 1984 II George Orwell Era. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships built as a small "City": As Climate 
Change Accelerates, Floating Cities Look Like Less of a Pipe Dream A costly plan to build 
"floating islands" shows how climate change is pushing the search for innovative solutions, but 
some critics ask who will ultimately benefit. By MIKE IVES New York Times. InventBook has 
the invention of; Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships built as a small "City"::::::: 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Liberal Lawyers Plan Wave of Resistance to Trump Policies - Yale Key 
West Medical School Professors once at work here in Key West plan on closing Yale and 
Harvard Law Schools and giving their campus and buildings to the Yale + Harvard Medical 
Schools, grin. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; Oppenheimer found out; A Scientists’ March on Washington Is a Bad Idea! 
He got fired by 5 five star generals and we got 50K H-Bombs built and recycled by the next 
generation of 5 star generals. Now the 5 Star Generals have set up house keeping for 5K 
Generals in Baghdad with a house in Baghdad and the USA each with 4 wife's and 20 kids. 
Oppenheimer found out; A Scientists’ March on Washington Is a Bad Idea! Trumps Idea to 
save Ivanka from Stage 4 is light years from Biden killing Beau for the Glory of War. Trump is 
in Washington not Key West. If Trump wins he will send in the Fed's to Key West and Los 
Alamos. 1 Click Amazon and Hemingway House Writing Class will write the "Stage 4" novel on 
iMac Book Pro's. 4 trillion Rx Recipes will be hacked by the State Dept employees who didn't 
quit or get fired today! As for Oppenheimer I will try to get Trump to hire Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman as Dr. Oppenheimer II MD. 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; 
1-31-2017 Tuesday; 

1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of Jimmy 
Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of the "Yale Key West Medical School" bombed by Navy 
F35C fighter jets and ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors worst "Minded" than MD's who don't wash 
their hands between patients! Steve Jobs sold "Toy Story" and Pixar to Disney then died a 
tortured death from cancer. If he would have known this ending would he have rewritten "Toy 
Story" to "4 Trillion Rx Recipes Story" ? Non Fiction Disney Pixar Medical Story. Did Steve 



Jobs have Hepatitis C, how did he get it if so. Yale Key West Medical School would have tested 
everyone in the USA for H by Today. JFK Airport would have too. Hepatitis C is an enormous 
public health problem. Caused by a virus, it leads to chronic liver disease in most people who 
contract it, and some eventually develop cirrhosis and liver cancer. In the United States, an 
estimated 2.7 million to 3.9 million people have chronic hepatitis C, at least 20,000 a year die 
from it and it is the leading cause of liver transplants, according to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. Globally, the World Health Organization reports 130 million to 150 
million current chronic cases, and 700,000 deaths per year. 1 Billion victims of the "Yale Key 
West Medical School" bombed by Navy F15C fighter jets and ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors on 3-4-
2011. 

1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of the "Hemingway House Writing Class" IP invention 
Projects Novel writing on a iMacBook Pro with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of the Apple-Starbucks @ Trump Tower! 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of WHO at the UN. Now we can understand how MD's can 
put to death women with MS in our 1984 II George Orwell Society. Another 1984 dystopian 
Society! 

1-30-2017 Monday; Iris Mittenaere from Lille city in northern France won Ms Universe. Iris 
MD inventions will help McCain recover from the blind rage of war jolts in his brain. Trillion 
Jolts of inspiration from Iris Mittenaere lit the iris of men in Love with Women + the Universe, 
Women are God's best invention! 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of Robotic "Caterpillar" Front End Loaders + 3 Story 
Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines + Fishing Boats @ iPostOffce @ Star Wars Star Trek Times 
the New God Particle "Time". 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of GE. iPod Size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 
C you can plug in all your GE appliances! 
1-30-2017 Monday; de facto's! Legal Polygamous Marriage Today's Executive Order!!!! 
Trumps executive orders yesterday were for iPhone 007 iHomeCams in every home in the USA 
and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Netanyahu Says U.S. Embassy ‘Needs to Be’ in Jerusalem" The Israeli 
leader leads the Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies and the God Particle "Time". 
1-30-2017 Monday; A Decade After Nepal’s Maoist Rebellion killed 18K, Little Justice for 
Victims - "DNA + Diesel" victims 1,000,000,000 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via 
not putting the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times 
on orders of Jimmy Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of Jimmy 
Carter! 

1-30-2017 Monday; Editorial: Drilling and Dirty Air in Los Angeles; Editorial Drilling and 



Dirty Air in Los Angeles By THE EDITORIAL BOARD @ NY Times. An oil derrick in the 
middle of a Latino neighborhood in Wilmington, at the southern tip of Los Angeles. The 
continued reliance on nonrenewable sources of energy like oil and natural gas is a health hazard. 
Concentration Camp Atrocities of "Smog." By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Monday The 
Editors of the Times wrote up oil drilling rigs in the back yards of 2,000 in LA. The smell the 
editors said when some are smart enough to write out the chemicals in this smell. Stupid editors 
of the Times of were they censored from writing out the names of the poison chemicals atoms in 
the smell of oil rig's drilling in the back yards of 2,000 homes in LA. No Telling! Cancer rate in 
this her neighborhood, one of the highest in Southern California. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Koch network of Oil Wells and Gas Stations could serve as potent resistance 
in Trump era. INDIAN WELLS, CA. 

1-30-2017 Monday; Trump lavish pomp and ceremony, often with a stay at Buckingham Palace 
hosted by Queen Elizabeth II and paid for by BP Oil's $777 Trillion $$$. 

1-30-2017 Monday; Senator John McCain said Paris Cartoons of Wife's murdered by Troops 
coming home from War... Allah is Great not Biden who killed his son for the Glory of War and 
many many wife's! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Senator John McCain said he feared BP Oil's $777 Trillion $$$, it would 
provide propaganda for the Coup CIA OP "No Gas Stations On Earth". Hack all this gas 
station hold up money of BP Oil; $777 Trillion $$$ A War Crime! Senator John McCain said 
Concentration Camp Atrocities of "Smog" in every childrens hospital world wide! A War 
Crime! WHO at the UN is a criminal organization today. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Senator John McCain is the blind veteran from Vietnam + Baghdad who 
blinded the UN + WHO from stopping blind by rage of wars killings and rape coming home 
from Baghdad and kill your USA wife's by the hundreds. All censored from the editorials at the 
NY Times by our 1984 II George Orwell Top Quarks who are also blind to the new God Higgs 
particle Time. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Letters: The Outcry Over the Refugee Ban - not McCain in a blind rage of 
war killing wife's waiting at home! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Iris Mittenaere from Lille city in northern France won Ms Universe. Iris 
MD inventions will help McCain recover from the blind rage of war jolts in his brain. Trillion 
Jolts of inspiration from Iris Mittenaere lit the iris of men in Love with Women + the Universe, 
God's best invention! 
1-30-2017 Monday; The Outcry Over 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of 
Jimmy Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; A woman in Sana, Yemen, on Sunday walking past a graffitti of drone strike 
protesting United States military operations in the war-torn country 
1-30-2017 Monday; Wife's of troops not allowed to protest the killings of wife's by troops coming 
home from Baghdad on executive orders from McCain 1984 Top Quarks! 



1-30-2017 Monday; The Outcry Over 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of 
Jimmy Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Toyota has relinquished the title of the world's biggest auto maker, 
reporting Monday that it sold 10.175 million vehicles worldwide in 2016, fewer than 
Volkswagen's 10.31 million. 
1-30-2017 Monday; 1980 to 2017 Toyota + Volkswagen Ford ElectricWindmillExodus would 
have saved 1 billion kids and adults world wide from getting cancers... FDA always says 
smoking is the leading cause of cancer. Gas exhaust is censored by our 1984 II George Orwell. 
1-30-2017 Monday; The Outcry Over 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of 
Jimmy Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Donald Trump's plan to bring jobs back to America comes with one giant 
asterisk * * * * * * * * * * * * 1984 asterisk risk Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies or sell your soul to 
BP Oil $$$. 

1-30-2017 Monday; President Trump spoke by phone with Hwang Kyo-ahn, the acting president 
of South Korea, and the two agreed to strengthen joint defenses against North Korea and build 
batteries for the Samsung Galaxy 8 at NASA in the USA, grin! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Netanyahu Says U.S. Embassy ‘Needs to Be’ in Jerusalem" The Israeli 
leader leads the Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies and the God Particle "Time". 
1-30-2017 Monday; Mother and Son Reunite Only to Face Her Cancer Stage 4 Diagnosis; not a 
Executive Order by Trump to hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and crunch them at Los Alamos. 

1-30-2017 Monday; The Outcry Over 1 Billion victims of the NY Times Editors via not putting 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front page of the NY Times on orders of 
Jimmy Carter! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Seventy-eight percent of employees at Houston hospitals are overweight or 
obese, according to a study by researchers at The University of Texas Health Science Center at 
Houston (UTHealth) School of Public Health. 
1-30-2017 Monday; 80% have Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS virus! 
1-30-2017 Monday; Seventy-eight percent of employees at Houston hospitals are overweight or 
obese, according to a study by researchers at The University of Texas Health Science Center at 
Houston (UTHealth) School of Public Health. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Prohibition-era speakeasy: Rx Recipe in the drinking water to stop you 
from craving a Coors after a Sports commercial on CBS... is in the works by Oppenheimer at 
Los Alamos. C-Bomb Coors-A Bomb. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Sovaldi was approved in 2013, and Harvoni in 2014. These drugs and other 
antivirals can cure the disease in 12 weeks in many patient. About 250,000 people took the newer 



drugs in 2015, the report said, at tremendous expense: $55,000 to $125,000 per patient. In those 
treated during the year ending June 30, 2016, the report identified 524 with liver failure, 165 of 
whom died. Of those with liver failure, 386 were from outside the United States. An additional 
1,058 had severe liver injury, and in 761 the drugs appeared not to work. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Prohibition-era Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Trump executive order to work 
on new Rx at Los Alamos has not been signed. Sovaldi was approved in 2013, and Harvoni in 
2014. It's 2017 now. Post Office is not iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek too. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Iris Mittenaere from Lille city in northern France won Ms Universe. Iris 
MD inventions will help McCain recover from the blind rage of war jolts in his brain. Trillion 
Jolts of inspiration from Iris Mittenaere lit the iris of men in Love with Women + the Universe, 
Women are God's best invention! 
1-30-2017 Monday; iPhone 007 caller id... details about the patients’ medical histories were not 
available to women. Who were given a terrible disease by a Mad Man. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Disney's own Facebook page and one on the Facebook page for "Toy Story" 
— Disney thoroughly ties together nearly all of the Pixar movies "A Bug's Life" to "Toy Story" 
to "Monsters, Inc." to "Finding Nemo" to "The Incredibles" to "Cars" to "Wall-E" to 
"Ratatouille," all the way up to the most recent features, "Inside Out" and "Finding Dory." 
Finding Dr. Cinderella MD's Toys Incredible Monster Diagnosis Case Histories "Toy Story 4" is 
released in 2019? "Cars 3," due out in June. 
1-30-2017 Monday; Disney Due out... 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Invention on the front 
page of the NY Times. And you can drive it Disneyland for $10 
1-30-2017 Monday; 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Will France Sound the Death Knell for "Gasoline Times" The God particle 
of Oil Men's Greed $$$ Yes France has $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenues, a lot of money but 2 
Trillion Galaxies are worth more than $777 Trillion Franks $$$. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Robotic "Caterpillar" Front End Loaders + 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter 
Combines + Fishing Boats @ iPostOffce @ Star Wars Star Trek Times the New God Particle 
"Time". 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Microsoft quarterly profit of $5.2 billion, is a disaster Today at Apple-
Starbucks Trump Tower for a billion people's Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies and as many or 
more Jewish Aliens! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Trumps Executive Order for the Failed Post Office loss of $5.2 Billion. 
Microsoft quarterly profit of $5.2 billion. iMicrosoft PostOffice is out of date! 

1-29-2017 Sunday; Trumps Executive Order Disaster Today is "Stage 4" not yet signed in front 
of the Cameras at his Desk and sent to Los Alamos by Trump! "After Mastectomies, an 
Unexpected Blow: Numb New Breasts" Reconstructive surgery is billed as being better than 
ever, but most women lose sensation in their chest, which can be devastating and even 
dangerous. They wish they had been warned. By RONI CARYN RABIN 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "They wish they had been warned." By RONI CARYN RABIN @ NY 
Times!! 



1-29-2017 Sunday; Plastic surgeons performed more than 106,000 breast reconstructions in 
2015, up 35 percent from 2000. ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors are worst "Minded" than MD's who 
don't wash their hands between patients! Ms. Romero said. “The Mayor told me I was crazy to 
wash my hands and "Mind".’” 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "They wish they had been warned." By RONI CARYN RABIN @ NY 
Times!! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; The actress Angelina Jolie wrote about her nipple-sparing, preventive double 
mastectomy in a New York Times Op-Ed in 2013, inspiring other women at high risk of breast 
cancer to have their breasts removed. But the nipple-sparing surgery has yet to fulfill its 
promise, and in most cases, sensation is not restored. For many women, the loss of sensation in 
their breasts can be devastating. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Dr. Susan Love; Dr. Susan Love has been putting a needle into her nipple the 
last 8 years to cure Stage 4 and all have died of breast cancer, the Editors at the NY Times know 
this and censor this nipple story! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "They wish they had been warned." By RONI CARYN RABIN @ NY 
Times!! 

1-29-2017 Sunday; Trump executive order Today de facto's! Legal Polygamous Marriage 
Today! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Trump executive order Today Sunday is for iPhone 007 + cams in every 
Syrian Home in the USA by de facto said DHS; Department of Homeland Security and cams will 
be installed today! George Orwell is watching now for DHS to install cams in all "HOMES" 
high crime areas of Chicago when Trump makes this executive order on Monday after 777 
shooting over the weekend in Chicago, grin! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Trump executive order Today Sunday is for iPhone 007 + iHome Cams in 
every home in the USA and iPhone iDash Cam's in every car on the road in the USA! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; A family suspected a care giver was abusing an Alzheimer's patient. So they 
installed a camera. Then Trump make a New Executive Order for iHome Cams in every home 
in the USA. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Cops who answer domestic disturbance calls support iPhone 007+ 
iHomeCams! 

1-29-2017 Sunday; "DNA + Diesel" Disney Pixar Movie disaster Today is at Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower. 



1-29-2017 Sunday; Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower has 100" LG Monitors so you can watch 
your latte being made right, grin. Long lines at Starbucks haven't gone away. It's just that the 
line has now shifted from the cash register to the counter where drinks are actually served. 
Starbucks is facing a crisis, and the CEO refuses to offer any specifics on how he's going to solve 
it. The coffee chain's stores are being inundated with mobile orders, and that's drastically 
slowing down service and alienating customers. Alienating customers in line is the guy with the 
broom and mop under their feet and the Mop Bucket in the aisle, Hahahahaha. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "They wish they had been warned." By RONI CARYN RABIN @ NY 
Times!! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 

1-29-2017 Sunday; "DNA + Diesel" Disney Pixar Movie disaster Today is at Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower previewed by Ivanks, Tim Cook, Bill + Melinda Gates, Jimmy Carter, Dr. Lisa 
Sanders. Concentration Camp Atrocities of "Smog" in every childrens hospital world wide! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; $777 Trillion dollars is still in Mecca; Still In Place Despite protest to 
confiscate this huge amount of illegal gas station hold up loot, Says DHS Department of 
Homeland Security. 

1-29-2017 Sunday; Trump Immigration Ban Still In Place Despite Court Ruling, Says DHS 
Department of Homeland Security. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Muslim nations - Iraq, Iran, Syria, Somalia, Sudan, Libya and Yemen will be 
prohibited from entering the U.S. for 90 days. 

1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Pope Francis remains one of the world’s most popular figures, but the spat 
with the Knights is a small indicator of how the political tensions rippling across the globe are 
alive in the Vatican, too... CIA Coup Op "No Gas Stations On Earth" New Higgs God Particle is 
"Time" diagnosed in the Quark. Jewish Exodus 2017 might have Pope Francis on "Edge" too. 
Only a year ago, Francis’ calls to fight "climate change" "DNA + Diesel" and help migrants 



seemed to place him in the lead of a progressive global vanguard, in keeping with his push for a 
more welcoming church. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "DNA + Diesel" Disney Pixar movie makes the Vatican sense that the once-
impregnable pope could be vulnerable to "Smog" Vatican + Canada Top Brass were Unfazed by 
Concentration Camp Atrocities of "Smog" in every childrens hospital world wide until the 
Super Computer simulation of "DNA + Diesel" was a NY Times video in their 1984 society. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "DNA + Diesel" Smog. Knights of Malta is a bastion of Catholic tradition. 
Founded in the 11th century by Amalfian merchants to help Christian pilgrims in the Holy 
Land, it later became a military force, defending the faith during the Crusades and eventually 
holding off the armies of the Ottoman Empire from its fortress in Malta. The group, now with a 
wealthy and aristocratic membership of elite Catholics who parade in ornate raiment, has more 
recently specialized in aiding refugees and the poor in more than 100 countries. Concentration 
Camp Atrocities of "Smog" in every childrens hospital world wide are not part of the Knights of 
Malta! A War Crime! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Vatican’s de facto "DNA + Diesel" Smog in Saint Peters Square god's 
Children infants breathing in poison diesel particles in Saint Peters Square a Sin. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Vatican’s de facto "Smog!" 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Vatican’s de facto... world wide! Mongolians stood in frigid weather on 
Saturday for the second time this winter to demand that the government strengthen its response 
to the smog that routinely blankets Ulan Bator. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Vatican’s de facto intellectuals in Saint Peters Square pray to God not Pope 
Francis about "Smog". in Saint Peters Square on Sunday Today! 

1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Out of Date NY Times on Nuke clean up when Bush told 9/11 clean up 
workers not to wear a mask and they all died... Veterans Pay the Cost for U.S. Nuclear Tests. By 
DAVE PHILIPPS NY Times Between 1977 and 1980, roughly 4,000 service members helped 
clean up Enewetak Atoll from nuclear tests. Many now have ailments they think result from the 
work, but the government won’t provide health care. The same government men 1984 are 
putting to death women with MS today. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; Will France Sound the Death Knell for "Gasoline Times" The God particle 
of Oil Men's Greed $$$ Yes France has $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenues, a lot of money but 2 
Trillion Galaxies are worth more than $777 Trillion Franks $$$. 

1-29-2017 Sunday; BP Oil Men will face arrest... "Prosecutor Will Not Seek Charges vs. Christie 
Over Lane Closings" The misconduct case against the Gov. Chris Christie cannot be proven, 
(1984 George Orwell Thug) the Bergen County prosecutor’s office said. By ELI ROSENBERG 
"Prosecutor Will Not Seek Charges vs. Christie Over Lane Closings" BP oil men will face mass 



murder charges on the front page of the NY Times. Closings of all Gas Stations On Earth Coup 
Op by Oppenheimer II who said You're Fired to BP Oil Men and closed the lane to another 
$777 Trillion dollars in gas station hold up loot $$$. 
1-29-2017 Sunday; "A Crime in the Cancer Lab" By THEODORA ROSS Hidden cameras and 
the beauty of the scientific method. Theodora Ross, an oncologist and the director of the cancer 
genetics program at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, is the author of “A 
Cancer in the Family.” Texas Oil Men's Concentration Camp Atrocities of "Smog" in every 
childrens hospital world wide... is not a crime in Theodora Ross, cancer lab when most of the 
cancers are caused by Smog in your kids DNA. 

1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-29-2017 Trump executive order Today is for iPhone 007 + iHomeCams in every home in the 
USA and iPhone iDashCam's in every car! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks Trump Tower! 
Robot Caterpillars. Front End Loader; Yes all Construction is done by robots. How to Make 
America’s Robots Great Again. Why a huge government investment in robots may be a great 
way to help American workers. Build the Wall with Robot Caterpillars Front End Loaders. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
Solid Super Glue; Super Glue liquid, Super Glue Gel; next Super Glue Solid... as soft puddly! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
Hydrogen solid even after the crushing pressure is removed — and a superconductor, able to 
conduct electricity without resistance. In the Harvard experiment, a small amount of hydrogen 
was placed between two diamond tips about one 850th of an inch in diameter and cooled to -433 
degrees Fahrenheit. Initially transparent, the hydrogen became dark as it was squeezed. Then, 
at nearly 72 million pounds per square inch, the hydrogen became shiny, reflecting 90 percent of 
light shining on it, the scientists reported. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 

1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster on Jan. 28, 1986. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op CIA! 



1-28-2017 Saturday; President Ronald Reagan's speech about the Challenger disaster on Jan. 
28, 1986. 2017 ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors blew up a 100 Car Train of Hubble Super Shuttles for 
what? Challenger Disaster should have build Challenger II. Instead it gave us decades of 
‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors! Another 1984 dystopian Novel. Diagnose this New York Times article 
by Dr. Lisa Sanders would be easy... Mayor is Crazy! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 

1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors! 
...keep out “radical Islamic terrorists,” ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors have not Made America Great 
at this! Mayor's gas station hold up stats are censored in our 1984 II Society, A Journalists War 
Crime! 
...take back “radical Islamic terrorists,” $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami... 
Pick-Pocket Clothing ad in the NY Times. Only in a 1984 dystopian NY Times! Next will be 
Bullet-Proof Pant Suits for Women 
1-28-2017 Saturday; 12,500 Syrian families are in a Old Town House Today paid for by the 
Mayor... with wifi and Comcast Cable too. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; De Blasio and Cuomo Spar Over Cost of Affordable Housing Plan for 
Americans... in shelters and on the streets. Mayor is a A Threat to Public Health as 12,500 
doctors visits will diagnose 12,500 diseases, well almost. Rx will be in the thousands. Dentists are 
covered under the Mayors Sanctuary for these 12,500 Syrian's. Journalists at the Times 
censored more than half the story about Syrian's in the USA. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues too. 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus also, grin! This type of failure typing up a news story on 
Syria will get everyone on Earth killed. A Journalists War Crime! 
...take back “radical Islamic terrorists,” $777 Trillion 

1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday Clock Moves Closer to Midnight, Signaling Concern Among 
Scientists. Time is Dead for 19K women in 2017 unless Trump fires all the ‘Sanctuary City’ 
Mayors Today and replaces them all with "Fed's." Trump ask Ivanka should I save the lives of 
19K women from being murdered by ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors in 2017? 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... LOS ANGELES (AP) — Investigators used a controversial 
DNA testing method to solve the decades-old killing of the ex-wife of Righteous Brothers singer 
Bill Medley, the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department said Friday. Karen Klaas was 
attacked Jan. 30, 1976 as she returned to her home in Hermosa Beach. The 32-year-old was 
sexually assaulted, strangled with her pantyhose and never regained consciousness. She died a 
few days later at the hospital 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... NY Times Front Page 19K Women Murdered in 2017 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Karen Klaas ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors in every city in the USA have one or 
more, 19K in all all the ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors have. 



1-28-2017 Saturday; Threatened by authoritarian 1984 Top Brass - 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus idles for Oppenheimer II "Crime Lab" and "Medical School". 
‘Sanctuary City’ Mayor Oppenheimer II is elected Mayor and he brings 100 Super Computers 
costing $1 Trillion. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors have not Made America Great with 
19K murdered women in 2017. Time to send in the Fed's and Trump! Ivanka will fire the 
Mayor! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... Make American Great Again, "Jedi Hemingway House 
Writing Class" Key West ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayor killed Hemingway II 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Editorial: The Voter Fraud Fantasy - NY Times Editors Fraud is Murder! 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... LOS ANGELES (AP) — Investigators used a controversial 
DNA testing method to solve the decades-old killing of the ex-wife of Righteous Brothers singer 
Bill Medley, the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department said Friday. Karen Klaas was 
attacked Jan. 30, 1976 as she returned to her home in Hermosa Beach. The 32-year-old was 
sexually assaulted, strangled with her pantyhose and never regained consciousness. She died a 
few days later at the hospital. 

...keep out “radical Islamic terrorists,” ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors have not Made America Great 
at this! 
....keep out “radical Murderous Men USA's #1 Women's terrorists,” ‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors 
have not Made America Great at this! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Threatened by authoritarian 1984 Top Brass - 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillExodus idles for Oppenheimer II "Crime Lab" and "Medical School". 
‘Sanctuary City’ Mayor Oppenheimer II is elected Mayor and he brings 100 Super Computers 
costing $1 Trillion. 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... NYPD in Queens with its own Los Alamos II with 10 Super 
Computers each costing $100 million; DNA testing methods when you have 10 Super Computers 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... Oppenheimer II could "Masterminded" a iPostOffice Star 
Wars Star Trek NYPD in Queens... 

1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... Philip Vetrano on the path in Queens where his daughter 
Karina was jogging when she was killed last year. Mr. Vetrano has urged the use of familial 
DNA searches. Credit Sam Hodgson for The New York Times . The leads have dried up in the 
killing of a young woman in Queens during a jog last summer. Tips about potential suspects 
have gone nowhere. A reward has failed to bear fruit, even as it has swelled to over $280,000. 
And the samples of a stranger’s DNA found on the hands, throat and cellphone of the jogger, 
Karina Vetrano, 30, did not match those in national offender databases. 



1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... 9/11 II 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Doomsday... Announcing his “extreme vetting” plan, the president invoked 
the specter of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. Most of the 19 hijackers on the planes that crashed into 
the World Trade Center, the Pentagon and a field in Shanksville, Pa., were from Saudi Arabia. 
The rest were from the United Arab Emirates, Egypt and Lebanon. None of those countries are 
on Mr. Trump’s visa ban list. 

1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 
1-28-2017 Saturday; Challenger disaster Today is Apple-Starbucks at Trump Tower! 

1-27-2017 Friday; Doomsday Clock Moves Closer to Midnight, Signaling Concern Among 
Scientists 
1-27-2017 Friday; 1984 II is the NY Times Editors Critic’s Notebook: Why ‘1984’ Is a Must-
Read The dystopian novel is a best seller because so much of what it describes can be seen in the 
early actions of President Trump, our critic writes. 
1-27-2017 Friday; Trump told the NY Times today Chicago's Murders are a eazy fix. Hospital 
Infections and bed sore's too as make it a Federal felony for not washing your hands and 
turning her over in her hospital and nursing home bed. Send in the Fed's! 
1-27-2017 Friday; Trumps Apple-Starbucks in Trump Towers open 24/7 would Gravitate Jedi 
President Trump Expectations, Hemingway House Writing Class Novels with 1,001 IP invention 
projects! Starbucks Mobile Orders Grow, But Not Enough To Lift Q1 Sales Above Expectations 
Forbes - Among many restaurant brands, “mobile” is the watchword. Mobil Oil is the Watch 
Word for No Gas Stations On Earth On the front page of the NY Times tomorrow! Just the 
Expectation of No Gas Stations On Earth + iMacBook Pro's at every cafe table Gravitate Jedi 
President Trump Expectations of a Jewish Exodus to 2 Trillion Galaxies and saving Ivanka 
from Stage 4. 
1-27-2017 Friday; I'm sure Oppenheimer + John Glen could have "Masterminded" a Coup 
leaking and hacking Media and front page for the NY Times. Oppenheimer got fired by several 
5 star generals he could have out smarted and fired them! 
1-27-2017 Friday; Donald Trump's First Week As President: What's Reality In The Show is 
Trump didn't take over "CBS Good Morning" or "NBC Today Show" for the 1st hour all week 



when he should have! 
1-27-2017 Friday; I'm sure Oppenheimer II + III can out smart several 5 Star Generals. 
1-27-2017 Friday; Apollo 1 "Fire" - "Car Fires Today" NASA fixed Apollo not "Car's" Why? 

1-27-2017 Friday; Gamblers would bet on a sure thing; that these batteries catch fire too!! 
Samsung's upcoming Galaxy S8, Gamblers would bet on a sure thing; that these batteries catch 
fire too!! I don't gamble or buy Florida lottery tickets but know how South Korea "thinks". 
1-27-2017 Friday; Doomsday Clock Scientists should have told us were on Earth will the third 
"Nuclear Bomb" will go off... 
1-27-2017 Friday; Doomsday Clock for Stage 4; decades before a Rx Recipe Miracle Cure... 
‘Sanctuary City’ Mayors Vow to Defy Trump; Stage 4; Nuclear Bombs third City all for their 
own "Universe!" 

1-27-2017 Friday; I'm sure NASA + Oppenheimer II can out smart those 1984 George Orwell's 
who fire bomb cars today and have no "Moon Shot" - Apollo 1 fix but for Brain Cancers. NASA 
+ Oppenheimer II will be on the Ford 2017 ElectricWindmillExodus assembly line. 
1-27-2017 Friday; "1984" Novel; this time around Cops got burned in fiery wrecks, MS women 
were given orders from the Editors at the NY Times to be put to death instead of writing crunch 
4 Trillion Rx Recipes to cure MS. 1984 Novel "Stage 4 - 4 Trillion Rx Recipes". The Diagnostic 
Investigators MD + PhD Got Burned Last Time in 1984. This time in 1984 II in one chapter 
"Texas Oil Men" walked hand in hand with Saudi Kings and Princes. HQ in London at BP. 
"Hand in Hand" Oil Men walked Bush Texas Ranch and HQ halls in London at BP Oil. "Mao 
was sold on gas cars not told about "Smog" or inventing the Gravity Engine. Galaxies 3.3 
million light years from us move "away" at anywhere from 50 to 100 kilometers per second. 
Hemingway House Writing Class with this as a title of a Novel will be written soon as the 1984 II 
George Orwell Observers make contact with Greg + Wife's in Key West. Yes you already know 
there will be new inventions to get even more shock and awe out of Galaxies moving move 
"away" at anywhere from 50 to 100 kilometers per second, spin off inventions we can use 
driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 

1-27-2017 Friday; 1984 II is the NY Times Editors Critic’s Notebook: Why ‘1984’ Is a Must-
Read The dystopian novel is a best seller because so much of what it describes can be seen in the 
early actions of President Trump, our critic writes. 
1-27-2017 Friday; The dystopian novel... The Hemingway House Writing Class Novel written on 
a iMacBook Pro with iapps that let 100 write on the same page with 1 Click Amazon link to Los 
Alamos to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers. 
You are Super Computer literate and have a data base of 4 Trillion Inventions in History from 
Edison to Pasteur and the Dewar Flask for H @ -254. NASA didn't reinvent for Starbucks. Yet, 
hahahaha. 
1-27-2017 Friday; Jedi President Trump takes over all of Los Alamos, hires Oppenheimer II to 
write and work on... "Stage 4 - 4 Trillion Rx Recipes" to save Ivanka - Biden killed his own Son 
and millions of others for the Glory of War in his 1984 Society. Jedi President Trump will keep 



the Pentagon busy but will take the time to crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes to save his daughters 
life, something Biden didn't care for as War in 1984 ruled his mind, he was brainwashed by 
George Orwells 1984. So much he put Yale Kids to sleep driving home from his lectures in New 
Haven to die the day after graduating from Yale. And no Moon Shot for falling asleep driving. 
Ivanka will check see if her driver is wide away today! 

12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; "The Comfort Hospital Ship is a floating, state of the art medical 
facility which provides the same level of medical care as a high quality shore medical hospital 
like the destroyed "Yale Key West Medical School". 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Comfort Hospital Ship is categorized as a 'Ready III status," said 
Boswell. "We are expected to 'throw the lines' and be underway in three to five days... 

12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; After Decades Out of View, Navy Vietnam Deserter Hopes to Rally a 
New Antiwar Generation - 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Navy Deserted Nasty Women since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. God's best invention women hopes to Rally men into being inspired by 
her God given powers. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society will have a Married Pope Francis and 
married quarter on Navy Ships and Super Shuttle Space Trains. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Navy Deserted Nasty Women since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. Four Wife's are the selling point to Moslems not Tim Cook. So the 
Navy Top Brass deserted Nasty women to go along with Tim Cook. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; An Upper West Side Share Where Roommates Are the Selling Point. 
Four women share a two-bedroom, creating a de facto Jewish sorority. An Upper West Side 
Share Where Roommates Are the Selling Point. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Trump orders 747 Hospital Planes $1 Trillion from Boeing. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Carrie Fisher in Intensive Care After Medical Episode on Plane" 
Ms. Fisher, best known for her role as Princess Leia in the “Star Wars” movies, was hospitalized 
in Los Angeles. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; Trump orders 747 Hospital Planes $1 Trillion from Boeing. 
12-24-2016 Christmas Eve; An Upper West Side Share Where Roommates Are the Selling Point. 
Four women share a two-bedroom, creating a de facto Jewish sorority. An Upper West Side 
Share Where Roommates Are the Selling Point. 

12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
...eight nights a small supply of oil miraculously lasted for a small group of Jewish people in 165 
B.C. fighting to defeat... BP Oil. 



12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" 

12-23-2016 Friday; Apple still earns the bulk of its revenues from iPhone sales. In 2016, sales of 
iPhone brought in $136.7 billion, accounting for 63.4% of its total revenue for the year. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... Tim Cook; iPhone brought in 
$136.7 billion in 2016 and women would have built iPhones into the Mac Desktop, the iMacBook 
Pro and Nook + Kindle... maybe even the iPod, grin. And Cell has to bankrupt WiFi, rule the 
airwaves. 1 invention in 2016 costing less than $136.7 billion in Apple Research would have 
made wifi obsolete and Cell Conquer the World. End to Wifi Hot Spots would be almost as great 
as No Gas Stations On Earth, Hahahahahah. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Apple still earns the bulk of its revenues from iPhone sales. In 2016, sales of 
iPhone brought in $136.7 billion, accounting for 63.4% of its total revenue for the year. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... God's Gift in 2016 of 2 Trillion 
New Galaxies, Thank God. Yale Key West Medical School - the "Art of Diagnosis" by Yale 
Doctor Lisa Sanders MD. Better Christmas Gifts iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society with 
iMacBook Pro's at every cafe table in Paris + Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to Los 
Alamos. A Gift that should have been given in 2016 but was confiscated by Mad Men like Biden 
+ McCain, war criminals! Who also "Gave" unsuspecting women Syphilis, HIV, STD's, MS in 
2016. 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" 
...eight nights a small supply of oil miraculously lasted for a small group of Jewish people in 165 
B.C. fighting to defeat... BP Oil. 
12-23-2016 Friday; "Smog of Nuclear War in 2017" will be fought over $777 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues and the CIA Covert Op of "No Gas Stations On Earth". 
...eight nights a small supply of oil miraculously lasted for a small group of Jewish people in 165 
B.C. fighting to defeat... BP Oil. 

12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... BP Oil Men will give thousands 
of women Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS, Hepatitis for Christmas 2016 Gifts. When would have 
given us iPhone caller ID that would ID these men with terrible diseases via link to their medical 
records, Hahahahahaha!! 



12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... God. Burned alive in a fiery 
SUV crash on Christmas Day 2016 was given to us by Mad Men 1984 II Dictators! Mad Man 
broke antitrust rules. Smart Car's Crunched by a SUV were envisioned before the first Smart 
Car was built, adding insult to injury... just to prove they are truly Mad Men! 

12-23-2016 Friday; While Rogue One was again set in a galaxy far, far away. 2 Trillion Galaxies 
far, far away! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" set in a "1984" society that drives 
gasoline engine cars instead of Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts on orders from 1984 II Dictator's. 
1-23-2016 Friday; Hanukkah 2016 will start the evening of Saturday, December 24, 2016 and 
will end the evening of Sunday, January 1, 2017. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Chanukah, begins this year on Dec. 24 and lasts eight days until Jan. 1, 2017. 
It is celebrated, in part, by the lighting of a menorah each night. Doing so represents the eight 
nights a small supply of oil miraculously lasted for a small group of Jewish people in 165 B.C. 
fighting to defeat the Greek army. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... BP Oil Men! 

12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... God. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Turning Point in Syria as Assad Regains All of Aleppo 
12-23-2016 Friday; Turning Point in $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues confiscated $$$. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Jewish people in 2016 fighting to defeat Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah... No 
Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA... 
12-23-2016 Friday; Hanukkah 2016 will start the evening of Saturday, December 24, 2016 and 
will end the evening of Sunday, January 1, 2017. On January 2, 2017 at noon Mayor Cates will 
open the new BP Oil's Key West City Hall and on January 7, 2017 wounded warriors bike ride 
around Key West all shot by Biden for the Glory of War and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues 
$$$. 

12-23-2016 Friday;ANKARA, Turkey - Turkey restricted access to social media websites for 
several hours after the Islamic State group released a video purportedly showing two Turkish 
soldiers being burned alive... 100's in the USA over Holiday Week will be burned and burned 
alive in a fiery SUV crash and our 1984 II Dictators will restrict access to the fiery crash! 
12-23-2016 Friday; King Salman gave everyone in Mecca a new 2017 Ford and an iPhone 007 + 
for Christmas from loot from Miami gas station hold ups!! 



12-23-2016 Friday; Vladimir Putin, Unsurprised by Trump, Says Russia Wants No Nuclear War 
in 2017 but wants to keep its $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and make another $777 Trillion from 
Oil Revenues in 2017. Arms Race is to make Trillions in Oil Revenues $$$ 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Give Better Christmas Gifts... New Ebola Vaccine Gives 100 
Percent Protection - MS vaccine, Syphilis, HIV, STD, Hepatitis Vaccines in the drinking water 
"Moon Shot" by Biden would cost less than $777 Trillion, much less, grin! 

12-23-2016 Friday; PARIS, - Airbus signed a firm contract on Thursday for the sale of 100 
aircraft to Iran Air, as Tehran spends its $777 Trillion from Miami gas station hold ups for 
Christmas 2016... a war crime by McCain! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Trump Pits Boeing Against Lockheed Donald J. Trump’s post on Twitter 
suggested that Boeing’s pitch may have swayed him to buy more of its F-18s over Lockheed 
Martin’s F-35s. Greg and Wives in Key West pitch for the NASA Super Shuttle Train of 100 
Super Shuttles docked together trillion miles from the Moon, Hubble II working on picking up 
live streaming video of Jewish Aliens! Pitch to upgrade Trumps 757 so it will fly into Orbit and 
land in Paris from NYC in 30 minutes at Mach 10 + 

12-23-2016 Friday; Apple still earns the bulk of its revenues from iPhone sales. In 2016, sales of 
iPhone brought in $136.7 billion, accounting for 63.4% of its total revenue for the year. 
12-23-2016 Friday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella MD" 
12-23-2016 Friday; Turning Point in Syria as Assad Regains All of Aleppo 
12-23-2016 Friday; Turning Point in $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues confiscated $$$. 

12-23-2016 Friday; Trump’s Nuclear Weapons Tweet, Translated and Explained - After my wife 
and daughter crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes at Los Alamos for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 they 
can have it back, not Until!! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Thousands !!!! Of unsuspecting women will be given MS Today... Chief's an 
‘Idiot’!! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Rodrigo Duterte of Philippines Calls U.N. Human Rights Chief an ‘Idiot’ 
Greg and Wives in Key West second this as the UN Human Rights Chief let MS women be put 
to death via White House MD after being infected by a bisexual man at 1984 II HQ. A new drug 
slows the progress of multiple sclerosis, including an advanced form of the degenerative nerve 
disease for which there currently is no treatment, according to a pair of new clinical trials. 
Thousands !!!! Of unsuspecting women will be given MS Today... Chief's an ‘Idiot’!! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Thousands !!!! Of unsuspecting women will be given MS Today... Chief's an 
‘Idiot’!! 



12-23-2016 Friday; Alcohol, 720,000 will die Eventually...just in Russia! After 72 Die, Putin 
Tightens Limits on Consumer Products High in Alcohol. A Russian Woman would make a 
better Putin in her "Moon Shot" to limit Alcohol and Drunks in Moscow! 
12-23-2016 Friday; Senator Looks to Expand Protections for Whistle-Blowers Hahahahahaha 
McCain will be convicted of war crimes, letting Biden shoot all the wounded warriors for the 
glory of war and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from Baghdad $$$. 
12-23-2016 Friday; 
12-23-2016 Friday; 
12-23-2016 Friday; 
12-23-2016 Friday; 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... because they would have taken the 
Nukes off the Los Alamos Assembly line and put Angelina Jolie famous double mastectomy data 
in a $100 million dollar IBM super computer and crunch it over and over again and again! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris and Starbucks world wide with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society 2017 USA. Science Fiction 
link today!! 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine. 10 of 
these IBM super computers are up and running at Los Alamos Today!! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" - Christmas Day 2016 + Nasty Women Paint the New Key West City Hall Pink!! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Robot Revolution: The Long-Term (Steve) Jobs Killer Is Not China. It’s 
Automation. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Rogue One; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA gives us "Star 
Wars; Gravity 3017" New Years Day! Quark is tilted farthest – 23.5 degrees. Gravity is 
extracted! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Epic; New York City Should Keep ID Data for Now, Judge Rules - 
Judgement Rules GPS chip needs to be invented for the ID cards! Oppenheimer II Judgement 
would rule over our 1984 II Dictators that Steve Jobs all of them, diagnosis and medical records 
treatment needs to be crunched on 10 IBM Super Computers Today. Along with 4 Trillion Rx 
Recipes that are Top Secret via Kerry's Class who failed Yale! And Harvard, ha! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... They wouldn't let Putin, Xi, Biden, 
McCain fire on the Yale Key West Medical School, grin! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; The Long-Term Steve's Jobs Killer Is China, China fired on the Yale Key 
West Medical School along with Biden + McCain! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Putin: Russia's Military Is Stronger Than Anyone's - Putin fired on the 
Yale Key West Medical School the last 5 years too! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; USA - Russia - China firing on the Yale Key West Medical School the last 
5 years... When; After Searching the World for a Cure, a Mother Seeks Normalcy After Elena 



Romanova’s quest to find a cure for her daughter’s brain tumor took her and her children away 
from Russia, the 34-year-old is starting over in New York. By EMILY PALMER - Emily knows; 
USA - Russia - China were firing at the Yale Key West Medical School all the time a Mother was 
seeking a cure for her daughter's brain tumor. A war crime by Emily Palmer at the NY Times! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Trump’s Son, Fearing Cancer + Childrens Birth Defects Quagmire, to 
Stop "Smog" or the "Duval Walk" in Key West! Bush 9/11 clean up workers don't need a mask 
and they all died from Cancer!! A War Crime. 400 children sat or knelt this week in front of 
stools used as small desks, answering questions about math, English, Chinese and physics. It is 
common in China to hold exams outdoors, to deter cheating. But in this case, the students were 
bathed in cold, filthy air so dense that those at the back of the soccer field seemed like ghostly 
imprints in the dirty air... Bush sent the teacher a email said they don't need to wear a mask, 
grin! Bush was arrested along with the Chinese Elite! Photographs of the smog-shrouded testing 
on Monday spread across the internet like 9/11 white clouds! Tiny airborne particles of soot and 
dirt that are especially hazardous to health — hit 1,000 micrograms per cubic meter. Duval Key 
West has never been measured, Mosquitoes guy with his cup net walks Duval couple times a 
week catching mosquitos not gasoline particles in the air. PMS "Particle Measuring Systems" 
were I once worked building the units sells 100's of Particle Measuring Units to MIT. MIT 
Tourists on the Duval Walk can make a good estimate of the Particles in the Air. It wasn’t that 
urgent WHO @ MIT said in the NY Times! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Steve Jobs Cancer set off Hunt for Rx Recipe Cancer Cure - Hell No! 
Berlin Attack Sets Off Hunt for a Tunisian in Germany. By MELISSA EDDY, JACK EWING, 
JOANNA BERENDT and ERIC SCHMITT New York Times!! 

Movie China - ‘The Great Wall’ 
Movie Key West - "The Great Elite Yale Key West Medical School" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; The East Lobs a Blockbuster-Hopeful to the West With ‘The Great Wall’ 
By BROOKS BARNES and AMY QIN As the epic fantasy movie begins its global release, it will 
show whether the Chinese film industry is ready to become an international player. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Epic Disney Movie - "The Great Elite Yale Key West Medical School" 
built on a 155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure made of Titanium! Epic and Elite outside + inside 
with robot Kidney Transplant assembly lines designed by Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
Engineers, grin! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 



12-22-2016 Thursday; Obama administration said 6.4 million people had signed up so far for 
2017 health insurance, an increase of 400,000 over a similar point last year. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School administration 6.4 million people scanned 
at Airports for Cancers + Diseases so far for 2017 

12-22-2016 Thursday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... The 
Education Department is sued for the murder of Steve Jobs and 100 million others just in the 
USA. Army Strong Motto was mailed from the Post Office not iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. 
8 years Obama has been looking for; That Thing With Feathers Trapped in Amber? It Was a 
Dinosaur Tail. Army Strong let Biden shoot every Wounded Warrior for the last 8 years for the 
Glory of War when No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA is "Intelligence!" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Army Strong! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Army Strong! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Putin Army Strong; Putin: Russia's Military Is Stronger Than Anyone's, 
1 invention makes 1 million GE Wind Turbines Obsolete, Hahahahahahaha! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Russia's Military In a No Gas Stations On Earth Era... 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Russia's Military after $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks are 
hacked, confiscated. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; 1 invention makes 1 million GE Wind Turbines Obsolete! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine A Year is not "Army Strong" Era! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Full Course of Antibiotics Is Best for Infant Ear Infections, Study Finds - 
Find the Miracle in Prevention of Ear Infections. Swimmers Ear from water in the ear any Ear 
MD will tell you Alcohol + Vinegar will dry the ear drum and fan it holding the ear lobe so the 
ear canal dry's! China's Xi will torture a billion kids with ear aches! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Epic; New York City Should Keep ID Data for Now, Judge Rules - 
Judgement Rules GPS chip needs to be invented for the ID cards! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; 3 children in Mexico fireworks blast to be treated at Shriners Hospital ... 
Shriners Hospital in Galveston is expected to treat three children who were burned in the 
Mexico fireworks explosion. The victims expected arrived today. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; 30 children in the USA in fiery Car Crash Today... Unknown Memorials 



even Trump will not think of at Arlington on 1-20-2017. 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Army Strong! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Army Strong! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; "Armed with a Gasoline Engine Car... Bored, Broke and Armed: Clues to 
Chicago’s Gang Violence" By JOHN ELIGON Gang members spend their days worrying about 
rivals and how to make money — and turn to shooting to settle even the pettiest disputes. 1984 
II Dictators Bored, Broke and Armed: with $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues for some God only 
knows reason didn't put iPhone 007 Dash Cam's and iTraffic Tickets and iCops in all cars on 
the road in 2015, in 2016... mandatory! NY Times editors censored this from todays NY Times 
front page story on Bored, Broke and Armed: Clues to Chicago’s Gang Violence" By JOHN 
ELIGON. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; iPhone 007 Dash Cam's link to Los Alamos GPS tracking... Ways to Tap 
Into the Force, and Beam Up Your Inner Trekkie" By KIT EATON For fans of “Star Wars,” 
“Star Trek” and science fiction, in a galaxy right here today, there is a lot of content designed 
for the supercomputer smartphone in your pocket. Science Fiction linked today 12-22-2016 to a 
supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine, plus the cost of the software. 
IBM doesn't give this away for free, Hahahahaha! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 

NASA - world’s largest industrial-gas suppliers - NASA the world's largest H @ -254 C 
producer, bottler... could propel rocket iPod + iPhone Size GE Electric Generators fueled by H 
@ -254 C. World would be able to plug in all their GE appliances into a iPod iPhone size GE 
electric Generator!! Epic Disney Movie!! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 



"Linde of Germany Reaches Merger Deal with American Rival Praxair" By CHAD BRAY The 
agreement, which comes less than two weeks after the companies agreed to resume talks, would 
combine two of the world’s largest industrial-gas suppliers. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
Samsung Galaxy 7 exploding smartphones were not made at NASA.... Hahahahah Trump 
you're Fired! 

12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris and Starbucks world wide with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society 2017 USA. Science Fiction 
linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine, plus 
the cost of the software. IBM doesn't give this away for free, Hahahahaha! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Apple’s New MacBook Pro: Fast and Light, but Not for Everyone By 
BRIAN X. CHEN The latest generation of a laptop beloved by creative professionals and coders 
has just one type of connection port, an unhelpful Touch Bar and a big price tag. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Apple’s New MacBook Pro: Fast and Light, but Not for Everyone By 
BRIAN X. CHEN 

12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris and Starbucks world wide with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society 2017 USA. Science Fiction 
linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine, plus 
the cost of the software. IBM doesn't give this away for free, Hahahahaha! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro links to every traffic death censored in this article! Biggest 
Spike in Traffic Deaths in 50 Years? Blame Apps By NEAL E. BOUDETTE Highway deaths 
have surged in the last two years, and experts put much of the blame on in-car use of 
smartphones and dashboard apps. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 



12-22-2016 Thursday; Biggest spike in traffic deaths and the NY Times picks a beer-tracking 
iapp for your 2016 best app. 2016 in Review: The Year’s Best Apps. By KIT EATON A news 
curator based on what friends are reading, an easy-to-access universe of NPR audio, and an 
upgraded beer-tracking app are among our top picks. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; "What Doctors Can Learn From Looking at Art" "Art can help 
physicians become more thoughtful and meticulous observers — a skill that lays the foundation 
for good medicine." By DHRUV KHULLAR, M.D. - Science Fiction linked today 12-22-2016 to 
a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine, plus the cost of the software. 
IBM doesn't give this away for free, Hahahahaha! And IBM charges more for MD diagnostic 
software on a $100 million dollar machine because they can, grin. Art of 4 Trillion Rx Recipes 
crunched like a database at the IRS in a few seconds. Or Traffic wrecks, 1 trillion of them in a 
few seconds and the injuries. Art of moving to a iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
Science Fiction linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM 
made machine... 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... because they would have taken the 
Nukes off the Los Alamos Assembly line and put Angelina Jolie famous double mastectomy data 
in a $100 million dollar IBM super computer and crunch it over and over again and again! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
Angelina Jolie famously announced in 2013 that she was having the preventive surgery, even 
though her doctors had not yet detected cancer. Ms. Jolie had tested positive for being 
genetically linked to breast cancer, and ever since, researchers have wondered what the impact 
her announcement would have on women’s breast cancer-related choices. But a new study 
conducted after her announcement argues that there is at least one other person who appears to 
be even more persuasive than a celebrity when it comes to advising women on whether to have a 
double mastectomy: Their surgeon. The study released Wednesday in the America Medical 
Association Surgery journal found that of 1,569 women surveyed in Los Angeles and Georgia 
with cancer in one breast but not a high genetic risk for the other, very few (just 1.9 percent) of 
them had a double mastectomy if their surgeon recommended against it. However, the study 
found that many more women — nearly 1 in 5 (19 percent) — in the same group did have a 
double mastectomy if they got no recommendation from their surgeon. The study also found 
that women who chose to have a double mastectomy tended to be younger, white, wealthier and 
better educated than women who did not go through with one. The No. 1 reason they gave in the 
survey for having the surgery was “peace of mind.” The problem, said Dina Borzekowski, a 
research professor at the University of Maryland, is that “when it comes to understanding risk, 
the general populace does not get it. They don’t know what having a 1 in 4 chance means.” Dr. 
Borzekowski, who researched the impact Ms. Jolie’s announcement had on the public’s 
understanding of double mastectomy surgery, said Dr. Jagsi’s study is a call to “improve the 



patient-physician communication.” Tom Julian, a breast surgeon and division director for 
breast surgery at Allegheny Health Network, said he understands why that is.“ ‘Peace of mind,’ 
that’s the fear factor,” he said. “When a patient comes in and the first time you tell them they 
have cancer, the world stops for them, and they start thinking: ‘Am I going to die? Am I going 
to see my son or daughter graduate from high school or college.’ Fear is a big part of it.” The 
challenge for surgeons, physicians and genetic counselors, he said, is to find a way to explain 
why a patient should not have a double mastectomy despite that fear. “It is going to fall to the 
informed physician,” he said. “And if we aren’t doing it well, we’ve got to come up with a way to 
improve it.” 
Science Fiction linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM 
made machine... 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Cinderella 
MD" 
Science Fiction linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM 
made machine... 

12-22-2016 Thursday; Why Women Make Better Doctors... because they would have taken the 
Nukes off the Los Alamos Assembly line and put Angelina Jolie famous double mastectomy data 
in a $100 million dollar IBM super computer and crunch it over and over again and again! 
12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris and Starbucks world wide with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society 2017 USA. Science Fiction 
linked today 12-22-2016 to a supercomputer app. A $100 million dollar IBM made machine. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Bill + Melinda Gates shot to death every women who had died from 
breast cancer like Biden shot every Wounded Warrior. 
12-22-2016 Tuesday; “Rogue One: A Star Wars Story” blasted to the Top Quarks in our 1984 II 
Society, No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op for Christmas Day 2016... iPostOffice @ Star Trek 
Society. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; iMacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris and Starbucks world wide with 
1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 
12-22-2016 Thursday; Biden's Moon Shot is not... iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society 2017 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; December solstice happens at the same instant for all of us, everywhere 
on Earth. This year the solstice occurs on Wednesday December 21st at 10:44 GMT (Universal 
time). The winter solstice happens every year when the Sun reaches its most southerly 
declination of -23.5 degrees. In other words, when the North Pole is tilted farthest – 23.5 degrees 
– away from the Sun, delivering the fewest hours of sunlight of the year. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Quark tilted farthest from the 1984 II Dictators Today Too! This is why 
Dr. Lisa at Yale and Greg + Wives in Key West are POW's of McCain not brainstorming the 
Tilt of Gravity in Quarks, grin! 



12-21-2016 Wednesday; Disney Setting the next Star Wars film during the timeline thousand 
years into the future. Titled... "Star Wars; Gravity 3017" New Years Day! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Rogue One - Inventions One - Gravity Weapons!! teasers and trailers 
suggested that Vader shows up on the soon-to-be-operational space station and hears about the 
“immeasurable” potential of the kyber crystal-powered main weapon. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; ...every single character who plays an integral role in the story dies. 
Felicity Jones, Diego Luna, Mads Mikkelsen, Ben Mendelsohn, Donnie Yen, Forest Whitaker, 
Riz Ahmed, Alan Tudyk—none of them survive the film. Sure, it helps tie off loose ends in the 
continuity leading into A New Hope, but nobody was predicting a Disney movie where nobody 
makes it out alive... 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Death Star Physics in Disney. Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years. Our Sun with the same H will shine for 4 billion years. An upward 
mobility for Disney Movies. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Disney. Death Star Gravity Weapon and 
Oppenheimer is Dr. Nancy Snyderman as herself. Setting the next film during the timeline 
thousand years into the future. 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; 8 years Obama has been looking for; That Thing With Feathers 
Trapped in Amber? It Was a Dinosaur Tail. Trump will Make America Scientist's great again 
by "That Thing In Quarks, It is Gravity!" Starbucks @ Trump Tower iMacBook Pro at every 
Cafe Table in Paris + NYC not Facebook, InventBook with 1 Click Amazon links to Los 
Alamos! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; A Christmas Request, Answered a Century Later Rx Recipe for Stage 4 
“I’m still waiting for the F.B.I. to tell me what happened,” she said 
Christmas Day 2016 + Nasty Women Paint the New Key West City Hall Pink!! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School will make West Point Obsolete! No 
upward mobility with the Pentagon. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. Wounded Warriors Scam, 
every one shot by Biden for the Glory of War's $$$ $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues, a war 
crime. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; U.S. Blacklists 15 Russian Entities Linked to Ukraine and Crimea - 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; U.S. Blacklists of "Duval Walk" Entities Linked to 1 million Birth 
Defects + Cancers a War Crime far far worst than Russia in Ukraine and Crimea! McCain, a 
war criminal. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; McCain, a war criminal... Blacklists of "Duval Walk" Entities Linked 
to 1 million Birth Defects + Cancers a War Crime far far worst than Russia in Ukraine and 
Crimea! 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; McCain; Letter: Bored in Flight? Bored in NASA Fight to iPostOffice 
@ Star Trek Society. Star Trek Era Post Office Trillion Miles beyond Biden's Moon Shot. Bush 
9/11 you don't need a mask and they all died of cancers. McCain at the 5th grade class you don't 
need air filters on Duval Key West, and they all died of cancers. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; A Christmas Request, Answered a Century Later Rx Recipe for Stage 4 
“I’m still waiting for the F.B.I. to tell me what happened,” she said 



12-21-2016 Wednesday; For Turkey, the murder of the Russian envoy by a 22 year old Police 
officer after a Russian fighter Jet was shot down was a bookend to one of the most turbulent 
years in Turkey's modern history... but for the 1980 Ford ElectricWindillEscort that is the true 
"Bookend". The President General of Turkey would be working on a Ford Assembly line, not as 
a manager but assembler if the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was not bombed by the USA. 
New York Times - Turkey's state-run news agency says three Turkish soldiers have been killed 
in Syria in the battle to retake the northern town of al-Bab from the Islamic State group. Three 
Turkish soldiers, hell 3 million Turkish soldiers working on the Ford Assembly line! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; War Criminal McCain and Crime... Tennis Star Petra Kvitova Badly 
Injured in Home Invasion - Mary sucker punched at a Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1 
million crimes and war criminals at the Post Office Today. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society!! A 
body found Tuesday in a backyard is believed to be that of a former reality TV show contestant 
who vanished over the weekend after attending a birthday party at a California beer hall. UKIP 
leader blamed the terrorist assault on Angela Merkel’s refugee policy, then impugned the 
husband of a British lawmaker murdered by a right-wing extremist. 1 million kids killed via 
Gasoline Exhaust VW and lead in Jet Fuel blame and guilt is on McCain and his Wounded 
Warriors Biden shot for the glory of war instead of the Euphoria of the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Era of iPostOffice @ Star Trek and Gravity Engine Invention lotto 
fever! 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; Where to Find America's 20 Worst Holiday Traffic Jams - 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Where to Find America's 20 Worst Spray Painted Black Clouds of 
Poison Gas on your and your Kids "Duval Walk" - 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... They 
Thought They Qualified for Student Loan Forgiveness. Years Later, the Government Changes 
Its Mind. The Education Department is sued by lawyers who thought they had qualified for a 
federal loan-forgiveness program only to be told later that they did not. They Thought They 
Qualified for Student Loan Forgiveness. Years Later, the Government Changes Its Mind. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... No 
forgiveness for decades of torture of Stage 4. Decades of Yale Key West Medical Student killed 
off by West Point Cadets. Scam by Mr. Viola, a retired Army major who helped found the 
Combating Terrorism Center at West Point, when No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the 
CIA would left Mecca covered in a 1,000 year hurricane sand storm for centuries! West Point 
Failed. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; The Education Department is sued by Women with Stage 4... 



12-21-2016 Wednesday; NY Times Nobel in Medicine. Room for Debate. Should Couples Get 
Prenups for Their Ideas? Millennials are more interested in protecting intellectual property 
than cash as they head to the altar. NY Times in a iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society that gets 
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year!! 4 Trillion Rx Recipe's are all trade secrets in our Times 
because the NY Times keeps it this way with the Status Quo. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Get Unlimited Data when you have ATT Wireless and DirectTV. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Get Unlimited "Inventions when you have an ATT with No Wireless 
only Cell, when Cell replaces Wireless world wide like when 1 invention makes 1 million GE 
Wind Turbines Obsolete, Hahahahahahaha! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School will make West Point Obsolete! 

12-21-2016 Wednesday; Public opinion expert Lou Harris dies!! In Key West @ the Key West 
Beach Club 1500 Atlantic Blvd. I biked by here 100's of times in the last 5 years. With the Yale 
Key West Medical School suppressed by all the 1984 II Observers. Lou was not a Whistle 
Blower! BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com Lou Harris had the answers 
because he asked the right questions. For 40 years, the New Haven, Connecticut native and Key 
West retiree defined, then refined, American polling procedures to take the nation’s 
temperature about everything from political candidates to popular culture. Yale Key West 
Medical School... BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com. 
Mr. Harris was born on Jan. 6, 1921, in New Haven 
Greg Buell was born on Sept. 27, 1947 in New Haven at the Yale Medical School Hospital. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School will make West Point Obsolete! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; In a 2009 interview, Mr. Harris defended his efforts to influence No Gas 
Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA. 2009 and Key West Gas Stations made $100's of 
millions from the suppression of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Mandy Miles didn't 
write this in her article, grin! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; In a 2009 interview, Mr. Harris defended his efforts to influence 
political decisions. “The key is — and this I feel more deeply than anything else,” he said, “If 
you know what people are trying to say, and it’s something that may save the country if the 
people running it know about it, can do something about it, then you have a deep obligation, a 
moral obligation, to take what they have said, and get to know the people that can do something 
about it.” 
12-21-2016 By ROBERT D. McFADDEN NY Times. Louis Harris, the nation’s best-known 
20th-century pollster, who refined interpretive polling methods and took the pulse of voters and 
consumers through four decades of elections, wars, racial troubles and cultural revolutions that 
ran from tail fins to the internet, died on Saturday at his home in Key West, Fla. He was 95. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School will make West Point Obsolete! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Yale Key West Medical School will make West Point Obsolete! Just the 
building will make the Pentagon Obsolete. 155 Story Eiffel Tower structure make out of 
Titanium, no Comcast Box, no electricity from Key's Electric, no sewer, no Trash Pick up... 



12-21-2016 Wednesday; December solstice happens at the same instant for all of us, everywhere 
on Earth. This year the solstice occurs on Wednesday December 21st at 10:44 GMT (Universal 
time). The winter solstice happens every year when the Sun reaches its most southerly 
declination of -23.5 degrees. In other words, when the North Pole is tilted farthest – 23.5 degrees 
– away from the Sun, delivering the fewest hours of sunlight of the year. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Quark tilted farthest from the 1984 II Dictators Today Too! This is why 
Dr. Lisa at Yale and Greg + Wives in Key West are POW's of McCain not brainstorming the 
Tilt of Gravity in Quarks, grin! 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Rogue One - Inventions One - Gravity Weapons!! teasers and trailers 
suggested that Vader shows up on the soon-to-be-operational space station and hears about the 
“immeasurable” potential of the kyber crystal-powered main weapon. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; ...every single character who plays an integral role in the story dies. 
Felicity Jones, Diego Luna, Mads Mikkelsen, Ben Mendelsohn, Donnie Yen, Forest Whitaker, 
Riz Ahmed, Alan Tudyk—none of them survive the film. Sure, it helps tie off loose ends in the 
continuity leading into A New Hope, but nobody was predicting a Disney movie where nobody 
makes it out alive... 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; Death Star Physics in Disney. Proxima Centauri will be a shining star 
for the next 4 Trillion Years. Our Sun with the same H will shine for 4 billion years. An upward 
mobility for Disney Movies. iPostOffice @ Star Wars Disney. Death Star Gravity Weapon and 
Oppenheimer is Dr. Nancy Snyderman as herself. Setting the next film during the timeline 
thousand years into the future. 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; 
12-21-2016 Wednesday; 
12-25-2016 Pink Starbucks Cups... on Christmas Day 2016 + Nasty Women Paint the New Key 
West City Hall Pink!! 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Every One of the 2 Trillion Galaxies Tells a Story: the Art of Diagnosis by 
Yale Doctor Lisa Sanders MD. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Lidocaine Numbs the Pain of Infant Shots - Yale Doctor Lisa Sanders MD 
would have invented this in 1980. Dr. Lisa Art of Diagnosis with 1 Click Amazon links to Los 
Alamos in a iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Universe was about the size of a softball, all lumpy and splotchy with 
features when it was 380,000 years old... 13 Billion years later there are 2 Trillion galaxies and 
as many Jewish Aliens, Hahahahahaha! Paradise Lost in Our Key West Universe via No Gas 
Stations On Earth since 1980. Admirals are super glued to the Ocean's of H2O. 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; Who Was Andrey Karlov, the Russian Ambassador Killed in Turkey? 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Who Was Andrey Karlov, the Russian Ambassador Killed in Turkey? He 
was a 8 year old boy Bill and Melinda Gates bought a Disneyland ticket for his "Last Wish". 
12-19-2016 Tuesday; The shooting of a Russian ambassador By A Police Officer - 22-year-old 
Mevlut Mert Altintas, who had worked for the Ankara riot police for 2-1/2 years!! Screaming 
God is Great for giving Allah $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$ Caused global alarm, but an 
armed conflict between Turkey and Russia is unlikely. Analysts rejected parallels to the 



assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, which helped set off World War I. 
12-19-2016 Tuesday; Analysts still rejected No Gas Stations On Earth Coup CIA Op to win the 
war with Allah. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; The Live Streaming YouTube Video shooting of a Russian ambassador 
forced Turkey and Russia to confront a new crisis tied directly to War's Glory in Syrian 
conflict. 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; A large truck drove into a crowded Christmas market in west Berlin at 
around 8.30pm on Monday evening. - So far 12 people have been confirmed dead, and 48 have 
been injured. Over a dozen are in a critical situation. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; German police voiced doubt that the suspect arrested for Monday’s 
terrorist attack in Berlin was the man responsible, raising the prospect the culprit is still at 
large. Police in the German capital questioned a suspect arrested near the scene who they 
believed was the driver of the truck that rammed into a crowded Christmas market in the heart 
of west Berlin. The individual, thought to be Pakistani, denied any involvement and the 
investigation by Germany’s federal prosecutor. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; 23-year-old, reportedly from Pakistan drove the semi into the Christmas 
Market killing 12 and wounding 48. He was under Police Surveillance!! Germany over the 
arrival last year of 890,000 Muslim's came to Germany in 2016 instead of working on the Ford 
Assembly line in Pakistan. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Pakistan has close to 10,000 General's all Islamic Terrorist... all believe 
they will get 72 virgins in Heaven! All would kill Tim Cook and Nuke Paris! 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Afghanistan has close to 1,000 General's all Islamic Terrorist. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Pakistan has close to 10,000 General's all Islamic Terrorist... all working 
24/7 on their Los Alamos Nuke Assembly line today 12-20-2016, censored from the NY Times of 
course! Pakistan Semi Driver running over people at the Christian Market all these 10K 
Pakistan Generals cheered on the Drone strike just like American Generals. 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; USA has close to 700 General's all war profiteering from $777 Trillion in 
BP Oil Revenues $$$. To suppress No Gas Stations On Earth and let Bill + Melinda Gates buy 
Last Wish Football and Disney Tickets for Children's Mass Murder, Genocide via Smog! 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Hospital patients may be less likely to die prematurely or be re admitted 
for serious complications when they're treated by female physicians, a U.S. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; MD Generals, MD 1984 II Dictators, MD Journalists at the NY Times - 
People may be less likely to die prematurely from fiery wrecks, Smog, gas station hold ups in 
Miami... kids left in hot cars, and MS women put to death by the Male White House MD. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; However, the number of NYC children with lead poisoning has declined in 
New York City since 2005, according to a 2015 report by the city’s Department of Health and 
Mental Hygiene. In 2014, 840 children younger than 6 were newly identified lead poisoning 
blood lead levels. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Ethics of Generals; Testing for lead in which the water was run for two 
hours the night before sampling... in the minds of these Generals killing of 840 children via lead 



is nothing! 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; Biden held a gun to the head of a CBS MD Childrens Doctor last night on 
the CBS Nightly News asking him how many parts per billion of lead is OK... the Doctor 
hesitated then told Biden none! Yesterday Biden finally realized he killed 840 kids by lead 
poisoning and his son Beau! 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; However, the number of NYC children with lead poisoning has declined in 
New York City since 2005... 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort - 700 USA General's all war 
profiteering from $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. To suppress No Gas Stations On Earth - 
and to keep secret the lead poisoned children! 2,705 children in 2005 in NYC had lead poisoning. 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; British Women sold as sex slaves in 1980 too... Saudi Arabia Says It Will 
Stop Using British-Made Cluster Bombs in Yemen. Britain said “a limited number” of the 
munitions that it sold to the Saudis in the 1980s had been used in Yemen. British Women sold as 
sex slaves in 1980 too... Japan Comfort women took less time to make the front page of the NY 
Times! 

12-20-2016 Tuesday; "White Christmas" is "Pink Christmas 2016" Paradise Lost in Key West 
is the Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Greg + Wives held as POW's by McCain, a war criminal. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Journal JAMA Internal Medicine, researchers noted that, though the 
differences in patient mortality rates between male and female doctors may be “modest,” the 
findings mean that approximately “32 000 fewer patients would die if male physicians could 
achieve the same outcomes as female physicians” each year. The authors wrote, “Understanding 
exactly why these differences in care quality and practice patterns exist may provide valuable 
insights into improving quality of care for all patients, irrespective of who provides their care.” 
Female doctors may provide higher quality of care than their male counterparts, as they are 
more likely to stick to clinical guidelines hand washing after using the bath room, etc. Pilots 
check off list before taking off... 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Dr. Lisa's version of SNL putting to death women given MS. Greg as a 
nurse washing her on her death bed, over and over she said "how could he give me such a 
terrible disease!!" Tim Cook could do this to women. Female doctors would not put to death on 
orders from the Male White House MD MS women given the terrible disease from bisexual men. 
Biden's Moon Shot for MS women was named Challenger and it blew up before the editors a the 
NY Times could put it in this article on Women MD's. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Lidocaine Numbs the Pain of Infant Shots - Women MD's would have 
invented this in 1980. A spin off of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 1981 vaccines in the 
drinking water invented. Lidocaine was a short lived invention, grin! 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; Every One of the 2 Trillion Galaxies Tells a Story: the Art of Diagnosis by 
Yale Doctor Lisa Sanders MD. 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; 
12-20-2016 Tuesday; 



12-20-2016 Tuesday; 

12-13-2016 Tuesday; “Whispering Close" Whistle Blower MD... JFK Medical School at the 
NYC airport! 

Pink Starbucks Cups... 

12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” could be a breakthrough never before seen in 
Disney Movies! 
12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” could be a breakthrough never before seen in 
Disney Movies! Today Hell + Heaven might have the same physics of Time as Time on Earth. In 
a "New Universe" (of 2 Trillion Galaxies). 
12-19-2016 Monday; How would you like to "Remember everything from 2016" in a Rx Recipe 
for Memory iSpellingLessons in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Rogue One Society! "Disneyland" 
Give your wife, daughter a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 for Christmas Day 2016. 
tips@nytimes.com 
12-19-2016 Monday; Steve Jobs Medical School. Apple's so-called “spaceship” campus is in the 
final stages of development, with the company's futuristic Cupertino headquarters set to open its 
doors to some 13,000 workers early next year 2017. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Yale Key West Medical School would have opened in 2016 but our 1984 II 
Top Quarks destroyed it before it was built. 13K Medical Students would be on Duval Key West 
Today - Tomorrow! 
12-19-2016 Monday; Disney movie "White Christmas in the New Universe (of 2 Trillion 
Galaxies)." A romance God's best invention, women will love as much as Soul-Mates for 4 
Trillion Years. Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence found this out repeatedly as they explored 
their characters' intergalactic relationship for the sci-fi Movie "Passengers" in theaters 
Wednesday. 

12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” could be a breakthrough never before seen in 
Disney Movies! Four-decades of “Star Wars” “Rogue One Inventor” was for the 1980 Ford 



ElectricWindmillEscort Era... Harrison Ford driving a 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort down 
Hollywood Blvd like Howard Hughes in "Hells Angles". Today Hell + Heaven might have the 
same physics of Time as Time on Earth. 72 Virgins in Heaven is a false story by Mecca, Allah! 
12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” A World of Surveillance Doesn’t Always Help to 
Catch a Thief is a article in the NY Times about the reporter leaving his billfold on the bar. 
Seems to be a false story or a story out of date by a decade of technology. Still the Times 
reporter forgot to take his Rx Memory pill as the Times a week ago said Chase and Bank of 
America refused to make everyone use a pin # even credit who sign it. I would invent a GPS for 
the Debit and Credit Card Chip - I invented a micro GE Electric Generator's the size of a iPod 
you can plug in all your GE appliances so i micro GPS Chip for Debit and Credit Cards will be a 
easy invention. Just in time for Christmas 2016. Yes if McCain signs off on the release of me as a 
POW in Key West. “Rogue One Inventor” A World of Surveillance Doesn’t Always Help to 
Catch a War Crimes Senator in a 1984 II Society too!! Introducing the "Inventor Tablet" by 
Barns + Nobel, only read about IP invention projects! And war crimes by Senator McCain in 
Key West. Grin! Chinese, Spending Freely, Become Ever-Larger Tourism Force in New York. 
Thank God the Chinese aren't spending freely at Trump Starbucks with iMacBook Pro at every 
cafe table and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects at Los Alamos. 
Hahahahahaha! This NY Times story reflect on the Florida lottery spending freely at Publix in 
Key West instead of driving to the Apple Store in Miami and buying a iMacBook Pro to invent 
something! This is a true story, sad but goes along with the Smog on Duval Key West and 
Childhood Cancer tickets to football games and Disneyland for kids with cancer. Got a 
confidential news tip? The New York Times offers several ways to get in touch with and provide 
materials to our journalists. tips@nytimes.com 

12-19-2016 Monday; Bill and Melinda Gates giving football tickets and Disneyland tickets to 
millions of "Make a Wish" children on their death bed from childhood cancers from Smog is a 
War Crime! 
Billionaire Bill and Melinda Gates under Israel house arrest. Reuters - 15 minutes ago 
Trillionaire BP Oil Men under Israel house arrest. Reuters - 15 minutes ago 
12-19-2016 Monday; Jewish Christmas Present for God! 
12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” Disney Movie and "Newest Disneyland" 
12-19-2016 Monday; “Rogue One Inventor” Disney Movie and "Newest Disneyland" 

12-19-2016 Monday; How would you like to "Remember everything from 2016" in a Rx Recipe 
for Memory iSpellingLessons in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Rogue One Society! "Disneyland" 
via "Star Wars?" Salk, Polio, salmonella, Louis Pasteur, Marie Curie and Alexander Fleming... 
Edison's thousands of experiments all recalled via iPostOffice @ Star Trek Today @ Star Wars 
Rogue One! NY Times editorial today is for "Sanctuary" not "Save her life... from Smog, 
Crime, Diseases, Cancers - Memory as God's best Invention, "Women!" Dr. Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer II putting all the Nukes at Los Alamos into storage can make America great again 
by giving US an A grade in the World Spelling Bee in 2017. Putin's Dope Drugs in the Olympics 
is like giving all the kids a ticket to Disneyland Moscow on their death bed from childhood 
cancers instead of spelling out a Rx Recipe Cure! Spell Hanukkah! Hormones and Proteins in 
your brain are the "Secret Rx Recipe" for you to Ace the Spelling Test. Steve Jobs pancreatic 
cancer, battling, jumping in front of the organ transplant line like Cheney. Trump will make 
America Great Again by making Organ Donation Mandatory along with iPhone 007 Dash 
Cams! Steve Jobs Medical School. Apple's so-called “spaceship” campus is in the final stages of 



development, with the company's futuristic Cupertino headquarters set to open its doors to 
some 13,000 workers early next year. 
12-19-2016 Monday; "Proud to Be a Smog City" By the Editors at the NY Times Today! 
12-19-2016 Monday; "Proud to Be a Sanctuary City" By the Editors at the NY Times Today! 
12-19-2016 Monday; "Proud to Be a Smog City" By the Editors at the NY Times Today! 
12-19-2016 Monday; "Proud to Be a Wounded Warrior Nation" All Shot by Biden for $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues from Baghdad $$$ Today! 
12-19-2016 Monday; "Proud Drive a 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort through Mecca" By the 
Editors at the NY Times Today! 

12-19-2016 Monday; "Electoral College" is "Inventor University" City of Key West Dumped 
Trump Key West Medical School, Yale Key West Medical School. Electoral College - Electric 
University. Push the vote to the Gravity Engine Society iPostOffice @ Star Wars Rogue One will 
turn Disneyland into a Gravity Engine Society. "Highways On Fire @ Fiery Crash" Electoral 
College push to dump BP Oil Men out of the Top Quark Orbit in our 1984 II Society! Ivanka's 
Trillion Jolt Votes of Inspiration, Charmed Quarks, Inspiration Quarks. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Biden killed Beau and now millions of other via Smog in China... smog 
blankets China's Tianjin - BEIJING Authorities in Tianjin closed most highways on Sunday 
after severe smog blanketed the city, one of more than more than 40 in China's northeast! 

12-19-2016 Monday; "White Christmas" - "Santa Smog" - 
12-19-2016 Monday; Sex Slave Gifts for Christmas 2016 by Orwellian Saudi Arabian Princes - 
Insurance Policies on Slaves: New York Life’s Complicated Past. By RACHEL L. SWARNS 
"NY Times Slave" In its 19th-century beginnings, New York Life Insurance sold 508 policies 
covering slaves. Their descendants are grappling with it. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Sex Slave Gifts in our 1984 II Society, By RACHEL L. SWARNS "NY 
Times Slave" 
12-19-2016 Monday; New York Life Insurance sold 508 policies covering slaves. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Biden + Bush know of more than 508 SWF's "Sex Slaves" sold to Prince 
Salman - King Salman and other Saudi Princes in 2016... Hacks, Leaks, Whistle Blowers, Nasty 
Women Protesting in DC on 1-20-2017. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Mecca Prince's will exchange USA SWF's for "Christmas Day" Sex Slaves 
in a 1984 II Society iPostOffice @ Star Trek and Star Wars Disneyland. 
12-19-2016 Monday; War Crimes! iUnitedNations @ Star Trek and Star Wars Disneyland 
today! 
12-19-2016 Monday; "In a Year of Crime News, Some Dark Deeds Yield Dead Ends" Crime 
Scene By MICHAEL WILSON NY Times. email... crimescene@nytimes.com Twitter: 
@mwilsonnyt 



12-19-2016 Monday; Mike @ the NY Times wrote of dead end leads about crime in New York 
City, a "War Crime" in our 1984 II Society as we all know Mary was sucker punched a 100 
times in a gas station hold up this last weekend, Mike Wilson at the NY Times censored these 
100 gas station attacks on NYC women, why, on orders from some Top Quark in our 1984 II 
Society! 
12-19-2016 Monday; Afghanistan has close to 1,000 General's Islamic terrorism for on its $$$ 
payroll — more than the United States, whose military is three times as large. Miami gas station 
hold ups are paying for all these Afghanistan Generals Vacations at DisneyWorld in Orlando 
too! 

12-19-2016 Monday; Zsa Zsa Gabor, the Hungarian Mrs. Universe dies at 99. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Obama + Biden Explains: Why tensions are spiking in Congo today, No 
Gas Stations On Earth. No 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines flying in and out of Congo 
Cities and Towns with trillions of cashews, grin. No 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts on the 
highways with 24/7 AC. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Out of Memory too... AirPods Hearing Aids for seniors will be invented by 
Greg + Wives in Key West, sorry Apple you missed or censored this invention project. 
12-19-2016 Monday; Out of Memory too... AirPods bring with them as big of a problem as 
they’re solving. With no onboard buttons, the AirPods require users to ask Siri to do everything 
from changing a track to adjusting the volume. Siri Out of Memory too... Cortana give me a out 
of memory in Win 10 every day writing this web page! I use Task Manager to end it but it come 
back in a few minutes. Bill and Melinda Gates know there are trillions of messages at Microsoft 
about running out of Memory using Cortana but they also know about millions of kids they buy 
football tickets and Disneyland tickets for on their Smog death bed death wish too. 
12-19-2016 Monday; 
12-19-2016 Monday; 

12-17-2016 Saturday; BDay Pope Francis 80. Speaking to the cardinals, Francis contemplated 
the aging process @ 80. 

12-18-2016 Sunday; “Rogue Inventor” could be a breakthrough never before seen in Disney 
Movies! Four-decades of “Star Wars” “Rogue Inventor” was for the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Era, iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. "Polar Bears’ Path to Decline 
Runs Through Alaskan Village." Disney Decline Runs from 1980 "Star Wars" vs "Rogue 



Inventor" of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era of “Rogue Inventor” Disney Movies! 
Disney Decline along with Bill and Melinda Gates giving football tickets and Disneyland tickets 
to millions of "Make a Wish" children on their death bed from childhood cancers is a War 
Crime! Disney movies with 2 Trillion Jolt of inspiration... by "Ivanka Trump"!! Four-decades of 
“Star Wars” Four Wives in Mecca for Muslins who don't Brainstorm Rx Recipes for Stage 4. 
Trump will Make American Women great Again! Legal Polygamous Marriage! 4 Trillion Jolt of 
inspiration... via American Women! “Rogue Inventor” - “Rogue One”. “Rogue Inventor” 
breakthroughs never before seen in On Earth Made in America at Los Alamos via Starbucks @ 
Trump Towers, 1 Click Amazon links on your iMacPro to IP invention projects at Los Alamos. 
Disney movie "Facebook" Disney Movie "InventBook"... vote! "White Christmas 2016" in Key 
West Stage 4 Rx Recipe - Childhood Cancers Rx Recipe delayed by Disney Elite @ 1984 HQ. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; "White Christmas 2016" in Key West Stage 4 Rx Recipe - Childhood 
Cancers Rx Recipe delayed by Disney Elite @ 1984 HQ. 
Disney movie "White Christmas in the New Universe (of 2 Trillion Galaxies)." A romance God's 
best invention, women will love as much as Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion Years. Chris Pratt and 
Jennifer Lawrence found this out repeatedly as they explored their characters' intergalactic 
relationship for the sci-fi Movie "Passengers" in theaters Wednesday. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Disney movie "White Christmas 2016" is about the race, brainstorming, for 
the Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 + Childhood Cancers by Christmas Day 2016 in Key West by Greg 
and Wife's! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Front Page picture in the NY Times Sunday - "As a Syrian Child 
Transforms" - "An American Child" is given a football game on his death bed from "Make a 
Wish" Foundation via Bill and Melinda Gates! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth" - vow to 
“send a clear message” Make America Great Again with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
Trillions of Jolts of "Inspiration," enough to move to iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. Los 
Alamos Using this Mighty Cyberarsenal Against Stage 4 via Trillions of hacked Rx Recipes that 
are trade secrets in a gasoline car society! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Obama Confronts Complexity of Using a Mighty Cyberarsenal Against 
Russia, not Stage 4. Trump will make America Great Again and save his wife and daughters 
life! Obama would let his wife and daughter die from Stage 4 like Biden did to Beau! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; children: St. Nick Santa will save you from the "Smog" fog of "Foggy 
Minds" in a 1984 II Society that lets Disney spary paint clouds of black exhaust from trillions of 
scooters on Duval Key West and sell you the idea this is Paradise in Disneyland today on your 
"Duval Walk" theme at Orlando. Rogue One is Vader CEO of BP Oil. His gift is "Make a 
Wish" on your death bed at 8 years old from childhood cancers 100's, go to a football game, this 
made headlines in the NY Times yesterday. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; A 3-year-old boy being taken on a shopping trip by his grandmother was 
killed in a road rage shooting when a driver opened fire on their car Saturday evening because 
he thought she "wasn't moving fast enough at a stop sign," police said. Police said iPhone 007 
Dash Cam's - iTraffic Tickets - iCop in your car, in all cars by Christmas Day 2015 was killed by 
Biden like he killed his own son! 

12-18-2016 Sunday; Front Page picture in the NY Times Sunday - "As a Syrian Child 
Transforms" - "An American Child" is given a football game on his death bed from "Make a 
Wish" Foundation via Bill and Melinda Gates! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Obama Confronts Complexity of "Childhood Cancers". "As a Syrian Child 
Transforms" into his new Trump Towers Condo in NYC few blocks from the NY Times. 



12-18-2016 Sunday; Canada welcomes Syrian refugees like no other country, like every other 
country Canada children on their death bed from childhood cancers from Smog are given a 
"Make a Wish" football game from Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Canada Novel about crunching 4 trillion Rx Recipes at Los Alamos to cure 
Childhood cancers has been censored by the Canada Elite. My aim is to unnerve Canada writers 
in Key West on Christmas Day 2016. Not writing a Novel about the Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 
and Childhood Cancers from Smog! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; NY Times Sunday article below the picture of the Syrian Child at Trump 
Towers Condo is Miami Beach Tries to Tame its Most Raucous Street (but the Fishbowl Drinks 
Can Stay) when Mary got sucker punched at a Miami gas station hold up last night! 

12-18-2016 Sunday; "2 Gunmen on motorcycles in Afghanistan Kill 5 women in a van on their 
way to work at the Airport as security screeners." 5 American women were killed by Biden 
yesterday at JFK Airport, same as Biden killed Beau. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Get Unlimited Data when you have ATT wireless and DirectTV - Get 
iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society when you have War Statistics from Afghanistan next to Cancer 
Statistics from NYC. After 22 GB of data ATT might slow speeds. ATT - GE - Bill + Melinda 
Gates did slow the speed of getting the Rx Recipe for Stage 4 and Childhood Cancers. All the 8 
year old children in Rome Today with childhood cancers wanted "Time" to go faster but were 
bullied on the School Bus by the Elite Top Quarks in a Gasoline Society! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; “Rogue One” could be a breakthrough opportunity for Ms. Jones, who is 
not usually seen swinging her fists or piloting interstellar vessels in tentpole action movies, and 
for the makers of the “Star Wars” series, who in recent films have featured women more 
prominently. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; “Rogue Inventor” could be a breakthrough as not seen in Disney Movies is 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II swinging aside Nukes on the Los Alamos Assembly line - 
into storage to work on Cyber Hacking of a Rx Recipe for Childhood Cancers and Stage 4 Biden 
killed so many for so long - 8 years, millions of Americans so he could have the glory of War in 
Baghdad. 

12-18-2016 Sunday; “Rogue Inventor” could be a breakthrough never before seen in Disney 
Movies! 
12-18-2016 Sunday; Droid K-2SO in “Rogue One,” Yes there is also a Droid in “Rogue 
Inventor”. 
12-18-2016 Sunday; 
12-18-2016 Sunday; 
12-18-2016 Sunday; 

12-17-2016 Saturday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth + God" 
The Latest: Aleppo Protests Spread Across German Berlin Capital December 17, 2016 21 
minutes ago! Protest; No Gas Stations On Earth!! iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society No Gas 
Stations! 



12-17-2016 Saturday; Hologram TV invention iPostOffice @ Star Trek. 100" LG Ultra Monitor 
will be reinvented by Greg and Wife's in Key West as a Hologram TV. One invention made 1 
million GE wind turbines obsolete. One invention will make 100" LG Ultra TV's obsolete!! 
Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt of inspiration... by 
Ivanka Trump!! Tim Cook will not be bidding for Starbucks Coffee or Inspiration from Ivanka 
Trump... first to diagnose syphilis in Tim Cooks' brain wins! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth + God" 

12-17-2016 Saturday; Speaking to the cardinals, Francis contemplated the aging process @ 80. 
In the NY Times article there was no Orwellian comments about Time's Element in the aging 
process of humans in the Quark. 8 years Obama has been looking for; That Thing With 
Feathers Trapped in Amber? It Was a Dinosaur Tail. 80 Years old and Pope Francis looks up 
God's Orwellian Comments about Quarks and the aging process in Humans! Birthday of the 
Quark. Billion years after the Big Bank, Quarks and all the insides anatomy of Quarks were 
assembled 10 billion years ago... give or take! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Pope Francis will look up the statistics on 8 year old children in Rome, 
their DNA mutations - how many are in a Catholic Childrens Hospital in Rome from the 
exhaust of gas engine cars when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... Francis contemplated 
the gravity engine Ford... on his 80 th BDay after reading this web, grin! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Time of "Atrocity" in Rome 2016. Statics on Children's Birth Defects and 
Cancers on their 8 th BDay... not 80. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Time of "Atrocity" in Key West Paradise in "Smog" and there are no 
public statistics on childhood cancers and birth defects from the famous "Duval Walk" through 
"Smog". 
12-17-2016 Saturday; That thing in Quarks is Gravity... Ford Gravity Engine Cars for 
Christmas 2016. If Greg and Wife's in Key West aren't POW's on Christmas Day 2016 we will 
get this invention in a Hemingway House Novel written on Christmas Day with thrilling 
invention brainstorming and finished by midnight. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth + God" 
The Latest: Aleppo Protests Spread Across German Berlin Capital December 17, 2016 21 
minutes ago! Protest; No Gas Stations On Earth!! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Francis contemplated Yale Medical School... Heart Transplant has not 
been contemplated by Pope Francis or Trump. Cheney has contemplated a second Heart 
Transplant, hahahahaha! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; By ELIZABETH OLSON Women Make Up Majority of U.S. Law 
Students for First Time - If the No Gas Stations Coup Op is won by the French Yale and 
Harvard Law School will give their campus buildings to Yale and Harvard Medical Schools. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; 500 Cardiac Arrest... hacked and made public. Hillary made the Cardiac 
Arrest classified thanks to Bill's Burger Bing. With 500 marriage proposals a year at 
Cinderella's Royal Table, the guests wanted champagne and sparkling wine on hand. At 80 he 
died from the Weddings champagne and sparkling wine on hand... at 40 thousands of Disney 
Wedding Brides and Grooms died from ordering the "Best" Wine! Clinton Says ‘Personal Beef’ 
by Putin Led to Hacking Attacks - Moscow is the Heart Attack Burger HQ and the most frozen 
to death drunks... Clinton Says ‘Personal Beef’ by Putin Led to Hacking Attacks - Hacking 
Attacks or the Heart Attack... hahahahahahaha 1984 II MD at the White House is putting to 
death women with MS on orders from our 1984 II Top Quarks. Clinton Says ‘Personal Beef’ by 
Putin!! Personal Menu choices at the Trump Grill, what would Dr. Lisa at Yale and the NY 
Times diagnosis make for Hillary's beef? First to get the correct diagnosis wins! 



12-17-2016 Saturday; When Jyn sees her father hologram, he basically says what is the flaw on 
the Death Star. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Hologram TV invention iPostOffice @ Star Trek 100" LG Ultra Monitor 
will be reinvented by Greg and Wife's in Key West as a Hologram TV. One invention made 1 
million GE wind turbines obsolete II this invention will be for LG 100" LG Ultra, so stop by 
Trump Starbucks in NYC and l click Amazon link to Los Alamos will be realized why you need 
Los Alamos to invent the 100" Ultra Hologram TV. IP invention projects for R2 and 3PO... 3PO 
and R2-D2. Cynical Robots, reflection of 1984. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Vader's character in a Hemingway House Writing Class invention thriller 
novel... Rogue One title will be "Invention One". Oppenheimer II shutting down the Nuke 
assembly line for Stage 4 Rx Recipes... 4 trillion. For almost 40 years we thought the Death 
Star's destruction was just the result of a terrible, yet jarring design flaw. Now we learned that it 
was actually the sacrifice of a brave man trying fix the things he's done in his past. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; I enjoyed the movie, but there's a certain magic to the OT films that felt 
absent from Rogue One... like the Gas Station Owners knowing Princess Leia, Debutante Mary 
will be sucker punched in a gas station hold up... in Miami. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Star Wars “Rogue One” Vader showing his power attacking the Rogue 
One Crew with the Death Star plans escaped way to soon for a Star Wars movie by Disney! 
Vader Lightsaber... double click and it can reach a 747 flying overhead but in Star Wars, grin! 

12-17-2016 Saturday; Rogue One Plot... Jyn Erso goes into hiding as a child when her father, 
research scientist Galen Erso, is forcibly recruited by Imperial Director Orson Krennic to 
complete the design of the Death Star, a space station designed to destroy entire planets. Fifteen 
years later, Bodhi Rook, a defecting Imperial pilot, smuggles a holographic message from Galen 
to the Rebel Alliance, while an adult Jyn is freed from Imperial captivity by the Rebellion, who 
plan to use her to track down her father, and then kill him to prevent the weapon being built. 
Jyn, along with Rebel Officer Cassian Andor and his reprogrammed imperial droid K-2SO, 
arrive on the planet Jedha where there is an armed uprising against the Empire. She reunites 
with her old revolutionary mentor Saw Gerrera, who has captured Rook. He shows her the 
hologram, in which her father expresses his love for her, and disclosed his coerced help in the 
project. The hologram also reveals that her father covertly compromised the Death Star's 
design, by including a subtle vulnerability in its reactor that can be used to destroy it (the 
infamous thermal exhaust port!). He tells her that the structural plans are at an Imperial high-
security data bank on the planet Scarif. Meanwhile, Imperial Governor Grand Moff Tarkin 
meets with Krennic on the Death Star and expresses skepticism about the project and its 
management. As a demonstration Krennic uses the weapon to destroy Jedha's capital and crush 
the insurgency led by Gerrera, forcing Jyn and her group to flee with Rook, while Gerrera elects 
to remain and die with the city. Tarkin congratulates Krennic, then uses security breaches 
under Krennic's command as a pretext to take over control of the project. Jyn tracks her father 
to an Imperial research facility, but he is fatally injured in a simultaneous Rebel bombing raid, 
and dies in her arms. Just before dying, he had admitted to Krennic that he was responsible for 
the leak of information, but had not stated the nature of the leaked message. Jyn proposes a plan 
to steal the Death Star schematics from Scarif, but with her father and Gerrera dead and the 
hologram destroyed, the Rebel leadership have no way of verifying her story and cannot agree 
on a plan. Frustrated at their inaction, Jyn, Cassian, K-2SO and a number of rebels take a ship 
to raid the data bank themselves. As the three search the data bank for the design plans, the rest 
of their team set off explosives and commence firing in the nearby landing area in order to 
distract the resident stormtroopers. They are joined off-planet by the Rebel space fleet which 



has belatedly decided to help by attacking the space station that controls access to the planet, 
and also by Krennic who aims to review all of Galen's communications to discover what 
information had been sent by Galen. Jyn obtains the schematics from the data vaults while 
K-2SO is destroyed fending off stormtroopers. Rook, Îmwe, Malbus and several Rebels are 
killed while alerting the Rebel fleet to Jyn's plans. Jyn is confronted by Krennic who declares 
the Empire's inevitable victory, only to be shot by Andor. Tarkin decides to use the Death Star 
to destroy the compromised base, but before its destruction, Jyn uses the base communication 
system to send the Death Star schematics to the Rebel command ship; Jyn and Andor die as the 
base is annihilated. An Imperial force led by Darth Vader intercepts and boards the command 
ship, but a blockade runner escapes with the schematic plans which are now in the possession of 
Princess Leia. 

12-17-2016 Saturday; Vader's character in a Hemingway House Writing Class invention thriller 
novel... Rogue One title will be "Invention One". 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Alcohol Plot at Disney HQ... No Yale Disney Medical School Theme's! 
Founder Walt Disney banned alcohol from the Magic Kingdom to maintain the family 
atmosphere, and Disney nostalgists have resisted the change even though Disney World offers 
alcohol, including liquor, at its other three theme parks in Orlando. Epcot celebrates an annual 
Food and Wine Festival every fall that turns into a boozy world tour, and Hollywood Studios 
and Animal Kingdom have lively bars. But the Magic Kingdom has always been sacred ground. 
"I find it sad that Disney are willing to give up its key values in flavor of additional revenue 
made by serving alcohol," Cancer of BP Oil's $777 Trillion is a plague on Earth! 
12-17-2016 Saturday; "Millennials are demanding craft beer everywhere they go," and alcohol 
offers a high margin of profit, Speigel said... what they don't know about the side effects Disney 
is not going to put out a Side Effects Warning on the bottle of Wine! Who the hell can read the 
small print on a package of cigarettes anyway Speigel said. "Time changes things, and this is one 
of those evolutionary issues about Wine... iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society Medical School savvy 
as savvy as the Disney crowd are about Wine is lost to our 1984 II Dictators. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; 73,000 who died from alcohol memorial service in Key West... 
12-17-2016 Saturday; Memorial service honors 73 deceased homeless who died in Key West in 
2016. 
12-17-2016 Saturday; 74 Stage 4 women died in Key West in 2016 BY Scott Unger Key West 
Citizen 
12-17-2016 Saturday; NASA Challenger II in China! In Shadow of Amazon, European 
Challenger Looks to China for Inspiration - 1 Click Amazon links for IP invention projects 
crunched at Los Alamos. China built a Dam that was a Challenger. China was not inspired by 
the Challenger II Super Shuttle Train of 100 Cars all with one type or another of the Hubble 
Space Telescope that has been out of date for decades. China was not inspired to fly a 747 into 
Orbit like Challenger and land in Paris 30 minutes later at Mach 10. China inspired by Dr. Lisa 
medical test and who makes the correct diagnosis first. Facebook is the only thing that inspired 
China. InventBook is a better Nobel Novel. 

12-16-2016 Friday; Star Wars “Rogue One” $400 Billion; lobotomizing Gas Ending A Spoiler! 
12-16-2016 Friday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup CIA 
Op on Christmas Day for a "White Christmas!" 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort's version of 



“Jingle Bells” miracle of the Gravity Engine Ford in the Real World Once Mecca $$$ is 
bankrupt. 
12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspiration... 
12-16-2016 Friday; "White Christmas" in Key West - "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup CIA 
Op on Christmas Day for a "White Christmas!" Realistic for Turkey + All Aleppo Evacuees, 
Muslims World Wide - Turkish Officials Say waking up to a Coup not in Turkey but On Earth - 
No Gas Station On Earth Coup by the CIA on Christmas Day will make America Great Again 
and give us a "White Christmas!" Eva S. Moskowitz, the founder and chief executive of Success 
Academy charter schools now leads the CIA's No Gas Stations On Earth Genius Tutors on 
iMacBook Pro's @ iPostOffice Star Trek Society Inventions! Faster than the speed of light 
satellite communications has been locked in Amber with Crude Oil's Smog in DNA. No longer 
Top Secrets as to what is in the Top Quark, the Inventor Quark has hacked the physics of Time 
+ Gravity and is working with the Success Genius Tutors to build the Gravity Engine Ford and 
a long Prison sentence for Christy, the thug who killed Dr. Nancy Snydermand Oppenheimer. 
Trump Tower Grill in Vanity Fair The one thing required to save the meal—booze—turned into 
its greatest disappointment. Trump himself does not drink alcohol, and you though the USA 
would be non-smoking prohibition... think again you drunks! Smoke and drink Fiji water, ha! 
James Bond Bar, Bond Women MD's a culinary marvel light years beyond today. iPostOffice @ 
Star Trek or Today Star Wars Rogue One V8. Editors at Vanity Fair must not eat Veggie 
Burgers or they are not on the menu at Trump Grill. Trump Grill. iTrumpGrill @ Star Trek 
Society Menu. Trumps thoughs on Cardiac Arrest is torture is like Stage 4... Heart Attack Grill 
in NYC was not mentioned by the Editor of Vanity Fair, grin. 
12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspiration... Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! Women on Fire, Salem Witch 
Trials, Pope Francis would say Tim Cook is living in his era of burning women at the stake and 
it will pass into history when Trump makes Polygamous Marriage Legal. Or when the Pope 
takes 4 wife's to keep up with the Muslims, ha! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspiration... Tim Cook will not be outbidding Ozan M. Ozkural, a London-based investment 
manager, $60,000 bid for the 2 Trillion Volts of Ivanka Trump inspiration! Hit of dopamine — 
the neurotransmitter once a Goddess always a Goddess to "Men" like Trump not Tim Cook's. 
Billions of men wake up every day ready for Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka the Goddess of 
Inspiration... InventBook not FaceBook Times! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Now they may not get a chance to “Enjoy Coffee with Ivanka Trump in 
NYC or DC,” by winning the auction on LOT #:1182106, hosted by a New York company called 
Charitybuzz. The money was to go to a foundation led by Ms. Trump’s brother Eric to benefit 
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 

12-16-2016 Friday; most valuable companies on Earth: Not the Universe - Jewish Aliens own the 
most valuable companies on Earth and in the Universe. $$$. 
12-16-2016 Friday; "Apple's 2016 report card: Grading all the new hardware Apple released 
this year" Business Insider - As 2016 comes to a close, we're looking back at the year in tech - 
and it's impossible to look at the industry as a whole without assessing its star player, one of the 
most valuable companies on earth: Apple. 
12-16-2016 Friday; Star Player InventBook trying to marry the Nearest Stars in a Universe of 2 
Trillion Galaxies 
12-16-2016 Friday; About Face or March into Hell to serve 4 trillion years, Time's Element is 



also in the Quark. 8 years Obama has been looking for; That Thing With Feathers Trapped in 
Amber? It Was a Dinosaur Tail. Obama's March into Hell to serve 4 trillion years, Time + 
Space In a Flat Universe just a few years after the Pope said the Earth was not Flat any longer. 
But is still the center of the Universe, grin! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Reality, that thing inside the Quark is Time + Gravity 
12-16-2016 Friday; Reality that the Photon can live for 13.4 billion years and travel just as far at 
the speed of light... 
12-16-2016 Friday; Your Soul could be in jeopardy... marching into War Crimes with Obama - 
Biden ridding Dinosaur's and swearing at God from their top bunk to show himself! 

12-16-2016 Friday; White Christmas in Canada with snow slows down the FedEx truck with the 
Gift of a Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for Stage 4. Pope Francis at the Vatican sending his Cardinals 
and Bishops to move the FedEx truck carrying the Miracle Rx Recipe for Stage 4 was not 
allowed to cross the border by Obama + Biden who flooded it with oil pipelines. 
12-16-2016 Friday; General Motors at the Pentagon will soon find out if the miracle Rx Recipe 
for Stage 4 will make America Great Again and put the Dinosaur Tail with feathers in Obama's 
Prison Cell at Leavenworth, ha! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Driving Down Memory Lane in the Original Minivan - Dodge Caravan 
12-16-2016 Friday; Miracle Invention of Memory... Trump will make America Great Again by 
Making "Memory" IP invention projects at the Trump Towers Starbucks and putting the 
Dinosaur Tail with feathers in Obama's Prison Cell at Leavenworth, ha! 

12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspirations... Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspirations... Tim Cook will not be outbidding Ozan M. Ozkural, a London-based investment 
manager, $60,000 bid for the 2 Trillion Volts of Ivanka Trump inspiration! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Now they may not get a chance to “Enjoy Coffee with Ivanka Trump in 
NYC or DC,” by winning the auction on LOT #:1182106, hosted by a New York company called 
Charitybuzz. The money was to go to a foundation led by Ms. Trump’s brother Eric to benefit 
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital of Tennessee. But Eric Trump told The New York Times 
on Thursday that he was considering shutting down the bidding — 10 days after it started — 
about an hour after The Times raised questions about the auction. 
12-16-2016 Friday; "Available to the Highest Bidder: Coffee With Ivanka Trump" By ERIC 
LIPTON and MAGGIE HABERMANDEC. 15, 2016 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Ozan M. Ozkural, a London-based investment manager, found a creative 
way to gain one-on-one access to the new first family: He bid nearly $60,000 to have a cup of 



coffee with Ivanka Trump for a charity event she was hosting. Mr. Ozkural wanted to meet with 
Ms. Trump — who is considering playing an informal role in her father’s administration — to 
gain insight into topics like President-elect Donald J. Trump’s possible future dealings with 
Turkey and other nations where Mr. Ozkural invests, he said. 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Tim Cook will not be bidding, grin ha ha!! 
12-16-2016 Friday; Trump Towers Starbucks Coffee with Ivanka Trump - with a 2 Trillion Jolt 
of inspirations... Tim Cook will not be outbidding Ozan M. Ozkural, a London-based investment 
manager, $60,000 bid for the 2 Trillion Volts of Ivanka Trump inspiration! 

12-16-2016 Friday; 
12-16-2016 Friday; 
12-16-2016 Friday; 
Key West Women Mourners will NOT Pack the City Cemetery Today for funerals for more 
than 73 Key West Women died from Stage 4 in 2016. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Star Wars “Rogue One” $400 Billion; lobotomizing Gas invention in Star 
Wars "Gasses" in this BEST scene... at Disney and Pixar. "Death Star" from "Star Wars" Navy 
lobotomizing Gas is how the movie ends, sorry! “Rogue One” is the $400 Billion; lobotomizing 
Gas invention ending! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion Apple-Starbucks at Trump Towers a higher-end coffee shop 
via 1 Click Amazon invention projects link to Los Alamos! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for a "White Christmas" in Key West at the 
Hemingway House Writing Class with "Wife's" writing on the same page, invention thriller and 
finished by Midnight! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; "White Christmas" in Key West - Don't Call it Smog in Key West - Don’t 
Call It ‘Smog’ for Beijing Tourists in Key West! Don’t Call It ‘Smog’ in Beijing, Call It a 
‘Meteorological Disaster’ By DIDI KIRSTEN TATLOW New York Times. Key West City 
officials are poised to legally classify air pollution as a weather calamity, like a sandstorm, 
worrying those who see it as a way to dodge responsibility. Coal Miners in China call on Key 
West Jimmy Weekley Mastermind of Sanctuary City to Hack Leak be the Whistle Blower for 
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Coal Train! Coal @ iPostOffice China will kill 4 million 
in 2016. 

12-15-2016 Thursday; Putin Is Waging Information Warfare - Greg and Wife's in Key West are 
Waging a Invention War against GE - GE can only fight back by suppressing the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! Suppressing the GE electric generator iPod and iPhone size fueled by 
H @ -254 C and you can plug in all your GE appliances!! A invention worth more than $400 
Billion... for sure! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Op-Ed Contributor "Putin Is Waging Information (Money) $$$ Warfare. 
Here’s How to Fight Back." By MARK GALEOTTI Vladimir Putin Is trying to keep secret his 
$777 Trillion Swiss Bank Account $$$. 



12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion The most expensive Pasteurization Formula ever invented is 
money better spent than on the Navy F35C. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion The most expensive Peanut Allergy Formula... money better 
spent than on the Navy F35C. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion - It Is Possible to Make a Less Allergenic Peanut? By 
ROXANNE KHAMSI Why scientists and startups are tinkering with our most popular legume. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion - iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society would be worth the money! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Peanut Farmer Jimmy Carter spent $10 Trillion on a Nuke Sub not The 
most expensive Peanut Allergy Formula... ever! 

12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion Hotline for invention projects would be money better spent! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion Hotline - "A Hotline for Americans and Russians to Avoid 
Catastrophe in Syrian Skies" By ERIC SCHMITT American and Russian officers talk three 
times a week to “deconflict,” military jargon for an effort to call ahead to avoid disaster in the 
skies over Syria. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion Hotline for invention projects would be money better spent! 
InventBook not Facebook $$$ 
12-15-2016 Thursday; For China's State Media, Trump Victory Can't Cure 'American Disease' 
New York Times - For China's State Media, there is no "Moon Shot" for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure. For Obama and Biden there is no "Moon Shot" for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure. For NY 
Times Media this Cure; 'American Disease' Stage 4 hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes not 1 billion 
on Yahoo is a War Crime and hate crime against American Women who would have had a Rx 
Recipe Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016 if the NY Times Media launched a front page 
"Apello" Media Bomb for hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes! 

12-15-2016 Thursday; Trump meeting, which lasted an hour, included Amazon (AMZN) CEO 
and Washington Post owner Jeff Bezos, Apple (AAPL) CEO Tim Cook, Tesla (TESLA) CEO 
Elon Musk, Microsoft (MSFT) CEO Satya Nadella, Intel (INTC) CEO Brian Krzanich, 
Facebook (FB) COO Sheryl Sandberg, Oracle (ORCL) co-CEO Safra Catz, Cisco (CSCO) CEO 
Chuck Robbins, Palantir CEO Alex Karp, as well as Larry Page and Eric Schmidt, CEO and 
chairman of Google (GOOG) parent Alphabet, respectively. Also, in attendance: Vice President-
elect Mike Pence, billionaire tech investor and transition team member Peter Thiel, chief advisor 
Steve Bannon, chief-of-staff Reince Priebus and three of Trump’s children: Ivanka, Eric, and 
Donald, Jr. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Trump $400 Billion The most expensive Pasteurization Formula ever 
invented is money better spent than on the Navy F35C. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Trump $400 Billion The most expensive Peanut Allergy Formula... money 
better spent than on the Navy F35C. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Trump even more importantly we want you to keep going with the 
incredible innovation $400 Billion a invention $$$ 



12-15-2016 Thursday; 1 $400 Billion dollar invention for other drug delivery systems + capsule 
products can make Lonza out of date - Lonza Group AG announced its biggest ever acquisition 
on Thursday with a deal to buy Capsugel, a U.S. maker of capsule products and other drug 
delivery systems, for $5.5 billion in cash to broaden its product range as a pharmaceuticals 
industry supplier. Capsugel manufactures empty two-piece hard capsules as well as finished 
dosage forms for oral or inhalable drugs to make sure that active ingredients are absorbed by 
the body in the right place. $400 Billion money better spent than on the Navy F35C. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 Billion invention for command line interfaces (CLI) - one- or two-
word commands for operating its network switches - Cisco is fighting to preserve its position as 
a dominant market player, and to brush off a rival founded by former top Cisco executives. 
Arista's annual revenue has jumped 43 percent since 2014, the year it went public, to $837 
million at the end of 2015. During a two-week trial in a San Jose courtroom, Cisco argued that 
Arista "slavishly copied" its command line interfaces (CLI) - one- or two-word commands for 
operating its network switches - and that Arista's switches and routers infringe one of its patents 
for user interface technology. Arista denied infringing Cisco's intellectual property. The jury 
found that Arista infringed some of Cisco's copyrights. However, jurors also said Arista proved 
that external factors, other than Cisco's creativity, dictated the design of Cisco's content. That 
legal defense, known as "scenes a faire," meant Arista owed no damages to Cisco. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; "scenes a faire," Dr. Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II at Los 
Alamos 

12-15-2016 Thursday; "scenes a faire," For example, a spy novel is expected to contain elements 
such as numbered Swiss bank accounts, a femme fatale, and various spy gadgets hidden in 
wristwatches, belts, shoes, and other personal effects. The United States Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit interpreted the scènes à faire doctrine expansively to hold that a motion picture 
about the South Bronx would need to feature drunks, prostitutes, vermin, and derelict cars to be 
perceived as realistic, and therefore a later film that duplicated these features of an earlier film 
did not infringe.[2] These elements are not protected by copyright, though specific sequences 
and compositions of them can be. As another example, in computer programming, it is often 
customary to list variables at the beginning of the source code of a program. In some 
programming languages, it is required to also declare the type of variable at the same time. 
Depending on the function of a program, certain types of variables are to be expected. If a 
program deals with files, variable types that deal with files are often listed and declared. As a 
result, variable declarations are generally not considered protected elements of a program. The 
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit made this part of the analysis for 
infringement of non-literal elements of computer code in Computer Associates International, 
Inc. v. Altai, Inc. 982 F.2d 693. In that case, the court added it into its Abstraction-Filtration-
Comparison test. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; "scenes a faire," Dr. Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II at Los 
Alamos - $400 Trillion dollar Stage 4 Nuke!! Money better spent than on the Navy F35C. 

12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for a longer battery life - Mac Rumors - What it 
may have also failed to mention is that macOS 10.12.2 appears to have led to battery life 
improvements for some users. A growing number of MacRumors forum members using the new 
MacBook Pro claim to be experiencing longer battery life 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for a longer battery - that is not a batter but a 



micro GE Electric Generator size of a iPod and iPhone 007 Plus fueled by H @ -254. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for New Food packaging @ -254 C. Frozen! 

12-15-2016 Thursday; Cardiac Arrest!! Trump; Donald Trump set to be deposed in José Andrés 
Chef... Yale Key West Medical School professors will be deposed under Oath for Cardiac Arrest 
Charges against the Chef. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; The Trump-Andrés legal battle began when the chef backed out of a deal 
to open a restaurant in Trump’s luxury hotel complex located in the Old Post Office on 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Andrés cited Trump’s derogatory comments on the campaign trail about 
illegal immigrants, saying they made it impossible for him to run a successful eatery. Trump 
promptly sued. Trump was deposed in June in a similar lawsuit against restaurateur Geoffrey 
Zakarian, who was also slated to run a in Trump’s Washington hotel and — like Andrés — 
scrapped the plan after Trump’s incendiary rhetoric created controversy. Zakarian’s case is 
apace, too: His attorneys on Monday set a hearing date of Jan. 3 in D.C. Superior Court. 

12-15-2016 Thursday; Cardiac Arrest!! Trump; Donald Trump set to be deposed in José Andrés 
Chef... Yale Key West Medical School professors will be deposed under Oath for Cardiac Arrest 
Charges against the Chef. Yale Law School Professors have a massive Cardiac Arrest before the 
trail... ha ha. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Star Wars Rogue One $ Trillion dollars for Disney not its Key West 
Workers... ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - A group of information technology workers laid off by Walt 
Disney World say they're the victims of national origin discrimination because they were fired 
and replaced by contractors from India. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; "scenes a faire," Disney workers in India movie. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for Spin Off Disney Movies rated MD. "scenes a 
faire," Disney at Los Alamos at the super computer not Death Star Destroyer in Orbit. "scenes a 
faire," Oppenheimer II in Rogue One Spin Off Disney Movie. "scenes a faire," 

12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for - The New Yorker was perhaps the most harsh. 
Calling the film “Lobotomize - $400 billion invention for Los Alamos lobotomizing Gas 
invention! Star Wars and War on Earth Gasses in this scene... at Disney and Pixar. 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Rogue One - “a rousing and wholly entertaining take that proves you 
don’t have to go along with the Cardiac Arrest recipe's in order to serve up a satisfying meal for 
fans and non-fans alike.” 
12-15-2016 Thursday; Cardiac Arrest scene in Rogue One was cut by Disney exec who's wife 
just had Cardiac Arrest the day before. Vader is the Dark Chef with Syphilis, grin! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; 400,000 Port Authority Officers Could Be Disciplined in Neglect of Duty 
officers were found to have spent more than six hours of their shifts in a break room, the 
agency’s Police Department said in a news release. By ELI ROSENBERG 400,000 Port 
Authority Officers Could Be Disciplined in Neglect of Duty - 4 million FBI + Homeland Security 
at the Social Security Office have been doing this for decades! 1984 II @ iPostOffice @ Star 



Trek Society. Neglect Homicide in the deaths of 19K SWF a year! Hate crime by Tim Cook! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; $400 billion invention for Homeland Security @ Social Security Office! 
12-15-2016 Thursday; 
12-15-2016 Thursday; 
12-15-2016 Thursday; 
12-15-2016 Thursday; 
12-13-2016 Tuesday; Starbucks will go down in history books as the brand that made it OK to 
charge more than $2 for a cup of coffee. But its reputation as a higher-end coffee shop has faded 
and the company is now focusing its efforts on winning it back. 
12-13-2016 Tuesday; Pink Starbucks Cups... Key West Women Mourners will NOT Pack the 
City Cemetery Today for funerals for more than 73 Key West Women died from Stage 4 in 
2016. 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; Star Wars “Rogue One” $400 Billion; USS Jimmy Carter "Death Star" 
from "Star Wars" is a moon-sized Navy Destroyer in Space! 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; Star Wars “Rogue One” has such ambitions, Disney Death Star Navy 
Destroyers, spoiler; no Yale Hospital Ships in “Rogue One”. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. 
No Yale Key West Hospital Ship Docked Today! Greg + Wives are POW's of McCain, ha ha! 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; 8 Years Trump will Make America Scientist's great again by "That 
Thing In Quarks, It is Gravity!" We're seeing light that was light 13.2 billion years ago. Quarks 
are considered to be the tiniest elementary particles that form the building blocks for protons 
and neutrons, which in turn form atoms. While protons and neutrons are thought to be made of 
three quarks each, a short-lived particle called a pion is made up of just two quarks and 
eventually decays into photons, electrons and neutrinos. There are six types of leptons. 8 years 
Obama has been looking for; That Thing With Feathers Trapped in Amber? It Was a Dinosaur 
Tail. 1980 - 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts have been Trapped in Cancer of Greed of $777 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues and MIT War Toys cravings for a drink! Biden killed his own son 
for the Power and the Glory of War. Yale Key West Medical School Students would find Brain 
Cancer in Biden and Beau! 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; Trump's Choice for Invention Secretary... Greg + Wife's in Key West, 
grin, ha ha! 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; H @ -254 C package can prevent spotting in avocados for 100 years + 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; Birdseye Frozen foods no longer in the Publix Frozen Foods Selection 
but on every aisle in their own -254 C package! 1 invention can make obsolete 1 million GE wind 
turbines. iPostOffice @ Star Trek Mail will make obsolete 1 million GE MRI machines. Now 
what would a reinvented GE MRI machine look like? Stop by Trump Starbucks @ Trump 
Towers NYC and see, grin. 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; Starbucks its reputation as a higher-end coffee shop has faded and the 
company is now focusing its efforts on winning it back @ iStarbucks Pink Cups iPostOffice @ 
Star Trek Society, Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 Cure @ Star Trek Society starts with iPostOffice @ 
Star Trek Society and Trump Tower Starbucks as your first stop flying into NYC. 

12-14-2016 Wednesday; Jars of Peter Pan peanut butter were returned in 2007 over concerns of 
salmonella. Louis Pasteur @ Los Alamos, Marie Curie @ Los Alamos and Alexander Fleming... 
ran into the "Dead End" Trike at City Hall Key West - Yale Key West Medical School was 



bombed by Navy F35C fighter jets, the most expensive plane ever made by Boeing $$$. The most 
expensive Pasteurization Formula ever invented $400 Billion $$$ is money better spent than on 
the Navy F35C. 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; 8 Years in Afghanistan - That Thing In Quarks + Those Jewish Alien 
Videos in the Microwave background noise will now convict the Editors at the NY Times of War 
Crimes! War Crime Investigations into the NY Times will reveal iPostOffice @ Star Trek 
Society stifled and censored by the NY Times for gas engine society status quo! Reinvent the NY 
Times with iPostOffice @ Star Trek Society. iNYTimes @ Star Trek Society Front Page Top 
Quark dissected... 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; USS Jimmy Carter "Death Star" from "Star Wars" is a moon-sized 
Navy Destroyer in Space! 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Death Star" from "Star Wars" is a moon-sized Navy Destroyer in 
Space, it can destroy worlds, and one of the most infamous weapons in science fiction movie 
history. “Star Wars” proved itself capable of exploring these kinds of questions with clarity, 
vigor and even a measure of Exodus by the Pentagon Generals into the Universe! But Star Wars 
“Rogue One” has no such ambitions, no will to persuade the audience of anything can be 
invented to view Jewish Aliens video out of the Microwave background noise and dissect the 
Top Quark's Anatomy! Generals whose allegiances are a little ambiguous in a Universe with 2 
Trillion Galaxies and $777 Trillion dollars in BP Oil Revenues $$$. War Chest for MIT Drone's 
and Combat walker Tanks are part of the landscape in “Rogue One,” Three Story Heavy Life 
Helicopter Combines were censored by Disney. Mediocre movie by Disney and Mediocre Top 
Quarks at the NY Times! 

12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Afghanistan Vice President Accused of Torturing Political Rival" By 
MUJIB MASHAL and FAHIM ABED 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "American Vice President Biden Accused of Torturing Political Rival 
Stage 4 Nasty Women... 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "American Vice President Biden Accused of Torturing Political Rival 
Stage 4 Nasty Women because they want a War On Stage 4 Cancer Win not Afghanistan!" By 
MUJIB MASHAL and FAHIM ABED 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "American Vice President Biden Accused of Torturing Political Rival 
Stage 4 Nasty Women... 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Kunduz Journal: Tending to the Living and the Dead in a Battle-Torn 
Afghan City" By MUJIB MASHAL 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Kunduz Journal: Tending to the Living and the Dead in a Disease-
Worn Key West - A Sanctuary City" without a Yale Key West Medical School built on a Eiffel 
Tower Structure! By MUJIB MASHAL 

12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Court Debates Which Cosby Accusers May Testify" By JON 
HURDLE YouTube and Cosby Video's deleted like Hillary's emails... nothing is ever deleted in 
our Orwell @ Society. 
12-14-2016 Wednesday; "Reversing Course, E.P.A. Says Fracking Can Contaminate Drinking 
Water" By CORAL DAVENPORT 1984 II Dictators knew this before they let Fracking Start. 
Another War Crime for $777 Trillion in oil revenues 



2-14-2017 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 



Valentines Day; 4 pm President Trump; buy American and hire American!! “This American 
carnage stops right here and stops right now,” 2017 Trump Ford ElectricWindmillExodus. 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is the Deal maker 
that will Make Trump the #1 President of all the USA Presidents!! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; Trump Orders All Gas Stations Closed... World Wide! 
2-20-2017 Presidents Day; School is Out, Closed on Presidents Day not for long as Trump orders 
all schools to be open 24/7 and buys all students in the USA a MacBook Pro with 1 Clink 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects at Los Alamos. Yale Key West Medical School 
Students are paid more than West Point Cadets to make a Point they are worth more than 
Generals. 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; McCain: Dictators get started by 'suppressing the free press' 
3-1-2017 Wednesday; 1984 President George Orwell; how did this happen to the USA? 

$777 Trillion in BP Oil; Honor Killings via Tim Cook Bill Gates Steve Jobs 
Link to Acrobat file for 1-1-2016 Greg + Wives
Greg's YouTube Video reposted







Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in a Polygamous Legal 
Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter, Brainstorming Novels and 1 
Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 
“Day Without a Woman” strike on Wednesday Strikes at the Heart of Life on Earth and in the 
Universe as God's best Invention is "Woman!" 

Pink Starbucks Cups... New Years Day 2017 + Nasty Women Paint the New Key West City Hall 
Pink!! 



4-3-2017 Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 3054345276 
Why Women Make Better Doctors... Epic Movie Disney "Dr.Cinderella MD Cars 4" 
Madonna Shares Sweet Video of Her New Twins Singing 'Twinkle Twinkle Little Star' 
Madonna's 58. 'Twinkle Twinkle 2 Trillion Galaxies" will scare the little girls... Time Goes By 
So Slowly, did until it became the new Higgs God Particle! 

Girl Stared down a Bull Statue on Wall Street - statue of a girl in front of the Wall Street bull in 
downtown Manhattan. Defiant Girl Statue in front of a Bull Statue, she looks Defiant! $$$ You 
can search for this on Google Images. 

4-3-2017 Monday; Comfort Woman Eve, all I could find searching Google is this... 
“Mitochondrial Eve Theory” by DNA coding that all human originated from one woman who 
lived about 200,000 years ago. Google search had NOTHING on did Eve's DNA come from 
Adam's DNA! 

"Comfort Women Statue" with a NYC sidewalk of 2 Trillion Galaxies by Disney Pixar! 

4-3-2017 Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 3054345276 
A Day with 4 Wife's... 


